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A COMPENDIUM OF ENGLISH GRAMMAR, B
Designed not to be Studied, but to be »pt* ad before ttae Learner In Parting prevlom to tali tan

ETYMOLOGY.
NOUNS.

A Noun ia the name of any person, ploce, or

thing.

A common noun is the name of a sort or

species of things.

A proper noun is the name of an individual.

A noun signifying many, is called a collective

noun, or noun of multitude.

The masculine gender denotes the male eex.

The feminine gender denotes the female sex.

The neuter gender denotes things which have

no sex.

The Jirgf perton denotes the speaker.

The second person denotes the person or thing

which is spoken to.

The third person de notes the person or thing

which is spoken of.

The singular number implies but one.

The plural number implies more than one.

The nominative ease denotes the actor or

subject of the verb.

The possessive case denotes the possessor of

something.

The objective case expresses ihe object of an

action or of a relation.

VERBS.
A Vekb is a word which signifies to be, to do,

or to SUFFER.

An active verb expresses action 3r energy.

An active verb is transitive when the action

passes over from the subject or nominative to an

object.

An active verb is intrannitive when the action

does not terminate on an object.

A passive verb denotes action received or

endured by the person or thing which is its nomi-

native.

A neuter verb expresses neither action nor

passion, but being, or a state of being.

Verbs are called regular when they form their

imperfect tense of the indicative mood, ond their

perfect participle, by adding to the present tense

ed, or d only when the verb ends in e.

Verbs are irregular when their imperfect tense

and perfect participle do not end in ed.

The indicative mood simply indicates or de-

clares a th'ng, or asks a question.

The subjunctive mood expresses action, passion,

or being, in a doubtful or conditional manner.

The imperative mood is used for commanding,
exhorting, entreating, or permitting.

The potential mood implies possibility, liberty,

or necessity ;
power, will, or obligation.

The infinitive mood expresses action, passion,

or being, in an unlimited manner, having no nomi-

native ; consequently, neither person nor number.

The present tense denotes an action or event in

present time.

The imperfect tense denotes a past action or

event, however distant.

The perfect tense denotes past tune, and also

conveys an allusion to the present.

The pluperfect tense represents a past action

or event that transpired before some other past

time specified.

The first future tense denotes a future action

or event.

The second future tense represents a tnture

action that will be fully accomplished, at or before

the time of another future action or event.

ARTICLES.
An Aktiole is a word prefixed to nouns, to

limit their signification.

The indefinite article limits the noun to one of

a kind, but to no particular one.

The dtfinite article generally limits the noun
to a particular object, or collection of objects.

ADJECTIVES.
An Adjective is a word added to a notm, to

e]{press its quality or kind.

The positive degree expresses the quality of an
object without any increase or diminution.

The comparative degree increases or lessens

the positive in signification.

The superlative degree increases or lessens the

positive to the highest or lowest degree.

Words used in counting are called numeral
adjectives of the cardinal kind.

Words used in numbering are called numeral
adjectives of the ordinal kind.

PARTICIPLES.
A Participle is a word derived from a verb,

and partakes of the nature of a verb, and also of

an adjective.

The present participle denotes action or being

continued, but not perfected.

The perfect participle denotes action or being

peHecied or finished.

The compound participle implies action or be-

ing completed before the time referred to.

ADVERBS.
An Adverb is a word used to modify the sense

of a verb, a participle, an adjective, or another

adverb. *

PREPOSITIONS.
A Preposition is a word which serves to con-

ii««t words, and show the relation between them.

PRONOUNS.
A Pronoun is a word used instead of a noun,

and generally to avoid the too frequent repetition

of the same word.

Personal Pronouns are those which denote

the persons of the nouns for which they stand.

Adjective Pronouns are a kind of adjectives

which point out nouns by some distinct specifica-

tion.

The distributive adjective pronouns are those

which denote the persons or things that make up

a number, each taken separately and singly.

The demonstrative are those which precisely

point out the subject to which they relate.

The indefinite are those which point out their

subject in an indefinite or general manner.

Relative Pronouns are such as relate, in

general, to some word or phrase going before,

which is called the antecedent.

CONJUNCTIONS.
A Conjunction is a part of speech that is

chiefly used to connect sentences, joining two or

more simple sentences into one co.npound sen-

tence ; it sometimes connects only words.

A copulative conjunction serves to connect and

continue a sentence, by joining on a member

which expresses an addition, a supposition, or a

cause.

A conjunction di^unctive serves to connect

and continue a sentence, by joining on a member

which expresses opposition of meaning.

INTERJECTIONS.
An Interjection is a word used to express

some passion or emotion of the speaker.

RULES~llFsYITAX.
Rule 1.—The article a or an agrees with nouns

in the singular number only.

Rule 2.—The definite article the belongs to

nouns in the singular or plural number.

Rule 3.—The nominative case governs the

verb.

Rule 4.—The verb must agree with its nomi-
native in number and person.

NoTK 1.—Every verb, when It Is not la the infinitiye
mood, must huve a nomlniitWe expressed or implied.

2.—When a verb cumns between two noun!!, either of
which miiy bo considered as the subject of the afflnna-
tlon, it must agree with that which Is the more naturally
its subject.

RjLE 5.—When an address is made, the noun
or pronoun addressed is put in the nominative

case independent.

NoTr t.—A noun Is Independent when It has no verb
to agree with It.

3.—Interjections require the objective case of a pronoun
of the first person at'ter them, but the nominative of a
noun or pronoun of the lecund or Uiird person.

Rule 6.—A noun or pronoun placed before a

pcrticiple, and being independent of the rest of

the sentence, is in the nominative case absolute.

Note.—Every nominative case, except the case abso-

lute and Independent, should belong to some verb cipress-

ed or understood,

Rule 7.—Two or more nouns, or nouns and
pronouns, signifying the same thing, are put, by

apposition, in the same case.

Rule 8.—Two or motVnouns, or nouns and
pronouns, in the singular number, connected by

copulative conjunttions, must have verbs, nouns,

and pronouns, agljeeing with them in the plural.

Note.—When eath or every relates to two or more
nominatives In the singular, although connected by a

copulative, the verb must agree with each of them In the

singular.

Rule 9.—Two or more nouns, or nouns and

pronouns, in the singular number, connected by

disjunctive conjunctions, must have verbs, nouns,

and pronouns agreeing with them in the singular.

Note 1.—When singular pronouns, or a noun and pro-

noun, of different persons, are disjunctively connected,

the verb must agree in person with that which is placed

nearest to it.

2.—Wben a disjunctive occurs between a singular noun

or pronoun and a pluriil one, the verb must aprue with the 1

plural noun or pronoun, which should gentTiilly be placed

next to the verb.

Rule 10.—A collective noun, or noun ol mul-

titude, conveying unity of idea, may have a verb

or pronoun agreeing with it in the singular.

Rule 11.—A noun of multitude conveying

plurality of idea, may have a verb or pronoun

agreeing with it in ihe plural.

Rule 12.—A noun or pronoun in the possessive

cast is governed by the noun it possesses.

Note 4.—Partlclplos frequently govern nouns and pro-

nouns In the possessive case.

Rule 13.—Personal pronouns must agree with

the nouns for which they stand in gender and

number.
Note.— ybu, though frequently employed to represent

a singular noun, Is always plural in form ; therefore the

verb connected with it should be plural.

Rule 14.—Relative pronouns agree with their

antecedents in gender, person, andi number.
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NoTB.—When the relaUve U preteded by two anUce-

denu of different persons, the relaUve and the verb must

agree In person with that antecedent which the sense

requires.

Rum 15.—The relative is the nominative case

to the verb, when no nominative cornea between

it and the verb.

RuLB 16.—When a nominative comeii between

the relative and the verb, the relative is governed

by the following verb, or by some other word in its

own member of the sentence.

Note 1.— Who, which, vhal, the relative l»af, and their

coui|H;unds, whomever, ukomtoeveTf tc- though in the

objective case, are always placed betore the verb.

3.—Every relative must have an antecedent to wblcb
it relates, either expressed or implied.

Rule 17.—When the relative pronoun is of the

interrogative kind, it refers to the word or phrase

containing the answer to the question for its «ti6-

seqtieiit, which subsequent must agree incase with

the interrogative.

Rule 18.—Adjectives belong to, and qualify

nouns, expressed or understood.

Note 1.—Adjectives frequently belong to pronouns.

2.—Numeral adjectives belong to nouns, which nouns

must agree in number with thefr adjectives, when of the

cardinal Itind.

3—Adjectives sometlraes belong to a verb in the inflnl-

tl\ i: mood, or to a (xirt of a sentence.

4.—.\djeCtivos are oilcn used to modtfV the sense of

other adjectives, or the action of verbs, and to express the

qmility of things in connexion with the action by which
that quality is produced.

S.—When an adjective Is preceded by a preposition,

and tlie noun Is understood, the two words may be con-

sidered an adverbial phrase.

Rule 19.—Adjective pronouns belong to nouns

expret-sed or understood.

Note 1.—The demonstrative adjective pronouns must

agree in number with their nouns.

S.—The pronominal adjectives, each, every, either,

neither, another, and one, agree with nouns in the singular

number only.

Rule 20.—Active-transitive verbs govern the

objective case.

Rule 21.—The verb to be may have the same

case after it as before it.

Note.—When nouns or pronouns next preceding and

following the verb to be signify the same thing, they are

in apposition, and therefore, in the tame case.

Rule 22.—Active-intransitive and passive verbs,

the verb to become, and other neuter verbs, have

the same case after them as before them, when

both words refer to and signify the same thing.

Note 1.— Active-intransitive verbs sometimes assume

a transitive form, and govern the objective case.

2.—According to a usage too common In colloquial

style, an agent not literally the correct one, is employed

as the nominative to a passive verb, which causes the

verb to b3 followed by an objective case without the

possibility of supplying before it a preposition.

Rule 23.—A verb in the infinitive mood may
be governed by a verb, noun, adjective, participle,

or pronoun.

Rule extra.—A verb in the infinitive mood,

refers to some noun or pronoun, as its subject or

actor.

Note 1.—The infinitive mood absolute stands Indepen-

dent of the rest of the sentence.

2.—the infinitive mood is sometimes governed by con-

junctions or adverbs.

Rule 24.—The infinitive mood, or part of a

sentence, is frequently put as the nominative case

to a verb, or the object of an active-transitive

verb.

Note.— To, the sign of the infinitive mood, Is some-

times properly omitted.

Rule 25.—The verbs which follow, bid, dare,

need, make, tee, hear, feel, help, let, and their

participles, are in the infinitive mood without the

sign to prefixed.

Rule 36.—Participles have the fame govern-

ment as the vertn have from which thry are

derived.

Note.—The present participle with the definite article

(As before It, Iwcomes a noun, and must have the pre|K)s-

itlon 0/ after it. The and of must both be tised or both be
omitted.

,

Rule 27.—The present participle refers to some
noun or pronoun, denoting the subject or actor.

Rule 28.—The perfect participle belongs, like

an adjective, to some noun or pronoun, expressed

or understood.

Note 1.—Participles of neuter verbs, have the same
case after them as before them.

2.—A participle with its adjuncts, may sometimes be
considered as a substantive or parucipial ohrase, which
phrase may be the subject of a verb, or the object of a
verb or preposition.

3.—As the perfect participle and the Imperfect tense of

Irregular verl{s, are sometimes dlferent in their fonn,

care must be taken that they bo not indiscriminately

used.

Rule 29.—Adverbs qualify verbs, participles,

adjectives, and other adverbs.

No'TE 1.—Adverbs are generally set before adjectives

or adverbs, after verbs, or between the auxiliary and the

verb.

2—When the qualifying word which follows a verb, ex-

presses quality, it must be an adjective, but when it ex-

presses manner, an adverb should be used. If the verb

to be can be substituted for the one employed, an adjective

should follow, and not an adverb.

Rule 30.—Two negatives destroy one an-

other, and are generally equivalent to an affirm-

ative.

Rule 31.—Prepositions govern the objective

case. .

Rule 32.

—

Home, ond nouns signifying dis-

tance, time when, how long, &c., are generally

governed by a preposition understood.

Note 1.—The prepositions to and for are often under-
stood, chiefly before the pronouns.

2.

—

To or unto is understood after like and unlike.

3.—Nouns signifying extension, duration, quantity,
quality, or value, are tised without a governing word.

Rule 33.—Conjunctions connect nouns and
pronouns in the same case.

Rule 34.—Conjunc.i.?n8 generally connect

verbs of like moods and tei\8es.

Note 1.—When different mootis and tenses are connec-
ted by conjunctions, the nominativ'e must be repeated.

2.—Conjunctions implying contingency or doubt, require

the subjunctive mood after them.

3.—The conjunctions, if, though, unless, except, wheth-

er, and lest, generally require the subjunctive mood after

them.

4._Conjunctions of a positive and absolute nature, re-

quire the indicative mood.

Rule 35.—A noun or pronoun following the

conjunction than, as, or but, is nominative to a

verb, or governed by a verb or preposition, ex-

pressed or understood.

Note t.
—

^The conjunction as, when it Is connected

with the pronoun such, many, or same, is sometimes call-

ed a relative pronoun.

2.—An ellipsis, or omission of some words, is frequent-

ly admitted, which miut be supplied In the mind in order

to parse grammatically.

3.—When the omission of words would obscure the

sense, or weaken its force, they must be expressed.

4.—In the case of prepositions, and words that relate

to each other, we should pay particular regard to the

meaning of the words or sentences which they connect

;

all the iMirts of a sentence should correspond to each other,

and a regular and clear construction tltroughout should be

carefully preserved.
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A D V Hll T I S E M li N T

TO THE ELEVENTH EDITION.

The Author ia free to acknowledge, that since this Treatino first ven-

tured on the wave of public opinion, the gales of patronage which

have wafted it along have been far more favorable than he had rea-

son to anticipate. Had any one, on its first appearance, predicted

thai the demand for it would call forth Iwenty-itvo thousand copies

during the past year the author would have considered the prediction

extravagant and chimerical. In gratitude, therefore, to that public

which has smiled so propitiously on his humble eflTorts to advance the

cause of learning, he has endeavoured, by unremitting attention to

the improvement of his work, to render it as useful and as unexcep-

tionable as his time and talents will permit.

It is believed that the tenlh and eleventh editions have been greatly

improved ; but the author is apprehensive that his work is not yet as

accurate and as much simplified as it may be. If, however, the dis-

advantages of lingering under a broken constitution, and of being able

to devote to this subject only a small portion of his time, snatched

from the active pursuits of a business life^(ac/n'e as far as his imper-

iect health permits him to be), are any apology for its defects, he

hopes that the candid will set down the apology to his credit. This

personal allusion is hazarded with the additional hope that it will

ward off some of the arrows of criticism which may be aimed at him,

and render less pointed and poisonous those that may fall upon him.

Not that he would beg a truce with the gentlemen critics and re-

viewers ; any compromise with them would betray a want of self-

confidence and moral courage which he would by no means be wil-

ling to avow. It would, moreover, be prejudicial to his interest ; for

he is determined, if his life be preserved, to avail himself of the advan-

tages of any judicious and candid criticisms on his production that

may appear, and, two or three years hence, revise his work, and pre-

sent to the public another and a better edition.

The improvements in the tenth edition consisted mainly in the ad-

dition of many important principles';* in rendering the illustrations

more critical, extensive, accurate, and lucid ; in connecting more
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closely with tho gonitis nn.l philosophy of our language tho general

principles adopted ; and in adding a brief view of pl.ilo8ophical grani-

inar, interspersed in notcK. Tho introduction into the eleventh

FDiTioN of many verbal criiicisms, of additional corrections m ortho-

craphy and ortheopy. of tho leading principles of rhetoric, and of

Ireneral additions and improvements in various parts of tho work,

render this edition, it is hoWeved, far rreferable to any of tho former

editions of tho work.

Perhaps some will regard tho philosophical nctoa as a useless oX-

hibition of pedantry. If bo, tho author's only apology is, that some

investigations of this nature seemed to bo called for by a portion of

tho communitv, whoso minds, of late, appear to bo under tho influence

of a kind o(philos<n>hical mania; and to such these notes aro respect-

fully submitted, for just what they may deem their real value. The

author's own opinion on this point is, that they proff-er no malenal

advantages to common learners ; but that they may profitably engage

tho attention of tho curious, and perhaps impart a degree of interest

to tho literary connoisseur.

New York, 22nd August, 1829.

i
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Tliere appears to be Boinething nsBuming in the net of wriling, anJ

lliruHiing into public notice a new work on n subject which hos nlrently

employed rnnny al)lf pens ; for who would presume to do thiH, unlesB he

believed \m production to be, in Home respeclfl, nuperior to every one ot

the kind which hutl preceded it ? Hence, in prehenling to the public this

pystein of English Grammar, the author jh nware that an apology will l)e

looked for, and that the arguments on which that apology is grounded

must inevitably undergo a rigid scrutiny. Apprehensive, liowever, that

no explanatory effort, on his part, would shield him from the imputation

of arrogance by such as are blinded by self-interesi, or by those who are

wedded to the doctrines and opinions of his predecessors, with them he

will not attempt a compromise, being, in a grtat measure, indifferent either

to their praise or their censure. But with the candid, he is wilhng to

negotiate an amicable treaty, knowing that they are always ready to enter

into it on honourable terms. In this negotiation he asks nothing rnore

than merely to rest the merits of his work on its practical W 'uy, believ-

ing that, if it prove uncommonly successful in facilitating the progress of

youth in the march of mental improvement, that will be its best apology.

When we bring into consideration the numerous production* of those

learned philologists.who have laboured so long, and, as many suppose so
'

successfully, in establishing the principles of our language ;
and, more es-

peciolly, when we view the labours of some of our modern compilers,

who hove displayed so much ingenuity and acutentss in attempting to

arrange those principles in such a manner as to form a correct and an

easy medium of mental conference ; it does, indeed, appear a little like

presumption for a young man to enter upon a subject rhich has so fre-

quently engaged the attention and talents of men distinguished tor their

erudition. The author ventures forward, however, under the conviction,

that most of his predecessors are very deficient, at least in manner, if not

in matter; and this conviction, he believes, will be corroborated by a

majority of the best judges in community. It is admitted, that many

valuable improvements have been made by some of our late writers, who

have endeavoured to simplify and render this subject intelligible to the

young learner, but they have all over-looked what the author considers a

very important object, namely, « systematic order of parsing; and

nearly all have neglected to develope and explain the principles m such

a manner as to enable the learner, without great diffieulty, to comprehend

theii nature and use.

By some this system will, no doubt, be discarded on account of its sim-

plicity; whilst to others its simplicity will prove its principal recommen-

dation. Its design is an hu-nble one. It proffers no great advantages to

the recondite grammarian ; it professes not to instruct the literary con-

noisseur; it presents no attractive graces of style to charni, no daring

fhcrhts to astonish, no deep researches to gratify him ;
but, in the humblest

simplicity of diction, it attempts to accelerate the march of the juvenile

mind in its advances in the path of science, by dispersmg those clouds

that so often bewilder it, and removing those obstacles that generally

retard its progress. In this way it endeavours to render interestmg and
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delightful a study which has hitherto been considered tedious, dry, and

irksome. Its leading object is to adopt a correct and an easy method,

in which pleasure is blended with the labour of the learner, and which

is calculated to excite in him a ppirit of inquiry, that shall call forth into

vigorous and useful exercise every latent energy of his mind ;
and thus

ennble him soon to become thoroughly acquainted with the nature of the

principles, and with their practical utihty and application.

Content to be useful, instead of being brilliant, the writer of these

pages has endeavoured to shun the path of those whose aim appears to

have been to dazzle rather than to instruct. As he has aimed not jo

much at originality as utihty, he has adopted the thoughts of his prede-

cessor whose labours have become public stock, whenever he could not,

in his opinion, furnish better and brighter of his own. Aware that there

is, in the public mind, a strong predilection for the doctrines contained

in Mr. Murray's grammar, he has thought proper, not merely from motives

of policy, but from choice, to select hia principles chiefly from that work;

and moreover, to adopt, as far as consistent Yirith his own views, the lan-

guage of that eminent philologist. In no instance has he varied from

him, unless he conceived that, in so doing, some practical advantage

would be gained. He hopes, therefore, to escape the censure so freijuent-

Iv and so justly awarded to those unfortunate innovators who have not

scrupled to alter," mutilate, and torture the text of that able writer, merely

to gratify an itching propensity to figure in the world as authors, and gain

an ephemeral popularity, by arrogating to themselves the credit due to

another.

The author is not disposed however, to disclaim all pretensions to ori-

ginality ; for, although his principles aif chiefly selected, (and who would

prosume to make new ones 1) the manner of arranging, illustrating and

applying them, is principally his own. Let no one, therefore, if he hap-

pen to find in other works, ideas and illustrations similar to soine contaiti-

ed in the following lectun s, too htstily accuse him of plagiaristn. It is

well known that similar investigations and pursuits often elicit corres-

ponding ideas in diflferent minds • -ud hence it is not uncommon for the

same thought to be strictly original with many writers. The author is

not here attempting to manufacture a garment to shield him from rebuke,

should he unjustly claim the property of another ; but he wishes it to be

understood, that a lot g course of teaching and investigation, has often

produced in bis mind ideas and arguments. on the subject of grammar,

exactly or nearly corresponding with those which he afterwards lound

had, under similar circumstances,. been produced in the minds of others.

He hopes, therefore, to be pardoned by the critic, even though he should

not be willing to reject a good idea of hia own, merely because some one

else has, at some time or othCi, been blessed with the aame thought.

As the plan of this treatise is far more comprehensive than those of or-

dinary grammars, the writer could not, witho'it making his work unrea-

sonably vohiininous, treat some topics as extensively as was desirable. Its

design is to embrace, not only all the most important principles of the

science, but also exercises in parsing, false syntax, and punctuation, suf-

ficiently extensive for all ordinary, practical purposes, and a key to the

exercises, and, mcrreover, a series of il lustra tious so fail and intelligible,

as completely to adapt the principles to the capacities of common learn-

ers. Whether this design has been successfully or unsuccessfully execu-

ted, is left for the public to decide. The general adoption of the work
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into scliools, wherever it has become known, and the ready sale oi^fortf

thousand copies, (though without, hitherto affording the author any pe-

cuniary profit,) are favourable omens.

In the selection and arrangement of principles for his work, the author

has endeavoured to pursue a course between flie extremes, of taking

blindly on trust whatever has beta saactioned by prejudice and the autho-

oty of venerable names, and of that arrogant, innovating spirit, which

sets at defiance all authority, and attempts to overthrow all foriher sys-

tems, and convince the world that all true knowledge and science are

wrapped up in a crude system of vagaiies of its own invention. Not-

withstanding the author is aware that public prejudice is powerful, an 1

that he who venture" much by way of ir novation will be liable to defeat

his own purpose, by falUng into neg'lect
;
yet he has uken the liberty ta

think for himself, to investigate the subject critically and dispassionately,

and to adopt such principles only as he deemed the least objectionable, and

best calculated to effect the object he had in view. But what his system

claims as improvements on others, consists not so much ia bettering the

principles themselves, as in the method adopted of communicating a

Jcnowledge of them to the mind of the learner. That the work is defec-

tive, the author is fully sensible ; and he is free to acknowledge, that itg

defects ari^e, in part, from his own want ofjudgment and skill. Bat there

is another and more serious cause of them, namely, the anomalies and

impejfections with which the language abounds. This latter circum-

stance is also the cause oi'the existence of so widely different opinions on

mr.ny important points; and, moreover, the reason that the grammatical

principles of our language can never be indisputRhly settled. But princi-

ples ought not be rejected -because they admit of exceptions. He who is

thoroughly acf-uainted with the genius and structure of oui language, caa

duh' appreciate the truth of these remarks.

lo conform, in our orthography and ortheopy,to some admitted stand-

ard, the author deems a consideration of sufficient importance to justify

him in introducing into his worit an article on each of these subjects, in

which many words that are often mispeiled <>r mispronounced, are cor-

rected according to a work,* which, in his estimation, justly claims a de-

cisive pref'irence, in point of accuracy, to any other Dictionary ofithe

English language.

*#* Should parents object to the Compendium, fearing it will soon be

destroyed by their children, they are informed aiat the pupil will not have

occasion to use it one-tenth part as much as he will the book which it ac-

companies ; and besides, if it be destroyed, he will find all the definitions

and rules which it contains, recapitulated i» the series of Lectures.

• The work alluded to, is "Walker's Diictionary," r&vise« and corrected by Mi.

SLyman Cobb.
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HINTS
TO TEACHERS AND PRIVATE LEARNERS.

\
X,

A8 this work proposes a new mode of parsing, and pursues an ar-
rangement essentially different from that generally adopted, it may
not be deemed improper for the author to give some directions to those
who may be disposed to use it. Perhaps they who take only a slight

view of the order of parsing will not consider it new, but blend it

with those long since adopted. Some writers have, indeed, attempt-
ed plana somewhat similar ; but in no instance have they reduced
them to what the author considers a regular systematic order.

The methods which they have generally suggested, require the

teacher to interrogate the pupil as he proceeds ; or ^Ise he is permit-
ted to parse without giving any explanations at all. Others hint that

the learned ought to apply definitions in a general way, but they lay

down no systematic arrangement of questions as his guide. Tho
systematic order laid down in this work, if pursued by the pupil,

compels hi«i to apply every definition and every rule that appertains
to each word he parses, without having a question put to him by the
teacher ; and, in so doing, lie explains every word fully aii he goes
along. This course enables the learner to proceed independently

;

I
and proves, at the same time, a great relief to the instructor. The
convenience and advantage of this method are far greater than can
be easily conceived by one who is unacquainted with it. The author
is, therefore, anxious to have the absurd practice, wherever it ! as
been established, of causing learners to commit and recite definitions

and rules without any simultaneous application of them to practical

examples immediately abolished. This system obviates the neces-
sity of pursuing such a stupid course of drudgery ; for the young
beginner who pursues it, will have, in a few weeks, all the most im-
portant definitions and rules perfectly committed, simply by applying
them in parsing- ,

If this plan be once adopted, it is confidently believed that every
teacher who is desirous to consult either his own convenience, or
the advantage of his pupils, will readily pursue it in preference to

any fornrr method. This belief is founded on the advantages which
the author himself has experienced from it in the course of several
years, devoted to the instruction of youth and adults. IJy pursuii^
this system, he can, with less labour, advance a pupil farther in a
practical knowledge of this abtruse science, in two months^ than he
could in one year when he taught in the " old way." It is presumed
that no instructor, v/ho once gives this system a fair trial, will doubt
the truth of this assertion.

Perhaps some vail, on a first view of the work, disapprove of the
transposition of m ;ny parts ; but whoever examines it attentively, will
find that, althou; . iie author has not followed the common " artificial

ainj unnatural arrangement adopted by most of his predecessors," yet
iiehas endeavoured to pursue a more judicious one, namely, "the
-_-i-ad \jl iiic iiiruci oiaiJUiiJji^.

The learner should commence, not hy committing and rehearsing^
hut by reading attentively the first two lectures several times over. He
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ought then to parse, according to the systematic ord^, the examples
given for that purpose ; in doing which, as previously stated, he has
an opportunity ot committing all the definitions and rules belonging
to the parts of speech included in the examples.
The Compendium, as it present* to the eye of the learner a con-

densed but comprehensive vfew of the whole science, may be prop-

erly considered an " Ocular Analysis of the English language." By
referring to it, the young student is enabled to apply all his defini-

tions and rules from the very commencement of ihia parsing. To
some, this mode of procedure may seem rather tedious ; but it must
appear obvious to every person of discernment, that a pupil will learn

more by parsing^re words critically, and explaining them fully, than

he would by parsing fifty words superficially, and without under-
standing their various properties. The teacher who pursues this plan,

is not under the necessity of hearing bh pupils recite a single lesson

of definitions committed to memory, for he l>as a fair opportunity of
discovering their knowledge of theso as they evince it in parsing.

All other directions necessary for the learner in school, as well as for

the private learner, will be given in the succeeding pages of the
work. Should these feeble efforts prove a saving of much tinae and
expense to those young persons who may be disposed to pursue this

science with avidity, by enabling them easily to acquire a critical

knowledge of a branch of education so important and desirable, the
author's fondest anticipations will be fully realized ; but should his

work fall into the hands of any who are expecting, by the acquisition,

to become grammarians, and yet, have not sufficient ambition and
perseverance to make themselves acquainted with its contents, it is

hoped, that the blame for their nonimprovement will not be thrown
upon him.

To those enterprising and intelligent gentlemen who may be dispos-

ed to lecture on this plan, the author takes the liberty to offer a
few hints by way of encouragement.
Any judicious instructor of grammar, if he take the trouble to make

himself familiar with the contents of the following pages, will find

it an easy matter to pursue this system. One remark only to the
lecturer is sufficient. Instead of causing his pupils to acquire a
knowledge of the nature and use of the principles by intense appli-

cation, let him communicate it verbally ; that is, let him first take up
one part of speech, and, in an oral lecture, unfold and explain all its

properties, not only by adopting the illustrations given in the book,
but also by giving others that may occur to his mind as he proceed^.
After a part of speech has been thus elucidated, the class should be
interrogated on it, and then taught to parse it, and correct errors in

composition under the rules that apply to it. In the same manner he
may proceed with the other parts of speech, observing, however, to

recapitulate occasionally, until the learners become thoroughly ac-
quainted with whatever principles may have been presented. If this

plan be faithfully pursued, rapid progress, on the part of the learner,

will be the inevitable result ; and that teacher who pursues it cannot
ail of acquiring distinction, and an enviable popularity in his pro-

cssion. S. KIRKHAM.



FAMILIAR LECTURES

ON

ENGLISH GRAMMAR.
LECTURE I.

DIVISIONS OF GRAMMAR.—ORTHOGRAPHY.

TO THE YOUNG LEARNER

;

You are about to enter upon one of the most useful, and,

when rif^hlly pursued, ope of the most interesting studies in

the whoTe cirele of science. If, however, you, like many a

misguided youth, are under the impression that the study of

grammar is dry and irksome, and a matter of little conse-

quence, I trust I shall succeed in removing from your mind

all such false notions and ungrounded prejudices; for I will

erdeavour to convince you, before I close these lectures, that

this is not only a pleasing study, but one of real and substan-

tial utility ; a study that directly tends to adorn and dignify

human nature, and meliorate the condition of man. Gram-

mar is a leading branch of that learning which alone is cap-

able of unfolding and maturing the mental powers, and of

elevatino- man to his proper rank in the scale of intellectual

existence ;—of that learning Avhich lifts the soul from earth,

and enables it to hold converse with a thousand worlds. In

pursuing any and every other path of science, you will dis-

cover the truth of these remarks, and feel its force ; for you

will find, that, as grammar opens the door to every depart-

ment of learning, a knowledge of it is indispensable ; and

should you not aspire at distinction in the republic of letters,

this knowledge cannot fail of being serviceable to you, even if

you are destined to pass through the humblest walks of life.

I think it is clear, that, in one point of view, grammatical

knowledge possesses a decided advantage over every other

branch of learning. Penmanship, arithmetic, geography, as-

tronomy, botany, chemistry, and so on, are highly useful in

their respective places; but not one of them is so universally
lJ-,«V.i^ tv-> »M»n/^4ipal r>nr»->nopa nc <]iic Tn pvprxr Gitiinlion

OlJlJliuauic; I^j pi t-f>-ti'-«-» i''"i "' — .ii..->. — ^•x-..j ...i ,i...i,

under all circumstances, on all occasions ; —when you speak.
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read, write, or think, a knowledge of grammar is of essential
utility.

Doubtless you have heard some persons assert, that they
could detect and correct any error in language by the car, and
speak and write accurately without a knowledge of grammar.
Now your own observation will soon convince you that this
assertion is incorrect. A man of refined taste may, by per-
using good authors, and conversing with the learned, acquire
that knowledge of language whicir will enable him to avoid
those glaring errors that oifond the ear; but there are other
errors equally gross, which have not a harsh sound, and,
consequently, which cannot be detected without a knowledge
of the rules that are violated. Believe me, therefore, when^I
say, that without the knowledge and application of grammar
rules, it is impossible for any one to think, speak, read or write
with accuracy. From a want of such knowledge, many often
express their ideas in a manner so improper and obscure as to
render it impossible for any one to understand them : their
language frequently amouiTts, not only to had sense, but non-
sense. In other instances several different meanings may be
affixed to the words they employ ; and what is still worse, is,

that not unfrequently their sentences are so constructed, as to
convey a nieaning quite the reverse of that which they intend-
ed. Nothing of a secular nature can be more worthy of your
attention, then, than the acquisition of grammatical knowledge.
The path which leads to grammatical excellence, is not n\\

the way smooth and flowery, but in it you will find some thorns
interspersed, and some obstacles to be surmounted ; or, in sim-
pie language, you will h. 1, in the pursuit of this science,
many intricacies which it is rather difficult for the juvenile
mind completely to unravel. I shall, therefore, as I proceed,
address you in plain language, and endeavour to illustrate
every principle in a manner so clear and simple, that you will
be able, if you exercise your mind, to understand its nature,
and apply it to practice as you go along ; for I would rather
give you one useful idea, than fifty high-sounding words, the
meaning of which you would probably be unable to compre-
hend.

Should you ever have any doubts concerning the nieaning
of a word, or the sense of a sentence, you must not be dis-
couraged, but persevere, either by studying my explanations,
or by asking some person competent to inform you, till you
obtain a clear conception of it, and till all doubts are removed.
By carefully examining, and frequently reviewing, the fol-

I
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lowing lectures, you wHl soon be able to discern the grum-

matical construction of our language, and fix in your mind

the principles by which it is governed. Nothing delights

youth so much as a clear anu distinct knowledge of any branch

of science which they are pursuing ; and, on the other hand,

I know they are apt to be discouraged with any branch of

fearnincr which requires much time and attention to be under-

stood ^It is the evidence of a weak mind, iiowever, to be dis-

couraged by the obstacles witli which the young learner must

expoct to meet; and tlie best means that you can adopt, in

order to enable you to overcome the difiiculties that arise in

the incipient stage of your studies, is to cultivate the habit of

thinking methodically and soundly on all subjectsof importance

which may engage your attention. Nothing will be more et-

fectual in enabling you to think, as well as to speak and write,

correctly, than the study of English grammar, according

to the method of pursuing it as prescribed in the following

paffes This system is designed, and, I trust, well calculated

to expand and strengthen the intelledtual faculties, in as much

as it involves a process by which the mind is addressed, and a

(knowledge of grammar communicated in an interesting and

Ifamiliar manner.

f You are aware, my youi.g friend, that you live in an age

[of light and knowledge ;—an age in which science and the arts

(a.-e marching onward with gigantic strides. .You live, too,

!in a landof liberty;—a land on which the smiles of Heaven

1 beam with uncommon refulgence. The trump of the warrior

tend the clancrour of arms no longer echo on our mountains,

for in our valTeys ; " the garments dyed in blood have passed

[away" the mighty struggle for independence is over ; and

you live to enjoy the rich boon of freedom and prosperity

which was purchased with the blood of our fathers. These

considerations forbid that you should ever De so unmindful of

your duty to your country, to your Creator, to yourself, and

to succeeding generations, as to be content to grovel in igno-

rance. Remember that "knowledge is power; that an

enlightened and virtuous people can never be enslaved
;
and

thatton the intelligence of our youth, rest the future liberty,

the prosperity, the happiness, the grandeur, and the glory of

our beloved country. Go on, then, with a laudable ambition,

and an unyielding perseverance, in the path which leads to

honour and renown. Press forward. Go, and gather laurels

on the hill of science ; linger among her unfading beauties;

"drink deep" of b'^'* crystal fountain; and then join in the
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•' march of famo." Becomo learned and virtuous, and you
will be great. Lovo God and serve him, and you will
be happy.

LANGUAGE.
Language, in its most extensive sense, implies those siirns

by which men and brutes communicate to each other their
thoughts, affections, and desires.

Language maybe divided, 1. into natural and trrtificial

;

2. into spoken and written.

Natural Language consists in the use of those natural
signs which different animals employ in communicatinf tiieir

^feelings one to another. The meaning of these signs all per-
*fectly understand by the principles of their nature. This
language is common both to man and brute. The elements
of natural language in man may be reduced to three kinds:
modulations of the voice, gestures, and features. By means of
these, two savages who have no common, artificial language,
can communicate their thoughts in a manner quite intelligible

;

they can ask and refuse, affirm and deny, threaten and sup-
plicate; they can traffic, enter into contracts, and plight
their faith. The language of brutes consists in the use of
those inarticulate sounds by which they express their thoughts
and aff*ections. Thus, the chirping of a bird, the bleating of
a lamb, the neighing of a horse, and the growling, whining,
and barking of a dog, are the language of those animals, re-
spectively.

Artificial Language consists in the use of words, by means
of which mankind are enabled to communicate their thoughts
to one another. In order to assist you in comprehending what
is meant by the term word, I will endeavour to illustrate the
meaning of the term.

Idea. The notices which we gain by sensation and per-
ception, and which are treasured up in the mind to be the
materials of thinking and knowledge, are denominated ideas.
For example, when you place your hand upon a piece of ice,
a sensation is excited which we call coldness. That faculty
which notices this sensation, or change produced iiS the mind,
is called perception; and the abstract notice itself, or notion
you form of this sensation, is denominated an idea. This
being premised, wc will now proceed to the consideration of
words.
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Words are articulate sounds, used by common consent, not

as natural, but as artificial, signs of our ideas. Words have

no moaning in themselves. They are merely the artificial

representatives of those ideas affixed to them by compact or

agreement among those who use thtfm. Jn English, for in-

stance, to a particular kind of metal tve assign the n&megold :

not because there is, in that sound, any peculiar aptness

which suggests the idea wo wish to convey, but the appli-

cation of that sound to the idea signified, is an act alto-

gether arbitrary. Were there any natural connexion between

the sound and the thing signified, the word gold would convey

the same idea to the people of other countries as it does to

ourselves. But such is not the fact. Other nations make

use of diflferent sounds to signify the same thing. Thus,

aurum denotes the same idea in Latin, and or in French.

—

Hence it follows, that it is by custom only we learn to annex

i particular ideas to particular sounds.

Spoeen Language or speech is made up of articulate sounds

uttered by the human voice.

The voice is formed by air which, after it passes through the

glottis, (a small aperture in the upper part of the wind-pipe,) is

modulated by the action of the throat, palate, teeth, tongue,

lips, and nostrils.

Written LiNGUAGE. The elements of written language

consist of letters or characters, which, by common consent and

I general usage, ere combined into words, and thus made the

f ocular representatives of the articulate sounds uttered by the
* voice.
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GRAMMAR.

Grammar is the science of language.

Grammar may be divided into two species, universal and

particular.

Universal Grammar explains the principles which are com-

mon to all languages.

Particular Grammar applies those general principles to a

particular language, modifying them according to its genius,

and the established practice of the best speakers and writers by

whom it is used. Hence,

The established practice of the lest speakers and writers of
nnv Innminrrp. i« thp stnndfird f>f grammatical accuracv in the

use of that language.
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By tlio phrase, eslahlished practice, is implied rrputnhlo, nu-
tionul, jirul present usnjro. A usiiir,. becornoH good m\t\ /era/
vvlifni It lias been lonp and generally afiopferl.

'^

The best speakers and writers, or such as xxmy bo considered
good authority in the use of language, arc those who are de-
servedly \n high estimation

; speakers, distinguished fi.r their
elocution and other literary attainments ; and writers, eminent
for correct taste, solid matter, and refmed maimer.

In ilie grnnimnr of a perfect Innguagp, no rules pIio.iIiI bo admitted. but
Buch ns are founded on (ixed principlef., arising out of the genius of that
language and the nature ot things

; but our language being m.perfect.it
becomes necesenry, in a practical treatise, like this, to adopt some ruk-s lo
direct us in the use ofspeech as regulated by custom. If we had a perma-
nent and surer standard than capricious custom to regulate us in the irans
mission of thought, great inconvenience would be avoided. The-; iioweverwho introduce usages which depart from the analogy and piuKiophy of a
language, are conspicuous among the number of those who form that lan-
guage, and have power to control it.

Language is conventional, and jiot only invented, but, in its progressive
advancement, varied for purposes of practical convenience. Hence it as-
sumes any and every form which those who make use of it choose to give
It. We are, therefore, as rational and practical grammarians, compelled
to submit to the necessity of the case ; to take the language as it ia, and
not as It should he, and bow to custom.

Philosophical Grammau investigates and develops the prin-
ciples of language, as founded in the nature of things and the
original laws of thought. It also discusses the grounds of the
classification of words, and explains those procedures which
practical grammar lays down for our observance.

Practical Grammar adopts the most convenient classifi-
cation of the words of a language, lays down a system of de-
finitions and rules, founded on scientific principles and good
usage, illustrates their nature and design, and enforces their
application.

Principle. A principle in grammar is a peculiar construe
tion of the language, sanctioned b; .oud usage.

Definition. A definition in grnnamar ; a princ^pl, of lan-
guage expressed in a definite fonn.

Rule. A rule describes the peculiar construction or cir-
cumstantial relation of words, which custom has established
for our observance.
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ENGLISH GRAMMAR.
English Grammar is the art of speaking and writing

the English language with propriety.
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Grammar tpaclics us how to use words in a proper manner.

The most important use of iluit faculty called spoech, is, to

convoy our thoughts to others. If, thoroforo, wo have a store

of words, and even know what they signify, thoy will he of no

real use to us unless we can also apply them to practice, and

make them answer the purposes for which they were invented.

I

Grammar, well understood, enables us to express our thoughts

fully and clearly ; and, consequently, in a manner which \yill

(defy the ingenuity of man to give our words any other meaning

'than that which we ourselves intend them to express. To be

able to speak and write our vernacular tongue with accuracy

nnd elegance, is, certainly, a consideration of the highest mo-

Evmcnt.

Grammar is divided into four parts : .

1. Ortiiggrapiiy, 3. Syntax,

2. Etymology, * 4. Prosody,

Orthograpiiy teaches the nature and powers of letters,

and the just method of spelling words.

Orthography means word-making or spelling. It teaches

us the different kinds and sounds of letters, how to combine

Ihem into syllables, and syllables into words.

As this is one of the first steps in the path of literature, I

presume you already understand the nature and use ofletters,

and the just method of spelling words. If you do, it is unne-

XJessary for you to dwell long on this part of grammar, which,

though very important, is rather dry and uninteresting, for it

has nothing to do with parsing or analyzing language. And,

therefore, if you can spell correctly, you may omit Orthogra-

phy, and commence with Etymology and Syntax.

Orthography treats, 1st, of Letters, 2ndly, of Syllables,

and 3dly, of Words.

I I. Letters. A letter is the first principle, or least

ipart, of a word.

The English Alphabet contains twenty-six letters.

They are divided into vowels and consonants.

A vow^el is a letter that can be perfectly sounded by

;
itself. The vowels are a, e, i, o, u, and sometimes w

and V. W and y are consonants when they begin a word

or syllable ; but in every other situation they are vowels.
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A consonant is p. letter that cannot be perfectly s'^und-

ed without the help of a vowel ; as, b, d, f, I. All letters

except the vowels are consonants.

Consonants are divideJ into mutes and semi-vowels.

The mutes cannot be sounded at all withoutthe aid of
a \rowel. They are b, p, t,d, Ic, and c and g hard.

The serai-vowels have an imperfect sound of them-
selves. They are/, /, m, n, r, v, s, 2, x, and c and g soft.

Four of the semi-vowels, namely, ?, m, n, r, are called liquids, because
they readily unite with other consonants, and flow, as it were, into their
sounds. ^

A diphthong is the union of two vowels, pronounced
by a single impulse of the voice ; as oi in voice, ou in

sound.

A triphthong is the union of three vowels prooountjed in

like manner ; as, eau in beaa, iew in viev/.

A proper diphthong has both the vowels sounded ; as, ou in ounce. An
improper diphthong has only one of the vowels sounded ; as, oa in boat.

II. Syllables. A syllable is a distinct sound, uttered
by a single impulse of the voice ; as, a, an, ant.

A word of one syllable, is termed a Monosyllable ; a
word of two syllables, a Dissyllable ; a word of three
syllables, a Trisyllable ; a word of four or more syllables,

a Polysyllable.

III. WoEDs. Words are articulate sounds, used by
common consent, as signs of our ideas.

Words are of two sorts, primitive and derivative.

A primitive word is that which cannot be reduced to a
simpler word in the language ; as, man, good.

A derivative word is that which may be reduced to a
simpler word ; as, manful, goodness.

There is little or no difference between derivative and compound words.
xi=-, .^.jiii.i«t."„-nc VI auucu syimuicB, SUCIJ SB CO, fiS, £38, €81, ail, Uui, en,
ence,ent, dom, hood, ly, oua.Jvl, ness, and the like.were, originally, dis-
tinct and separate words, which, by long use, have been contracted, and
made to coalesce with other words.

».
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OF THE SOUNDS OF THE LETTERS.
A.

—

A has four sounds; the long; as in name, basin; the broad;

as in cally wall; the short ; as in fagot, glass ; and the flat, Italian

sound ; as in bar, farther.

The improper diphthong, aa, has the short sound of a in Balaam^
Canaan, Isaac ; and the long sound qjf a in Baal, Gaal, Aaron.

The Latin diphthong, cc, has the long sound of e in (Enigma, Cccsar,

and some other words. But many authors reject this useless excres-

cence of antiquity, and write, enigma, Cesar.

The diphthong, ai, has the long sound of a ; as in pail, sail ; except

in plaid, said, again, raillery,fountain, Britain, and some others.

Au is sounded like broad a in taught, like flat a in aunt, like long o

in hautboy, and like short o in laurel.

- Aw has always the sound of broad a ; as in bawl, crawl.

Ay has the long sound of a ; as in pay, delay.

B.

—

B has only one sound ; as in baker, number, chub.

B is silent when it follows m in the same syllable ; as in lamb, &c.
except in accumb, rhomb, and succumb. It is also silent before t in

the same syllable ; as in doubt, debtor, subtle, &c.
C.—C sounds like k before a,o,u,r,l,t, and at the end of syllables j

f^as in cart, cottage, curious, craft, tract, cloth ; victim,flaccid. It has
* the sound of s before e, i, and y ; as in centre, cigar, mercy. C has

the sound o(sh when followed by a diphthong, and is preceded by the

accent, either primary or secondary ; as in social, pronunciation, &c.

;

and of z in discern, sacrifice, sice, suffice. It is mute in arbuscle, c*^-,

czarina, endict, victuals, muscle.

Ch is commonly sounded like tsh; as in church, chin; but in words

^
darived from the ancient languages, it has the sound of k ; as in chy-

'^ist, chorus ; and likewise in foreign names ; as in Achish, Enoch.

~n WO' is from the French, ck sounds like sh ; as in chase, chevalier

;

,nd also like sh when preceded by Z or n; as in milch, bench, clinch.

Ch in arch, before a vowel, sounds like k ; as in arch-angel, except

in arched, archery, archer, archenemy; but before a consonant, it sounds

like tsh ; a.s in archbishop. Chis silent in schedule, schism, yacht,

^drachm.
'I D.

—

D has one uniform sound ; as in death, bandage. It sounds

Hike dj or j when followed by long u preceded by the accent ; as in

educate, verdure. It also sounds like^ in grandeur, soldier.

I The termination, ed, in adjectives and participial adjectives, retains

#it8 distinct sound ; as, a wick-ed man, a learvrcd man, bless-ed are the

meek ; but in the verbs the e is generally dropped ; as, passed, walked,

flashed, aimed, rolled, &c., which are pronounced, past, walkt,flashtf

aimd, rold.
'

E.

—

E has a long sound ; as in scheme, severe; a short sou.id ; as

^ in men, tent ; and rometimes the sound of flat a ; as in sergeant ; and

of short i; as in yes, pretty, England, and generally in the unaccented

terminations, es, et, en.

F.

—

F has 'one unvaried sound ; as infancy, muffin ; except in of,

which, when compounded,, is pronounced ov. A wive's portion, a

^
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calve's head, are improper. They should be, wife^s portion, calf^s

head.

G.

—

G lias two sounds. It is hard before a, o, u, I, and r, and at

the end of-a word ; as in gay, go, gun, glory ; hag, snug. It is soft

before e, i, and y ; as m genius, ginger, Egypt. Exceptions; g-e^,

gewgaw, gimlet, nnd some others. G is silent before n , as m gnash.

H.

—

H has an articulate sound ; as in hat, horse, hull. It is silent

after r ; as in rhetoric, rhubarb.

I.—/has a long sound; as in fi/ifi ; and a short one ; as in fin.

Before r it is often sounded like u short ; as in first, third; and in

other woida, like short e; as in birth, virtue. In some words it has

the sound of long e ; as in machine, profile.

J.

—

J has the sound of soft g ; except in hallelujah, in which it is

pronounced like y.

K.—/r has the sound of c hard, and is used before e, i, antf y,

where c would be soft; as kepi, skirt, murky. It is silent before n ;

as in knife, knell, knocker. •

The custom of omitting the A; at the end of words where it is pre-

ceded by c, has introduced into the language the unwarrantable novelty

of ending a word with an unusual letter, which produces irregulari-

ties in formatives ; for we are obliged to employ the k in frolicking,

frolicked, irctfficking, trafficked, mimicking, attacking, &c. though we
omit it in frolic, traffic, &.c.

L.

—

L has always a soft liquid sound ; as in love, billow. It is often

silent ; as in half, talk, almond.
M.

—

M has always the same sound ; as in murmur, monumental

;

except in comj)troller,*which,is pronounced controller.

N.

—

N has two" sounds ; the one pure ; as in man, net, noble ; the

other a compound sound ; as in ankle, banquet, distinct, &c, pronoun-

ced angkl. bangkwet. N final is silent when preceded by m ; as in

hymn, autumn.
O.—O has a long sound ; as fti noie, over ; and a short one ; as in

not, got. It has the sound of u short ; as in son, attorney, doth, does

;

and generally in the terminations, op, ot, or, on, om, ul, od, &c.
P.

—

P has but one uniform sound ; as in pin, slipper ; except in

cupboard, clapboard, where it has the sound of b. It is mute in psalm,
Ptolemy, tempt, empty, corps, raspjeiry, and receipt.

Ph has the sound of/ in philosophy, Philip ; and of v in nephew,.

Stephen.

Q.

—

Q is sounded like k, and is always followed by u pronounced
like w ; as in quadrant, queen, conquest.

R.

—

R has a rough sound ; as in Rome, river, rage ; and a smooth
one ; as in bard,card, regard. In the unaccented tefmination re, the

r is sounded after the e; as in fibre, centre.

S.— /S has a flat sound like z ; as in besom, nasal; and, at the be-

ffinnino" of words, r slinrn. InsKina- sr nnrl : ns in snint. sisfpr. samvle._ j_ .- .. ,
J,,

_. J
— —

J , —

^

It has the sound of sh when preceded by the accent and another s or

a liquid, and followed by a diphthong or long u; as in expulsion,

censure, S sounds like zh when preceded by the accent and a vowelj

and fol](
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and followed by a diphthong or long m; as in Iraster, usual. It is

mute in isle, corps, demesne, viscount,

T.

—

T is sounded in lake, temper. T before u, when the accent

precedes, and generally before eou, sounds like tsh ; as, nature, virtue^

righteous, are pronounced, natsJiure, virtshue, ritsheous. Ti before a

vowel, preceded by the accent, has the sound of sh ; as in salvation,

negotiation ; except in such words as tierce, tiara, &c. and unless an

s goes before; as, question; and excepting also derivatives from

words ending in ty ; as in mighty, mightier.

Th, at the beginning, middle, and end of words, is sharp ; as in thi^k,

^panther, breath. Exceptions ; then, booth, worthy, &lc.

U.— U has three sounds ; a long ; as in mule, cubic ; a short ;
as in

^dull, custard ; and an obtuse sound ; as in full, bushel. It is pronoun-

ced like ehort e in bury ; and like short i in busy, business.

V.—F has uniformly the sound of flat/; as in vanity, love.

W.—W, when a consonant, has its sound, which is heard in ico,

beware.

Wis silent before r ; as in wry, xorap, wrinkle ; and also in answer,

Uword, &c. Before h it is pronounced as if written after the h ; as in why,

\w1icn, what ;—hwy, hwen, htoat. When heard as a vowel, it takes the

|eound of u; as in draw, crew, now.

X.—X has a sharp sound, like ks, when it ends a syllable with the

loccent on it ; as exit, exercise ; or when it precedes an accented syllable

[which begins with any consonant except A ; as excuse, extent ^hnt when

the following accented syllable begins with a vowel or A, it has, generally

a flat sound, like gz ; as in exert, exhort. X has the sound of z at the

beginning of proper names of Greek origin ; as in Xanthus, Xenophon,

Xerxes.

Y.— F, when a consonant, has its proper sound; as in youth, York, yes,

new-year. When 9 is employed as a vowel, it has exactly the sound

Ithat i would have in the same situation; ixsin rhyme, system, party,

%0ramid.

Z.—Zhas the sound of flat 8 ; as in freeze, brazen.

RULES FOR SPELLING.

Spelling is the art of expressing a word by its proper

letters. •

The following rules are deemed important in practice, although

they assist us in spelling only a small portion of the words of our

language. This useful art is chiefly to be acquired by studying the

,spelling-book and dictionary, and by strict attention in reading.

Rule i. Monosyllables ending in f, Z,or s, double the final or ending

consonant when it is preceded by a single vowel ; as, staff, mill, pass.

Excentions -. of-, if-, as-, is-, has. was. yes. his. this, us, and thus.

False Orthography for the learner to correct.—Be thou like the gale

that moves the gras, to those who ask thy aid. Tlie aged hero comes

forth on his staf ; his gray hair glitters in the beam.—Shai mortal man
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be more j«st than God ? Few know the vnltie of health til they lose it.

—Our manners should be neither grds, nor exc^sively refined.

And that is not the lark, whose notes do beat

The vaulty heaven so high above our Iwads ;

I have more care to stay, than wil to go.

Rule n. Monosyllables ending in any consonant but /, Z, or 5,

never double the final consonant when it is preceded by a single

vowel ; as, man, hat. Exceptions; adH, ebb, buti, egg, odd, err, inn,

bunn, purr, and buzz.

False Orthography.—i^one ever went sadd from Fingal,—He rejoiced

over his sonn.—Clonar lies bleeding on the bedd of death.—Many a trapp

is set to insnare the feet of youth.

The weary sunn has made a golden sett.

And, by the bright track of his golden carr,

'Gives token of a goodly day to-morrow.

Rule m. Words ending in y, form the plural of nouns, the per-

sons of verbs, participial nouns, past participles, comparatives, and

superlatives, by changing y into i, when the y is preceded by a con-

sonant; as, spy, spies; I carry, thou carriest, he carries ; carrier,

carried ; happy, happier, happiest.

The present participle in ing, retains the y that i may not be

doubled ; as carry, carrying.

But when y is preceded by a vowel, in such instances as the above,

it is not changed into i ; as, boy, boys ; I cloy, he cloys ; except in the

words lay, pay, and say ; from which are formed laid, paid, and said;

and their compounds, unpaid, unsaid, &.c.

False Orthography.—Oar fancys should be governed by reason.

—

Thou wearyest thyself in vain.—He denyed himself all sinful pleasures.

Win straiing souls with modesty and love

;

Cast none away.

The truly good man is not dismaied by poverty.

Ere fresh morning streak the east, we must be risen to reform yonder

allies green.

Rule iv. When words ending in y, assume an additional syllable

beginning with a consonant, the y, if it is preceded by a consonant ia

commonly changed to i ; as, happij, happily, lM])piness.

But when y is preceded by a vowel, in such instances, it is very

rarely changed to i; as, eoy, coyless ; boy, boyish; boyhood; joy,

joyless,joyful.

False Orthography.—Wis mind is uninfluenced by fancyful humours.—

\

The vessel was heavyly laden. When we act against conscience, we

become the destroiers of our own peace.

)
Christiana, mayd»n of heroic mien !

Star of the north ! of northern stars the queen !

__J J 4-J *U«. 1«
UIIU vvurus au;;Fi:icu uii utc^ is

a*t1l
"J"

.k!<
-rKULE V. MonosyuaDies,

ending with a single consonant that is preceded by a single vowel,'

double that consonant when they assume another syllable that begina

with a vowel; as wit, unity; thin, ihinnish; tu abet, an abetter.

''fi

#
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But if a diphthong precedes, or the accent ia noi on the last sylla-

ble, the consonant remains single ; as, io toil, toiling ; to offevy an

<lffering ; maid, maiden.

False Orthography—The business of to-day, should not be defered till

to-morrow —Tluit law is annuled.—When we have outatriped ourerrors,

we have won the race.— By defering our repentance, we accumulate our

sorrows.—The Christian Lawgiver has prohibited many things which the

heal hen philosophers allowed.

At summer eve, when heaven's aerial bow
Spans with bright arch the glittering hills below.

—

Thus mourned the hapless man^ a thundcrring sound

Rolled round the shudderring walls and shook the ground.

Rule vi. Words ending in double I, in taking less, ness, /y, or/wZ,

after them, generally omit one I; as,/«7ne.<?s, skilless, fully, skilfvl.

But words ending in any double letter but Z, and taking ness, lessy

ly, or full, after them, preserve the letter double ; as, harnUessnesSy

carelessness, carelessly, stiffly, svccess/ul.

False Orthography

.

—A chillness generally precedes a fever.—He is

wed to dullness.

The silent stranger stood amazed to see

Contempt of wealth and willful poverty.

Restlesness of mind impairs our peace.—The road to the blisful regions

is as open to the peasant as to the king—The arrows of calumny fell

harmlesly at the feet of virtue.

Rule vii. Ness, less, ly, or fidl, added to words ending in silent e,

does not cut it ofF; as, paleness, guiieness^ closely^ peaceful ; except in

a few words ; as, duly, truly, awful.

False Orthography.—Sedatneas is becotning.

All these with ceasless praise his works behold.

Stars rush : and final ruin fiercly drives

Her ploughshare o'er creation !

Nature made a pause,

An aweful pause ! prophetic of her end

!

Rule viu. When words ending in silent e, assume the termination,

ment, the e should not be cut off; as, ahaiemtnl, chastisement. The

Viov^sjudgment, abridgment, acknowledgment are exceptions to this

J'ule.
. . , , .

Ment, like other terminations, changes y mto t when the y is pre-

ceded by a consonant: as, accom.pariy, ^accompaniment ; merry,

merriment. "

r i r i- •

False Orthography.—k iyxA\c\o\xs arrangment of studies faohtates nn-

provment.—Kncouragment is greatest when we leust need it.

To shun allurments is not hard.

To minds resolv'd, forwarn'd and well prepar'd.

Rule ix. When words ending in silent <?, assume the termination,

able, or ible, the e should generally be cut off; as, blame., blamable;

cure, cvranie i sense, s<cjir,iuic. xjiu h ^ ^i q o-^.t v--.tr-." •-

•the orifiinal word, the e is preserved in words compounded mih abUi

HiH, peace, peaceable; change, changeable.

B
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False Or<*ogT(jpAf.—Knowledge is desirable.—Misconduct is inex-

coseable.—Our natural defects are not chargable upon us.—We are made

to be serricable to others as well as to ourselves.

Rule x. When ing or ish is Added to words ending in silent e, the

e is almost always omitted j as, place^ placing ; lodge, lodging ; slave,

slaviih ; prude, prudish.

False Orthography.—Labour and expense are lost upon a droneish

spirit.—An obligeing and humble disposition,.i8 totally unconnected with

a servile and cringeing humour.

Conscience anticipateing time.

Already rues th' unacted crime.

One self-approveing hour, whole years outweighs

Of stupid Eturers, and of loud huzzas.

Rule xi. Compound words are generally spelled in the same
manner as the simple words of which they are compounded ; as,

flasshouse, skylight, thereby, hereafter. Many words ending in double

, are exceptions to this rule; as, already, welfare, wiyiil, fulfil

;

and also the words, wherever, diristmas, lammas, &c.

False y\thography.—The Jew's pasover was instituted in A.M 2513.

—They salute one another by touching their forheads.—That which is

sometimes expedient, is not allways so.

Then, in the scale of reas'nmg life 'tis plain.

There must be, somewhere, such a rank as roan.

Till hymen brought his lev-delighted hour.

There dwelt no joy in Eden's rosy hewer.
The head reclined, the loosened hair.

The limbs relaxed, the mournful air :

—

,

See, he looks up ; a wofuU smile

Xightens his wo-worn cheek awhile.

You may now answer the following

QUESTIONS.
What is language ?—How is language divided ?—What is natural

language ?—What are the elements of natural language in man ?—
Wherein consists the language of brutes ?—What is artificial lan-

guage ?—What is an idea ?—What are words ?—What is Grammar?
—What does Universal grammar explain ?—Wherein does Particular

grammar differ from universal?—What is the standard of grammatical

accuracy ?—What Is Philosophical grammar ?—What is Practical

grammar ?—What is a principle of grammar ?—A definition ?—

A

rule ?—What is English grammar ?—Into how many parts is gram-
mar divided 1—What does Orthography teach ?
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ETYMOLOGY AND SYNTAX.

97

LECTURE n.

OF NOUNS AND VERBS.

Etymology treats of the different sorts of words,

their various modifications, and their derivation.

Syntax treats of the agreement and government of

words, and of their proper arrangement in a sentence.

The word Etymology signifies the origin or pedigree of
words.

Syn, a prefix from the Greek, signifies together. Syn-tax

nneans placing together ; or, as applied in grammar, sentence-

making.

The rules of syntax, which direct to the proper choice of
words, and their judicious arrangement in a sentence, and
thereby enable us to correct and avoid errors in speech, are

chiefly based on principles unfolded and explained by Etymo-
logy. Etymological knowledge, then, is a prerequisite to the

study ofSyntax ; but, in parsing, under the head of Etymolo-

gy, J ou are required to apply the rules of Syntax. It becoihes

necessary, therefore, in a practical work of this sort, to treat

these two parts of grammar in connexion.

Conducted on scientific principles. Etymology would com-
prehend the exposition of the origin and meaning of words, and,

in short, their whole history, including their application to

things in accordance with the laws of nature and of thought,

and the caprice of those who apply them ; but to follow up
the current of language to its various sources, and analyze
the springs from which it flows, would involve a pi'ocess alto-

gether too arduous and extensive for an elementary work. It

would lead to the study of all those languages from which
ours is immediately derived, and even compel us to trace

many words through those languages to others m*ore ancient,

and so on, until the chain of research.would become, if not

endless, at least, too extensive to be traced out by one man.
I shall, therefore, confine myself to the following limited views
of this part of grammar.

1. Etymology treats of the classfficalion of words.

2. Rtvmoloerv t^xnlains the accidentx or vrnnp.rlrp..<t npp.iiHar

to feach class or sort of words, and iheir preseni modifications.

By modifications, I mean the changes produced on their end-
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ings, in consequence of their assuming different relations in

respect to one another. These changes, such as fruit, fruits,

fruit'* ; he, his, him ; write, write*/, writet/i, write*, wrote,

wrilten, wriling, writer ; a, an ; ample, amply, and the like,

will be explained in their appropriate places.

3. Etymology treats of the derivation of words ; that is, it

teaches you how one word comesfrom, ot grows out of another.

For example : from the word speak, come the words speeikest,

speakeih, speak*, speak/7?^, spo^e, spoken, speaker, speaker'*,

speaker*. These, you perceive, are all one and the same

word, and all, except the last three, express the same kind of

action. They differ from each other only in the termination.

These changes in termination are produced on the word in

order to make it correspond with the various per*on* who

speak, the number of persons, or the time of speaking; as, /

speak, thou speake*^ the wan speake/A, or speak*, the men

speak, I spoke J The speaker speak* another speaker'* speech.

The third part of Etymology, which is intimately connect-

ed with the second, will be more amply expanded in Lecture

XIV, and in the Pnilosophical notes ; but 1 shall not treat

largely of that branch of derivation which consists in tracing

words to foreign languages. This is the province of the lex-

icographer, rather than of the philologist. It is not the business

of him who writes a practical English grammar, to trace

words to the Saxon, nor to the Celtic, the Greek, the Dutch,

the Mexican, nor the Persian ; nor is it his province to explain

their meaning in Latin, French, or Hebrew, Italian, Mohegan

or Sanscrit ; but it is his duty to explain their properties, their

powers, their connexions, relations, dependances, and bearings,

not at the period in which the Danes made an irruption into

the island of Great Britain, nor in the year in which Lamech
paid his addresses to Adah and Zillah, but at the particular

period in which he writes. His words are already derived,

formed, established, and furnished to his hand, and he is bound

to take them and explain them as he finds them in his day,

without any'regard to their ancient construction and applica-

tion.

CLASSIFICATION.
In arranging the parts of speech, I conceive it to bo the

legitimate object of the practical grammarian to consult prac-

tical convenience. The true principle of classification seems

meaning of the words, nor to their original combinations, but to

the manner in which they are atpresent employed. In the early
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and rude state of society, mankind are quite limited in their

knowledge, and having but few ideas to communicate, a small

number of words answers their purpose in the transmission

of thought. This leads them to express their ideas in short,

detached sentences, requiring few or none of those connectives,

or words of transition, which are afterwards introduced into

language by refinement, and which contribute so largely to

its perspicuity and elegance. The argumeut appears to be

conclusive, then, that every language must necessarily have

more parts of speech in its refined, than in its barbarous state.

The part of speech to which any word belongs, is ascer-

tained, not by the original signification of that word, but by

its present manner of meaning, or, rather, the office winch it

performs in a sentence.
v,

-j

The vaVious ways in which a word is applied to the idea^

which it represents, are called its manner of meaning. Thus,

The painter dips his paint brush in paint, to paint the carnage.

Here the word paint, is first employed to describe the brush

which the painter uses ; in this situation it is, therefore, an

adjective; secondly, to name the mixture employed ;
for which

reason it is a noun ; and, lastly, to express the action perform-

•ed ; it, therefore, becomes a verb; and yet, the meaning ot

the word is the same in all these applications. This mean-

ing, however, is applied in diflTerent ways ; and thus the same

word becomes different parts of speech. Richard took water

from the water pot, to water the plants.

ETYMOLOGY.
Etymology treats, first, of the classification of words.

The English Language is derived chiefly from the Saxon,

Danish, Celtic, and Gothic ; but in the progressive stages of

its refinement, it has been greatly enriched by accessions from

the Greek, Latin, French, Spanish, Italian, and German lan-

guages. A J J •

The number of words in our language, after deducting

Droper names, and words formed by the inflections of our

verbs, nouns, and adjectives, may be estimated at ohoxxiforty

thousand.

There are ten sorts of words, called parts of speech,

namely, the noun or substantive, verb, article, adjec-

tive, PARTICIPLE, ADVERB, PREPOSITION, PRONOUN, CON-

JUNCTIONS and INTERJECTION.

Thus you perceive, that all the words in the English language
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are included in these ten classes ; and what you have to do in
acquiring a knowledge of English Grammar, is merely to be.come acquainted with those ten parts of speech, and the rules
of Syntax that apply to them. The Noun and Verb are the
most important and leading parts of speech ; therefore they
are first presented; all the rest (except the interjection) are
either appendages or connectives of these two. As you oro-
ceed, you will find that it will require more time, and cost youmore labour, to get a knowledge of the noun and verb, than it
will to become familiar with all the minor parts of speech.

wJ»TllT"fiiP^^ "'S
""^ '^'"''^'

^' *° ""^^ *h^"g«' ^<*^P<^re themwith each other, and express their actions.

wh^hT' ^J^'t
^'^ the names of entities or things, adjectiveswhich denote the comparisons and relations ofthings by descrlb-

ing them, and expressing their qualities, and verbs, which ex-press the actions and being of things, are the only classes ofwords necessarily recognised in a philosophical view ofgram-mar. But m a treatise, which consults, mainly, the vractical
advantages of the learner, it is believed, that n^'cScS
will be found more convenient or accurate than the foregoing,which divides words into ten sorts. To attempt to prove, in.
his place, that nothing would be gained by adopting either aless or a greater number of the parts of speech, would be
anticipating the subject. I shall, therefore,^ve my reasons
for ^opting this arrangement in preference to any other, as

trtfnT '''I'fr'^'
^re respectively presenfed to you!foMhen you will be better prepared to appreciate my argu-

OF NOUNS.
A NOUN is the name of any person, place, or thing; as

man, Charleston, knowledge.

fiv??T
^'^ often improperly called substantives. A substan-

Xr oJt "T! ^^ ^ '"**'""^' °"*>^
> ^"' ^ *^°"» i« the nameeither of a *Mj*tence or a ^M«%.

<t
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male, or which we can see, hear, feel, taste, smell, or think of,

is a noun . Aninialr bird, creature, paper, pen, apple,feld, house,

modesty, virtue, courage, danger, are all nouns. In order that

you may easily distinguish this part of speech ^r n others, I

will «nve you a sign, which will bo useful to you when you

cannot tell it by the sense. Any word that will make sense

with the before it is a noun. Try the following words by this

sign, and see if they are nouns: tree, mountain, soul, mmd,

conscience, understanding. T/i^ tree, f/u; mountain, tha «oul,

and so on. You perceive that they will make sense with the

the prefixed ; therefore, you know they are nouns. There are,

however, exceptions to this rule, foY some nouns will not make

sense with ike prefixed. These you will be able to distm-

guish, if you exercise your mind, by their making sense of

"themselves ; as, goodness, sobriety, hope, immorlalily.

Nouns are used to denote the nonentity or absence of a

thing, as well as its reality ; as, nothing, naught, vacancy,

non-existence, invisibility. • ' v

Nouns are sometimes used as verbs, and verbs as nouns,

according to their manner of meaning ; and nouns are some-

times used as adjectives, and adjectives as nouns. This mat-

ter will be explained in the concluding part of this lecture,

where you will be better prepared to comprehend it.

NOTES ON PHILOSOPHICAL GRAMMAR.

Perhaps no subject has, in this age, elicited more patient research, nrxi

critical investigation of original, constituent principlca, formations, and

combinations, than the English language The legitimate province of

philology, however, as I humbly conceive, has, m some instances, beem

made to yield to that «f philosophy, so far as to divert the attention from

the combinations of our language which refinement has introduced, to

radical elements and associations which no way concern the progress of

literature, or the essential use for which language was mtended. W«r*

this retrogressive mode of investigating and applying principles, to obtain,

among philologists, the ascendency over that which accommodates the

use of language to progressive refinement, it is easy to conceive the state

of barbarism to which society would, in a short tirae.be reduced. More-

over if what some call the philosophy of language were to supersede,

ako.rether, the province of philology as i: applies to the present, progres-

eive°and refined state of English liierature. the great object contemplated

by the learned, in all ages, namely, the approximation of lf«g"af|

»»

common with everything else, to that point ot perfection at which it is

the object of correct philology to arrive, would be frustrated.

The dubious and wildering track struck out by those innovators and

visionaries who absurdly endeavour to teach modern Lngli*,by rejectmg

.u .ij.,.;.- „»j »»«»ti«n n* mjs«n™,and bv conducting the learner back

trtheorSai' combinations, and the detached, disjointed, and !>ar<jarou8

constructions of our progenitors, both prudence aod reason, as well as »
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Nouns are of two kinds, common and proper. .

A common noun is the name of a sort or species of

things ; as, man, tree, rimr.

A proper noun is the name of an individual ; as,

Charles, Ithaca, Ganges. ,

A noun signifying many is called a coll dice noun,
or noun of multitude ; as, the people, the army.

The distinction betwefn a common und a proper nonn is

very obvious. For oxnmpje ; dni/ is a common noun, be-
cause it it a name applied to aH boys; but Charles is a pro-
per noun, because it is the nnme of an individual boy. Al-
though many boys may have the same name, yet you know-
it is not a common noun, for the name Charles is not given to
all boys. Mississijypi is a proper noun, because it is the
name of an individual river ; but river is a common noun,
because it is the name of a species of things, and the nam©
river is common to all rivers.

Nouns which denote the genus, species, or variety of beings
or things, are always common ; as, tree, the genus ; oak, ask,
chesnut, poplar, different species; and red oak, white oak,
black oaft, varieties. The word earth, when it signifies a

due regard for correct philology, impel me to shun. Those modest
writers who, by bringing to their aid a little sophistry, much duplicity,
•nd a wholesale traffic in the swelling phrases, " philosophy, reason,
and common sense," attempt to overthrow the wisdom of former ages, and
show that the result of all the labours of those distinguished philologists
who had previously occupied the field of grammatical science, in nothing
but error and folly, will doubtless meet the neglect and contempt justly
mented by such consummate vanity and unblushing pedantry. Fortu-
nately for those who employ our language as their vehicle of mental con-
Jerence, custom will not yield to the speculative theories of the visionary.
Jf It would, improvement in English literature would soon be at an end,
and we should be tamely conducted back to the Vandalic age.
As the use of what is commonly called the philosophy of language, is

evidently misapplied by those who make it.thi- test of grammatical cer-
tainty, it may not be amiss to offer a few considerations with a view to
expose the fallacy of so vague a criterion.

All reasoning and investigation which depend on the philosophy of
language for an ultimate result, must be conducted a posteriori. Its office,
according to the ordinary mode of treating the subject, is to trace lan-
guage to Its origin, not for the purpose of determining and fixing gram-
mat cal associations and dependances, such as the agreement, government,
and mutual relations of words, but in order to analyze combinations with
a view to develop (he first principles of the language, and arrive at the
pnoiitive meaning of words. Now, it is presumed, that no one who has
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kind or quantity of dirt, i« a common noun ;
but whc^n t de-

notes tiie planet we inhabit, it is a proper noun. The words

person, place, river, mountain, lake. &c., are common nouns,

because they are the names of ^.Uo\e species, or classes of

tSs containing many sorts ; but the names of persons,

naccs rivers, mountains, lakes, &c., are pr<n>er nouns he-

cause they denote individuals; as, Augustus, Baltimore, Alps,

^Thij'sician, lawyer, merchant, and shoemaker, are common

nouns because these names are common to classes of men.

God^ndlord, when applied to Jehovah or Jesus Christ, are

proper ; but when employed to denote heathen or false gods,

or temporal lords, thoy arc common.

The notes and remarks throughout the work, though of

minor importance, demand your attentive and careful perusal.

NOTES.

1 When proper nouns have an article annexed to them, tliey are used

nfte'r the manner of common nounB ; as, " Bolivar is Btyled the Washing-

'V^Commo^Zt'nre sometimes used to signify individuals^ ^hen

articles or pronouns are prefixed to them; as. " The boy is studious;

TAalgirl is discreet." In such instances, they are nearly equivalent to

'^'T'c'ommon nouns are sometimes subdivided into the following classes
;

Nouns of Multitude, as The people, the Parliament; Verbal or partt-

2Z nouns, as, The beginning, reading, wntmg; and Abstract nouns,

or thl names of qualities abstracted from their substances, as knowledge

naid critiW attention to the subject, will contend, that the original impoit

Sf sinKle words has any relation to the syntactica dependhnces and con-

nexions of words in general ;-to gain a knowledge of which is the

leadine object of the student in grammar. And, furthermore, I challenge

those who have indulged in such useles vagaries, to show by what pto-

ress with their own systems, they can communicate a practical know-

ledee of grammar. I venture to predict, that, if they make the attempt,

thpt will find their systems more splendid in theory, than useful in practice.

>ffain it cannot rationally be contended, that the radical meaning has

anvTfficiency in controlling the signification which, by the power of asso-

riaiion custom has assigned to many words ;—a signification «Men<zfl«y

different from the original import. Were this the case, and were the

Wuaee now to be taught and understood m comphance with the origi-

nal import of words, it would have to undergo a thorough change
;
to be

nnalvzed divided, and subdivided, almost ad infinitum. Indeed, there is

the same propriety in asserting, that the Gothic, Danish, and Anglo-

Saxon elements in our language, ought to be pronounced separately, to

enable us to understand our vernacular tongue, that there is in contending,
. . •.! ;«~. Una on ati/^onilfnov nvpT thp inf1n(>nre of the

that tlieir primivivc mcatjitig .."^ ••• •.— --—

j

-

nrinciole of association in changing, and the power of custom in deter-

mininff the import of words. Many of our words are derived from the

Greek,' Roman, French, Spanish, ItaUan, and German languages
;
and

b2
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Virtue, goodness. Lest the student be led to blend the idea of abstract
nouns with that of adjectives, both of which denote qualities, a further
illustration appears to be nectssary, in order to mark the distinction be-
tween these two parts of speech. An ab-<tract noun denotes a quality con-
sidered apart (that is, abstracted) from the substance or being to which it
belongs; but an adjective denotes a quality ^oi/j/^fZ (adjected) to the sub-
stance or being to which it belongs. Thug, whiteness and white both
denote the same quality

; but we speak of whiteness as a distinct object of
thought, while we use the word white always in reference to the noun towhich it belongs

; as white paper, white house.

4. Some authors have proceeded to still moie minute divisions and sub-
divisions of nouns

;
such, for example, as the following, which aopear to

be more complex than useful
: Natural nouns, or names of things form-

ed by nature
;
as, man, beast, water, air; 2. Artificial nouns, or names

of thmgs formed by art ; as, book, vessel, house ; 3. Personal nouns, or
those. which stand for human beings; as, man, woman, Edwin; 4.
JSeuter nouna, or those which denote things inanimate; as, book field
mountain Cincinnati. The following, however, is quite a rational divi'
sion: Material nouns are the names of things formed of matter; as.
stone, book

: Immaterial nouns are the names of things having no sub-
stance ; as, hope, immortality.

e s "

the only use we can make of their originals, is to render them subservient
to the force ofcustom in cases in which general usage has not varied
from the primitive signification. Moreover, let the advocates of a mere
philosophical mvestigation of the language, extend their system as far asa radical analysis will warrant them, and, with Home Tooke, not only
consider adverbs, prepositions, conjunctions, and interjections, as abbrevia-
tions of nouns and verbs, but, on their own responsibility, apply themm teaching the language, in compliance with their radical import, andwhat would such a course avail them against the power of custom, and
the influence of association and refinement? Let them show me one
grammarian, produced by such a course of instruction, and they will ex-
tiibit a " philosophical" miracle. They might as well undertake to teach
architecture, by having recourse to its origin, as represented by booths and
tents. Jn addition to this, when we consider the great number of obsolete
words, from which many now in use are derived, the original meaning ofwhich cannot be ascertained, and, also, the multitude whose signification
has been changed by the principle of association, it is preposterous to
tiimk, that a mere philosophical mode of investigating and leaching the
language, IS the one by which its significancv can be enforced, its correct-
ness determmed, its use comprehended, and its improvement extended.
Betore what commonly passes for a philosophical manner of developing
the language can successfully be made the medium through which it can
be comprehended m all its present combinations, relations, and dependan-
ces, u must undergo a thorough retrogressive change, in all those combi-

A** Ifu^r'"
*^'°"^' ""'^ dependances, even to the last letter of the alphabetAnd betore we can consent to this radical modification and retrograde

rs,^n o. {..e j^ngiish language, we must agree to revive the customs, the
ivaDits, and the precise language of our progenitors, the Goths and Vandals,were all the advocates for the introduction of such philosophical gram-mars into common schools, at once to enter on their pilgrimace. andrecede mto the native obscurity and barbarity of the ancient Britons, Picts,
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To nouns belong gender, person, number, and case.

GENDER.

Gender is the distmction of sex. Nouns haye three

genders, the masculine, .he feminine, and the neuter.

The ,nasculine gender denotes males ;
as a man, aboy.

The femUine gender denotes females ;
as, a woman.

a girl

The neuter gender denotes things without sex
;

as, a

der means no gender. Strictly speak" g, men,
practical

sexes, nouns have b'^^^^^f."iteVn?^^^^^^^

end Vandals.it is believed, t^at the cause ^^jearning and r^fi^^^^^^^^^

would not suffe^gre.^^^^^^^^^

present age, woa d not a"«J "^Y . ^^ j^e a philosophical manner of

The last coBsideralia* J^ich 1 shaU g^^« P ^^ ^^^^ ,^^,^6 of

investigaiing and enforcing the English Ian ua
, ,

y
^^

analyzing and reducing ^^^o^^^', it^ann^ ra «^u^ g .

^^^

hended as the medium of ^^^.^S^';^
J^ "L'^fd letter. Of what ayail is

present literal language would beco'"^. *
f
^"^^^^^^/j ^e accommodated

language if it cannot be understood ? And how can U
^^^^^^ ^^^^^^^^

to the understanding, unless it
^^^^'^^ "V^'^Win- the "principles of our

Even if we admit that
^-J^^^"^.^;f.^,VtheS Practical method,

language, is more ratioua and co. ect^^han t^e »;«lm y,.P^
^^^ ^^^^^^^^^

I think it is clear that such t
'^"'^^P'^i^^.e of ordinary learners

be required of him. His <>bject
;

to become not a
p

^

quarian, but a practical g/"™'^*^''!^' u?;™! JriJ^fa on this subject, it «
they have any) of our modern Phf^^^P^^^^^J^^^^^^^^ .'rising out

to make grammarians by ^"«»l<^'^*7S^^'7^,^';;Sifg9. which the learner,

«f the genius of the language and the nature ot things wi
^.^

by the exercise of his '^^
'""f ^"''ILr r«J» "sto be his guide in

own judgment, independent of ff^«'«'"''^^;»'^;uem exclude fwm their

^pe-i'-'"'"'' writiBff correctly. Hence.mauy ot them exci««^^
^

fyS'emsraTl exercises in what is called /a^««^^^^^^^^^^^^

pliilological dictators appear to
^'f^^,'^'^/^^^^^^^^^^^ and girls, ia
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natnral divisfon of nonns. The genders of nouns are so easfTrknown, that a farther explanation of them k «nnecerary%xcSwhat IS giten in the following ^' excepi

NOTES

chid, hrd, fish, &G.. II do«btf«l, are of ,he masculine «; fe^S geider
2 Some nouns naturally neuter, are. when used figurXlr or IrJ*o«t/fcrf, converted into the masculine or feminine crender ThL nolL

. e generaWy rendered masculine, which are conspicuous for tL amb^te*•f imparting or communicating, nnrf which are by nature sronfandeffica!Clous; as, the »un, time, death sleen ti^infJ
"r"^;''^""g ""Ofmca-

of pe,son,fied objec,, which h gui.e rational;!. gene,.li;\dhe?ed .o

"

™«n.o. children .. il .hey .ere .le'l'd^roL,,'] i',;!?,^- J^-I^-

fc.I°.j''"°°"'"'. "";".""'•
"""I "'»"'' 'h* necessitr, of eierefeinir Ih,

l:r.li;r.rss fact's. !«ri5r,t7ir""r9
•^'

«e„, h„e erected . complete eSoluln^X J:ni?i^M
' '" ""''''P"r'-

;Tfs:vl.7ryTots d:°r;^^^^^^^
produced <hi, in,po«..„t chnBge fortLbeSr? A.k The h,f^ wV""''
|«nd. who hare studied " Mr* Murray 'Terci,e/'„r*M.s"»T«"°lVthen, this view of the subject 's correct it fnllnwo »T„; Vu

®^^^*^- "'
.f o.r phil.,opWc.l gramirara, are^ftr i,"

:''C ^h '':tSX; rfte'•aiT cotmomse..,, than of the great mass of karuerj

gratr*s;rtrL':.i':!f"i'i:tr;rfr''''''"Tt'"^
though, proper, &r the gratifioatiouTf^ 1 ^in" e^'^'^'.^A''''!pages ef lh)s work, under the head of • Pmiosoimen n!1. - ^ "*

^t^'ozr^t
"'*'•''' '» "^'•r«?X'rL-, ar^!7f :ts'e'r:[

OF THE raniOsePHIGAL CLASSIFieATION OF WORDS
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the English language ; but, in some instances, the poet applies the sex
according to his fancy.

The masculine and feminine genders are distinguished in three ways

:

'\. By different words ; as.

Tflasculine.

Bachelor
Boar
Buck
Bull

Cock
Dog
Drake
Earl
Father
Friar

Gander
Hart
Horse
Husband
King
Lad

Abbot
Actor
Administrafor

Adulterer

Ambassador
Arbiter

Auditor
Author
Baron
Benefactor

Bridegroom
Canon
Caterer

Chanter
Conductor

Feminine.
maid
sow
doe
cow
hen
bitch

duck
countess

mother
nun
goose
roe

mare
wife

queen

« lass

2. By a difference

abbess

actress

administratrix

adulteress

ambassadress
arbitress

auditress

authoress

baroness

benefactress

bride

canoness
cateress

chantn'83

conductress

Masculine.
Boy
Brother

Lord
Man
Master
Milter

Nephew
Ram
Singer

Sloven
Son
Slag
Uncle
Wizard
Sir

in termination ;

Count
Czai

Deacon
Detracter

Director

Duke
Elector

Embassador
Emperor
Enchanter
Executor
Fornicator

God
Governor
Heir

Feminine.
girl

sister

lady

woman
mistress

spawner
niece

ewe
songstress or

singer

slut

daughter
hind

aunt

w'tch

madam
as,

countess

czarina

deaconess
detractress

directress

dutchess

electress

embassadress
empress
enchantress

executrix

fornicatress

goddess
governess

heiiess

to I wo classes ; for it can be easily shown, that from the noun and verb, all

the other parts of speech have sprung. Nay, more. They may even be
reduced to one, Verb^do not, in reality, express -actions ; but they are
intrinsically the mere names of actions. ^The idea of action or being
communicated by them, as well as the meaning of words, is merely infer-
ential. The principle of reasoning assumed by the celebrated Home
Tooke, if carried to its full extent, would result, it is believed, in proving
that we have but one part of speech.

Adnouns or adjectives were originally nouns. Sweet, red, white, are
the names of qualities, as well as sweetness, redness, whiteness. The
lOfnicf aisiefs iTOTu iiic lottcf oiiiy iii ijicif fnurincr »f signification. To
denote that the ndme of some quality or substance is to be used in con-
nexion with some other namp, or, that this quality is to be attributed to
some other name, we sometimes affix to it the termination en, ed, or y ;
which signifieB gite, add, or join. When we employ the words wooden
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Hero heroine Proprietor proprietress

Host hostess Protector protrectress

Hunter huntress Shepherd shepherdess

Inheritor inheritress or Songster songstress

inheritrix Sorcerer sorceress

Instructor instructress Suiter suitress

Jew Jewess Sultan suitaness or

Lion lioness sultana

Marquis marchioness Tiger tigress

Mayor mayoress Testator testatrix

Patron patroness Traitor traitress

Peer peeress Tutor tutoress

Poet poetess Tyrant tyranness

Priest priestess Victor victress

Prince princess Viscount viscountess

Prior prioress Votary votaress

Prophet prophetess Widower widow

3. By prefixing another word ; as

A cock-sparrow A hen-sparrow

A man-servant A maid-servant

A he -goat A she-goa^

A he-bear A she-bear

A male-child A female-child

Male-descendants Feraale-descendanta.

PERSON.
Person is a property of the noun and pronoun which varies

the verb.

TheJirst person denotes the speaker.

The second person denotes the person or thing spoken to ; as,

" Listen, O earth /"

The third person denotes the person or thing spoken of j as,

" The earth thirsts."

Nouns have but two persons, the second and third. When a man
speaks, the pronoun 1 or we is always used ; therefore nouns can

never be in theirs/ person. In examples like the following, some

woolen, wealthy, grassy, the terminations en and y, by their own intrin-

sic meaning, give notice that we intend to gite,Tidd, or join, the names
of some other substances in wjjich are found the properties or qualities of

wood, wool, wealth, or grass.

Pronouns are a class of nouns, used instead of others to prevent their

disagreeable repetition. Participles are certain forms of the verb. Arti-

cles, interjections, adverbs, prepositions, and conjunctions, are contractions

or abbreviations of nouns and verbs. An (a, ane, or one,) comes from
ananad, to add, to heap. 5'Ac and that, from the Anglo-Saxon verb
^A^/vM tf\ tTa¥ naaiBmr. T.n ia »K*fc ii-nn**rfi fiifp nF //in*" • TS.p t\¥ Ann tn Vttkta •..,....,,, ,,._, -..,,,5..,-,,., ..^

....J
. .. • S...,_^.-C, ,..-.., .„ ......,,

J

and welcome means it is well that you are come. In comes from the

Gothic noun inna, the interior of the body ; and about from boda, the

first outward boundary. Through or thorough is the Teutonic noun
thorough, meaning passage, gate, door. From is the Anglo-Saxon noun

!<l
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philologists suppose the noun to be in the ^rs^ person :
—•' This may

certify, that 1 Jonas Taylor, do hereby give and grant," &c. But ic

is evident, that the speaker or writer, in introducing his own name,

speaks o/* himself; consequently the noun is of the third person.

Ifyou wish to understand the persons of nouns, a little sober thought

is requisite ; and, by exercising it, all difficulties will be removed. If

I say, my son, have you seen the young man? you perceive that the

noun son is of the second person, because I address myself to him
;

that is, he is spoken to; but the noun man is of the third person, be-

cause he is spoken of. Again, if I say, young man, have you seen

my son ? man is ot the second person, and son is of the thh-d.

" Hast thou left thy blue course in the heavens, golden-haired sun

of the sky ?"

' Father, may the Great Spirit so brighten the chain of friendship

between us, that a child may find it, when the sun is asleep in his

wig-wam behind the western waters."

" Lo, earth receives him from the bending skies !

Sink down, ye mountains, and, ye valleys rise !"

" Eternal Hope, thy glittering wings explore

Earth's loneliest bounds, and ocean's wildest shore."

In these examples, the nouns, sun, father, mountains, valleys, and

hope, are of the second person, and, as you will hereafter learn, in the

from, beginning, source, author. He came from (beginning) Batavia.

If (formerly written gif, give, gin) is the imperative of the Anglo-Saxon

verb gifan, to give. I will remain if {give or grant that fact) he will

(remain.) But comes from the Saxon verb beanutan, to be out. I

informed no one but {be-out, leave-out) my brother.

This brief view of the subject, is sufficient to elucidate the manner in

which, according to Home Tooke's principles, the ten parts of speech are

reduced to one. Bui I am, by no means, disposed to concede, that this is

the true principle of classification ; nor that it is any more philosophical

or rational than one which allows a more practical division and arrange-

ment of words. What has been generally received as " philosophical

grammar," appears to possess no stronger claims to that imposing appella-

tion than our common, practical grammars. Query. Is not Mr. Murray's

octavo grammar more worthy the dignified title of a " Philosophical Gram-
mar," than Home Tooke's " Diversions of Purley," or William S. Car-

dell's treatises on language 1 ^ What constitutes a philosophical treatise,

on this, or on any other subject 1 Wherein is there a display of philso-

phy in a speculative, etymological performance, which attempts to develop

and explain the elements and primitive meaning of words by tracing them
to their origin, superior to the philosophy employed in the development

and illustrations of the principles by which we are governed in applying

those words to their legitimate purpose, namely, that of forming a correct

and convenient medium by means of whichWwe can communicate our
tVi/^nnhta 7 rtooa rvhiloarinhv nnnaiat in ranBapUincr thfi mnnlHv rpnmvla nf

£>
' 1'' r'-J' _ n J '~ --

antiquity, in order to guess at the ancient construction and signification of

single words'? or have such investigations, in reaHty,any thing to do with
grammar ?

Admitting that all the words of our language include, in their original
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nomitive case independent. Course, heavens, sky. Spirit, chain,

friendship, child, sun, wig-warn, waters, earth, skies, wings, earth,

bounds, ocean, and shore, are all of the third person.

NUMBIiiR.

Number is the distinction of obje'.ts, as one or more.

Nouns are of two numbers, the singular and the plural.

The singular nur\ ; irriplleh but one ; as, a book.

The plural nurnbc ^lies more than one; as, books.

NOTES.
1. Some nouns are used only in the singular form ; as, hemp, flax»

barley, wheat, pitch, gold, sloth, pride, honesty, meekness, compassion,

&c. ; others only in the plural form ; as, be.lows, scissors, ashes,

riches, snuffers, tongs, thanks, wages, embers, ides, pains, vespers.

2. Some words are the same in both numbers ; as, deer, sheep,

swine ; and, also, hiatus, apparatus, series, species.

3. The plural number ot nouns is generally formed by adding s to

the singular ; as, dove, doves ; face, faces ; but sometimes we add es

in the plural ; as, box, boxes ; church, churches ; lash, lashes ; cargo,

cargoes.

4. Nouns ending in/ or/e, are rendered plural by a change of that

termination into ves; as, half, halves; wife, wives; except grief,

relief, reproof, and several others, which form their plurals by the

addition of s. Those ending in^, have the regular plural ; as, ruff,

ruffs ; except staff, staves.

5. Nouns ending in y in the singujar, with no other vowel in the

same syllable, change it into ies in the plural ; as beauty, beauties

;

fly, flies. But the y is not changed, where there is another vowel in

the syllable ; as, key, keys ; delay, delays ; attorney, attorneys

;

valley, valleys ; chimney, chimneys.

6. Mathematics, metaphysics^ politics, optics, ethics, pneuma-

tics, hydraulics, &-c., are construed either as singular or plural

nouns.

7. The word news is always singular. The nouns means, alms,

and amends, though plural in form, may be either singular or plural

in signification. Antipodes, credenda, literati, and minutise, are always

.

plural. Bandit is now use,d as the singular of Banditti.

•8. The following nouns form their plurals not according to any

general rule, thus : man, men ; woman, women ; child, children ; ox,

oxen ; tooth, teeth ;
goose, geese ; foot, feet ; mouse, mice ; louse,

signification, the import of nouns or names, and yet, it does not follow,

that they now possess no other powers, and, in their combinations and

KUKSJCJ.1UII3 IIJ SCtllcllWO, "IV • ct<yi-rj:^: ft . -, —

_

to name objects. The fact of the case is, that words are variously com-

bined and applied, to answer the distinct and diversified purposes of

naming ohiects, asserting truths, pointing out and Zimt^ing objects, attri-

buting qualities to objects, connecting objects, and so on ; and on this
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lice ; brother, brothers or brethren ; cow, cows or kine
; Pe"ny;f"9^^

or oennies when the coin is meant ; die, dice for flay ;
dies form-

L^ pea and fish, pease and fish when the species is nieant,b«t ^^eas

and Vs/ies when we refer to the number ; as, six feas, ten »s.
9 The following compounds form their plurals thus: handful,

handfuls! cupfiil, ^cupfuls ; spoonful, spoonfuls j-brother-in-law.

brothers-in-law ; court-martial, courts-martial.

The following words form their plurals according to the rules ol

the languages from which they are adopted.

Singular.

Antithesis

Apex

Appendix

Arcanum
Automaton
Axis
Basis

Beau

Calx

Cherub

Crisis

Criterion

Datum
Diseresis

Desideratum
Effluvium

Ellipsis

Emphasis

Encomium

Erratum

1

1

Plural.
antitheses

apices

appendixes or

appendices

arcana
automata
axes
bases

beaux or

beaus

calces or

calxes

cherubim or

cherubs

crises

criteria

data
diaereses

desiderata

effluvia

eUipses

emphases
encomia or

encomiums
errata

Singular.

Genius
Genus
Hypothesis

Ignis faiuus

Index

Lamina
Magus

Memorandum

Metamorphosis
Parenthesis

Phenomenon

Radius

Stamen

Seraph

Stimulus

Stratum
Thesis
Vertex

Vortex

Plural.

genii*

genera
hypotheses

ignes fatui

indices or

indexest

laminee

magi
memoranda or

memorandums
metamorphoses
parentheses

phenomena

I

radii or

I radiuses

stamina

i

seraphim or

[ eernphs

stimuli

strata -

theses

vertices

( vortices or

i vortexes.

,«# » Genii, imaginary spirits ;
geniuses, persons of great mental abilities.

+ Indexes, when pointers or tables of contents are meant
;
mdices,

when referring to algebraic quantities.

CASE.

Case, when applied to nouns and proncms, means the

different state, situation, or position they have in relation

fTct is founded the true philosophical principle of
^^^'^I'f'fl^Xi

tcords. Hence, an arrangement of words into classes according to this

principle, followed by a development and illustration of th^ Pnnc.ples

ind jules that regulate us in the proper use and application of ^ords "i

oral%nd written discourse, appears to approximate as near to a true den-

nition of philosophical grammar as any I am capable of givmg.^

Nouns, or the names of the objectB ot our perceptions. uo-uu.>c== ..-..=

stituted the original class of words ;
(if I may be allowed to assume such
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to Other words. Nouns have three cases, the nominative,

the possessive, and the objective.

I deem the essential qualities oUasc, in English, to consist, not m

thechaZes or injleciions produced on nouns and P;o"o""«^'^«\\^J;°

various^ffices which they perform in a sentence, by a««»'n'nf ^'^«
;

flnt Dositions in regard to other words. In accordance with this

3efin£ thWe casfs can be easily explained on reasomng principles,

founded in the nature of things.

Now five grains of common sense will enable any one to compre-

hend whatt/meant by case. Its real character i« extreme y snnp e

hntin the different grammars t assumes as many meanings as Proteus

ha "hts Tt Lst that has been written on U hmvever, is mere

verbiase What, then, is meant by case 7 In speaking of a horse,

forSnce we say he' is in a gooi cas., when he^^J^ ^^^

case, when he is lean, and needs more oats; and '"his sense we

apply the term case to denote the state or condttwn of the horse feo

whei we place a noun before a verb as actor or subject, we say it la

ZZnomntative case; but when it follows a transitive verb or pre-

Dosition we sav it has another case ; that is, it assumes a new post-

?r orJXS in the sentence: a«d this we call the objective c^-

Thus, the boy gathers fruit. Here the boy is represented as acttJ.

He"s therefore. in the nominative cnse. But when
\^^y±^^,f^^f.

the %, I do not represent the boy as the actor, hutas ^\objectoi

the acSon. He is, therefore, in a new case or condition And when

I say ThU is the boy^s hat, I do not speak of the boy either as actir^

or aLS upon ;
Ji as possessing

--^"^^^1^ n^oun^ iLTthiSe
is in the possessive case. Hence, it is clear that nouns have three

cases or positions.
.

As the nominative and objective cases of the noun are inseparably

connected with the verb, it is impossible or yoV° "l^If^^l,'^X
until you shall have acquired some knowledge of his par of speech

I will, therefore, now give you a partial de8C"ption of he verb m
connexion with the noun; which will ^^^^^^

^^^^^"Xfti^^^
cases of the noun so clearly, that you may easily comprehend their

"
T^he formation of language, mankind, in order to hold converse

a hypothesis as an original class of words ;) but the ^^er active principle

of association soon transformed nouns into verbs, by making then^^^ when

employed in a particular manner, expressive of affirmation. Th^s same

principle also operated in appropriating names to the purpose of att"but.

ing qualities to other names of objects; and m this way was constituted

the Tss of words called adjectives or attributes. By the same principle

were formed sll the other classes.
. „rin«MdP<,

In the following exposition of Enghsh grammar on scientific prnojjes,

T«hnll rlivirlP. words into sc»cn classes, JVoun* or Names, VerbsMectives,

Admuas or Attributes, Adverbs, FreposHions, Pronouns, and voivune-

tions, or Connectives.
, . , f.u^..,^,L.

For an explanation of the noun, refer to the body of the work.
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^ith each *.her, found it necessary, in the first place to g^v« ^«^««

Co the vari< us objects by which they wore surrounded. H^nce the

V,ri "in of the first part of speech, which we denominate the noun.

SuTmerely to namrthe objects which they beheld or thought of, was

„ot sXient for their purpose They pe.rceived that these objecU

existed, moved, acted, or caused some «/•;""/^ ^e
fj."^* ^^^^f^.

nt a man, for instance, they perceived that he 1 ved, jamed'^^^'

Rmilpd tilked ran, and so on. They perceived that plants grow,

flower^bCm and rivers flow. Hence the necessity of another part

5f "jreclTwh^^^^^^^^ it should be to express those existences and

actions. This second class of words we call

VERBS.

A Verb is a word which signifies to be, to do, or to

Buffer ; as I aw ; I rule ; I am ruled.

Verbs are of three kinds, active, passive, and neuter,

^hey are also divided into regular, irregular, and detec-

live. , . u • •

The term verb is derived from the Latin word verhum, which signi-

fieJa JoT This part of speech is called a verb ox ^«^^. because i

£ deeS the mostLportant word in every sentence J^"^ wU^^^^^^

?verb and nominative, either expressed or
'V^P^'^tvfV1^ Z

List The noun is the original and leading part of speech
,
ine

.^ tcomes nexUn order, an! is far more complex than the^^^^^^^^

These two are the most useful in the language, and form the bas a

nf the science of fframmar. The other eight parts ot speecn are

ilJoi^inrto thes^t^^^ and, as you will hereafter learn, of minor

*^CaU practical purposes, the foregoing definition and division of

Ae verb though, perhaps, not philosophically correct, wnll be found

• "^cZ^nSl 'aSy oth^en I adopt them, therefore to^e consisten

mriththe nrinciple, that, in arranging the materials of this treatise, i

Siil not alter Sr reject any established definition, rule, or principle

if immmar unless in my humble judgement, some ^jrociicaZadmn-

^rri;^!;^^y gaineci ke following some consider

jji good definition. ^ ^•

,J A VERB is a word which expresses qgirmatwn.

An active verb expresses action ;
and

The nominati^ case is the actor, or subject of the

ferb ; as, John writes.

In this example, which is the verb? You know it is the

rord writes, because this word signifies to do ; that is, u ex-

esses action, therefore, according to the definition, it is an

'.live verb. And you know, loo, mui mc hu^l. jgii,. .- -i _

,

lerefore John is the nominative case to the verb writes, in
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thP exoressions, The man walks ; TI.e boy plays ;
Thunders

to^ VVamors fi^ht, you perceive that the words waks

vlavs roll and fight, are active verbs ; and you cannot he

at a lo7s to know that the nouns man, boy, thunders, and

warriors, are in the nominative case.

As no action can be produced without some agent or mov

ing\aXit follows thJt every active verb must have some

actor or agent. This actor, doer, or producer of the action,

?s henornative. iVo.mm..e from the Latm nomnal^er

ally signifies to name; but in the technical sense m which

L used in grammar it means the noun or pronoun which is

the Sj."^ of affirmation. This subject or nominative may bo

active, passive, or neuter, as hereafter exemplified.

A neuter verb expresses neither action nor passion,

but being, or a state of being ; as, John sits.

Now, in this example, John is not represented as an actor,

bufas the subject of the verb sits, therefore John is in the nom.

inative case to the verb. And you know that the word^^^es

PHILOSOPHICAL NOTES.

Plausible arguments may be advanced, for rejecting ncufer and passive

veSs butS have been found to be so convenient in practice, tha he

t\ZU wWch recognises them , has stood the test of ages. If you tell theS 1- ner S the following expressions. The church ««, on Us

Lnn.fation • The book lies on the desk ; The boys rma»n (are) idle. the

itr/cMootand hoys, are represented as acting an^ [h-fo.^

the verbs rest, lies, remain, and are, are active, he will "O^ believe you

Wnn/p there is no action that is apparent to his senses. And should you

pre e'dSer.andrb; a laboureS'and -VfP'rJv^^tSff"ev"-
development of the laws of motion, attempt to prove to him ^hat eve y

^:;£of matter^^^^yJ^Z; -rntveGTatetS:
^S^ttr-a^lfp^jS^^
'n opposition to the clearer testimony of his senses. Of what avail

Iparners is a theory which they cannot comprehend {

Ar^ong the vanLs theorists and speculative writers on pWo«opW

arnrnrnar the ingenious Home Tooke stands pre-eminent ;
but, untortu^

natrhi'sprincipa" speculations on the verb, have never met the public

Pvl^WillfamS Garden has also rendered himself conspicuous in the

7hUoloS fiTld by taking a bolder stand than any o his pre^--^^^^^

His view of the verb is novel, and ingeniously supported. The following

is the substance of his theory

not express
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A VERB is a word which expresses action; as, Man exists; Trees

grow; Waters>w; Mountains s/anrf,- lam.
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All ..'..h"">e i-ti'"- nnd have one object or more than one, expressea
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a philosophical

; but, unfortu-

met the public

spicuous in the

is predecessors.

The following

exists; Trees

I one, expressed

f in an erect or

position. They

nnt Pxoress avparcnt. action, but a condition of being ;
that is,

rrcprSsK in a particular slate of enslence ;
therefore

IXTlicrvcrh. In speaking o^ the neuter gond^rot

means neither ot the other two passes ,
mat

, ,

is one which is neither active nor passive Ij^^these exanoj.

^^^

The man stands ; the lady lives ;
the «hild sleeps t

pxists- the words stands, lives, sleeps, and exists are

t; and the nouns »«n, lady, f«>
""/^X^; ^l" ^l

,he nominative case,
^^f'^'^^'fZlt in the Nominative

Thus, you
Pf.'-«3'''f':t\ ,r;"",„d wLn it is nomina-

rtrrr;::b^it1s;o;rrto. ... the ™^ec, of the

distinguish the verb from other parts of speech when y

not till it by its signification ^"y ;^7^^'^^\, ^^ite, to

sense with to before it is a ve b ^ \"^'
^Vrea^^e, are verbs,

smile, to sing, to hear, to ponder to live, to hr^^^^^^
j

Or, any word that will conjugate is a verb. ^
"»J . ^

thou runnest, he runs; I write, thou -j f;^h/ J.^^^^^^^^

smile, &c. But the words boy,
^.^/^'^f'^^'iJ.rworld is

not make sense with fo prefixed
;

^.''^^^^/'/^X J.^^ ladiest,

nonsense. Neither will they co^^^^

&c., is worse than nonsense^
,re so'^e ^x^ceptions to these

words are not verbs. Theie aie some v
^

rules, for verbs are sometimes used as nouns, i nis

explained by and by. ,

To verbs belong number, person, mood, and tense.

uphold themselves by inhahng air.
^„„^pc^ed always have a perso-

Many verbs v^hose objects are seldom expressed, ai y ^
,^^

„al or verbal one inrplied. The clouds mo- ; i-. move th^n^^^^^^^
^.^^

The troops marched twen|y n^le^s^a daj^ ,^^e^Tnn^r^ch^^
^^^^^^^

moon shines ;~Tnc muun s»!r?. •• o- -'-
__

„. ,^ Talkers talii

brightness. The sparrow Ms •-^'-^ ^^ '«*«* ^ ^"^'*'-
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their properties. And permit me to inform you that I shall

not lead you into the intricacies of tlie science, until, by gra-

dual and easy progressions, you are enabled to comprehend

the principles involved in them. Only such principles will

be elucidated as you are prepared to understand at the lime

they are unfolded before you. You must not be too anxious

to get along rapidly ; but endeavour to become thoroughly

acquainted wiih one principle, before you undertake another.

This lecture will qualify you for the next.

Number and person of vbrbs. You recollect that the

nominative is the actor or subject, and the active verb is the

action performed by the nominative. By this, you perceive

that a very intimate connexion or relation exists between the

nominative case and the verb. If, therefore, only one creature

or thing acts, only one action, at the same instant, can be

done; as, The girl writes. The nominative girl is here oi

or speak word* or talk ; Walkers walk walkings or walka : The rain

rains rain ; Sitters sit or hold sittings or sessions.
. r „ •

To prove that there is no such thing as a neuter verb, the following

appear to be the strongest arguments adduced.

1 No portion ot matter is ever in a state of perfect quiescence ;
but

the component parts of everything are at all limes " influenced by difler-

ent, active principles, tending to produce change." Hence, it follows, that

no being or thing can be represented in a neuter or non-acting state.

This argument supposes the essential character of the verb to be iden-

tified with the primary laws of action, as unfolded by the principles of

physical science. The correctness of this position may be doubted ;
but

if it can be clearly demonstrated, that every particle of matter is always

in motion, it does not, by any means, follow, that we cannot speak of

things iu a state of quiescence. What is/«/«c in tact may be correct la

grammar. The point contested, is not whether things always act, but

whether, when we assert or affirm something respecting them, we always

represent them as acting.

2. Verbs were originally used to express the motions or changes ot

things which produced obvious actions, and, by an easy transition, were

afterwards applied, in the same way, to things whose actions were not

apparent.
, , ,

This assumption is untenable, and altogether gratuitous.

3. Verbs called neuter are used in the imperative mood ;
and, as this

mood commands some one to do something, any verb which adopts it,

must be active. Thus, in the common place phrases, " Be there quickly;

Stand out of my way ; Sit ot lie farther."

It is admitted that these verbs are here employed in an active sense
;

but it is certain, that they are not used according to their proper, literal

meaning. When I tell a man, literally to stand, sit or lie by moving, he

would disobey me ; but when I say, " Stand out of my way," 1 employ

the neuter verb stand, instead of the active verb move or gu, and in a

correspondent sense. My meaning is. Move yourself out oi my way ;

or take your stand somewhere else. This, however, does not prove that

the singu
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not prove that

the singular number, because it signifies but one person
;
and

,

the verb writes denotes but one action, which the girl per-

forms ; therefore the verb writes la of the singular number,

agreeing with its nominative ^/r/. When the nominative case

is plural, the verb must be plural ; as, girls write. 1 aKe

notice, the singular verb ends in s, but the noun is generally

j)lural when it ends in *; thus, The girl writes j Ihe girls

w nto

Person, strictly speaking, is a quality that belongs not to

verbs, but to nouns and pronouns. We say, however, that

the verb must agree with its nominativ* in person, as well as in

number ; that is, the verb must be spelled and spoken in such

a manner as to correspond with ihe first, second or third pei-

son of the noun or pronoun which is its nominative.

I will now show you how the verb is varied m ord^r to

agree with its nominative in number and person. 1, inou,

He, She, It ; We, Ye or You, They, are ^personal pronouns.

I is of the first person, and singular number ;
Thou is second

person singular; He, She, or It, is third person s^ngfarJ

We is drit person plural ; Ye or You is second person plural.

They is third person plural. These pronouns are the repre-

sentatives of nouns, and perforn. the sarne office that the nouns

would for which they stand. When placed before the verb,

they are, therefore, the nominatives to the verb.

Notice particularly, the different variations or endings of the

verb, as it is thus conjuiruted in the

Indicative Mood, Present Tense.

Plural.

We Walk,
Ye or You walk,1. Person

2. Person
3. Person

1. Person
2. Person
3. Person They walk, or

the boys walk.

Singular.

I walk.

Thou walke»/.

He walks, or )

the boy walks, >

or walkelh. ) -^ j •

This display of the verb shows you, that whenever it ends in

est, it is of the second person singular ; but when the verb ends

stand is properly used. If we choose to overstep the bounds of custom,

we can employ any ..ord in the language as an active-transitive verb.

Be, sit, and lie, may be explained in the same manner.

4 Neuter verbs are use 1 in connexion with adverbs which express the

mnnner of action. They must, therefore, be considered «^»ve ^erbs^

The child sleeps soundly ; Ue sits genteelly ; They live contentedly

and Aflppi/w together.
.

. • u u., .,„;„„

The class of verbs that are never employed as active.is small. By usmg

adverbs in connexion with verbs, we can fairly prove that some verbs are

not active. It is incorrect to say, I am happily ; They were peacefuUy,

She remains quietly; The fields appear greenly, i hese vcros .n wicir
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in ,, OP eth, it is of the (AW person singnlar.
.»';,^;'J;

.i„!„(..( nre of tlie second person singular ;
and «""«»

."J

'm: Wr or ri.leih, sU,L or slanM, are of the third

"rhavttSou that when the nominative is singular nun,-

V ,K. „»rh must be : when the nominative is plural, the

wi. must b^;3 when the nominative is first, second or

Ss:\tf:^rng^tiuy?^nXXy^^
~e thl th verb vaf^esL endings in the singular, in order

to aeree in7»rm with tRe first, second, and third person of its

l^Sive but in the plural it does not vary its endings

?rom the first person singular. The verb, however, agrees in

Ima wUh is norainativ? in the plural, as we as m the sin-

Tlar Exercise a little mind, and you will perceive that

CTemenl^^i gooernmmt in language do not consist merely

KoTm of words. Now, is it not clear, that when say

Iw/the verb walk is singular, because it expresses but one

aoto' And when I say7Two men u,alk, is it not equal y

,Jn. fKnt walk is plural, because it expresses two actions ?

?STesLtetrTe7men »«;*, the ver'b walk denotes ten

lot Sns for he e are ten actor,. Common sense teaches you

thTthere must be as many actions as there are ac(o«; and

tha the vert, when it has no/orm or endmg to show it,js as

strttbr pluraUswten^ So, in the phrase TT^ walk.

..m '"»»••,̂ ."^fyrflf'Si^,- They live happily »nd contentedly;

"'
i wtn it remaf^ still to be defined when a ye^h expresses affir-

wirl' ,Sr;., .nd Hate, .re aou,.,. because ihey a,, mere name, of
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the verb walk UJin, person because H expresses ,t.e acUon.

performed by f.e speaker, : Ye or ,«» uaij^^
,^

le:ond l«™n denoting .he acUons of 'he per^on^_^
p^

third person, They walk. The vero, "«'^ . ; ;„ „„„.
written, always agrees, in sense, with Us nominal

ber and person.
;„„,,„„ „««« of speech, neither of

At present you "^ l^?™"houTa kCwledge of the other. It

irrrc;sJ.The^^-.Se:r^^^^^^^

''^sexpressiona^-f;:^;^^^^^^^^^

the two words " boys' hats
P^/^j^J ^^^^^^ , the hats.

^fofs^hat^wSr-yS^^^^

from the ^/^n.^.. f:o»nec^ed with the phrase Doys
_

TT" .. :„ „n irreeular verb," the

actions. So, when I ^ay
.
'' J^h^;

T^ll'^ohl write -- yoar copy
•'

word write ia a noun ;
but waen 1 say,

.;,^^^^ ^ ,,^„„ j one con-

^rite ia called a verb ^^l^y.
^V'^heTLth constructions, until you pass

struction, and a verb in the "'^t •

,

J y^" ^«^" j. ^^^ j^es not expre^

beyond the word write. «"«
^^^"^^^^ ^oes n" ^^^ »»""' ^"'' '" ''^

'

acLn in the former sentence, mother
'{J^^ ^ JJ^.fi i„ciple8. Tunfe must

U is introduced in the satr^
"^/sentence for it doesJexpress action

be considered a noun in
''T '""rme elv name* the action which I wi.h

or tnnke an affirtnation ;
^ut i mer«^

"«^^^^^ .^ „^,„i„g.

John to perform ""^ «ffi!^"^«"^";!,
^^ Se imperative mood . is divested

The verb in .he
'f"^»r^,,«;/'^ '^boa these'moods, it is always pre-

of its affirmative or verbal torce. in o"

eented in its noun «««^«;
''Winel' he infers, that I wish him

If after dinner, I say to a servant, vv ,

^^^^^

to briSg me wine ; but all th-s is no .aid^ 1
I

^y^-^^J^,,, . but all

he. in like manner ""'^"^X'V.t ^etTo" ""^ of the object of the action,

that is expressed, IS the ««me of the^^^^
expression, in every

^7.**f: _....-„„„ .nnneded. that the terminations of our verbs, «f,jtA^.

,.Xaad:ai.o:of the other parts pf speech, were or.,..a„. ^P--
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boys are not yet, as the phrase literally denotes in the actual

possession of the hats: the possession is anticipated.

In the phrases >e jiats, coarse hats, high-crowned \^^X^

Iroad-briJmedhJ, woollen, new, ten, some, these, many h^s

the words in italics are adjectives, because they f-;tnct'
^^^^^^^

fy, or define the term hats; but the term hoys does not des-

crlbe or limit the meaning of hats. Boy% therefore, is not,

. as some suppose, an adjective.

« The slave's master." Does the slave possess the master ?

Yes m slave has a master. If he has him, then hei>o..6..e*

Mm : he sustaL that relation to him which we call possession.

A noun in the possessive case, is always known by its hav-

ing an apostrophe, and generally an s after it ;
thus, John s

haf
; "he^^'/coat. When a plural noun in the possessive

case, ends in ^, the apostrophe is added, but no additional .;

as, ''^oy*' hats; ^/^Z..' wings." When a singular noun

ends mis, the apostrophe only is added ;
as, ''For goote

sake ; for righteLness' sake :" except the word witness
;
as

" Th; witness's testimony." When a noun in the possessive

case ends in ence, the s is omitted, but the apostrophe is le-

tained ; as, "For conscience' sake.''

Now please to turn back, and read over this and the pre-

ceding lecture three times, and endeavour, not only to under-

standf but, also, to remeinber, what you read. ^V^^
i "%

proceed thus: read one sentence over slowly, and then look

off the book, and repeat it two or three times ovei^_your

;;;;:irof distinct meaning ;
and iha, although

'^^VT^S^wi'h'the
and, by the refinement of language, have been made to c^^l^^^^/^''^^';^^

words in connexion with which they are employed, yet, '" ^^eir p.esent

character of terminations, they retain the.r P""^^^'^^^,.;"7,74;,"„^,X:
To denote that a verbal name was employed as a verb, the baxonsamx

ed to it a'verbalizing adjunct ; thus, the (to take ^oU )
was the- noun^^.^

of the verb ; and when they used it ns a verb, they
^f^^'^'^V«rL C

an -thus theffn. The termination added, was a sign that ajflnnatimt

wa's nte^ded The same proce<!ure has been -'«P-'^. -^ ^
IZ\-

instances, is still practised, in our langunge. An
"'•^'"^"V.^^^Jj^/jX

verbs in he progress of refinement, was changed to en, and finally diop-

Ted A '; cen'tu.ies ago, the plural number of our v-^bs -erf
^';-;^;^

by the termination en; thus, they «,er.»,they lovev
; ^^''^]'f^;;J'2^^^

nations do not supersede the necessity of ^^P''^^^?"? ;,^^/"^^;; ^^.^^t,' j
mntion, as is the case in the Latin and Greek veros, 'l^^*y h»ve m n lad

aside, as unnecessary excrescences. For the same '^«^°"'
^^^^^n-'

without any disparagement to the language, dispense with the le.mina-

'^i: fr^JoF^^rplI^tiinftt those terminations wer^

words, we can trace many of them to their o .gin. To denote the lemi
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mind After that, take another sentence and proceed in the

Tne* manner/and so on through the whole Ifure Do not

m-esume to think, ihat these directions are of no real conse-
piesume to ininw,

follow them strictly, you need

analyze the following examples.

ANALYSIS OR PARSING. . . , ..

Do vnu recollect the meaning of the word analysis ? It

onorbt^ngsLples so as to form a whde or cornFund

Thus, in putting together letters so as to o^ yUable^s sy

^
lables so as to f°™J°'''^'/°™',4° the process is called syn-

E'yV'^^rtrLtiTorre' ro£^-ad:r;'re

—^.;^i;7z;^;i;7;^ amx .».
;

as heir.... -j;-j-- ,,f
*:

I a contraction of the Hebrew nonn es.fl, a lemale u o ,^^
termination est is a con traction o^doeM t^ of doe _A^^^«.

^^ ^^^^ ^^^^^^

say. thou dost ox doest love
;
or \h°"

'^^^^J;
^^^„^^ „f huvest, havsth, has.

dropped, its place and meaning ^ere g"'™y,
,iP/^p,.bal „r afFirmative

hrr.:.';:r«:r:rr:;nrr;pSXitL"„.s.i«.h.?heor,»ouM

be \ery inconvenient in practice.

I shall resume the subjeci in Lecture Al.
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properties, and its grammatical relations with respect toother

words in a sentence, and trace it through all its inflections or

changes. Perhaps, to you, this will, at first, appear to be of

little'importance ; but, if you persevere, you will hereafter

find it of great utility, for parsing will enable you to detect,

and correct, errors in composition.

SYSTEMATIC OI^DER OF PARSING.

The order of parsing a Noun, is—a noun, and why ?

—common, proper, or collective, and why ?—gender, and

why ?—person, and why ?—number, and why ?—case,

and why ?

—

Rule :—decline it.

The order of parsing a Verb, is—a verb, and why ?

active, passive, or neuter, and why ?—if active—transi-

tive or intransitive, and why ?— if passive—how is It

formed ?—regular, irregular, or defective, and why ?

—

mood, and why ?—tense, and why ?—person t \ number,

and why ?—with what does it agree ?

—

Rule ;—conju-

gate it.

I wll now parse two nouns according to the order, and, in

so doing, by applying the definitions and rules, I shall answer

all those questions given in the order. If you have perfectly

committed the order of parsing a noun and verb, you may
proceed with me ; but, recollect, you cannot parse a verb in

full, until you shall have had a more complete explanation of it,

John's hand trembles.

John's is a noun, [because it is] the name of a person

—

. proper, the name of an individual—masculine gender, it de-

notes a male—third person, spoken of—singular number, it

implies but one—and in the possessive case, it denotes poss-

ession—it is governed by the noun " hand," according to

RuLR 12. A noun or pronoun in the possessive case is gov-

erned by the noun it possesses.

Declined—Sing. nom. John, poss. John's, obj. John. Plu-

ral—nom. John's, poss. Johns', obj. Johns.

Hand is a noun, the name of a thing—comnjon, tKe name

of a sort or species of things—neuter gender, it denotes a

thing without sex—third person, spoken of—sing, number, it

nplies but one—and in the nominative case, it is the acto

n
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and subject of the verb "trembles," and governs it agreeably

^'^

Rule 3 The nominative case governs the ^^^^
'rT^^^H?;

'

expresses acHo v according to

"TuK I T^Lir::lt agree mlH & nomnaiUe in number

and person, . ^ ^ ^^^j^d person be-

You must not say that the verb is ot j ^^^ .^ .^

cause it is spoken of. The verb ^^

"^f^
/ ber because

of the third perron, and singular or plural numoer,

f-:: lrir.X'fX y» orlou^ tremble, 3 pers. they o.

'"rvrrntin .anguage. consists in the powe^wiuch

one word has over another, in causntg that other word to

be in some particular case, number, person, mood, or tense.

ILLUSTRATION.

R„.B 3. The nominative case
g«^"Xto(t^ first person,

If you employ
'''^PT^i^tive to a verMh^ verK must

singular number, as the
"""'"f^

°.
^„a ^'hen your nomi-

"'= °"-'
tlS^oers'lng you v^b ^"t be; as,'thou smil-

r" Why "Ih'': la«er"f^sLce, does the ending of^ a verb

XngeJeV? Because the nom,nat,v^^

"°T"nh:man smiir How dear" is, thL.^hat the nonu-

r;ir»rf. ; .ha. is .her^^^^^--
»h^rf„V%<r"-00^=:rt is evLced in the

expressions should, therefore, be, thou neare./, .». «...
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and then the verb would agree with its nominatives. But wT^y

must the verb agree with its nominative ? Why must we say,

thou talke*^ the man \Q\ks, men talk ? Because the genius of

our language, and the common consent of those wlio speak it,

require such a construction ] and this requisition amounts to a

law or rule. This rule^ then, is founded in the nature of things,

and sanctioned by gocd usage.

Rule 12. A noun or pronoun in the possessive case, is gov-

erned by the noun which it possesses.

It is correct to say, The man eats, he eats ; but we cannot

say, The man dog eats, he dog eats. Why not ? Because the

man is here represented as the possessor, and dog, the properly,

or thing possessed ; and the genius of our language requires,

that when we add to the possessor, the thing which he is rep-

resented as possessing, the possessor shall take a particular

form to show its case, or relation to the property ; thus. The
man's dog eats, his dog eats. You perceive, then, that the

added noun, denoting the thing possessed, has power to change

theform of the noun or pronoun denoting the possessor, accord-

ing to Rule 12; thus, by adding dog, in the preceding exam-
ples, man is changed to man's, and he to his.

Now parse the sentence which 1 have parsed, until the

manner is quite familiar to you ; and then you will be pre-

pared to analyze correctly and systematically, the following

exercises. When you parse, you may spread the Compendi-

um before you ; and, if you have not already committed the

definitions and rules, you may read them on that, as you ap-

ply them. This mode of procedure will enable you to learn

all the definitions and rules by applying them to practice.

EXERCISES IN PARSING.
Rain descends—Rains descend—Snow falls—Snows fall

—

Thunder rolls—Thunders roll—Man's works decay—Men's
labours cease—John's dog barks—Eliza's voice trembles

—

Julia's sister's child improves—Peter's cousin's horse limps.

In the next place, I will parse a noun and a neuter verb,

\/hich verb, you will notice, differs from an active only in one

respect.

^^ Birds repose on the branches of trees."

Birds is a noun, the name of a thing or creature—common,
the name of a genus or class—masculine and feminine gender,

it denotes both males and females—third person, s|>okeoi|jjf^

—

live case

linn hcki* tiaa n/Mcuiria-ber, it implies more than one—and in

it is the subject of the verb "repose," andgpEHHsroa
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De-
nom.it .ccordins to Rule 3. Tlu, no,n.case governs theverh^

"Uned-Sin!;. nom. bird, poss. bird's, obj. bird, l-lural

birds, poss. birds', obj. birds.
_ neuter, it ex-

Repose is a verb, a word that sigmfies ° ^-^''H''' •

,,i,j

presses neither action nor pass.on, but a state ot De^nR

^person, plural number,
''--f^^l^r n rerJ !».« agree

which it a<n-ees, agreeably to Uule 4.

,,ith ifs nominauve in number and P«;;^«-
^^^ , e^, 3

Conjugated-1 pers. smg- I repose, 2 pers, tjou ^ p ^.^.

pers. he^reposes, or the bird
^-P°f,^^„^J^'^i;^\P;ose, or the

pose, 2 pers. ye or you repose, 3 pers. they lep

'^towCt those nouns and neuter verbs that are distin-

<Tuished by italics, in the following

EKERCISES IN PARSING.
,^__

. The book lies on the desk -The cloalcja^^^^^^^ he wall^
^M^n's days are f^^-Ca^/tmor ^J-armr.

*^^^^^

Ciatho reposes in the narrow I'ouse^J^^^^^^^^^ ^aV
^^^ ^^^

on the misty mountam tops. The sunoeams

whore hev beauty sleeps.
„-eeedin<T exercises, and all

You may parse these and the preeeain v^^

that follow!/L or six times over, if you please,
indi louu ,j

4 r^T^ivR TRANSITIVE VERBS.
OBJECTIVE CASE.-ACTtVE

^^^l^'\\ .^^

The oljective case expresses the object of aaacUoa

or ot a reition. It generally follows a transtUve verb,

a participle, or a preposition.
v w.f«ome

A noun is in the objective case.when ^^-^^^c o.;^ of op^

thing. At present I shall ^^^^^^^:;r as to the

"^^-l::, \ "^^^ —leTLl o,ect of a relaUon,

'In rctve verb is transUive whea the action passe,

ow from the subject or non.inative to an object; as,

Richard strikes John.
^^ ^^^

Tmn«//./25e means passing. In ^

'«J^"J^"^^ ^ .j^^ nomi-
verb..WA-c.is^ran./.:..,becaus^i^^ ^^^^ ^,^

native llichard to the object John ^n^ y
j f^

.-,,^ of
noun John is in the objective case

^^^^^^^^ ''^^^
^f, •,,,,,

the action expressed by the active ^a^^^^^^

This niatter is very plam._ ,^« ^Tg'i i^o did not exert his

telescope. Now it is evident, ^^at Gall leo m

poweri of invention, without some object in view.
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to ascertain that object, put the question, Gallileo invented

what ? The telescope. Telescope, then, is the real object of

the action, denoted by the transitive verb invented; and
therefore, telescope is in the objeclive case. If 1 say, The
horse kirks the servant—Carpenters build houses—Ossian

wrote poems—Columbus discovered America—you readily

perceive, that the verbs kicks, huild, wrote, and discovered, ex-

press transitive actions ; and you cannot be at a loss to tell

which nouns arc in the objective case :—they are servant,

houses, poems, and America.
The nominative and objective cases of nouns are generally known

by the following rule: the nominative does something; the objective

has something done la it. The nominntive generally comes before the

verb ; and the objective after it. When I soy, George struck the
eervarJ, George is in the nominative, and servant is in the objective

case : but, when I sny, The servant sirnck George, servant is in the
rominaiive case, and Qeorge is in the objective. Thus you perceive,
that Case means the different state or situation ol nouns with regard
toother vPtrf-ds.

It is sometimes very difficult to tell the case of a noun, I shall,

therefore, take up this subject again, when I come to give you an ex-
planation of the participle and preposition.

Besides the three cases already explained, nouns are sometimes in

the nominative case indej;endent, someiimcs in the nominative case
abaolute, sometimes in apposition in the same case, and sometimes in

the nominative or objective case after the neuter verb to be, or after
an active-intransitive or passive verb. These cases are illustrated in

Lecture X. and in the 21 and 22 Rules of Syntax.

ACTIVE-INTRANSITJVE VERBS.
An active verb is transitive, when the action termi-

nates on an object : but

An active verb is intransitive, when the action does
not terminate on an object ; as, John walks.

You perceive that the verb walks, in this example, hintran-
sifive, because the action does not pass over to nn object ; that
is, the action is confined to the agent John. The following
sign will generally enable you to distinguish a transitive verb
from an intransitive. Any verb that will make sense with the
words a thing, or a persmi, after it, is transitive. Try these
verbs by the sign, love, help, conquer, reach, suldue, overcome,
Thus, you can say, I love a person or thing— I can helpaper-
smi r>r thing—and so on. Hence you know that th^ verbs
are transitive. But an intransitive verb will not make sense
with this sign, which fact will be shown by tiie following ex-
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amples : smile, go, come, play, bark, walk, fly. We cannot say,

if we mean to speak Knglish, I smile a person or thirtg—I go

o person or thing :—hence you perceive that these verbs are

not transitive, but intransitive.

If you reflect upon these examples for a few moments, you \yill

have a clear conception of the nature of transitive and intransitive

verbs. Before I close this snbject, however, it is necessary further

to remark, that some transitive and intransitive verbs express what is

called a mental or moral action ; and others, a corporeal or physical

action. Verbs expressing the different affections or operations of

the mind, denote moral actions ; as, Brutus loved his country ; James

hates vice ; We believe the tale ; to reperU, to relent, to think, to reflect,

to mourn, to muse. Those expressing the actions produced by mat-

ter, denote physical actions ; as. The doff hears the bell ; Virgil wrote

the iEneid ; Columbus discoverea America :—to see, to feel, to taste,

to smell, to run, to talk, Xofly, to strike. In the sentence, Charles re-

sembles his father, the verb resembles does not appear to express any

action at all ;
yet the construction of the sentence, and the office

which the verb performs, are such, that we are obliged to parse it as

an active-transitive verb, governing the noun father in the objective

case. This you may easily reconcile in your mind, by reflecting,

that the verb has a direct reference to its object. The following verba

are of this character, and express action in &grammatical sense only

:

for which reason it is sometimes called grammatical action : Have,

own, possess, retain ; as, I hati a book.

Active intransitive verbs are frequently made transitive.

When I say. The birds fly, the verb fly is intransitive ; but when

I say. The boy flies the kite, the verb fly is transitive, and governs

the noun kite in the objective case. Almost any active intransitive

verb, and sometimes even neuter verbs, are used as transitive. The

horse walks rapidly ; The boy runs swiftly ; My friend lives weli

;

The man died of a fever. In all these examples the verbs are intran-

sitive ; in the following they are transitive , The man walks his horse

;

The boy ran a race ; My triend lives a holy life ; Let me die the

death of the righteous.

The foregoing development of the character of verbs, is deemed

sufficiently critical for practical purposes ; but if we dip a little deep-

er into the verbal fountain, we shall discover qualities which do not

appear on its surface. If we throw aside the veil which art has

drawn over the real structure of speech, we shall find, that aimost

every verb has either a personal or a verbal obj«>ct, expressed or implied.

Verbal objects, which are the ejects or productions resulting from

the actionH, being necessarily implied, are seldom expressed.

The fire bums. If the fire burns, it must burn wood, coal, tallow,

or some other combustible substance. The man laughs. Laughs

what ? Laughs laughter or laugh. They walk ; that is, They walk

or take walks. Rivera flow (move or roll themselves or Uieir waters)

into the ocean.

" I sing the shady regions of the west."
*( And smiie the wrinkles from the brow of age.*'

c2
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Tho child wept itself sick ; and then, by taking (or sleeping) a

short nap, it sl^pi itself quiet and well again. " He will «oon deep

]m everlasting sleep ;" that is, " Ho will sleep the sleep ot deaih.
_

Thinkers think i/iou^^/t/s; Talkers talk or employ words, talk, or

speeches; The rain ruins rain. » Upon Sodom and /^omorrah the

Lord rained fire and brimstone." " i must go the whole length. 1

shall 80on^'o the way of all the earth."
.. .• i .

Now please to turn back again, and peruse this lecture attentively ,

after which you may parse, systematically, the following exercises

containing nouns in the three cases, and aclivc-transitivo verbs.

'J'he printer prints books.

Prints is a verb, a word that signifies to do—active, it expresses

action—transitive, the action passes over from the nominative " prin-

ter." to the object » books"—third pers. sing. numb, because the

nominative printer is with which it agrees. Rule 4. The verb must

agree with its nominative case in number and person.

Conjugated— 1 pers. sing. I print, 2 pera. thou printest, 3 pers. ho

prints, or the printer prints, and so on.

Books is a noun the name of a t ing—common, the name of a

sort of things—neuter gender, it denotes a thing wituout sex—ihirU

person, spoken of—plural number, it implies more than one—and in

the objective case, ic is the object of the action, expres^^cd by tho

active-transitive verb " prints," and is governed by it according to

I- Rule 20. Active-transitive verbs govern the objectice case.

The noun books is thus declined—{Singular nom. book» poss. book a

obj. book—Plural, nom. books, poss. books,' obj. books.

Rule 20. Transitive verbs govern the objective case ;
tliat is,

they require the noun or pronouns following them to be in that catse
;

and this requisition is government. Pronouns have a particular/orm

to suit each case, but nouns have -^t. We cannot say, She struck

he; I gave the book to Mey. Why not? Because lue genius ot

our language requires the pronoun following a transitive verb or pre-

position (to is a preposition) to assume that forrn which we call the

oljective form or case. Accordingly, the construction should be.

She struck him ; I gave the book to r/iem.—Read, again, the illustra-

tion of " government" on page 52.

EXERCISES IN PARSING.
Ohj. case.

primers,

bonnets,

horse.

Nom. case.

Julius

Harriet

The servant

The horse

The boy

The child

The tempest

The gale

Pope
Cir.ere

Alexander
Perry
WaBbington

Trans, verb.

prints

mokes
beats

kicks

struck

lost

sunk
sweeps
translated

Drocur*?d

conquered

met
obtained

Poss. case.

children's

ladies'

the man's
the servant's

that man's
those boys'

master,

child,

ball,

those merchants' vessels.

the mountain's

Homer's
Milio'a

Darius'

the enemy's
his country's

brow.
Iliad.

release.

army.
fleet.

freedom.
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PAHSINO.

NoTB 1 The words, (Ac. that, thoat, nnd his, you need not parse,

a A noun in the ,K*sessive ca.e, ia sometimes governed by a noun

understood ; as, Julia'.s lesson is lonjier than John s (lesson.J

As you have been analyzing nouns in iheir three cases, it

becomes necessary lo present, in the next place, the declension

of nouns, for you must doclino every noun you parse. Vc

dendon me.ns putting a .tuun through the ditlerent cases
:
md

vou will notice, that the possessive case varies from the nom-

Ltive in its termination, or ending, but the ohrxtive case ends

like the nominative. The nominative and objective cases of

no^s mu't, therefore, bo ascertained by the.r situation in a

sentence, or by considering the ollice they pertorm.

DECLENSION OF NOUNS.
siNa. FLUE. «NQ. Pi<un.

Foss k ^^'B king.' Poss. man's men's

on ki..;. kinis. Ohj. man men

Now, if you have parsed every word in the precrdmg ex-

a.nples (except the, thai, those, and his,) you may proceed

wTth me, and p-trse the examples in the followmg exercises, m

which are presentck nouns and active-intrunsitive verbs,

" My flock increases yearly."

Flock is a noun, a name denoting animals -a noun of n.iil-

titude, it si.n.lfies many in one collective body-masculine and

femin neVender, denoting both sexes-thrd person, spoken of

l! inoula^ numler, it den^otes but one flock-and in the nonrji.

nat ve case, it i« the active agent of the verb " increases, and

governstt, according to Ru.? 3. The nondnattve case governs

the verb. [Decline it.]
-a , Ar. nnfivP it*»x

Increases is a verb, a word that signifies to do-active, it ex-

presses action -intransitive, the action does not passover toai

Pblctlof the third person, singular number, because its

nSative " flock" cc^iveys unity of idea ;
and it agrees with

*' flock," at'-ieeably to
. ., r -j

RuiK 10. A noun of mullilude conveying unity of idea,

must liave a verb or pronoun agreemg with it in the angular,

" The divided mullilude hastily disperse.

MullHude is a noun, a name that denotes persons-a co ec-

tive nour,ornoun of multitu.le, it signifies many-masculine

and ieminine gender, it implies both sexes-third perso" ^po-

ken of-singular number, it represents but one multitude, or

collective body
;
(but in another sense, it is

?^^''^\''',:[^^^X
veys plurality of i.lea, and, also, implies more mdwiduaJs

. ^ "^
V -4 j_ -! si""!!"" case. It tthe actor ana

liiiiil one J
i—ana in iHc iiwinii»t»ii t v, vwscj i.

n.
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subject of the verb "disperse," which it governs, according to

Rule 3. Tlic nom. case governs the perA-r-Declined.—Sii'g.

nom. multitude, poss. muliiiude'a obj. rruliitude.—Plur. nom.

multitudes, pos3. multitudes', obj. multitudes.

Disperse is a verb, a word that signifies to do—active, it ex-

presses action—intransitive, the action does not terminate on

an object—third person, plural number, because its nominative

"multhude" con#ys plurality of idea; and it agrees with

" multitude" agreeably to

Rule 11. A noitn of multhude conveying plurality of idea,

must have a verb or pronoun agreeing with it in the pluraL

R'JLES 10, and 11, rest on a sandy foundation. They appear

not to be uased on th^ principles of the language ; and, there-

fore, it might, perhaps, be better to reject than lo retain them.

Their application is quite limited. In many instances, they

will not a^»ply to nouns of multitude. The existence of such

a thinw as '* unity or plurality of idea," as applicable to nouns

of this class, is doubtful. It is just as correct to say, " The
meeting was divided in its sentiments," as to say " The meet'

ing were divided in their sentiments." Both are equally sup-

ported by the genius of the language, and by the power of

custom. It is correct to say, either that " The fleet were dis-

persed ;" " The council were unanimous ;" " The council were

divided ;" or that " The fleet was dispersed ;" " The council

was unanimous ;" " The council was divided." But perhaps

for the sake of euphony, in some instances, custom has deci-

ded in favour of a singular, and in others, of a plural construc-

tion, connected with words of this class. For example ; cus-

tom give a preference to the constructions, " My people do not

consider ;" " The peasantrj^ go barefoot ;" " The flock is his

object ;" instead of, " My people doth not consider ;" " The
peasantry goes barefoot ;" " The flock are his object." In

instances like these, the application of the foregoing rules may
be of some use ; but the constructions in which they do not

apply, are probably more numerous than those in which they

EXERCISES IN PARSING.
Nom. ease. Intran. verb. Nom. eaat. Intran. verb.

Men labour. The sun sets.

Armies march. The moon rises.

Vess«>ls sail. The stars twinkle.

Birds fly. The rain descends.
Clouds aove. The river flows.

Multitudes perish. The nation mourns.

Yqut improTepiSiit ingra?umar depends, not on ib« siimber
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of words which you parse, but on the attention which yo" K^ve

the sJb^ect yL m% varse the same exercises several times

'"
For the gratification of those who prefer it, I here present

another „„„„.
DIVISION OF VERBS.

Verbs are of two kinds, transitive and intransitive.

rerb Is transitive when the action effects -object^ a-

.. Earthquakes rock kingdoms ;
thr^Mios and P'*';^^ ^ /̂f^^^^

down; and potentates, princes, and subjects, are buned wor^e

^T::r::;'ioapn-sivev„b.istheo,...bu.„ouhe«..„.of.he

'Tverb is intransitive when it has no object ;
as, "The waters

came upon me ;" •'
I am he who was, and i,, and ^s o c^e

A, an exercise on what you have been studying, I will now

puuo you' a few questions,'all of which you ought to be able

to answer before you proceed any farther.

QUESTIONS NOT ANSWERED IN PARSING.

With what two ceneral divisions of grammar does the second lec-

t«rV£?Kif?-^0?^w&oes Etymolog/treat 7-Or >vhat does Syn-

tai trean--On what is based the true principles of class.ficauon 7-

How do y^TLertain the part of speech to which a word bebngs?

What is meant by its manner of meanmg ?--Name the ten parts

7-nplrh -Which o^ these are considered the most important ?-

BvThat S^n miy a noun be distinguished ?-.How many kinds of

jL^are Rerp?--What belong to nouns ?-What is gender ?-How
nouns "6^ there ;

vv n ^ . ^__How many persons

Iwhat ru e do you apply in parsing a noun in the possessive case ?

Zwh" rule, in parsing a noun in the nominative case ?-What

^bletv/^es^nr^^^

w troSswTe -Give some examples of transitive verbs with personal

rnntrobjects.-What rule do you apply in P^r^^Pg^^ "°"»
'"J^^

Bbiective case ?—Explain rule 20.—In parsing a verb agreemg with

a ioun of^ultUude Conveying. j,2ur«Zi/y of ilea, what rule do you

apply 5 .
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QUESTIONS ON THE NOTES.
Whrtlier the learner be required to answer the following questions,

or not, is. of course, left discretionary with the teacher. Tiie author
takes the liberty to suggest the expediency of not, generally, enforcing
such a reqHi8ition,7/7t^ii! the pupil goes tkrougk the book a second time.
Name some participial nouns.—What are abstract nouns ?—What

is the didtinciion between abstract nouns and adjectives ?— What are
natural nouns ?—A'tificial nouns ?—What is the distinction between
material and immaterial nouns ?—Are nouns ever of the masculine
and feminine gender ?—Give examples.—When are nouns, naturally
neuter, converted iirte the masculine or feminine gender ?—Give ex-
amples.—Speak some nouns that are always in the singular number.—some that are always plural.—Speak soint that are in the samo
lorm in both numbers.—Name all the various ways of forming the
plural number of nouns.—Of what number are the nouns news, means,
alms, and amends?—Name the plurals to the following compound
nouns, handful, cupful, spoonful, brothtr-iwlaw, court-martial,

QUESTIONS ON THE PHILOSOPHICAL NOTES.
What has usually been the object of philosophical investigations

of language? (page 32)—Do the syntactical dependences and con-
nexions of words depend on their original import ?—Is the power of
association and custom efficient in changing the radical meaning of
some words?—Have words intrinsically a signification of their own;
or is their meaning inferential; i. e. such as custom has assigned to
them ? (page 38.)—On what fact is based the true, philosophical
principle of classification ?—Define philosophical grammar. Which
is supposed to be the original part of speech ?—How were the others
formed from that ?—How many partis of speech may be recognised
in a scientific development and arrangement of the piinciples of our
language ?—Name them.—What testimony have we that many thin4;s
do not act ? (page 43 )—Repeat some of the arguments in favour of,

and against, the principle which regards all verbs as atcZtte.—In what
moods are verbs used in (heir noun-state 1 (page 48.)—Give exam-
ples.—What is said of the terminations, est, eth, s,and en, and of the
words, be and do.

REMARKS ON VERBS AND NOUNS.
You have already been informed, that verbs are the most important

part of speech in our language ; and to convince you of their impor-
tance, I now tell you, that you cannot express a thought, or commu-
nicate an idea, without making use of a verb, either expressed or
implied. Verbs express, not only the state or manner of being, but,
likewise, all the different actions and movements of all creatures and
things, whether animate or inanimate. As yet I have given yon only
a partial description of this sort of words ; but when you are better
prepared to comprehend the subject, I will explain all their properties,
anu aiiow you tise proper sTianrser oi usitig iiiein.

A word that js generally a noun, sometimes becomes a verb; and
a verb is frequently used aa a mmn. These changes depend on the
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RPnse which the word conveys ; or, rather, on the office it performs in

hrse^tence that is, the Lnner in which it is applied to tlungs.

Fnrfnatance- Son/ is generally a noun; as, Tneg-/or^of Gods

tone '^ But fniyyglory in religion ; or, He glories n wicked-

neTs the word glory becomes a verb. The love of man .s inconstant.

In this sentencf, lole is a noun; in the next, it is a verb: TJey love

\lZ. He walks swiftly ;
Scavengers 5^...^ the streets

;
The ship

S well In these phrases, the words walks, sweep, and satis, are

VPrbsT in the following they are nouns; Those are pleasant walks

;

He takes a broad sweep ; The ship lowered her sails.

Thus you see, it is impossible for you to become a gramma-

rian without exei'cising your judgment- f you have suffic^nt

resolution to do this, you will, in a short time, perfectly under,

stand the nature and office of the differed parts of speech,

their various properties and relations, and the rules of syntax

tha apply to them ; and, in a few weeks be able to speak and

w?he ^accurately. But you must not take things or granted

without examining t-.eir propriety and
«°;'''«^^f^^J

/
fji,^^^^^^

are not a mere automaton or boy-machine ; but a rational being.

You ought, therefore, to think methodically, to reason soundly

and to rn^ekija/e every principle critically. Don't be afraid to

/« frro«?.V. You know not the high destiny that awaits

Zf Yon knoW not the height to which you may soar m the

scale of intellectual existenc?. Go on, then, boldly, and with

unyiehlinc. perseverance ; and if you do not. gain adnrnttaiice

Tnto the temple of fame, strive, at all hazards, to drink of the

fountain which gurgles from its base.

EXERCISES IN FALSE SYNTAX.

Note I, to Rule 12. A noun in the possessive case, should

always be distinguished by the apostrophe, or mark of elision;

as, The nation's glory.

That girls book is cleaner than those boys books.

Not correct because the nouns girls and boys are both in the possessive
JNot correct Decaus

apostrophe, by which they should be

Z.^^:^:t::;'^,Vr acco^ing^o the preceding Nox...

[Repeat the note.]
^

Thv ancestors virtue is not thine.
. ,j u^ ,„ :„

HJ writer of '^i-e-ence rneant o„.^^^^^^^^^^

T:^:^^Z:^:^l^ept:^'^y^:^^i^^^o puce the apostrophe

h^Seft hi^n eanin. amb guous.and we cannot ascertain ,t. This, and

a thousand Srrsrakes you will often meet with, demo.trate the truth

f Z^rcbration^n^ " without the knowledge and apphca-

irofttlr^uryou' will often speak and write i"
-J.

a manner as

not to be underatood." You may now turn onck a.m ic-c..am n. .j
"lustration" of Rules 3,4,and l2.oa page 53.and then correct the fol-

lowing examples about^ce tiroes over.
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A mothers tenderness and a fathers care, are natures gift's

for mans advantage. Wisdoms precept's form the good mans
interest and happiness. They suffer for conscience's sake.
He is reading Gowpers poems. James bought Johnsons Die-
tionary.

Rule 4. A verb must agree with its nominative in number
and person.

Those boys improves rapidly. The men labours in the
field. Nothing delight some persons. Thou shuns the light.

He dare not do it. They reads well.

I know you can correct these sentences without a rule, for they all have
a harsh sound, which offends the ear. I wish you, however, to adopt the
habit ofcorrecting errors by applying rules ; for, by-and-by,you will meet
with errors in composition which you cannot correct, if you are ignorant
of the application of grammar rules.

Now let us clearly understand this 4th Rule. Recollect it applies to the
verb, and not to the noun ; therefore, in these examples the verb is un-
grammatical. The noun boys, in the first sentence, is of the third person
plural, and the verb improves is of the third person singular ; therefore.
Rule 4th, is violated, because the verb does not agree with its nominative
in number. It should be, "hoys improve." The verb would then be
jp2ura2, and agree with its nominative according to the Rule. In the 4ih
sentence, the verb does not agree in person with its nominative. Thoa
is of the second person, and shuns is of the third. It should be, " thou
shunnest," &c. You may correct the other sentences, and, likewise, the
following exercises in

FALSE SYNTAX.
A variety of pleasing objects charm the eye. The number

of inhabitants of the United States exceed nine millions.
Nothing but vain and ioolish pursuits delight some persons.

In vain our flocks and fields increase our store,
When our abundance make us wish for more.
While ever and anon, there falls

Huge heaps of hoary, moulder'd walls.

LECTURE III.

OF ARTICLES. ^

An article is a word prefixed to nouns to limit their
signification ; as, a man, the woman.

There are only two articles, a or an and the, A or an
ss called the iadennite article. Tm is called the definite
article.

i»»
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The indefinite ai tide limits the noun to one of a kind,

but to no particular one ; as, a house.

The definite article generally limits the noun to a par-

ticular object, or collection of objects; as, the house the

men.

The small claims of the article to a separate rank as a dis-

tinct part of speech, ought not to be admitted in a scientific

classification of words. A and the, this and thai, iniyfew and

fourth, and many other words, are used to restrict, vary, or

define the signification of the nouns to which they are jomed.

They might, therefore, with propriety, be ranked under the

general head of Restrictwes, Indexes, or Befivmg Adjectives.

But, as tljere is a marked distinction in their particular mean-

ing and application, each class requires a separate explanation.

Hence, no. practical advantage would be giiined, by rejecting

their established classification as articles, numerals, and de-

monstratives, and by giving them new names. The character

and application of n and the can be learned as soon when they

are styled articles, aar when they are denominated specifying

or defining adjectives.

The history of this part of speech is very brief. As there

are but two articles, a or an and the, you will know them

wherever they occur.

A noun used without an article, or any other restrictive, is

taken in its general sense ; as, '' Fruit is abundant;" " Gold

is heavy ;" " Man is born to trouble." Here we mean, fruit

and gold in general ; and all men, or mankind.

When we wi^h to linnit the meaning of the noun to one object,

but to no particular one, we employ a or an. If I say, " Give

me a pen ;" " Bring me an apple ;" you are at liberty to fetch

any pen or any apple you please. A or an, then, is indefinite,

because it leaves the meaning of the noun to which it is ap-

plied, as far as regards the person spoken to, vague, or indeter-

minate ; (hat is, not definite. But when reference is made to a

particular object, we employ the ; as, " Give me the pen ;"

" Bring me the apple, or ilie apples." When such a requisi-

tion is made, jou are not at liberty to bring any pen or

apple you please, but you must fetch the particular pen or

, apple to whjch you know me to refer. The is, therefore,

called the definite article.

**^star annears=" Elere, the star referred to may be

known as a particular star, definite, and distinguished from all

others, in the mind of the speaker ; but to the liearer it islefl
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It. k

amonor the thousands that bedeck the vault of heaven undis-

tinguished and indefiniie. But when the star has previously-

been made the subject of discourse, it becomes, in the minds
of both speaker and hearer, a definite object, and he says,
" The star appears;" that is, ilvdt particular star about which
we were discoursing.

*' Solomon built a temple." Did he build any temple, un-
determine'd which ? No ; it was a parlicuhtr temple, pre-

eminently distinguished from all others. But how does it be-

come a definite object in the mind of the Jiearer 7 Certainly
not by the phrase "a temple," which indicates any temple,
leaving it altogether undetermined which ; but supposi.ig the

person addressed was totally unacquainted with the fact as-

serted, and it becomes to him, in one respect only, a definite and
particular temple, by means of the associated words " Solo-
mon built ; that is, by the use of these words in connexion
with the others the hearer gets the idea of a temple distinguish-

ed as tlie one erected by Solomon. If the speaker were ad-

dressing one whom he supposed to be unacquainted with the
fact related, he might make the temple referred to a still more
defini»e object in the mind of the nearer by a further explana-
tion of it ; thus, "Solomon buiU a temple on Mount Zion ;
and that was the temple to which the Jews resorted to worship.

''

" The lunatic the poet, and the lover,
" Are of imagination all compact."

"The horse is a noble animal;" ''the dog is a faithful

creature;" *' </te wind blows ;" ''the wolves were howling
in the woods." in these examples we do not refer to any
particular lunatics, poets, lovers, horses, dogs, winds, wolves,
and woods, but we refer to these particular classes of things,
in contradistinction to other objects or classes. The phrase,
" Neither the one nor the other," is an idiom of the language.
Remarks.—This meihod of elucidating the articles, which is popular

PHILOSOPHICAL NOTES^
,

A, AN, THE.
In a scientifii! arrangement of grammaiicnl principles, a and <//c belong

to that class of adjectives denominated definitives ov restrictives.
A, an, ane, or one, is ihf pant participle o( aimnad, to add, to join.

It denotes that the thing to which it is pielixed is added, united, aned,
an-d, oned (waned), or made one.

The and that. According to Home Tooke the is the imperative, and
that the pnst participle of the Aiiglo-Sax(m verb thean, to get, take, as-
sume. The and that had originally the same meaning: the difference in

their present application is a modern refinement. Hence that, as well as
the, wad furmeily used, indifferently, before eithei a singular or a plural
noun.
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with Blair, Priestley, Lowih, Johnson, Harris, Bealtie, Coote, Murray,

and many oMier distinguished philoloijists, is discarded by some of our

modern writers. But, by proving lliat this theory is exceptionable, they

by no means nrake it appear that it ought, therefore, to be rejected.

E-xceptionable or not, they have not been able to supply its place with

one that is more convenient in practice. Neither have they adopted one

less exceptionable. The truth is, after all which can be done to render

the definitions and rules of grammar comprehensive and accurate, they

will still be found, when critically examined by men of learning and

science, more or less excepiioriable. These exceptions and imperfec-

tions are the unavoidable consequence of the imperfections of the lan-

guage. Language, as well as every thing else of human invention, will

always be imperfect. Consequently, a perfect system of grammatical

principles would not suit it. A perfect grammar will not be produced,

until some perfect being writes it for a perfect language ; and a perfect

language will not be constructed until some super-human agency is em-
ployed in its production. All grammatical principles and systems which

are noi perfect are exceptionable.

NOTES.
1. The article is owit«e«Z before nouns implying the diflferent virtues,

vices, passions, qualities, sciences, arts, metals, herbs, &c. ;
as " Modes-

ty is becoming ; Falsehood is odious ; Grammar is useful," &,c.

2. The article is not prefixed to proper noun: ; as, Barron killed De-

catur ; except by way of eminence, or for the sake of^distinguishing a

particular family, or when some nonn is understood; as, •' He is not a

Franklin, he is a Lee, or of the family of the Lees; We sailed down

the (^river) Missouri."

3. An adjective is frequently placed between the article and the noun

with which the article agrees ; as, " A good boy ; an industrious man."

Sometimes the adjective precedes the article ; as, •• As gieat a man as

Alexander ; Such a shame "

4. In referring to many individuals, when we wish to bring each sepa-

rately under consideration, the indefinite article is sometimes placed be-

tween the adjective many and a singular noun ; as, " Where many a

rosebud rears its blushing head ; Full many a flower is born to blush

unseen."

5. The definite article the is frequently applied to adverbs in the com-

parative or superlative degree ; as, " The more I examine it, the better

I like it ; I like this the least of any."

You may proceed and parse the following articles, when

you shall have committed this.

SYSTEMATIC ORDER OF PARSING.

The order of parsing an Article is—an article, and

why?—definite or indefinite, and why?—with what

noun does it agree?

—

Rule.
•' He is tlie son of a king."

The is an article, a word prefixed to a noun, to limit its sig-

nification—definite, it limits tiie noun to u parlicular object—it

belongs to the noun "son," according to
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W

Rule 2. The definite article the belongs to nouns in the

singular or plural number.

A is an article, a word placed before a noun to limit its sig.

nification— indefinite, it limits the noun to one of a kind, but
to no particular one—it agrees with " king," agreeably to

Rule 1 . The article a or an agrees with nouns in the sing,
gular number only.

Note.—By considering the original meaning of this article, the pro-
priety of Rule 1 will appear. A or an (formerly written ane) being
equivalent to one, any one, or some one, cannot be prefixed to nouns in
the plural number. There is, however, an exception to this rule. A is
placed before a plural noun when any of the following adjectives come
between the article and the noun

; few, great, many, dozen, hundred,
thousand, million

; as , a few men, a, thousand houses, &c.
After having parsed these articles several times over, please

to read this third lecture three times ; then turn back, and
examine the second lecture critically, observing to parse every
example according to the directions previously given, which
will prepare you to parse systematically all the articles,
nouns, ai<d /erbs in these subsequent

^ EXERCISES IN PARSING.
A bird sings. An eagle flies. Mountains stand. The multitude

pursue pleasure. The reaper reaps the farmer's grain. Farmers mow
the grass. Farmers* boys spread the hay. The clerk sells the mer-
chant s goods. An ostrich outruns an Arab's horse. Cecrops founded
Athens. Gallileo invented the telescope. James Macpherson translated
Ussian 8 poems. Sir Francis Drake circumnavigated the globe. Doctor
Uenjamin Franklin invented the lightning-rod. Washington Irving
wrote the Sketch Book.

s S

I will now offer a few remarks on the misapplication of the articles,
Which, with (he exercise of your own discriminating powers, will enable
you to use them with propriety. But, before you proceed, please to
answer the following.

QUESTIONS NOT ANSWERED IN PARSING.
How many articles are there ? In what sense is a noun taken, whenn hns no article to limit it? Repeat the order of parsing an article —What rule applies in parsing the definite article ? What rule in parsing

the indefinite 1
*- &

QUESTIONS ON THE NOTES.
Before what nouns is the article omitted ? Is the article the ever ap-

plied to adverbs { Give examples. What is the meaning of a o- an ?

«nJ?A '! !1
°' 7, P'^''*''* ^^^°'^ ^ P^""""^ "°"" ^ From what are a, the,and that derived ?

EXERCISES IN FALSE SYNTAX.
Note to R;;le 1. An is used before a vowel or silent h, and

It is not only disagreeable to the ear, but

u xong, and alt- . e»: fore the word one.

according to this note, im-
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nouns in the proper to say a apple, a humble suppliant, an hero, an university, be-

cause the word apple begins wiih a vowel, and A is not sounded in the

word humble, for which reasnos a should be an in the first two exam-
ples ; but, as the h is sounded in hero, and the u is long in university, a
ought to be prefixed to these words: thus, an apple, an humbltfsup-
pliant ; a hero, a university. You may correct the following

EXAMPLES.
A enemy, a inkstand, a hour, an horse, an herald, an

heart, an heathen, an union, a umbrella, an useful book,

many an one. This is an hard saying. They met with an
heavy loss He would not give an hat for an hbrse.

Note 1, to Rule 2. The articles are often properly

omitted : when used they should be justly applied, according

to their distinct character; as, "Gold is corrupting; The
sea is green ; A lion is bold." It would be improper to say,

The gold is corrupting ; Sea is green ; Lion is bold.

The grass is good for horses, and wheat for the men. Grass

is good for the horses, and the wheat for the men- Grass looks

well. Wheat is blighted.

In the first of these sentences we are not speaking of any particular

kind of grass or wheat, neither do we wish to limit the meaning to any.

particular crop or field of grass, or quantity of wheat ; but we are speak-

ing of grass and wheat generally, therefore the article the should be

omitted. In the second sentence we do not refer to any definite kind,

quality, or number of Aorses or men; but to horses and men generally;

that is, the terms are here used to denote whole species ; therefore the

article should be omitted, and the sentence should read thlis, " u.ass ia

good for horses, and wheat for men."
In the third and fourth examples, we wish to limit our meaning to the

crops of grass and wheat now on the ground, which, in contradistinction

to the crops heretofore raised, are considered as particular objects

;

therefore we would say," The grass looks well ; The wheat is blighted."

Note 2. When a noun is used in its general sense, the

article should be omitted ; as, '^Poetry is a pleasing art
;"

^^Oranges grow in New Orleans."

FALSE SYNTAX.
Corn in the garden, grows well ; but corn in the field, does not. How

does the tobacco sell ? The tobacco is dear. How do you like the e' jdy

of the grammar ? The grammar is a pleasing study. A candid temper

is proper for the man. World is wide. The man is mortal. And I

persecuted this way unto the death. The earth, the air, the fire, and the

water, are the*ur elements of the old philosophers.

LECTURE IV.

OF ADJECTIVES.
An Abjective is a word added to a noun, to express

its quality or kind, or to restrict its meaning ; as, a good
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man ; a had man ; a free man ; an unfortunate man

;

one man ; forty men.

In the phrases, ii good npple, a bad apple, a large apple, a

small apple, a red apple, a white apple, a green apple, a sweet

apple, a sour apple, a bitter apple, a round apple, a hard apple,

a 5o/i! apple, o. mellow apple, di fair apple, a Jlfay apple, an

early apple, a late apple, a winter apple, a crab apple, a thorn

apple, a well-tasted apple, an ill-looking apple, a water-cored

apple, you perceive that all those words in italics are adjec-

tives, because each expresses some quality or property of the

noun apple, or it shows what kind of an apple it is of which we
are speaking.

The distinction between a noun and an arfjective is very

clear. A noun is the name of a thing ; but an adjective de-

notes simply the quality or property of a thing. This is fne
cloth. In this example, the difference between the word de-

noting the thing, and that denoting the quality of it, is easily

perceived. You certainly cannot be at a loss to know that

the word cloth expresses the name, a.n6fine the quality of the

thing J consequently ^«e must be an adjective. If I say. He
is a wise man, a prudent man, a wicked man, or an wn-

grateful man, the words in italics are adjectives, because
each expresses a quality of the noun man. And if 1 say,

He is a tall man, a short man, a while man, a black map,
or a persecuted man, the words tall, short, white, black, and
persecuted are also adjectives, because they tell what kind of

a man he is of whom 1 am speaking, or they attribute to him
some particular property.

Some adjectives restrict or limit the signification of the

nouns to which they are joined, and are, therefore, sometimes
called definitives ; as, 07ie era, seven ages, {hefrst man, the

whole mass, no trouble, those men, that book, all regions.

* ther adjectives defne or describe nouns, or do both ; as,

fne silk, blue paper, a heavy shower, pure water, green moun-
tains, bland breezes, gurgling rills, glass window, windoio

glass, beaver hats, chip bonnets, blackberry ridge, Monro gar-

den, Juniata iron, Cincinnati steam-niill. ^
Some adjectives are secondary, and qualify other adjec-

tives ; as, pale red lining, dark blue silk, deep sea green sash,

soft iron blooms, red hot iron plate.

You will frequently find the adjective placed after the noun;
as, X iiose 7}i€n are talf, / i\. lion is bold / The wcaiher is

calm ; The tree islfhree feet thick.
^'
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unate man
;

Should you ever be at a loss to distinguish an adjective from

the other parts of speech, the following sign will enable you to

tell it. Any word that will make sense with the word thivg

added, or with any other noun following it, is an adjective ; as,

a high thing, a low thing, a hot thing, a co^d thing, an unfinish-

ed thing, a new-fashioned thing ; or, a pleasant prospect, a

long-deserted dwelling, an American soldier, a Greek Testa-

ment. Are these words adjectives, distant, yonder, peaceful,

long-sided, double-headed ? A distant object or tlmig, yonder

hill, (fee. They are. They will make sense with a noun
after them Adjectives sometimes become adverbs. This

matter will be explained in Lecture VI. In parsing, you
may generally know an adjective by its qualifying a noun or

pronoun.

Most words ending in ing are present participles. These
are frequently used as adjectives ; therefore most participles

will make sense with the addition of the word thing, or any
other noun, after them ; as, a pleasing thing, a moving spec-

tacle, mouldering ruins.

In the Latin language, and many others, adjectives, like nouns, have

gender, number, and case ; but in the Knglish language they have neither

gender, person, number, nor <jase. These properties belong to creatures

and </tu/gs, and not to their qualities; therefore gender, person, num-
ber, and case are the properties of nouns, and not of adjectives.

Adjectives are varied only to express the degrees of

comparison. They have three degrees of comparison,

the Positive, the Comparative, and the Superlative.

PHILOSOPHICAL NOTES,
ADNOUNS.

Adnouns or Adjective, comes frofh the Latin, adand adjicio to add to.

Adnouns are a class of words added to nouns to vary their comprehen-
sion, or to determine their extension. I'hose which effect the former
object, are called adjective, or attributes; and those which effect the

latter, restrictives. It is not. in all cases, easy to determine to which of
these classes an adnoun should be referred. Words which expresssimply

the qualities of nouns, are adjectives ; and such as denote their situation

or number, are restrictives.

Adjectives were originally nouns or verbs.

Some consider the adjective, in its present application, cxocfZy equivalent

to a noun connected to another noun by means of juxtaposition, of a pre-
position, or of a corresponding flexion. " A golden cup," say they,J' U the

same as a gold cup, or a cup of gold." But this principle appears to be
exceptionable. " A cup of gold,'' may mean either a CLip-/w// of gold, or
a cup tnade of gold. " An oaken cask," signifies an oak cas-k, or a catk

of oak ; i. e. a cas^k made of oak ; but a leer catk, and a cask of beer,

are two differentjhings. A virtuous son ; a son of virtufi.
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The positive degree expresses the quality of an object

without any increase or diminution ; as, good, wise, great.

The comparative degree increases or lessens the posi-

tive in significalior : ^s, better, wiser, greater, less wise.

The superlative degree increases or lessens the positive

to the highest or lowest degree ; as, best, wisest, greatest,

least wise.

COMPARISON OF ADJECTIVES;
More and most form the comp '•-..iiv and superlative degrees

by increasing the positive ; and less and least by diminisliing it.

Comparison hy increasing the positive.

Comparative. Superlative.

greater, gnatest.

wiser, wisest.

more holy, most holy.

more frugal, ' most frugal.

Comparison hy diminishing the positive.

Comparative. Superlative.

less wise, least wise.

less holy, least holy.

less frugal, . least frugal.

Positive.

great,

wise,

holy,

frugal

Positive

wise,

holy,

frugal,

NUMERAL ADJECTIVES.

Words used in counting are called numeral adjec-

tives of the cardinal kind ; as, one, two, three, four,

twenty, Jifty, &c.

The distinguishing characteristic of the adjective, appears to consist in

its hoth namifig a quality, and attril^ting that quality to some object.

The terminations en, ed, and ig, y^our modern y,) signifying givs, add,

join, denote that the names of qualities to which they are pos^fixed, are

to be attributed to other nouns possessing such qualities ; wood-e/j, wood-y.

See page 38.

Left is the past participle of the verb leave. Home Tooke defines right

to be that which is ordered or directed. The right hand is that which

your parents and custom direct you to use in preference to the other. And
when you employ that in preference, the other is the leaved, leaved.

or le}t hand ; i. e. the one leaved or left. " The one shall be taken, and
'.he other (leaved) left."

Own. Formerly, a man's own was what he worked for, own being a

past par;iciple of a verb si<rnif'ying to work.

Restrictives. Some restrictives, in modern times, are applied only to

singular nouns ; such as « or an, another, one, this, that, each, every,

either. Others, only to plural noun.=! ; as, these, those two, thee, few,
teveral, all. But most restrictives, like adjectives, are applied to both
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mJMERAL ADJECTIVES. 7t

Words used in numbering are called numeral adjec-

iioss of the ordinal kind ; as, Jiist, second, third, fuurih,

twentieth, Jiftitfh,'&ic.

Note. The words many, few, ond several, as they always refer to

an indefinite number, may be properly called numeral adjective$ pf the

indefinite kind.

NOTES.
1. The simple word, or Positive, becomes the Comparative by adding

r or er ; and tfie Positive becomes the Superlative by adding at or eat to

the ei •[ of it ; as, Voi. wise, Com. wiser, Sup. wisest ; rich, richer,

xxchest ; bold, bolder, l)olde«^ The adverbi more and moat, leaa and
least, when placed before the adjective, have the some etTect ; as, Poa.

wi.-e, Com. more wise, Sup. moat wise ; Pos. wise. Cum. less wise. Sup.

least wise.

2. Blonosyllabi are generally compared by adding <r and ««/ ; dis-

syllables, trisyllables, &,c , by mure ami most; as, mild, milder, mildest

;

frugal, more frugal, most frugal ; virtuous, more virtuous, most virtuous.

Dissyllables ending in y ; as, hnppy, lovely ; and in le after a mute; us,

able, ample ; and dissyllables accented on the last syllable ; as, discreet,

polite ; easily admit of er and est ; as, happier, hnppicai! ; politer, politMt.

Words of more than two gyllubles very seldom admit of these terminations.

3. When the positive ends in d or t, preceded by a single vowel, the

consonant is doubled in forming the comparative and superlative degrees ;

as, red, redder, reddest; hot, hotter, hottest.

4. In some words the superlative is formed by adding most to the end
of them ; as, nethermost, uttermost or utmost, undermost, uppermost,
foremost.

5. In F.ngli.sh, as in most languages, there are some words of very com-
mon use (in which the caprice of custom is apt to get the better of
analogy) that are irregular in forming the degrees of comparison ; as,

singular and plural nouns
; first, second, last, the former , latter, auy, auch,

same, some, which, what.
Numerals. All numeration was, doubtless, originally performed by the

fingers, for the number of the fingers is still the utmost extent of its signi-

fication. Ten is the past participle o( tynan, to close, to shut in. The
hands tyned, tened, closed, or shut in, signified ten; for there numeration
closed. To denote a number greater than ten, we piust begin again ; ten
and one, ten and tioo, Sec.

Twain, {twa-ir- Iwa-nin, twa-ane,) is a compound of two, {twt, twos,
twee, twi, two, o. dwo or duo) and one, {ane, ain, an.) It .signifies two
units jomsrf, united, aned, or oncd. Twenty {twa-ane-ten) t^ignifies two
tens, aned, oned, or united. Things separated into parcels of twenty
each, are called scores. Score is the past participle of shear, to sei>arate

.

The Ordinals are formed like abstract nouns in eth. Fifth, sixth, or
tenth, is the number which, fiv- eth, six-eth, ten-eth, or mak-c^A up the
number J?»c, six, or ten.

Philosophical writers who limit our acceptation of words to that in which
they were originally einpioyed, and suppose that all the complicated, yet
often definable, associations which the gradual progress of language and in-
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H

"Good, belter, b«8t
; b»i), worse, worst ; Bttle, lens, least ; macfi or

.«« /
7^ f""»*'"K adjectives, and many o.hera. are always in the

1««, «i?J^ 'i.'"
"ifnise v.'8 a superlative signification : chief. «-

mm«i« re«*e/eM. ,„/„,<«, ewd/eM. unpatalleUd, universal, ,upreme[unltmtted, omnipotent , all-wia. . eternal
'»preme,

tJfi^nyr^"''^?"'^**"' "?'' dject.ves denoting qtrDfities arising fromW /.^ /
'^' ''° "°' "dn^it of comparison: such as well-formed,

8. Ihe termination ,M added to the adjectives expresses a slight de-

aV;7;sTfupe'llti;t'^^^^^^^^^^^^
"^'""« * ^*^" ^^'^-'''y- ^"^ -•

Read this Lecture carefully, particniarly the Notes : after
which you may parse the following adjectives and neuter verb,

^nVK /'J***?
'^''' ^*rP^«« that follow. If yoii cannot repeat

all the definitions and irules, spread the Compendium when you
parse. But, before you proceed, please to commit the

SYSTEMATIC ORDER OF PARSING,
TAe order of parsing an Adjective is—an adjective,

fl^^/iJi"
t-'o'VRected with words, are to be reduced to the Bimndard ofom/ore/a<Aer. appear not to have sufficiently attended to the cA«J., whicbthis principle of assoaaiion actually produces. As language is transmit ed

IZrSTTl er»"""«"' ™««»y words become the rfpresenta ^^es c5

onXn iT*''"*'
'^'^

r'""*
°°' °"g^"«"y Msociated

; and thus they

thelr^eanLe "'Vo'L'?^
^" ^ ^'"''

°/ J'"^'
«PPJi-do„. bu? alsl J

cessarTZ?.. ^"'''^^^'"g/^^ signs of things, their meaning must ne-cessarily change as much, at least, as things themselves change • but this

Btrcr Amo2';^P°? '"^^ ^^^^"''^ ^"-^^-^^ «» accidentaVcilm!
stances. Among the ideas connected with a word, that which was our*

dereri;'tT""/r'."^°"*'^^^''"p°^'«"«^' -^ sietimes s;degrees, It loses altogether its connexion with the word, givine place to

Two or three instances will illustrate the truth of these rernarks Inan ancient English version of the New Testament, we find thrfSnowin^hnguage :_" I, Paul, a rascal of Jesus Christ, unto you Genti e " &c^But who, m the present acceptation of the word, would dare to call '.Thegreat apostle of the Gen.iJes" a rascal ? Bascal formeriy meant a ser-vant; one devoted to the interest of another ; but now it is nVarlJ svnon-ymous with vtllatn. Villain once had none of the odium which is nowassociated with the term
; but it signified one who. underVSal 7^tern, rented or held lands of another. Thus. Hen y the VI I "ays to^ a

yi!!« •
-^ °\^^^ P"''''*= treasury." The word villain, then hasiven up its origmal idea, and become the representative of a new onethe word Ipnant hnv{n» ».,.^^t__.„J ^ rrT . . " '"^'^ ''•l'^*

i»»r^. .J.
*.' ^ -FK'^ntrd u. io prove mat liie mf^inc ofwords changes, a thousand examples could be adduced but ^t^he in

teliigent reader, proof is unnecessary.
""a^cea

,
out with the in-
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and why ?—compare it—degree of comparison, and

why ?—to what noun does it belong ?

—

Rule.
" That great nation wa» once powerful ; but now it is feeble."

Great is an adjective, a word added to a noun to express its quality—
pos. great, comp. greater, sup. greatest— it is in the positive degree— it

expresses the quality of an object without any increase or diminution, and
belongs to the noun " nation," according to

Rule 18. Adjeetivea belong to, and qualify nouna expre$»ed or utf
derttood.

Wa$ is a verb, a word that signifies to be—neuter, it expresses neither

action nor passion, but being or a Slate of being—third person singular,

because its nominative " nation" is a noun of mu.'.'.tude, conveying unity

of idea—it agrees with " nation," agreeably to

Rule 10. A noun of multitude conveying unity of idea, may have

a verb or pronoun agreeing with it in the singular.

Powerful ia an adjective belonging to " nation," according to Rule 18.

Feeble belongs to " it," according to Note 1. under Rule 18. I* is a
neuter verb, agreeing with " it," agreeably to Rule 4.

" Bonaparte entered Russia with 400,000 men."

Four-hundred-thouaand is a numeral adjective of the cardinal kind, it

is a word used in counting, and belongs to the noun " men," according to

Note 3, under Rule 18. Numeral adjeetivea belong to nouna, which
nouna muat agree in nuWiber with their adjeetivea.

If, in parsing the following examples, you find any words about which
you are at a loss, you will please to turn back, and parse all the foregoing

examples again. This course will enable you to proceed without any
difficulty.

More is an adverb. Of and to are prepositions, governing the nouns

that follow them in the objective case.

EXERCISES IN PARSING.
A benevolent man helps indigent beggars. Studious scholars learn

many long lesHons. Wealthy merchants own large ships. The
heavy ships bear large burdens ; the lighter ships carry less burdens.

Just poets u&e figurative language. Ungrammatical expressions

oiTend a true critic's ear. Weak critics magnify trifling errors. No
composition is perfect. The rabble was tumultuous< The late-

washed grass looks green. Stately trees form a delightful arbour.

The setting sun makes a beautiful appearance ; the variegated rain-

bow appears mora beautiful. Epaminondas was the greatest of the

Theban generals ; Pelopidas was next to Epaminondas.

The first fleet contained three hundred men ; the second contained

four thousand. The earth contains one thousand million inhabitants.

Many a cheering ray brightens the good man's pathway.

Note. Like, Worth. The adjective like is a contraction of the par-

ticiple likened, and generally has the preposition unto understood after it.

" She ia like fusfQl her brother ;" " Th»?y are unlike [to] him." " The
kingdom of heaven is like [likened or made like] unto a householder."

The noun worth has altogether dropped its associated words. " The
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Ill

cloth ia worth ten dollnrs a yard ;" that is, The ololh is of ihe worth of
ten dollnrs by the yard, or for a, one, or every yard.

Some eminent pliilolosrista do not admit the propriety of supplying an
ellipriis Jifn-r like, worth, ere, but, except, and than, but consider ihem
prepositions, rf»^e Anonnlies, in the latter pirt of the work.

.
REMARKS ON ADJECTIVES AND NOUNS.

A critical ann'/sia requires that the adjective, when used without
its notin, should be piirsed as an adjective belonging to its noun un-
derstood

; as, "The virtuous [fjersons] and the sincere [pers'ma] are
always respected;" "Providence rewards the good [veople] and
puiiialieH the bad [people.]"

" The evil [deed or deeds] that men do lives after them

;

*^ The good [deed or deeds] is oft interred with their bones."

But sometimes the adjective, by its manner of menuiuff, becomes a
noiin, and has another ailjectlve joined to it ; as, " The chief good; "

" llie vast immensf [immensity] of space."

Various nouns placed befcre other nouns assume the character of
adjectives, according to their manner of meaning ; as, ''Sea fish,

iron mortar, wine vessel, gold watch, corn field, meadow ground,
mountain height."

The principle which recognises custom as the standard of gramma-
tical accuracy might rest lor its support on the usage of only six
words, and dely all the subtleties of innovating skepiics to j>ainsay
it. If the genius and analogy of our language were the standard, it

would be correct to observe this analogy, and say, " Good, gooder,
goodes^; h^d, hixdder, bnddest ; little. Hitler, litil?*7 ; much, mucher,
.-nuche.s^" « By this mean;'' " What are the news?" But such a
criterion betrays only the weakness of those who attempt to establish
it. Regardless of the dogmas and edicts of ihe philosophical um-
pire, the good sense of the people will cause them, in this instance,
as well as in a thousand others, to yield to custom, and say, " Good,
belter, best; bad. wiirsp, worst; "little, less, least; much, more,
mdat;'' "By thismmns;" " What is the news?"

With regard to the using of adjectives and other qualifying words,
care must be taken, or your language will frequently amount to ab-
surdity, or nonsense. Let the following general remark, which is
better than a dozen ru'es, put you on your guard. Whenever you
utter a sentence, or put your pen on paper to write, weigh well in
your mind the meaning of the words which yon are about to employ.
See thai they convey precisely the ideas which you wish to express
by them, and thus you will avoid iimumerable errors. In speaking
of a man, we may say, with propriety, he is very wicked, rr exceed-
tngly lavish, because the Xerms wicked and lavish are adjectives that
acjmitol compari.son

; but, if we take the words in their literal accep-
tation, there is a solecism in calling a man very honest, or exceedingly
uist, for the words honest and >ms/! litetally admit of no comparison.
In point of fact, a man is honest or dishonest, just or uw'ust : ihe.-e can
be no medium or excess in this respect. Ve'ry correct^ very incorrect

,
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very risht, very wrong, are common expressions ; but they are not

literally proper. What is not correct, must be incorrect ; and that

which is not t/icorr^'c/, must be correct ; what is not ri^/i/ must be

wrung; and that which is not wrong, must be right. To avoid that

circumlocution which must otherwise talie place, our best speakers

and writers, howevar, frequently compare adjeciivcs which do not

literally admit of comparison :
" The most established practice ;'

" The most uncertain method ;" •' Irving, &» a writer, is far more

accurate than Addison ;" •' The metaphysical investigations of our

piulosophical grammars are still more incomprehensible to the learn-

er." Comparisons like these should generally be avoided ;
but some-

times they are so convenient in practice as to render them admissible.

Such expressions can be reconciled with the principles of grammar

only by considering them as figurative.

Comparative members of sentences should be set in direct opposi-^

tion to each othei ; as, " Pope was rich, but Goldsmith was poor:*

'Ihe followin/T sentences are inaccurate : "Solomon was wiser than

Cicero was eloquent." " The principles of the Reformation were

de.eper in the prince's mind than to be easily eradicated." This latter

sentence contains no comparison at all ; neither does it lite-rally con-

vey any meaning. Again, if the Psalmist had said, " I am tlie wisest

of my. teachers,^' he would have spoken absurdly, because the phrase,

would imply thai he was one of his teachers. But in saying, "I am

wiser thav, n>y teachers," he does not consider himself one of them,

but places himself in contradistinction to them.

Before you proceed any farther, you may answer the following

QUESTIONS NOT ANSWERED IN PARSING.

What is the distinction between a noun and an adjective ?—By
what sign may an adjective be known ?—Are participles ever used

as adjectives ?—Does gender, person, number, or case belong to

adjectives ?—How are they varied ?— Name the three degrees of

comparison?—What eflect have less and least'm comparing adjectives.^

—R.^pcat the order of paruing an adjective ?—What rule applies m
parsing an adjective ?—What rule in parsing a verb agreeing with a

noun of multitude conveying unity of idea ?—Wnat Note should be

applied in parsing an adjective which belongs to a pronoun ?—What

Note in parsing numeral adjectives ?

QUESTIONS ON THE NOTES.

Repeat all the various ways of forming the degrees of comparison,

mentioned in the first five Notes.—Compare these adjective-:, ripe,

frugal, mischiexoui, happy, able, good, little, much ox many, mar, lae,

oZf/._Name some adjectives that are always in the superlative, and

never compared.—Are compound adjeciives compared ?—What is

said of the termination ish, and of the adyerb very .?—When does an

adjective become a noun ?—What character does a noun assume when

placed before another .npun ?—How can you prove tiiat custom is the

standard of grammalicai accuracy ?
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QUESTIONS ON THE PHILOSOPHICAL NOTES.
How are adnouns divided ?—What constitutes the true character

of an adjective ?—What are the signification and denotement of the
terminations, en, ed, and ^?—What do left and owm signify ?—Name
the three ways in which restrictives are applied—How was numera-
tion originally performed ?—What is said of twain, twenty, score, and
the ordinal numbers ?—What is said of the changes produced in the
meaning of words, by the principle of association ?

EXERCISES IN FALSE SYNTAX.
Note 9, under Rule 18. Double Comparatives and Superlatives

Should be avoided
; such as, worser, lesser, more deeper, more wicked-

er, &c.
; chKfest, supremest, perfectest, rightest ; or mme perfect, most

perfect, mx)st supreme, &c.
Virtue confers the most supreme dignity on man, and it should be

his chiefest desire.

He made the greater light to rule the day, and the lesser light to
rule the night. e *«

The phrases " most supreme," and " chiefest," in the first sentence, are
incorrect because supreme anA chief, are in the superlative degree without

«1T?/'** «"P£r[*^iv*/°''"? superadded, which addition make them double

'Ts chkf dedTe
"^ """"'"' " '°"^'" '"P^^"'*' '^•Sniiy," and

.o5^K''° j*^' °"'' *!?"'S '^ ^"* than another, or smaller than another, be-cauae the adjectives lesg and smaller are in the comparatijre degree • buthe phrase " lesser light." in the second sentence, is inaccurate.^ zjJr
la 4 double comparative, which, according to the preceding Note, shouldbt avoided. Lesser is as incorrect as b^fdder, gooder. worser. " ThejmaWcr light.' would be less exceptionable. You can correct the follow-ingvnthout my assistance. Correct them four times over.

1 he pleasures of the understanding are more preferable than those
ot imagination or sense.
The tongue is like a race-horse, which runs the faster the lesserweight It carries.m nightingale's voice is the most sweetest in the grove.
1 he Most Highest hath created us for his glory.
He was admitted to the chiefest offices.
The first witness gave a strong proof of the fact; the next, a more

stronger still
; but the last witness, the most strongest of all

tie gave the fullest and most sincere proof of the truest friendship.

PHILOSOPHICAL NOTES.

*n^"S'' "r ^T*"**
''^ ""^^'"^ *° '^^ ^^^^ '^^ termination i„g, ed, oren. Ing signifies the same as the noun being. When postfixed to thenoun-state of the verb, the compound word thus formed exn eie, 1 con

r:err^M''' ''f'' n'^^^r^"^-
'' ""P'- rt^lYtTsTeaTb;

iziLadiunor ?
?*'"^'""«'*- .^»V" «"«'-«»i«n o^ ««. the Saxon verbal-

ai^l control ion '? V*'T'-'"". °^ '^''''' ^""^ 'he terminations d and t,M 2deTeAid\l ^^''''f'.'rf'^S
ined or en, usually denote th;

ThVbook^- 1? '. !r
• '^"'' *" ^""^"^ ''*'^ ^'^ «^*»«' i« meant by tiie verb.

1 he book IS printed. It is a print-sd or print-done book or Loh , /nL
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PARTICEPLBS.

LECTURE V,

79

OF PARTICIPI. ES,
A Particitlb is a word derived from a verb, and par-

takes of the nature of a verb, a«d also of an adjective.

Verbs have three participles, the present or imperf<*ct,

tbe perfect, and the compound.
The present or imperfect participle denotes action or

being continued, but not perfected. It always ends in

ing ,• as, ruling, being: " I am writing a letter."

The perfect participle denotes action or being perfected

or finished. When derived from a regular verb, ii ends

in ed, and corresponds with the imperfect tense ; as, ruhd^

smiled: " The letter is written"

The compound participle implies action or being com-
pleted before the time referred to. It is formed by placing

having before the perfect participle ; as, having ruled^

having been ruled: " Having written the letter, he mail-

ed it."

The term Participfe comes from the Latin word participio,

which signifies to partake ; and this name is given to this part

as the done act of printing has made it. The book is written; i. e., it

has received the done or finitk-ed act of writing it.

Participles bear the same relation to verbs, that adnouns do to nouns.
They might, therefore, be styled verbal adjectives. But that theory which
ranks them with adaouns, appears to rest oo a sandy fo«ndaUo«. In clas-

sifying words, we ought to be guided more by their manner of moaning,
and their inferential meaning, than by their primitive, essential significa-

tion.

" { have a broken plate ;" i. e, I have a plate

—

broken; " I have broken
a plate.** If there »3 no dlflfereBee in the essential meaning of the word
broken, in these two constructions, it canaat be denied, that there is a wide
difference in the meaning inferred by custom ; which difference depends
on the manner in which th« term is applied. The former construction
denotes, that I possess a plate which was broken^ (whether with or without
my ageaey, is not intimated,) perhaps, one hundred or one thousand years
ago ; whereas, (he meaning of the latter is, that I performed the act of
reducing the plate from a whole to a broken state ; and it is not intimated
whether ! possess it, or some one else. It appears reasonable, that, in a
practical grammar, at least, any word which occurs in constructions differ-

ing so widely, may properly be classed with different parts of upeech. This
illustration likewise establishes the propriety of retailing what we call the
fer^ept tense of thp vejb.
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of speech, because it partakes of the nature of the verb and
of the afljectivo.

By many writers, the participle is classed with the verb, and
treated as a part of it ; but, as it has no nominative, partakes
of the nature of an adjective, requires many syntactical rules
which apply not to the verb; and, in some other respects, has
properties peculiar to itself, it is believed that its character ^
sufficiently distinct from the verb, to entitle it to the rank of a
separate part of speech. It is, in fact, the connecting link
between, not only the adjective and the verb, but also the noun
and the verb.

All participles are compound in their meaning and office.
Like verbs, they express action and being, and denote time

;

and, like adjectives, they describe the nouns of which they
denote the action of being. In the sejitenccs, The boatman is
crossing \he river

; I see a man labourhg'm the field ; Charles
is standing ; you perceive that the participles crossing and
labouring express the actions of the boatman and the man, and
standing \\\e slate of being of Charles. In tht S3 respects, then,
they partake of the nature of verbs. You also noiice, that
they describe the several nouns associated with them, like de-
scribing adjectives; and that, in this respect, they participate
the properties of adjectives. And, furthermore/you observe
that they denote actions which are still going on ; that is, in-
comph'te or uvfamhed actions ; for which reason we call them
imperfect participles.

Perhaps f can illustrate their character more clearly. When
the imperfect or present and perfect participles are placed
before nouns, they become defining or describing adjectives,
and are denominated pariicipal adjectives ; as, A loving com-
panion

; The rippling stream ; Roaring winds ; A wilted leaf;
An accomplished scholar. Here the words loving, rippUvgy
roaring, wilted, and accomplished, describe or define the nouns
with which they are associated. And where the participles
are placed after their nouns, they have, also, this descriptive
quality, if I say, I see the moon rising ; The horse [s run,
ning a race

; The dog is beaten ; I describe the several olijects,
as a rising moon, a running horse, ard a beaten dog, as well
as when I place these participles before the nouns. The same
word is n participle or a participial adjective, according to its

manner of meaning. The preceding illustration, however,
shows that this distinction is founded on a very slight shade of
difference in the meaning of the two. The followine exam-
rkloe u/iU iKlrk •mr^^t to dlst 'gMir;i! Hit; oiiv ifOtu luC uiii6f«
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Farticiplei.

See ihe sun setting.

See the muun rising.

Tne wind is ro'iring.

Tht' V-^ig is broker}.

The vessel anchored in the bay,

lost her mast.

Participial Adjeetivea.

See the selling sun.

Sre I he rising moon.
Hear the roaiing wind.

The broken twig fell.

The anrhoied vessel spreads

lier sail.

The preseM or imperfect participle is known by its ending in

ing ; as, ttoatzj/^, rid/w^, hear«//g, seemg-. These are derived

from the verbs Jloat, ride, hear, and see. But some words

ending in ing are not participles ; such as evening, morning,

hire/ing, sapling, uninleresling, unb<iiimi.ng, unconlrolling,

Whfn you purse a word ending in ing, you should always

consider whether it cotnes from a verbor not. There is such

a verb as interest, hence you know that the word interesting is

a participle ; but there is no such veri) as wninterest, conse-

quently, M/iinteresting can not be a participle ; but h U an

adjective ; as, an uninteresting story. You will be able very

earl) to distinguish the participle from the other parts of

speech, when you shall have acquired a more extensive know-

ledse of the verb.

Speak the participles from each of these verbs, learn, walk,

shun, smile, sail, conquer, manage, reduce, relate, discover,

overrate, disengage. Thus, Pres. lemiiiig, Perf. learned,Comp.

having learned. Pres. walking, Perl, walked. Compound hav-

ing walked, and so on.

You may now commit the order of parsing a participle, and

then proceed with me.

systi:katic order of parsing.
The order of parsing a Participle, is—a participle,

and why ?—from what verb is it derived ?—speak the

three—present, perfect, or confipound, and why ?—to

what does it refer or belong '

—

Rule.

" I saw a vessel sailing
J*^

Sailing is a participle, a word derived from a verb, and par-

takes of the nature of a verb, and also of an adjective—it

comes from the ve:b to sail— pres. sailing, perf. sailed^ comp.

havin<' sailed— '. is a present or imperfect participle, because

it denotes the cniinuance of an unfinished aciion-and refers

to the noun '* vessel" ^or its subject, according to

Rule 27. The present participle refers to some noun or

^Ti^M^ dQUQiin^ ihe sul^pct. or otior^
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***

" Not a breath disturbs the sleeping billow.^^

Sleeping is a participial adjective, a word added to a noun to
express its quality—it Cannot, with propriety, be compared—
It belongs to the noun " billow," agreeably to

Rule 18. Adjectives belong to, and qualify, nouns expressed
or understood.

You will please to parse these two words several times over,
and, by a little reflection, you will perfectly Understand the
^7tn Kule. Recollect, the participle never varies its termi.
nation to agree with a noun or pronoun, for, as it has no nom-
inative, \i has no agreement ; but it simply refers lo an actor,
l-^xamples: I see a vessel sailing

; or, I see three vessels sail-
ing. You perceive that the participle sailing refers to a sins-
ular noun in the first example, and to a plural noun in the
second

;
and yet tne participle is in the same form in both

examples. The noun vessel is in the objective case, and now-
erned by the transitive verb see. But When a verb follovvs a
tioun, the ending of the verb generally varies in order to
agree with the noun which is its nominative ; as, the vessel
sails ; the vesse-s sail.

In this place it may not be improper to notice another Rule
that relates to the participle. In the sentence, " The man is
heating his horse," the noun horse is in the objective case be.cause It IS the object of the action expressed by the activA
transitive participle " beating," and it is governed by the par!
ticiple beating, according to

& .y
"le par-

RriLE 26. Participles have the same government as the verbshavefrom which they are derived.

The principle upon which this rule is founded is quite anparent. As a participle deri^ed from a transitive ?erb ex'presses the same kind of action as its verbs, it necessarily foTlows tha the participle must govern the same case as the^rbfrom which it is derived.
^^°

Wh9n you shall have studied this lecture attentively vonmay proceed and parse the following exercises, containing fiveparts of speech. If, m analyzing these examples, you^mdany words which you cannot parse correctly andV//ica/
/y by referring to your Compend for definitions and rufes vonwill please to turn back and read over aeaii thp wuf'

^

lectures. You must exercise a little pat fnce ; a„d oty-f

"

encouragement, permit me to remind y'ou. that 'when you .^halhave acquired a thorough knowledge of these five%^rt ii
speech, only^e more will remain for you tolLrn K
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bitious to excel. Be thorough in your investigations. Give
your reasoning powers free scope. By studying these lectures

with attention, you will acquire more grammatical knowledge
in three months, than is commonly obtained in two years.

In the following examples, the \vorAs purling, crusted, slum-

hering and twinkl'mg, are participial adjectives. There and its

^ou may omit.

EXERCISES IN PARSING.
Orlando left the herd grazing. The hunters heard the

younff dog barking. The old fox heard the sportsman's horn
«oundmg. Deep rivers float long rafts. Purling streams

moisten the earth's surface. The sun approaching, melts the

crusted snow. The slumbering seas calm the grave old

hermit's mind. Pale Cynthia declining, clips the horizon.

Man beholds the twinkling stars adorning night's blue arch.

The stranger saw the desert thistle bending there its lonelyhead.

REMARKS ON PARTICIPLES.
Participles frequently become nouns ; as, A good understanding

;

Excellent writing ; He made a good beginning, but a bad ending.'''

Constructions like the following, have long been sanctiuned by the

best authorities ;
" The goods are sdllug ;'" " The house is build'

ingf^ " The work is now publishing" A modern innovation, how
ever, is likely to supersede this mode of expression : thus, " The
goods are being sold ;" " The house is being built ;" " The work is

now being published."

You may now answer these

QUESTIONS NOT ANSWERED IN PARSING.
How many kinds of participles are there ?—What is the ending of

a present participle ?—What does a perfect participle denote ?—With
wiiat does the perfect participle of a regular verb correspond ?—What
is a compound participle ?—From what word is the term participle

derived ?—Why is this part of speech thus named ?—Wherain does
this part of speech partake of the nature of a verb ?—Do all partici-

ples participate the properties of adjectives ?—.In what respect ?

—

When are participles called participial adjectives ?—Give examples.—How may a present participle be known ?—Repeat the order of
parsing a participle.—^What Rule applies in parsing a present partici-

ple?—What Rule in parsing a participial adjective ?—Do participles

vary in their terminations in order to agree with their subject or
aetor ?—What Rule applies in parsing a noun in the objective case,

governed by a participle?—Do participles ever become nouns?—"
Give examples.

QUESTIONS ON THE PHILOSOPHICAL NOTES.
.
How are participles formed ?—What does the imperfect participle

AV
r-"
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LECTURE VI.

OF ADVERBS.
An Adverb is a word used to modify the sense of a

verb, a participle, an adjeclive, or other adverb.

Recollect, an adverb never qualifies a noun. It qualifies
nny uf the four parts of speech above named, and none others.
To tnodtfy or qualify, you know, means to produce some

change. The adverb modifips. If I saj, Wirt's style excels
Irving's, the proposition is affirmative, and the verb excels ex.
presses the affirmation. But whfn 1 say, Wirt's stylo excels
not Irving's, the assertion is changed to a negattvc.

' What is
it tl-.at thus modifies or changes the meaning oi the verb excels?
You perceive that it is the little word wo/. This word has
power to reverse the meaning of the sentence. JVo/, then, is
modifier, qualifier, or negative adverb.
When an adverb is used to modify the sense of a verb or

participle, it generally expresses the manner, time, or place, in
which the action is performed, or some accidental circum-
stance respecting it. In the phrases. The man rides graceMly,
awkwardly, badly, swiftly, slowly, &c. ; or, I saw the man
riding swiftly, slowly, leisurely, vay fast, &c., you perceive
that the words gracefully, awkwardly, very fast, &c., are ad-
verbs, qualifying the verb rides, or the participle riding, be-
cause they express the manner in which the action denoted by
the verb and participle, is done.

In the phrases, The man rides daily, weekly, seldom, fre-
quenily, often, sometimes, never; or, I'he maii rode yesterday,
heretofore, long since, long ago, recently, lately, just now j or,
The man will nde soon, presently, direclly,immediaftly, by and
by, to day, hereafter, you perceive ihat all these words in italics

PHILOSOPHICAL NOTES.
As the hfippiness and iticreasing piwppriiy of u people rpfpntinlly depend

on ihejr advancement in science and Ihe aiis. nnd as language in nil lis
fubhnie purposes and legiiimaie beanng.sis strictly ideniified wiih ihese itmay naiurally.be supposed, that that nation which coniinurs, through suc-
cessive generations, steadily to progress in the foimer.will not be neglect-
ful of ihe cultivation and refinement of the latter. The truth of this re-
mark IS illnstrated by those who have, for nsany ages, employed the Eng-
lish Innguage as their medium for the transmission of ihooght. Among
Its rehnemtnts may be ranked those procdnres by which veibsand nouns
have been so modified nnd con-rocied ns to form what we call odverbf,,
distributives cufljunctions, and prepositions; for I presume i. will be
rea«Uly coocetkd, that coacisettese, as wcii ascopioufiqess and ptrsDicuity
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are adverbs, qualifying ihe meaning of the verb rides, because

tliey express the time of the action donotcd by the verb.

Again, if I say, The man lives here, near, by, yonder, remote,

far off, somewhere, nowhere, everywhere, &c., the words in

italics are adverhs oi place, bectfuse they tell where he lives.

Adverbs likewise qualify adjectives, and sometimes other

adverbs ; as inore wise, most wise ; or more wisely, most wisely.

When an adverb is joined to an adjective or adverb, it gene-

rally expresses the degree of comparison ; for adverhs, like

adjectives, have degrees of comparison. Thus, in the phrase,

A skilful artist, you know the adjective skilful is in the positive

degree ; but, by placing the adverb more before the adjective,

we increase the degree of quality denoted by the adjective to

the comparative; as, A more skilful artist; and most renders

it superlative; as, \ most skilful artist. And if we place

more and most before other adverbs, the effect is the same;

as, skilfully, more skilfully, most skilfully.

COMPARISON OF ADVERBS.
Positive. Comparative.

soon, sooner,

often, ot'iener,

much, more,

wrll, betier,

far, farther,

wisely, more wisely,

justly, more justly,

justly, less justly,

You will generally know an adverb at sight ; but sometimes

vou will find it more difficult to be distinguished than any

Superlative.

soonest,

often est.

most,

best,

farthest,

most wisely,

most justly,

least justly.

in liinguai^p, is the offspring of retinement. That nn immense amount of

time an(il)reath is saved by the use of adverbs, the following develope-

ment will clearly demonstrate. He who is successful in contracting one

mode of expression that is daily used by thirty millions, doubtless does

much for their benefit.

Most adverbs express in one word, what would otherwise require two or

more words ; as, " He did it here," for, He did it in this place; there,for,

in that plare; where, for, in what place; now, for, at this time. Why
means for what reason ; how —in what mind, mood, or manner; exceed-

ingly—to a great degree ; very—in on eminent degree ; often and seldom

js\gn\(y many times, few times.

The procedures by which words have been contracted, modified, and

combined , to form this cla?s of words, have been various. The most pro-

lific family of this illegiiimate race, are those in ly, a contraction of like.

Gentleman-ly, menus gentleman-like, like a getnleman. We do not yet

say, ladily, but lady-like. The north Britons still say wiselike, manlike,

instead of wisely, manly.

Quick comes from gwtcA;, the past pen. of the Aoglo-Sasoa verb gwio'
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Other pari of speech in the English language. I will, thefe.
fore give you some signs which will assist you a little

Most words ending in Ip are adverbs; such as, poHteh,
gracefully, jadicionshj. Any word or short phrase that wilanswer to any one of the questions, how ? how much f when ?
or where? is an adverb; as, The river tlows fapidlp Mewalks very/a,/; He has gone far away ; but he wV I soonreturn

;
She sings sweetly

; They learn none at all How orm what manner does the river flow ? Bapid^v. How dcPs hewalk? Veryfast. Where has he gone ? i-^, a«,«y. Whr„
will he return ? Soon How does she sing ? Stoeetfy. Howmuch do they learn ? None at all From this il lustra .onyou perceive, that if you could not tell these adverbs by thesense, you would knovv them by their answering to the ques.
tions. However, your better way will be to distinmiish adverbsby considering the office they perform in the senlence : or hi
noticing their grammatical relation, or their situation, with re.
spect to other woras. To gain a thorough knowledge of theirreal character, is highly important. RapidlyJast f̂ar awl
^oon, sweetly &c are known to be adverbs bv their qualifS

Well, in this sentence, is known to be an adverb by ifs quaUifying the sense of the verb writes; extremely, by its endin.r
in ly, or b^^ it^ being joined to the adverb well to qualifv it°and^t^ery is known as an adverb by its joining the adjective

Expressions like these, none at all, a great deal, afew daysago, long since, at length, in vain, when they are used todenole
the manner or time of the action of verbs or participles aregenerally called adverbial phrases.

parucipies, are

tTri
^'^'fy*

g'^f
life- Q'^ick-ly or live-ly, means, in a auick-UkTor

rt'JlT7r

'

'" '^" *""""" "^ * '^••^"•"•^^ 'hat has life. Rapiklv -raptd-ltke, like a rap^d
; ^quick-lg or ewift-ly rnnmr^g^Xnce innmeamAl'waya. contraction of in all ways. By a slialn transition 11tnor at all times. Al-one, contraction of «/ rj„V O 1 o»T /

?''
Also -all the same (thing.) Ever^nn age Tor e.^ a^Trr-tages and ages. Ever is not synonymous with always. Nevcr-ne7i!erIt signifies no age no period of time. No. contract on of ;^/ ^^/amodification of no-thmg, noth-ing, nought, naught. " He smt ereatlV^—18 greater in nought—in no thing.

""' greater*

Adrift is the past part, adrifed, adrif'd adrift • fmm f i,o o / -j-

or adrifan, to drive' Ago, formerly written ji'±"''iL/r*'"
''"•^'"*

s the past part, of the verb'.o go. 'it rSto^im^''J;rS^''2„"f^
the Saxon past part. a,«„rfr««. from the verb sonZaroTasLdrfnn^^l'
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Advei*bg, thftUgh very numerous, nnay, for the sake of prao-
Ileal convenience, be reduced to particular classes.

1. Of Number i os. Once, twice, thrice, &;c.

Of' Order i as, First, secondly, lastly, finally, <SeOk

Of Place ; as. Here, there, where, elsewhere, any-
where, somewhere, nowherC) herein, whither, hither,
ihither, upward, downward, forward, backward, whence,
thence, whithersoever, &c.
Of Time.

Present ; as, Now, to-day, &c.
Past; as, Already, before, lately, yesterday, heretofore,
hitherto, ng since, long ago, &c.
Future ; as, To-inorrow, not yet, hereafter, henceforth,
henceforwni-d, by and by, instantly, presently, immedi-
ately, ere long, straightways, &c.
Time Indefnile ; as. Oft, often, oft-times, often-times,

sometimes, soon, seldonB, daily,weekly, monthly, yearly,
always, when, then, ever, never, again, Ace.

Of Quantity ; as. Much, little, sufficiently, how much,
how great, enough, abundantly, &c.
OfManner of quality ; as, Wisely, foolishly. Justly, un-
justly, quickly, slowly, &c. Adverbs ofquality are the
most numerous kind ; and ihey are generally formed by
adding the termination ly to an adjective or a participle,

or by changing /e inter /y; as. Bad, badly; cheerful,

cheerfully; able, ably; admirable, admirably.

Of Doubt ; as, Haply, perhaps, peradventure, possibly,

perchance.

Of Affirmation ; as. Verily, truly, undoubtedly, doubt-
less, certainly, yea, yes, surely, indeed, really, &c.
Of Negation ; as, Nay, no, not, by no means, not at all,

6.

6.

7.

8.

0.

10.

in no wise, &c.

Of Interrogation ; as. How, why, wherefore, whether',

&c., and sometimes when, whence, where.

Needs—need-is ; anciently, nedes, nede is.

To-wit, the infinitive of toitan, to know. It means, to be known.
Ay or j/ea, signifies have it, enjoy it. Ye8,\B ay-es,\iase, possess, enjoy

that. Our corrupt o-yes of the crier, is the French imperative, oyez, hear,
listen.

Straight tcaj/—by a straight way. While—wheel; period in which
somethmg whiles or wheels itself round. Till—to while.

Per, Latin,—the English by. Perhaps—per haps, per chance.
These examples of derivation are given with the view to invite the at-

tention of the intelligent pupil to the •' Diversions of Purley, by John
Horae Tooke."
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11. Of Comparison ; as, More, most, better, best, worse,

worse, less, least, very, almost, little, alike, &c.

NOTES.
1. This catalogue contains but a small portion of the adverbs in our

language. Many adverbs are formed by a combination of prepo-
posiiiims Willi the adverbs of place, Aere, there, where ; as, Hereof,
thereof, whereof; hereto, thereto, whereto ; hereby, thereby, whereby

;

herewith, therewith, wherewith; herein, therein, wherein; therefore,
(i. e. ihere-for,) wherefore, (i. e. where-for,) hereupon, hereon, there-
upon, thprton, whereupon, whereon. &c.

2. Some adveubs are composed of nonns or verbs and the letter a
used instead of al, on, &c. ; as, Aside, aihirst, afoot, asleep, aboard,
ashore, abt-d, aground, afloat, adrift, aghast, ago, askance, away, as-
sunder, astray, &.c.

You will now please to read this lecture/owr times over, ancT
read slowly and carefully, for unless you understand well the
nature and character of this part of speech, you will be fre-

quently at a loss to distinguish ft from others in composition.
Now do you notice, that, in this sentence which you have just
read, the words slowly, carefully, well, and frequently, are ad-
verbs ? And do you again observe, that, in the question I have
just put to you, the words nojo andjnst are adverbs ? Exercise
a little sober thought. Fifteen minutes sprnt in reflection, are
worth whole days occupied in careless reading.

In the following exercises six parts of speech are presented,
namely, Nouns, Verbs, Articles, Adjectives, Participles, and
Adverbs; and I believe you are now prepared to parse them
all ngreeably to the systematic order,four times over. Those
words in italics are adverbs.

SYSTEMATIC ORDER OF PARSING.
The order of parsing an Anvi-Rn, is—an adverb, and

why ?—what sort?—what does it qualify?

—

Rule.
" My friend has returned again ; but his health is not very

good."

Again is an adverb, a word used to modify the sense of a
verb—of time indefinite, it expresses a period of time not pre-
cisely defined—it qualifies the verb *' has returned," accord,
ing to

Rule 29. Adverbs qualify verbs, participles, adjectives, and
other adverbs.

JSot is an advei*b, a word used to modify the sense of an ad-
verb—of negation, it makes the assertion negative ; that is, it

changes the proposition from an affirmative to a negative—and
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Ad'
it qualifies the adverb "very," agreeably to Rule 29.

verbs qualify verbs, inc.
,.^ , r „« orl

Very is an adverb, a word used to qualify the sense of an ad-

ieclive—of comparison, it compares the adjective good,

and qualifies it according to UuLe 29. Adverbs qualify adjec^

iives,&c.
EXERCISES IN PARSING.

The traveller described a lofty castle decaying
^^^f

«"^: „]^^^^

few literary men ever become distinguished poets. The great Minon

ex^eKPH^mer. The Roman women or,ce, roZrin/anZy contributed

their mont precious jewels to save the city.

Many small streams uniting, form very l^^g^„
"^^'^^..-ir/ger.

Funza falling perpewdicwZflrZv, forms a vast cataract. Attentive ser

vZTaZyFdr-L horses very carefully; r^eghger^t senrants c^en

drive horses very carelessly. Assiduous scholars improve very fast,

l^dle scholars learn none it all. Friendship often ends m love; but

love in friendship, never. . „ _„

Note. Several adverbs frequently qualify <>"«
^^^J^' "^f y°5

walked? Not yet quite far enough perhaps. Not,
y«f;£'

«"/^

7mmh qualifv ''have walked" understood ; T,erftfl^s quahfies not,

Zluit^^\Lsfar. The adverbs .Z.-a,s and c«r^.«^^^^^^

the verb "drive:" the former expresses time, and the latter, manner.

Oncelld voluntarily qnalily the verb " contributed
; ^^;<^^^

presses number, and the latter, manner. The
^«^^^f. f^^^^^"^^^

notnarse The active verb f.> .sarc has no nominative. The nouns

teZTfriendship, following in, are in the objective case, and gov-

erned by that preposifion. AnviTRBSREMARKS ON ADVERBb.

When the words iherefore, consequently, accordingly, and the me,

are used in connection with other conjunctions, they are adverbs
^
but

when tlty appear single, they are commonly considered c,.njunct.<yns

The words »I/.en and wheri and all others of the same nature, such

as uhencJ whither, whenever, wherever, till, until, before, otherwise

MeZZreTre&c., may be properly called adverbial conjunctions,

Sfctuse tht pa.Ucipa^e t^he nature both of adverbs .nd conjunctions;

7adverbs,as^hey denote the attributes either of time or place', of

conjuKCtions, as they conjoin sentences.
„^;pp«;vps and

There are many words that are sometimes used as adjectives, ana

EomSes as adverbs; as,"JV/ore men than women were there I

m :^^r iltgemlhan he."' In the former sentence --^ - ^-^^^^^^^

an adjectiverfor it is joined to a noun to q«al.fv i m theja«e^r t is

an adierb, because it qualifies an adjective. There are others that

are Pomeiimes used as nouns, and h metimes as adverbs ,
as lo

Z'X on is longer than yesterdafs.^^ In this P«"JP^f^^f ^jf
yier^aj/ are nouns in the possessive case ; ^-^^ in phrai^es like the

following, thoy are generally considered adverbs of t.me.^ He came

[to his] home yesterday, and will set out again to-day. Here they

"VXi'^:ri!^ir.S^^^^ ^ise] is given .«c.
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s

i

wnd7d 'lm'^ "TZ'^
'^'" ^ .'•^"''•^^

'
^^""'^ """"oy has been ex-pended

;
It is much belter to write than starve." In the first two ofhese examples, much is an adjective, because it qualifies a nl?; Tnthe last, an adverb, because it quahfies the adjective belter. In "ho

«

C. o^ bf'''"'•r-'°
^!''' P"" °^ speech a word beLgs^byTts

Swords. '""^ '^'' '^"^^ •" ^^'""^ •' '« *««<x='«^«d ^ith

thifJule^'^^wirn T^' 'a ^T;*'' ^ '^'^t'^g^i^hed from an adverb by

ivp K^ ' K ^" **
TJ** ^"*''^®'' * ^'"^^ Of pronoun, it is an adject-

Prepositions are sometimes erroneously called adverbs, when their

SL'nr ""'^'T^^-
,""^

^i?^^
^*''"'' *hat is,about the In,

me » « &i ^"^^« "«t,
f^«^

[that '^'"e or eceni] lay the blame onme. He came down [the ascent] from the hill:''^ " Thev lifted

MS-- Above these lower heavens, to us invisible, or dimly seen."

Sunf/'*''®
^*'" P'*^®®"* *° *^°'"'^<'t the following exercises in Falsesyntax, you may answer these

QUESTIONS NOT ANSWERED IN PARSING.

it au7lifv"l ""wl^
^''^'

T^^^ ^ ",?."" '"~^^^* P^'-t^ «f speech does

t 2«i^«r w^lf"
*'" adverb qualifies a verb or participle, what does

It express ?-When an adverb qualifies an adjective or adverb, whatdoes It generally express ?—Compare some adverbs.-By what signs

XL?, '"'r''
^ ^°.^;5 ^-^'^^ examples._Repeat some advJ^l

Phrases -mme the different classes of adve«bs!l.Repeat some of

ton «nr--""^P^''* '^^ **'?^'" °f ?*"•«•"& *" adverb.-^hat rule doyou apply m parsing an adverb ?

QUESTIONS ON THE NOTES.

^riSfS"^ ?""? I'^vefba that are formed by combining prepositionswith adverbs of place. Repeat some that are composJof the article

2!f^^'
^T-^hat words are styled aii;cr6ta/conyMnc/ttms .»~Whvare they so called ?~l8 the same word sometime/used as anaS

nf !:.!"? rr*""? ''^''" adverb ?-Giveexample8.-.What is said

^vTrM Ti?^
'^^**-5"'^ ^'"^ r" distinguish an adjective from anadverb ?—Do prepositions ever become adverbs ?

QUESTIONS ON THE PHILOSOPHICAL NOTES.

„n?°%*^'^n
^^^ "8\o^ adverbs contribute to the conciseness of Ian-guage ^-Illustrate the fact—What is said of ly, like, and quick ?^How are the following words composed, always, alme, only, also?^What Id the meaning of ever, nevdr, not, adrift, ago, asunder, aloft,

«5ir«ya..rv.'~Give the signification of need/to-U, ye, yes^Zl
straightwaf, while, till and /wr.

» ^ » y i "-y«»i

^\^JS\i
Learners need not answer the questions on the Philoso,

phical Notes, in this or any other Lecture, unless the teacher 4eeni9
It expedient*
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EXERCISES IN FALSE SYNTAX.

Note 3, to Rule 29. Adjectives are sometimes improperly

applied as adverbs ; as, indifferent honest ; excellent well

;

nii^rable poor:—She writes elegant; He is walking slow.

The adject' /es indifferent, excellent, and miserabU, are here impro-

perly used, because adjectivds do not express the degree of adjectwes

OT adverbs, but such modifications are denoted by adverbs. Ihe

phrases should, therefore, be, " indifferently honest, excellenlly yeW,

miserably poor." EUgant and slow, are also inaccurate, for it is not

the office of the adjective to express the manner, time, or place ot the

action of verbs and particles, but is the office of the adverb. The con-

atrucUons should be, " She writes elegantly; He is walking slowly.

You may correct the following examples several limes over,

and explain the principles that are violated.

FALSE SXNTAX.

He speaks fluent, and reasons coherent.

She reads proper, and writes very neat.

They once lived tolerable well, but now they are miserable

poor.

. The lowering clouds are moving slow.

He behaved himself submissive, and was exi-^dmg carelul

not to give offence.
. . ,

Note 4, to Rule 29. Adverbs are sometimes improperly

used instead of adjectives ; as, " The tutor addressed him in

terms rather warm, but suitably to his offence.

'

The adverb suitably is incorrect. It does not express the manner of

the action of the verb -addressed," but it denotes the qmlityoi the noun

terms understood ; for which reason it should be an adjective, suUable.

FALSE SYNTAX.
The man was slowly wandering about, solitanly and

n 1^tr6ss6ci

He lived in & manner agreeably to his condition.

The study of SyntPX should be previously to that of rune

tuation.
,

He introduced himself in a manner very abruptly.

Conformably to their vehemenc^of thought, was their vehe-

mence of gesture.

I saw him previously to his arrival.

PHILOSOPHICAL NOTES.

JFrom, according to H. Tooke, is the Anglo-Saxon and Gothic noun

/ram,beginning,83urce. author. " He came From (beginning) Rochester.

Of he supposes to be a fragment of the Gothic and Saxon noun afora

consequence, offspring, follower. " Solomon, the son oi {offspring) Da-

vid." Of or off,m its modem acceptation, signifies di^otned, tundererf .

r-; I
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LECTURE VII.

OF PREPOSITIONS.
A Preposition is a word which serves to connect

words, and show the relation between them.
The term preposition is derived from the two Latin words,

pre, which signifies before, and pono, to place. Prepositions
are so called, because they are mostly placed before the nouns
and pronouns which they govern in the objective case.

The principal prepositions are presented in the following list,

which you may now commit to memory, and thus you will be
enabled to distinguish them from other parts of speech when-
ever you see them in composition.

A LIST OF THE PREPOSITIONS.
after

about

against

unto

or

to

for

by
with
in

into

within

without

betwixt
beeide

athwart
towards

across notwithstanding
around out of
amidst instead of
throughout over against
underneath according to

This list contains many words that are sometimes used as con-
junciinns, and sometimes as adverbs; bu^ when you shall have
become acquainted with the nature of the preposijion, and of the
conjiinction and adverb too, you will find no difficulty in ascertaioing
to which of these classes any word belongs.
By looking at the definition of a preposition, you will notice, that

over

under
through
above
below
between
beneath
from

beyond

at

near
up
down
before .

behind
off

on, upon
amons:

A piece of (of) the lonf, is, a piece diidoined, or separated from the loaf.
1 he fragrance of or offihe rose.

For eigniiles cause. I write for your satisfaction )" i. e. your satisfac-
tion being thf cavse. By or he is the imperative hyth, of the Saxon heon,
to be. With, the imperative ofwifhan, to join ; or, when equivalent to
by. of vyrthan, to be. " I will go with him." " I. join him, will go."
in comes from the Gothic nonj^inwa, the interior of the body ; a cave or
cell. About from boda, the first outward boundary. Jnumg is the past
part, of ga7naengan, to mingle. Through or thorough is the Gothic suL-
stantivr dauro, or the Teutonic thurugh. It means passage, gate, door
Lefore—be-fore, he-hind, be-low, beside, he-sides, he-neath, are formed

bycombinmg the imperative 6e. with the nounsfore, hind, low. side, neath.
jyeatn—baxon neothun, neothe, has the same signification as nadir. Be^
tween he-fwtxt^be and twain. A dual preposition. Be-yond—be-
passsd. Beyond a place, means, he-passed that place.

Notwithstanding-^not-stand-ingwith, not-withstanding. " Any
order to the contrary not-wiihstanding" (this order ;) i, e. not eifectually
wtth-standtng or opposing it.
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it performs a double office in a sentence, namely, it connects words,

and also shows a relation between them. I will first show you the

use and importance of this part of speech as a connective, wnen

corn is ripe-October, it is gaihered-the field-men-who go-hi

U

—hill—baskets—which they put the ears. You perceive, that in this
.

sentence there is a total want of connexion and meaning ;
but let un

fill up each vacancy with a preposition, and the sense wil be clear.

» When cc»rn is ripe, in October, it is gathered m the field by men,

who so from hill to hill with baskets, into which they put the ears.

From this illustration you are convinced, no doubt, that our Ian-

guage would be very deficient without prepositions to connect the

Various words of which it is composed. It would, in fact. amo»nl
jj

nothinrr but nonsense. There is, however, another part ot s^ecn

that performs this office, namely, the conjuncUon. 1 ns will be ex-

plained in Lecture IX. ; in which lecture yoii will learn, that the

nature of a preposition, as a connective particle, is nearly allied to

that of a conjunction. In the next place I will show you how pre-

positions express a reZaao'i between words.
i.„* ,„i„,;nn

The bov's hat is under his arm. In this expression, what relation

does the preposition under show ? You know that hatmd arm are

words used as signs of two objects, or ideas; but nnrfer is no^ the

sicrn of a thing you can think of: it is merely the sign of the reto ton

existing between the two objects. Hence you may perceive, that

since the word under is the sign of the relatwn existing between

particular ideas, it also expresses a relation ^'^'^""g
.^^^^.^".Jia

words hat and arm, which words are the representatives ot those

The boy holds hU hat in his hand. In this sentence the preposi-

tion in siiows the relation existing between hat and hand, or the s«i-

uati.,n,or relative position, each lus iri regard to the othen And,

if I sav. The boy's hat is on his head, you perceive that on sho vs

the relation between hat and head. Again, in the expressions, i he

bov threw his hat up stairs—wnrfer the bed—behind the x&h\e—througli

the window—oier the house—flc^^^s the street—mio the water—aiia

so on,vou perceive that the several preposiiions express the dittereiu

relations existing between the hat and the other nouns, stairs, bed,

table, window, house, street^ ^nd water.
.

A preposition tells where nihing is: thus, "The pear is on the

oroundi under the tree.'*

PreposUions govern the objective case, but they do m)t ej^press an

action^one to some object, as an active-transitive verb or pa•^lclple

does. When a noun or pronoun follows a preposition, it is m it^e

objective case, because it is the object of the relation expressed by

the preposition, and not the object of an action.
Mectite

I can now give you a more extensive explanation of the ob^ectu^

case, than that which was given in a former lecture. » have already

informed yo.i, that the objective case expresses the object of an act on

or of a relation ; and, also, that there are three parts ot speech which

ffovern nouns and pronouns in the objective case, namelv, actice-tran-

sUive verbs, participles derivedJram transitive verbs, and prepositions,
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A noun or pronoun in the objective case, cannot be, at the same time,
the object of an action and of a relation. It roust be either the object
ot an action or of a relation. And I wish you particularly to remem-
ber, that whenever a noun or pronoun is governed by a transitive
verb or participle, it is tho object of an action ; as, The tutor in-
structs his pupils; or, The tutor is instructing his pupils; but when-
ever a noun or pronoun is governed by a preposition, it is the object
of & relation; as. The tutor gives good instruction tchia pupils.

llefore you proceed to parse the following examples, please to re-
view this lecture, and then the whole seven in the manner previously
recommended, namely, read one or two sentences, and then look off
your book and repeat them two or three Umes over in your mind.
Ihis course will enable you to retain the most important ideas ad-
vanced. If you wish to proceed with ease and advantage, you must
h»ve the subject matter of the preceding lectures stored in your mind.Do not consider It an unpleasant task to comply with my requisitions,
for when you shall have learned thus far, you will understand seven
parts of speech

; and only three more will remain to be learned.

,.
"y°^ *!*ve complied with the foregoing request, you may commit

the following ordery and then proceed in parsing.

SYSTEMATIC ORDER OF PARSING.
The order ofparsing a Preposition, is—a preposition,

and why?—what does it connect ?—what relation does
it show?

« lie saw an antelope in the wOdemess.*'

In is a preposition, a word which serves to connect wonJs, and
show the relation between them—it connects the words " antelope"
and "wilderness"—and shows the relation between them.

Wilderness is a noun, the name of a place—comp. the name of a
sort or species—neut. gend. it denotes a thing wiUiout sex—third
pers. spoken ot—sing. num. it implies but one—and in the objective
case. It IS the object of the relation expressed by the preposition " in

"
and governed by it, according to

'^
.

*

RxTLE 31. Prepositions govern the obfeetive case.
The genius of our language will not allow us to say, Stand before

Ae; Hand the paper to they. Prepositions require the pronoun fol-
lowing them to be in the objective form, position, or case ; and this
requisition amounts to government. Hence we say, " Stand before
him; "Hand the paper to them.'' Every preposition expresses a
relation, and every relation must have an object: consequently, every
preposition must be followeil by a noun or pronoun in the objective

EXERCISES IN PARSING.
The all-wise Creator bestowed the power of speech upon man, for

the most excellent uses. Augustus heard the orator pleading the
cheat s cause, m a flow of most powerful eloquence. Fair Cynthia
smiles serenely over natures soft repose. Life's varying schemes no
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more distract the laboring mind of man. Septimius stabbed Pom-
pey standing on the shore of Egypt.

A beam cf tranquility often plays round the heart of the truly pious

man. The ihou^ts of former years glide over my soul, like swift-

shooting meteors over Ardven's gloomy vales.

At the approach of day, night's swift dragons cut the clouds full-

fast ; and ghosts, wandering here and there, troop home to church-

yards.

Love still pursues an ever devious race,

True to the winding lineaments of grace. ,

Note.—The words my and and you need not parse. The noun
" meteors," following the adverb " like," is in the objective case, and

Governed by unto understood, according to Note 2, under Rule 32.

he noun " home" is governed by to understood, according to Rule 32.

REMARKS ON PREPOSITIONS AND VERBS.

A noun or pronoun in the objective case, is often governed by a

preposition understood ; as, " Give him that book ;" that is, " Give

that book to him ;" "Ortugral was one day wandering," &c., that is,

on one day. •' Mercy gives affliction a grace ;" that is, Mercy gives

a grace to affliction. See No«e 1, under Rule 32.

To be able to make a proper use of prepositions, particular atten-

tion is requisite. There is a peculiar propriety to be observed in the

use of by and with ; as, " He walks with a staff by moonlight ;" " He
was taken by stratagem, and killed with a sword." Put the one pre-

.

position for the other, and say, " He walks by a staff with moonlight ;"

*' He was taken with stratagem, and killed by a sword ;" and it will

appear, (hat the latter expressions differ from the former in significa-

tion, more than one, at first view, would be apt to imagine.

Verbs are often compounded of a verb and a preposition ; as to up-

hold, to t/7i^Astand, to overlook; and this composition gives a new
meaning to the verb ; as to wnrferstand, to totiftdraw, toforgive. But

the preposition is more frequently placed after the verb, and sepa-

rately from it, like an adverb ; in which situation it does not less

affect the sense of the verb, and give it a new meaning ; and in all

instances, whether the preposition is placed either before or after the

verb, if it gives a new meaning to the verb, it may be considered as a
part of the verb. Thus, to cast means to throw ; but to cast up an ac-

count, signifies to compute it ; therefore up is a part of the^verb. The
phrases, to fall on, to bear out, to give over, convey very different

meanings from what they would if the prepositions on, out, and over;

were not used. Verbs of this kind are called compound verbs.

You may now answer the following

QUESTIONS NOT ANSWERED IN PARSING.

From what words is the term preposition derived ?—Why is it thus

named V—Repeat the list of prepositions.—Name the three parts of

speech that govern oou;;^ and pronouns in the objective case.—When
is a noun or pronoun in the .objective case, the object of an action ?

—

Whea is it the object of a relation?—Repeat the order of parsing a
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preposition.—What rule do you apply in pfirsinnr n noun or pronoun
governed by a preposition ?—Does every preposition require an ob-
jective ca.se after it ?

—

la a noun or pronoun ever governed by a pre-
position understood?—Give examples,—Wliat U suid of verbs com-
pounded of a verb and preposition?—Give the origin and meaning of
the propositions explained in the Philosophical Notes.

LECTURE VIII.

OF PRONOUNS.
A Pronoun is a word <ised instead of a noun, and ge-

nerally to avoid the. too frequent repetition of the same
word. A pronoun is, likewise, sometimes a substitute for

a sentence, or member of a sentence.

The word pronoun camen from two Latin words, pro, which means
for^ or instead of, and nomen, a name, or noun. Hence you perceive
that pronoun means for a noun, or instead of a noun.

In the sentence, " The man is happy ; he is benevolent ; he is use-
ful;" you perceive that the word he i.s used instead of the noun man;
consequently he must be a pronoun. You observe, t(»o, that, by
making useof the pronoun he in this sentence, we avoid the repetition
of the noun man, for without the pronoun the sentence would bo
rendered thus, "The man is happy; the man is benevolent; the man
is useful." ^
By looking again, at the definition, you will notice that pronouns

always standfor nouns, but they do not always avoid the repetition of
nouns. Repetition means repeating or mentioning the same thing
again. In the sentence, "I come to die for my country," the pro-
nouns, / and my, stand for the name of the person who speaks ; but
they do not avoid the repetition of that name, because the name or
noun for which the pronouns are used is not mentioned at all. Pro-
nouns of the third person generally avoid the repetition of the nouns
for which they stand ; but pronouns of the first and second person
sometimes avoid the repetition of nouns, and sometimes they do not.

A little further illustration of the pronoun will show you its im-
portance, an4 also that its nature is very easily comprehended. If
we had no pronouns in our language, we should be obliged to express
ou.selves in this manner: " A woman ivent to a man, and told the
man that the man was in danger of being murdered by a gang of
robbers; as a gang of robbers had made preparations lor attacking
the man. The man thanked the woman for the woman's kindness,
and, as ilie man was unable to defend the man's self, the man left the
man's house, and went to a neighbour's."

This would be a laborious style indeed: but, by the help of pro-
nouns, we can express the same ideas with far greater ease and con-.
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• A woman went to a man, and told him that he was in

great danger of being murdered by a gartg of robbers, who had made
preparations for attacking him. lie thanked her for her kindness

;

and, as he was unable to defend himself̂ he left Ida house, and went
to a neighbour's.

If you look at these examples a few moments, yon cannot be at a

loss to tell which words are pronouns; and you will observe, tooj

that they all stand for nouns.

Pronouns are generally divided into three kinds, the

Personal, the Adjective, and the Relative pronouns.

They are all known by the lists.

1. OP PERSONAL PRONOUNS.

PEttsoNAL PttONouNs are distinguished from the rela-

tive, by their denoting the person of the nouns for which

they stand. There are five of them ; /, thou, he, she, it

;

with their plurals, We, ye or you, they.

To pronouns belong gender, person, number, and case.

Gendee. When we speak of a man, we say he, his, him ; when
we speak of a woman, we say she, hers, her ; and when we speak of

a thing, we say it. Hence, you perceive that gender belongs to pro-

nouns as well as to nouns. Example: "The genera], in gratitude

to the lady, offered her his hand ; but she, not knowing him, declined

accepting it." The pronouns his and him, in this sentence, person-

ate or represent the noun general ; they are, therefore, of the mas-

culine gender; her and she personate lady; therefore, they are

feminine, and it represents hand, for which reason it is of the neu-

ter gender. Tliis illustration shows you, then, that pronouns must
be of the same gender as the nouns are for which they stand. But,

as it relates to the variation of the pronouns to express sex.

Gender has respect only io the third person singular

of the pronouns, he, she, it. He is masculine; she is

feminine; it is neuter.

You may naturally inquire, why pronouns of the first and second

persons are not varied to denote the gender of iheir nouns, as well

as of the third. The reason is obvious. The first person, that is,

the person speakings and the second person, or the person spoken to,

being at the same lime the subjects of the discourse, are supposed to

be present ; from which, and other circumstances, their sex is com-

monly known, and, therefore, the pronouns that represent these per-

sons need not be marked by a distinction of gender; but the third

person, that is, the person or thing spoken of, being absent, and in
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many respects unknown, noceiMarily roqiiircH ilio pronoun tlml

stands fur U to bo murkod by a distinction of gondor.

In pnrsinjf, wo Momotinn»H npply goncJor to pn)noinn of tho fliMt nn<l

secoiwl porson, nnd uIho to tlio pliirni ilurnlKirof tho third por«on

;

but thoHo hnvo no poculinr form to donoto their jjonder; thnroforo
they Imve no ogreontont, in this roHpect, with tho nouns which thov
reprosont.

Peiison. Pronouns Imvo tliroo persons in each number.

f, is tho first pornon

ThoUf is tho second person
lie, she, or it, is tho third person

We, is t)to first porson
y« or yon, is tho second person
They is the third person

Singular.

Hurnl.

This account of persons will bo very intoliigihlo, when you reflect,

that there are three persons who may be the subject of any discourse

;

first, the portion who speaks, may spouk of himself; secondly, he
may speak of tho person to whom lie addresses himself; thirdly, he
may speak of some other person ; and as the speakers, tho persons
Bpoken to, and tho persons spoken of, may be many, so eoch of thoso
persons must have a plural number.

Pronouns of the second and third person always agree in person
with the nouns tliey reprosont ; but pronouns of tlie first person do
not. Whenever a pronoun of the first porson is used it represents a
noun ; but nouns are never of the first person, therefore these pro-
nouns cannot agree in person with their nouns.

Number. Pronouns, like nouns, have two numbers,

the singular and the plural ; as, /, thou, he ; we, ye or

you, they.

Case. Pronouns have three cases, the nominative,

tile possessive, and the objective.

In the next place I will present to you the declension of the per-
sonal pronouns, which declension you must commit to memory be-
fore you proceed any further.

The advantages resulting from the committing of the following de-
clension are so great and diversified that you cannot be too particular
in your attention to it. You recollect that it is sometimes very diffi-

cult to distinguish the nominative case of a noun from the dbgective,
because these cases of nouns are not marked by a difference in ter-
mination ; but this difficulty is removed in regard to the personal
pronouns, for their cases are always known by their termination. By
studying the declension you will loam not only the cases of the pro-
nouns, but also their genders, persons, and numbers.
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FBRIONAL FBONGVNR.

DECLENSION OF THE PERNONAf, PRONOUNS.
FIRST PRRHON.

Singular. J'tiirut,

M

Nominalive
Pn$»e»tim
Obji'ctivo.

I. w»»,

our or ourn,

UM.

my or mine,

me.

SECOND PERSON.

Sinfrnlnr. Plural.
Nominalivn t!iou, yo or you,
Ptmcssii-e thy or thino, your or yours,

you.

TIIIKD PERSON.

Plural.

thuy,

their or thoirs,

them.

Objective thoe.

Masculine: Singular,
Noiniimliw. he,

Possessicc hin,

Ohjftclive him,

Vcndnirw., Singular.

Nominative bIio,

Possessive

Objective

THIRD PERSON.

Plural.

they,

her or hers, their or their«,

hor. them.

Neuter. Singular
Nominative it,

Possessive its,

Objective it.

THIRD PERSON.
Plural,

they,

their or theirs,

them.

NOTES.
1. When aelf is added to the personal pronouns, as himself, myself,

itself, themselves, &c., they arc called compound j>er8onal pronoun*,
and are used in the nominative or objective case, but not in the possesMive.

2. In order to avoid the disagreeable harshness of sound occasioned
by the frequent recuirence of the termination eat, edst, in the adapta-
tion of our verbs to the nominative thou, a modern innovation wrhich
substitutes you for thou, in familiar style, has generally been odopted.
This innovation contributes greatly to the hormony of our colloquial style.

Vou was formerly restricted to the plural number ; but now it is employ-
ed to represent, either a singular or a plurol noun. It ought to be recol-

lected, however, that when used as the representative of a singular noun,
this word retains its original plural form ; and, therefore, the verb con-
nected with it should always be plural. Inattention to this peculiarity

has betrayed some writers into the erroneous conclusion that because you
implies unity when it represents a singular noun, it ought, when thus em-
ployed, to be followed by a singular verb ; ns, " When was you there ]"

'• How far was you from the parties?" Such a construction, however,
is not supported by good usage, nor by analogy. It is as manifest a
solecism as to say. We am, or we is. Were it, in any case, admissible
to connect a singular verb with you, the use of was would still be ungram-
matical, for this form of the verb is conlincd to the first ond third persons,

and you is second person. Wast being second person, it would approxi-
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mate nearer to correctness to say, you tca^t.

of the present tense with you ; you art,

wa^kt. Why, then, should any attempt be

unnatural and gratuitous as the connecting

We never use the singular

yoa is
;
you walkest, you

made to force an usage so

of the singular verb in the

past tense with this pronoun ? In every point of view, the cons* ruction,

" VVhen were you there ]" " How far toere you from the parties ;" is

preferable to the other.

3. The words my, thy, his, her, our, your, their, are, by many, deno-

minated nossessive adjective pronouns ; but they always stand for nouns

in the possessive case. They ought, therefore, to be classed with the

personal pronouns. That principle of classification v/hich ranks thtui

with the adjective pronouns would also throw ail nouns in the possessive

case among the adjectives. Example: "The lady gave the gentleman

her watch for his horse." In this sentence her personates, or stands for,

the uoun " lady," and his represents " gentleman." This fact is clear-

ly shown by rendering the sentence thus, " The lady gave the gentle-

man the lady's watch for the gentleman's horse." If lady's end gentle-

man's are nouns, her and his must oe personal pronouns. The same re-

nmrks apply to my, thy, our, your, their, and its. This view of these

words may be objected to by those who speculate and refine upon the

principles of grammar until they prove their nonexistence, but it is

believed, nevertheless, to be hased on sound reason and common sense.

4. Mine, thine, his, hers, ours, yours, theirs, have, by many respec-

table grammarians, been considered merely the possessive cases of per-

sonal pronouns ; whilst by others they have been denominpteH pronouns

or Qouns in the nominative or objective ca-:e. It is believed, however,

that E little attention to the meaning and office of these words will dear-

ly show the impropriety of both these classifications. Those who pursue

the former arrangement a''ege, that in the examples, " You may imagine

what kind of faith theirs was : My pleasures are oast ; hers and yours

are to come: They applauded his conduct, but condemned hers and

yours," the words theirs, hers, and yours are personal pronouns in

the pocsessive case, and governed by their respective nouns under-

stood. To prove this, they construct the sentences thuo, "You may
imagine what kind of faith their faith was;

—

her plsasures and your

pleasures are j come ;—but condemned her conduct and your ron-

dact;" or thus, "You may imagine what kind of fsith the faiih of

theiT; was ;—the pleasures of hek- and the pleasures of you are to

come ;—but condemned the conduct of her an^' the conduct ol you." But

these constructions (both of 'vhich are correct) prove too much for their

purpose Tfor, as soon as we supply the nouns after these words, they are

resolved into personal pronouns of kindred meaning, and the nouns which

we 8uppi> ; thus, theirs becomes their faith ; hers, her pleasures ; and

yovrt, your pleasures. This evidently gives us two words instead of,

and altogether distinct from, the first ; so that, in parsing their faith, we
are not, in reality, analyzing theirs, but two othfr words of which theirs

is the proper representative. These remarks also prove, with equal

force, the impropriety of cal'ing these words merely simple pronouns or

nouns in the nominative or objective case. Without attempting to

deveiope the original or intrinsic meaning of these pluralizing adjuncts,

ne and », whiclT were, no doubt, formerly detached irom the pronouns

with which they now coalesce, for all practical purposes it is sufficient

for us to know, that in 1h« present application of these pronouns they in-
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variably stand for, not only the person possessing, but, also, the thing

possessed, which gives them a compound character. They may, there-

fore, be properly denominated Compound Personal Pronouns; and, as

they always perform a double office in a sentence, by representing two

other words, and, consequently, including two cases, ithey should, like

the compound relative what, be parsed as two words. Thus, in the ex-

ample, " You may imagine what kind of faith theirs tas," theirs is a

compound personal pronoun, equivalent to their faith. Theirjr. a pro-

noun, a word used instead of a noun
;
personal, it personates the persons

spoken of, understood; third person, plural number, '&c. ;
and in the

possessive case, and governed by " faith," according to Rule 12. Faith

is a noun, the name of a thing, &c. &c. ; and in the nominative case to

"was," and governs it; Rule 3. Or, if v- render the senterie thus,

" You may imagine what kind of faith the faith of them* was, faith

would be in the nominative case to «| was," and thejn would be in the

objective case, and governed by " of;" Rule 31.

Objections to this method of treating these pronouns, will doubtless be

preferred by those who a8sert,that a noun is understood after these words,

and not represented by them. But this is assertion without proof; for,

if a noan were understood, it might be supplied. If the question be put,

whose book ? and the answer be, mine, ours, hers, or theirs, the word

book is included in such answer. Were it not included, we might supply

it, thus, mine hook, ours book, hers book, and so on. This, however, we

cannot do, for it would be giving a do«6/e answer: but when the question

is answered by a noun in the nossessive case, the word book is not includ-

ed, but implied ; as, Whose book 1 John's, Richard's ; that is, John's

book ; Richard's hook.

This view of the subject, without a parallel, except iu the compounds

what, whoever, and others, is respectfdUy submitted to the public ;
believ-

ing, that those who approvt of a critical analysis of words, will coincide

with me. Should any still be disposed to treat these words so superficially

as to rank them among the simple pronouns, let them answer the follow-

ing interrogatoiy: If «;Aa«, when compound, should be parsed as two

words, why not mine, thine, his, hers, ours, yours, and theirs ?

5. Mine and thine, instead o( my and thy, are used in solemn style,

before a word beginning with a vowel or silent A ; as, " Blot out all mine

iniquities ;" and when thus used, they are not compound. His always has

the same form, whether simple or compound ; as, " Give John hts boot

;

That desk is his." Her, when placed before a noun, is in the possessive

case ; as, " Take her hat ;" when standing alone, it is in the objective

case ; as, " Give the hat to her."

When you shall have studied this lecture attentively, and committed

the declensions of the personal pronouns, you may commit the following

* In the note next preceding, it is asserted, that my, thy, his, her, our,

your, and their, are personal pronouns. Wbit can more clearly demon-

strate the correctness of that assertion, than this latter construction of the

word theirs 1 All admit, that, in the construction, " The faith of them,

the word them is a personal pronoun ; and tor this conclusive reason,—it

represents a noun understood. What, then, is their, \a the phrase, " their

faith?" Is it not obvious, that, if them is a personal pronoun, their must

be, also 1 for the latter repfesenta the same noun as the former.
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SYSTEMATIC ORDER OF PARSING.
The order of parsing a Pebsonal Pronoun is—

a

pronoun, and why ?—personal, and why P—person, and
why?—gender and number, and why ?—Rule ; case, and
why ?—Rule.—-Decline it.

There are many peculiarities to be observed in parsing personal
pronouns in their different persons ; therefore if you wish ever to
parse them correctly, you must pay particular attention to the man-
ner ni which the following are analyzed. Now notice, particularly,
and you will perceive that we apply only one rule in parsing I and
my, and two in parsing thou. Mm, and they.

"/saw my friend."

/is a pronoun, a word used instead of a noun—personal, it repre-
sents the person speaking, understood—first person, it denotes the
speaker—smgular number, it implies but one—and in the nominative
case, it represents the actor and subject of the rerb "saw" and
governs it, agreeably to Rule 3. The nom. case gov. the verb. De-
chned—first pers. sing. num. nom. I, poss. my or mine, obi. me.
riur. nom. we, poss. our or ours, obj. us.
My is a pronoun, a word used instead of a noun—personal, it per-

sonates the person speaking, understood—first pprson, it denotes the
speaker—smg. num. it implies but one—and in the possessive case,
It denotes possession ; it is governed by the noun " friend," agreeably
to Rule 12. A noun or pronoun in the possessive case^ is governed by
the noun it possesses. Declined—first pers. sing. nom. I, poss. my or
mme, obj. me. Plur. nom. we, poss. our or ours, obj. us.

" Young man, thou hast deserted thy companion, and left him in
QlSliGSSa

Thou is a pronoun, a word used instead of a noun—personal, it
personates " man"—second person, it represents the person spoken
to—maf. gend. &ing. num. because the noun "man" is for which it
stands, according to

Rule 1 3. Personal pronouns must agree with the nounsfor which
they stand in gender and number.

Thou is in the nom. case, it represents the actor and subject of the
verb " hasl deserttu," and governs it agreeably to Rule 3. The nom
case gov. the verb. Declined—sec. pers. sing. num. nom. thou, poss.
thy or ihme. obj. thee, Plur. nom. ye or you, pcss. your or vours.
obj. you.

i J J
>

Him is a pre noun, a word used instead of a noun—personal it
personates « companion"—third pers. it represents the person spokenot—mas. gend. sing. num. because the noun " companion" is for

w!r ii^n^"1?^•
^^^^^ *^* ^^''^' P^P-' ^'^' (Repeat the Rule.)—

--t?n !fi in tho objective case, the object of the action expressed bv
the active-transitive verb " hast left," and gov. by it : Rule 20 Ac-
tive-trans. verbs gov. the obj. case. Declined—third pere. mas. gend.
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ising. num. nom. he, poss. his, obj. him. Plur. nom. they, poss. their

or theirs, obj. them.

"Thrice 1 raised my voice, and called the chiefs to combat; but

iney dreaded the force of my arm."

They is a pronoun^ a word used instead of a noun—personal, it

represents " chiefs"—third pers. it denotes the persons spoken of—
mas. gend. plur. nuui. because the rK)un " chiefs" is for which it

stands: Rule i:^. Pers. pr(m.,&c. (Repeat the Rule.) It h the

nom. case, it represents the actors ana subject of the verb " dreaded,'*

and governs it : Rule 3. The nom. case gov. the verb. Declined

—

third pers. mas. gend. sing. num. nom he, poss. hie,obg. htm. Plur.

nom. they, poss. their or theirs, obj. them.

Note, We do not apply gendfr in parsing the personal pronouns, (ex-

cepting the third person singular,) if the nouns they represent ave under-

stood ; and therefore we do not, in such instances, apply Rule 13. But

when the noun is expressed, gender ^wuld be applied, and two Rules.

EXERCISES IN PARSING.

I saw a man leading his horse slowly over the new bridge. My friend*

visit me very often at my father's office. We improve owselves by close

application. Horace, thou learnest many lessons. Charles,you, by your

diligence, make easy work of the task given you by your preceptor.

Young ladies, you run over your lessons very carelessly. . The stranger

drove his horses too far into the water, and, in so dqing, he drowned them- .

Gray morning rose in t\ie east. A green narrow vale appeared before

us: its winding stream murmured tlirough the grove. The dark host of

Rolhmar stood on its banks with their glittering ^ears. We fought

along the vale. They fled. Rothmar sunk beneath my sword. Day

was descending in the west, when I brought his arms to Crothar. The

aged hero felt them with his hands: joy brightened Ms thoughts.

Note. Horace, Charles, and ladies, are of the second person, and

nom. case, independent; see Rule 5, and Note. The first i/ou is used

in the nom. poss. and obj. case. It represents Charles, therefore it is^in-

gular in sense, although plural in form. In the next example, you per-

eonifies Udies, therefore it is plural. Given is a perfect participle. You

following given, is governed by to understood, according to Note 1, under

Rule 32. J?u« oucr is a compound verb, ^nd is a lumjunetion. The

fost its personates vale ; the second its represents stream.

You may now parse the following examples three times over.

COMPOUND PERSONAL PRONOUNS-
*' Juliet, reuio her paper.and present yours.'^

Yours 13 ft. compound personal pronoun, representing both thepoeseseor

and the thing possessed, and is equivalent to your paper. Your is a pro-

noun ; a word used instead ofa noun—personal, it personates " Juliet"—

second persoa, it represente the person spoken to—fem. gender, eing.

number, (singular in sense, but plural in form,) because the nouo Juliet

is for which it stands : Rule 13. Pert. Fran., &,c.—your is in the poss-

essive case, it denotes possession, and is governed by " paper," according

lo Rule 12. JL nonn or pren., ot,e. (^ixcpeai in^ ^'^^.,•

,

—- —

-

pronoun.) Faper is a noun, the name of a thing—common, the name of

a aoxt of things—neuter gender, it denotes a thing without sex—third
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pereon, Spoken of—sing, number, it implies but onfi—and in the obj. case,
it is tiie object of the notion expressed by the transitive verb "present,"
nnd governed by it: Rule 20. Active- transitive verba govern the obj.

case.

Note. Should it be objected, that yours does not mean your paper, any
more than it means, j^our book, your house, your any thing, let it be borne in
mind, that pronouns have no definite meaning, like other words ; but their
particular signification is always determined by the nouns they represent.

EXERCISES IN PARSING.
Julia injured her book, and soiled mine : hers is better than mine. My

friend sacrificed his fortune to secure yours: his deeds deserve reward
;

yours merit disgrace. Henry's labours are past ; thine are to come. We
leave your forests of beasts for ours of men. My sword and yours are kin.

NoTB. She understood, is nominative to soiled,'m the first example
;

and the substantive part of mine, after than, is nom. to is, understood :

Rule 35. The ,erh9 to secure and to come have no nominative. The
pronouns mine,my,yow'S, thine, tve, your, ours, my, ani\ t/o«r», personate
nouns understood.

REM.ARKS ON IT.

For the want of a proper knowledge of this little pronoun it, many
grammarians have been greatly puzzled how to dispose of it, or bow to
account for its multiform, and, seemingly contradictory characters. It is

in great demand by writrrs of every description. They use it without
• ceremony ; either in the nominative or objective case ; either to represent
one person or thing, or moi - than one. It is applied to nouns in the
masculine, feminine, or neuter gender, and, very frequently, it represents
a member of a sentence^ a whole sentence, or a number of sentences
taken in a mass.

A little attention to its true character, will, at once, strip it of all its
mystery. /* formerly written hit, according to If. Tooke, is the past
participle of the Moeso-Gothic verb haitan. It means, the said, nnd,
therefore, like its near relative that, meaning, the assumed, originally, had'
no respect, in its application, to number, person, or gender. "It is a
wholesome law ;*' i. e. the said (law) is a wholesome law ; or, that (law)
is a wholesome law ;

—

the assumed (law) is a wholesome law, " /* is
the man ; I believe it to be them :"

—

the said (man) is the man ; that
(man) is the man: I believe the said (persons) to be them ; I believe
that persons (according to the ancient application of that) to be them. " Jt
happened on a sun^n^er^s day, that n>any people w^re assembled," &c. -
Many people were assembled : it, thatyor the said ^fact or circumstance)
happened on a summer'^s day.

//, according to its accepted nwaning in modern times, is not referred to
a noun understood after it, but is considered a substitute. " How is it
with you ?'* that is, «^* How is your state or condititm 7'"^ " Jt rains ; It
freezes; // is a hard winter;"—7%e rain rains; T*he frost frosts or
freezes : The smd (winter) is a hard winter. " It is delightful to see
brothers and sisters living in uninterrupted love to the end of their days.'*
What is delightful ? To see brothers and sisters live in uninterrupted ^
love to the end of their daiys. It, this thing, is delightfiil. /<, then,.

I .1-
311 iiaiics ; mill iiic scti-

!
. .f ;.

tenoe will admit of the following construction: "^ Ta see brothers and
sisters living iu uninterrupted love tQ the end of their days. i» dieUghiful."
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ADJECTIVE PRONOUNS.

OF ADJECTIVE PRONOUNS.

109

Adjective Pronouns, Pronominal Adjectives, or

more properly, Specifying Adjectives, are a kind of

adjectives which point out nouns by some distinct speci-

fication.
•

Pronouns and adjectives are totally distinct in their character.

The former stand for nonns, and never belong to them ; the latter

belong to nonns, and never stand for them. Hence, such a thing as

an adjective-pronoun cannot exist. Each, every, either, this, that, some,

other, and the residue, are pure adjectives.

Those specifying adjectives commonly called Adjective

Pronouns, may be divided into three sorts ; the distribu-

tive, the demonstrative, and the indefinite. They are all

known by the lists.

1 . The distributive adjectives are those that denote the

persons or things that make up a number, each taken

separately and singly. List: each, every, either, and

sometimes neither; as, "Each of his brothers is in a

favorable situation;" ''Every man must account for

himself;" " Neither of them is industrious."

These distributives are words which are introduced into language

in it?, refined state, in order to express the nicest shades and colours

of thought. " Man must account for himself;" " Mankind must ac-

count tor themselves;" ''All men must account for themselves;"
" All men, women, and children, must account for themselves ;" Every

man must account for himself." Each of these assertions conveys

the same fact or truth. But, the last, instead of presenting the

whole human family for the mind to contemplate in a mass, by the

peculiar force of every, distributes them, and presents each separately

and singly; and whatever is affirmed of one individual, the mind

instantaneously transfers to the whole human race.

Each relates to two or more persons or things, and signifies either of the

two, or every one of any number taken separately.

Every relates to several persons or things, and signifies each one of

them all taken separately.

Either relates to two persons or thifv^' taken separately, and signifieg

the one or the other. " Either of the i / ;," is an improper expression.

It should be, " any of the three."

;^eitJipr Imports not either ; that is, not one nor the other : as, " Nei-

ther of my friends was there." When an allusion is made to mi le than

two, none should be used instead of neither ; as, " None of my friends

was there."

e2
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II. The demonstratives are those which precisely

point out the subject to which they relate. List : this,

and that, and their plurals, these and those, and former
and latter ; as, " This is true charity ; that is only its

image.

There is but a slight shade of diiFerence in the meaning and ap-
plication of the and that. When reference is made to a particular

book, we say, "Take the book;" but when we wish to be very
pointed and precise, we say, " Take that book ;" or, if it bo near by,
" Take this book." You perceive, then, that these demonstratives
have all the force of the definite article, and a little more.

This and these refer to the nearest persons or things, that and those
to the most distant ; as, " These goods are superior to those." ThisnnA
these indicate the latter, or last mentioned ; that and those, the former,
or first mentioned ; as, " Both wealth and poverty are temptations ; that
tends to excite pride, this, discontent."

" Some place the bliss 'n action, some in ease
;

" Those call it pleasure, and contentment, these."

They, those. As it is the office of the personal they to represent a
noun previously introduced to our notice, there appears to be a slight de-
parture from analogy in the following application of it :

" They who seek
after wisdom, are sure to find her: They \ha\. sow in tears, sometimes
reap in joy." This usage, however, is well established, and they, in such
constructions, is generally employed in preference to those.

III. The indefinite are those which express their sub-

jects in an indefinite or general manner. List: some,

other, any, one, all, such, both, same, another, none. Of
these, one and other are declined like nouns. Another is

declined, but wants the plural.

The indefinite adjectives, like the indefinite article, leave the mean-
ing unfixed, or, in some degree, vague. With a slight shade of dif-

ference of meaning, we say. Give me a paper, one paper, any paper,
some paper, and so on. Though these words restrict the meaning
of the noun, they do not fix it to a particular object. We therefore

call them indefinite.

These adjectives, or adjective pronouns, frequently belong to nouns un-
derstood, in which situation they should be parsed accordingly ; as, " You
may take either ; He is pleased with this book, but dislikes that (book ;)

All (men) have sinn&d, but some (men) have repented."

The words one, other, and none, are used in both num-
bers ; and when they stand for nouns, they are not ad-

jectives, but indefinite pronouns ; as, " The great ones

I
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of the world have their failings ;" « Some men increaso

in wealth, while otfiers decrease ;" « None escape."

The word ** ones," in the preceding example, does not belong to a

noun understood. If it did, we could supply the noun. The mean-

ing is not "the great one men, nor ones men,^ therefore one is not

an adjective pronoun j but the meaning is, ** The great men of the

world," therefore ones is a pronoun of the indefinite kind, represent-

ing the noun men understood, and it ought to be parsed like a person-

al pronoun. The word others, in the next exanfiple, is a compound
pronoun, equivalent to other men ; and should be parsed like mine,

thine, &c. See Note 4th, page 100.

I will now parse two pronouns, and then present some examples

for you to analyze. If, in parsing the following exercises, you should

be at a loss for definitioiis and rules, please to refer to the Compendi-

um. But before you proceed, you may commit the following

SYSTEMATIC ORDKR OF PARSING,

The order of parsing an Adjective Pronoun, is—an

adjective pronoun, and why?—distributive, demonstra-

tive, or indefinite, and why ?—to what noun dcJes it be-

long, or with what does it agree ?

—

Rule.

" One man instructs many others."

One is an adjective pronoun, or specifying adjective, it specifically

points out a noun—indefinite, it expresses its subject in an indefinite

or general manner, and belongs to the noun " man," according to

Rule 9. Adjective pronouns belong to nouns, expressed or

understood.

Others is a compound pronoun, including both an adjective protMun

and a noun, and is equivalent to other men. Other is an adjective

pronoun, it is used specifically to describe its noun—indefinite, it ex-

presses its subject in an indefinite manner, and belongs to men:
Rule 19. (Repeat the rule.) Men is a noun, a name denoting

persons—common, &c., (parse it in full ;) and in the objective case,

it is the object of the action expressed by the transitive verb " in-

structs," and gov. by it: Rule 20. Active-transitive verbs, &c.
" Those books are mtnc.^'

Those is an adjective pronoun, it specifies what noun is referred to

—demonstrative, it precisely points out the subject to which it relates

—and agrees with the noun " books" in the plural number, according

to Note I, under Rule 19. Adjective pronouns must agree in number
with their nouns.

Mine is a condpound personal pronoun, including both the possess-

or and the thing possessed, and is equivalent to my bodes. My is a

pron., a word used instead of a noun—personal, it stands ibr the

name of the person speaking—first person, it denotes the speaker—
aing. number, it implies but one—and in the poss. case, it desotes
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li'l'i

possesftfon, and is gov. by "books," a<;cord?ng to Rule 12. (Repeai
the Rule, and decline the pronoun.) Books is a noun, the nnme of a
thing—common, Sic. (parse it in full ;)—and in the nominative case
after "^are," according to Rule ai. The verb to be admits the same
eise after it as before it.

EXERCISES IN PARSING.
Each individual fiiis a space in creation. Every man helps a little.

These men rank among the great ones of the world. That book
belongs to the tutor, this belongs to mc. Some men labour, others

labour not ; the former increase in wealth, the latter decrease. The
boy wounded the old bird, and stole the young ones. None performs
his duty too well. None of those poor wretches complain of their

miserable lot.

NoTK. In parsing the distributive pronominal adjectives. Note 2,
under Rule 19, should be applied.

III. OF RELATIVE PRONOUNS.
Relative Pronouns are such as relate, in general, to

some word or phrase going before, which is called the

antecedent. They are who, tvfiich, and that.

The word antecedent^ comes from the two Latin words, ante, be/ore,

and cedo, to go. Hence, you perceive, that antecedent means going
before; thus, "The man is happy who lives virtuously; This is the

lady who relieved my wants ; Thou who lovest wisdom, &-c. We
who speak from experience," &c. The relative who, in these sen-

tences, relates to the severe 1 words, man, lady, thou, and we, which
words, you observe, come before the relative : they are, therefore,

properly called antecedents.

The relative is not varied on account of gender, person, or number,
like a personal pronoun. When we use a ersonal pronoun, in

speaking of a man, we say he, and of a woman, she; in

speaking of one person or thing, we use a singular pronoun, of more
than one, a plural, and so on; but there is no such variation of the

relative. Who, in the first of the preceding examples, relates to an
antecedent of the mas. gend. third pers. sing. ; in the second,

the antecedent is of the fem. gend. ; in the third, it is of the

second pers. ; and in the fourth, it is of the first pers. plur. num.

;

and, yet, the relative is in the same form in each example. Hence,
you perceive, that the relative has no peculiar/orm to denote its gend.

pers. and numb., but it always agrees with its antecedent in sense.

Thus, when I say, The man who writes, who'i» masculine gend. and
sing. ; but when I say. The ladies who write, who is feminine, and
plural. In order to Ascertain the gend. pers. and numb, of the rela-

tive, you must always look at its antecedent.

Who, Which, and That.

Who is applied to persons, which to things and brutes ;
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as, "He is a,friend who is faithful in adversity ; The bird

which sung so sweetly, is flown ; This is the tree which

produces no fruit."

That is often used as a relative, to prevent the too

frequent repetition o(who and which. It is applied both

to persons and things ; as, " He that acts wisely, deserves

praise ; Modesty is a quality that highly adorns a woman.''

NOTES.
1. Who should never be applied to animals. The following applica-

tion of it is erroneous :
—'• He is like a beast of prey, who destroys with-

out pity." It should bcj thft destroys, &c.

2. Who should not be applied to children. It is incorrect to say, " The
child whom we have just seen," &.c. It should be, " the child that we
have just seen." •

3. Which maybe applied to persons when we wish to distinguish one

person of two, or a particular person among a number of others ; as,

" Which of the two ] Which of thern is he ]"

4. That, in preference to who or which, is applied to persons when they

are qualified by an adjective in the superlative degree, or by the pronomi-

nal adjective same ; as, " Charles XII., king of Sweden, was one of the

greatest madmen that the world ever saw ;—He is the same man that

we saw before."

5. That is employed after the interrogative who, in cases like the fol-

lowing; " Who that has any sense of religion, would have argued thusi"

When the word ever or soever is annexed to a relative

pronoun, the combination is called a compound pronoun

;

as, whoever or whosoever, whichever or whichsoever, what-

ever or whatsoever.

DECLENSION OF THE RELATIVE PRONOUNS.

SINGULAR AND PLURAL.

Poss. who.se,
" whosoever,
" whosesoever.

Ohj. whom.
" whomever,

whomsoever.((

Nom, who,
" whoever,
" whosoever,

Which and thai are indeclinable, except that whose is sometimes

used as the possessive case of which ; as, " Is there any other doctrine

whose followers are punished ?" that is, the followers of which are

punished. The use of this license has obtained among our best

writers ; but the construction is not to be recommended, for it is a

departure from a plain principle of grammar, namely, who, whose,
whom, in thfiir annlications. should be confined to rational beinsrs.

That may be used as a pronoun, an adjective, and a conjunction,

depending on the office which it performs in the sentence.
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That Is a relative only when it can be changed to who or which
without destro^inff the sense ; as, *' They that (who) reprove us, may
be our best friends ; From every thing that (which) you see, derive
instruction." Tluil is a demonstrative adjective, wlien it belonj^s to,

or points out, some particular noun, either expressed or implied ; as,

"Return that book; That belongs to me; Give me that." When
that is neither a relative nor on adjective pronoun, it is a conjunction

;

as, "Take care that every day be well employed." The word that,

in this last sentence, cannot be changed to who or which without
destroying the sense, therefore you know it is not a relative pronoun;
neither does it point out any particular noun, for which reason you
know it is not an adjective pronoun ; but it connects the sentence,
therefore it is a conjunction.

If you pay particular attention to this elucidation of the word that,

you will find no difficulty in parsing it. When it is a relative or an
adjective pronoun, it may be knovvji by the sigsis given ; and when-
ever these signs will not apply to it, you know it is a conjunction.

Some writers are apt to make too free a use of this word. I will

give you one example of affronted that which may serve as a caution.

The tutor said, in speaking of the word that, that that that that that

lady parsed, was not the that that that gentlemen requested her to

analyze. This sentence, though rendered inelegant by a bad choice
of words, is strictly grammatical. The first that is a noun ; the
second, a conjunction ; tho third, an adjective pronoun ; the fourth, a
noun ; the fifth, a relative pronoun ; the sixth, an adjective pronoun

;

the seventh, a noun ; the eighth, a relative pronoun ; the ninth, an
adjective pronoun. The meaning of the sentence will be more ob-
vious, if rendered thus: The tutor said, in speaking of the word that,

that that that which that lady parsed, was not the that which that

gentleman requested her to analyze.

WHAT.
What is generally a compound relative, including both

the antecedent and the relative, and is equivalent to that

which ; as, " This is what I wanted ;" that is, that which,

or, thQ thing which I wanted.

What is a compound of which that. These wcrds have been con-
tracted and made to coalesce, a part of the orthography of both being
still retained : what—w/i[ic/i]

—

th\a,tf\ (which-ihat.) Anciently it

appeared in the varying forms, tha qua, qua tha, qu'tha, quthat, qwhat^
hwat, and finally what.

What may be used as three kinds of a pronoun, and as an inter-

jection. When it is equivalent to that which, the thing tohich, or those
Utiiigs ivnlt^il, iL 13 a \j\jiiiy\j\xii\x iciaiivc, ucuausi; ih iiiuiuut;3 OuiII IIIO

antecedent and the relative ; as, " I will try what (that which) can
be found in female delicacy ; What you recollect with most pleasure,

s

I
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I

are the virtuous actions of your past life ;" that is, those things wych
you recollect, &c.

When what is a compound relative, you must always parse it as

two words; that is, you must parse the antecedent part as a noun, and

give it a case ; the relative part you may analyze like any other rela-

tive, giving it a case likewise. In the first of the preceding exam-

ples, that, the antecedent part of what, is in the obj. case, governed

by the verb " will try ;" which, the relative part, is the nom. case to

"can be found." "I have heard what (i. e. that which, or the thing

which) has been alleged."

Whoever and tvhosoever are also compound relatives, and should

be parsed like the compound what ; as, " Whoever takes that oath,

is bound to enforce the laws." In this sentence, whoever is equiva-

lent to he who, or, the man who; thus, "ife who takes that oath, is

bound," &c.

Who, which, and what, when used in asking questions, are called

interrogative pronouns, or relatives of the interrogative kind; as,

" Who is he ? Which is the person ? What are you doing ?

Interrogative pronouns have no antecedent ; but they relate to the

word or phrase which is the answer to the question, for their subse-

quent ; as, " Whom did you see ? The preceptor. What have you

done ? Nothing" Antecedent and subsequent are opposed to each

other in signification. Antecedent means preceding, or going before

;

and subsequent means following, or coming after. What, when

used as an interrogative, is never compound.

What, which, and that, when joined to nouns, are specifying adjec-

tives, or adjective pronouns, in which situation they have no case, but

are parsed like adjective pronouns of the demonstrative or indefinite

kind ; as, " Unto which promise our twelve tribes hope to come ;"

" What misery the vicious endure ! What havoc hast thou made,

foul monster, sin."

What and which, when joined to nouns in asking questions, are

denominated interrogative pronominal adjectives ; as, " What man
is that ? Which road did he take ?"

What, whatever, and whatsoever, which, jvhichever, and whichsoever,

in constructions like the following, are compound pronouns, but not

compound relatives ; as, " In what character Butler was admitted, is

unknown ; Give him what name you choose ; Nature's care largely

endows whatever happy man will deign to use her treasures ; Let

him take which course, or, whichever course he will." These sen-

tences may be rendered thus ;
" That character, or the character in

which Butler was admitted, is unknown ; Give him that name, or, the

name which you choose ; Nature's care endows that happy man who

will deign, &c. ; Let him take that course, or, the course which he

will." A compound relative necess^^.rily includes both an antece-
« « » ,• rill — . . .~, »^»«<J'« «.<-».. .**iM n4\ti/»<» fin tnf\t ir.^
dent and a relative, i nusu i;uijipOujxu=, y^n mu .i^r!iv,v, ^<^ ii^.-t in-

elude antecedents, the first part of each word being the article the,

or the adjective pronoun that ; therefore they cannot properly be de-
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nominated compound relatives.—With regard to the word exff an-
nexed to these pronouns, it \a a singular fact, bh Hoon us we analyze
tho word to which it is subjoined, ever is entirely excluded irum the

sentence.

W)i0.t is sometimes used as an interjection; as, "But what I is

thy servant a dog, that he should do this ? \Vhal ! rob us of our
right of suffrage, and then shut us up in dungeons !"

You have now come to the most formidable obstacle, or, if I may
so speak, to ti.e most rugged eminence in the path of grammatical
science ; but be ."Ot disheartened, for, if you can get safely over this,

your future course will be interrupted with only here and there a

gentle elevation. It will require close application, and a great deal

of sober thinking, to gain a clear conception of the nature of the re-

lative pronouns, particularly the compound relatives, which are not
easily comprehended by the young learner. As this VIII. lecture is

a very important one, it becomes necessary for you to read it care-

fully four or five times over before you proceed to commit the fol-

lowing order. Whenever you parse, you may spread the Compendium
before you, if you please.

SYSTEMATIC ORDEll OF PARSING.
TVie order of parsing a Ri^LATtvE Pronoun, is—

a

pronoun, and why?—relative, and why?—gender, per-

son, and number, and why ?

—

Rule ; case, and why ?

—

Rule.—Decline it.

" This is the man whom we saw."

Whom is a pronoun, a word used instead of a noun—relative, it

relates to " man" for its antecedent—mas. gend. third pers. sing,

numb., because the antecedent " man" is with which it agrees, ac-
cording to

Rule 14. Relative pronouns agree tvith their antecedents in gender,
person, and number. Whom is in the objective case, the object of
the action expressed by the active-transitive verb " saw," and gov-
erneeJ by it, agreeably to ,

Rule 16. Wlien a nominative comes between the relative and the

verb, the relative is governed by thefollowing verb, or some r hrr \(yi(I

in its own member of the sentence.

Whom, in the objective case, is placed before the verb that gov-
erns it, according to Note 1, under Rule 16. (Repeat the Note,

and decline ivhi>.)

*' Frcvn what is recorded, he appears," &c.

What is E o[!
I",

rel. pion., including both the antecedent and the

relative, and (a e j • valunt to that which, or the thing which.—Thing,
the anfpcfidri^iv vnivi of what is a noun, the name of a thinp' com.
the name of a species—neuter gerder, it has no sex—third person,

spoken of—sing, number, it implies but one—and in the obj. case, it
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iH the nbjrct of the relation expressed hy the prep. " from," and pov.

by it : Rulf 31. (Repeat (ho Rule, and eVery other Rule to which
I refer.) Which, the relative port of what, I.h a pronoun, a word
UHod instead of a noun— relative, it relaies to " thing" for ilN antece-

dent—neut. gend. third pers. sing, number, because the antecedent
•'thing" in with which it agrees, according to Rule 14. Rel.pron.,

&c. Whilfh is in the nom. case to the verb " is recorded," agreea-

bly to

Rule 16. The relative is the nominative case to the verb, when no
nominative comes between it and the verb.

" What have you learned ? Nothing."

W^.7M*a a pron., a word used, &c.—relative of the interrogaliv«»

kind, bccauue it is used in asking a question—it refers to the word
•' nothing" lor its subsequent, according to

Rule 17. When the rel. pron. is of the interrog. kind, it refers to

the word or phrase containing the answer to the questionfor its subse-

quent, which subsequent must agree in case with the interrogative.

What is of the neut. gend. third pers. sing., because the subsequent
" nothing" is with which it agrees : Rule 14. Reh pron. agree, &c.
—It is in the objective case, the object of the action of the active-

transitive verb "have learned," and gov. by it, agreeably to Rule 16.

When a nom., &c. See Note 1, under the Rule.

Note 1. You need not opply gend. pers. and numb, to the interroga-

tive when the answer to the question is not expressed.

WHO, WHICH, WHAT.

Truth and simplicity are twin sisters, and generally go hand in

hand. The foregoing exposition of the " relative pronouns," is in

accordance with the usual method of treating them ; but if they were
unfolded according to their true character, they would be found to be

very simple, and, doubtless, much labour and perplexity, on the part

of the learner, would thereby be saved.

Of the words called "relatives," who, only, is a pronoun ; and thi8

is strictly personal; more so, indeed, if we except /and we, than

any other word in our language, for it is always restricted to persons.

It ought to be classed with the personal pronouns. /, thou, he, she, it

we, you, and they, relate to antecedents, as well as who. Which,
flat, and what, arc always adjectives. They never stand for, but

always belong to, nouns, either expressed or implied. They specify,

like many other adjectives, and connect sentences.

Who supplies the place of which or what, and its personal noun.

Who came ? i. e. what man, what woman, what person

;

— which man,

woman, or person, came ? " They heard what I said"—they heard

that (thing) which (thing) I said. " Take what (or whichever) course

you please ;"—lake that course which (course) you please to take.

" What have you done ?" i. e. what thing, act, or deed, have you

take ?"^W'?itc;ft booht hat^ or something else? "This is the tree
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whick (tree) produces no fruit." " He that (man, or which man)
acta wisely, deserves praise."

They who prefer this method of treating the " Relatives,' are at

liberty to adopt it, and parse it accordingly-

EXERCISES IN PARSING.
The man who instructs you, labours faithfully. TheAoy whom I

instruct, learns v/ell. The lady whose house we occupy, bestows
many charities. That modesty which highly adorns a woman, sho
possesses. He that acts wisely, deserves praise. Thu is tlie tree

which produces no frni; I believe what, he says. He speaks what
he knows. Whatever purifies the heart, also fortifies it. What
doest* thou ? Nothing. What book have yon ? A poem. Whose
hat have you ? John's. • Who dms that work ? Hei.'-y. Whom,
seest thou ? To whom gave you the present ? Which pen did he
take ? Whom you ignorantly worship, him declare I unto you. I

heard v/hat he sa'd. George, you may pursue whatever science
suits your taste. Eliza, take whichever pattern pleases you best.

\Vhoever lives to see this republic forsake her moral and literary in-

stitutions, will behold her liberties prostrated. Whosoever, therefore,
will be a friend of the world, is the enemy of God.

NOTE. The nominative case is frequently placed after the verb, and
the objective case, before the verb that governs it. Whom, in every sen-
tence except one, house, modesty, book, hat, pen, Aim, the third what and
which, the relative part of the first two whats, are all in the objective
case, and governed by the several verbs that follow them. See Rule 16,
and Note 1. Tree is nom. after is, according to Rule 21. Thing, the
antecedent part of ioA«fe»5r, is nom. to "fortifies;" to/ttcA, the relative
part, 18 nom. to " purifies." Nothing is governeJ by do, and poem, by
have, understood. Henry is nom. to does, understood. Whose and John's
are governed according to Rule 12. /, thou, you, him, &c., represent
nouns understood. Him, in the last sentence but five, is governed by
declare, and / is nominative to declare. George and Eliza are in the
noniinative case independent: Rule 5. "Whatever science," &c., is

equivalent \.o,that science which suits your taste;—"«5AicAc»er pattern;"
i. e. that pattern which pleases you best. Whoever is a con- pound rela-
tive

; he, tiie antecedent part, is nominative to " will behold." Take
agrees with you understood. Forsake is the infinitive mood after " see :"

Rule 25.

REMARKS ON RELATIVE PRONOUNS.
Which sometimes relates to a member of a sentence, or to a whola

sentence, for its antecedent ; as, " We are required to fear God and keep
his commandments, which is the whole duty of man." What is the
whole duty of man ? "To fear God and keep his commandments:"
therefore, this phrase is the antecedent to which.

The conjunction a», when it follows such, many, or same, is frequently

* The second person singular o( do, when used as a principal verb, is

spelled with on e; thus, " What thou doest, do quickly ;" but when em-
ployed as an auxiliary, the e should be omitted ; as, " Dost thou not
behold a rock with its head of heath ?"
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denominated a relative pronoun ; as, " I am pleased with such aa have a

refined taste ;" that is, with those who, or them who have, &c. " Let
such as presume to advise others, look well to their own conduct ;" that

ia, Let those or them who presume, &c. "As many as were ordained to

eternal life, believed ;" that is, they, those, or all who were ordained, be-

lieved. " He exhibited the same testimonials as were adduced on a

former occasi /n ;" that is, Mose testimonials which were adduced, &c.
But, in examples like these, if we'supply the ellipsis which a critical an-

alysis requires us to do, as will be found to be a conjunction ; thus, " 1 r>m

pleased with such persons, as those persons are who have a refined taste
;

Let such persons, as those persons are who presume," &c.

QUESTIONS NOT ANSWERED IN PARSING.
From what words is the term pronoun derived ]—Do pronouns always

avoiu the repetition of nouns'?—Name the three kinds of proiiouns.

—

What disiinguishes the personal from the relative pronouns 1—How many
personal pronouns are there ?—Repeat them—What belong to pronouns 1

—Is gender applied to all the personal pronouns?—To which of them is

It applied ?—Which of the personal pronouns have no peculiar termina-

tions to denote their gender?—How many persons have pronouns]—Speak
them in their difF.'rent persons.—How many numbers have pronouns ?

—

How many case?'?—.What are they]—Decline all the personal pronouns.

—When self is added to the personal pronouns, what are they called, and
how are they used ]—When is you singular in sense ]—Is it ever singular

in form ]—Why are the words my, thy, his, her, our, your, their called per-

sonal pronouns ]—Why are the words mine, thine, his, hers, ours, yours,

theirs, denominated compound personal pronouns ] -How do you parse

these compounds]—What is said of others ?—Repeat the order of pars-

ing a personal pronoun.—What Rule do you apply in parsing a pronoun
of the first person, and in the nominative case ]—What Rule when the

prrnoun is in the possessive case?—What Rules apply in parsing per-

sonal pronouns of the second and third person ]—What Rules in parsing

the compounds, yours, ours, rrlne, otc. ]—What is saitl of the pronoun it.

What are adjective pronouns ]—Name the three kinds.—What does

each relate to ]—To what does every relate ]—To what does either

relate]—What does neither import]—To what do this and these refer]

—Give examples.—To what do that and those refer]—Give examples.

—Repeat all the adjective pronouns.—When adj. pronouns belong to

nouns understood, how are they parsed ]—When they stand for, or repre-

sent nouns, what are they called ]—Give examples.—Repeat the order of

parsing an adjective pronoun.—What rule do you apply in parsing the

indefinite adjective pronouns ]—What Notes, in parsing the distributives

and demonstratives]

What are relative pronouns]—Repeat them.—From what words is the

term antecedent derived ?—What does antecedent mean ]—Are relatives

varied on account of gender, person, or number^—To what are who and

which applied]—To what is that applied ]—Should who ever be applied

to irrational beings or children]—In what instance may which be ap-

plied to persons ]—Decline the relative pronouns.—Can which and that

Kp Jo<.1:«„,l 9 Tn ih^t a,,pt- iido.l aa t\\roo Tiarta of cnppph ?__fiivp PXnm-

pies.—What part of speech is the word what .?—Is what ever used as

three kinds of a pronoun ]—Give examples.—What is said of whoever ?

What words are used as interrogative pronouns]—Give examples.—When
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are the words what, which, and that, cnWed adjective pronouns 1—When
are they called interrogative pronominal adjectives ? —What is said of

whatever and whichever ?— Is what ever used as an interjection 1—Give

examples.—Repeat the order of parsing a relative pronoun.—What Rules

do you apply in pursing a relative 1—What Rules in parsing a compound

relative?—What Rules in parsing an interrogative ?— Does the relative

which ever relate to a sentence for its antecedent ?—When does the con-

junction as become a relative ?—Give examples.

EXERCISES IN FALSE SYNTAX.
Note 1, to Rule 13. When a noun or pronoun is the subject of

a verb, it must be in the nominative case.

Who will go ? Him and I. How does thee do ? Is thee well ?

" Him and I ;" not proper, because the pronoun him is the subject of

the verb will go understood, therefore him should be in the nominative

case, he, according to the above Note. (Repeat the Note ) Him and

/are connected by the conjunction and, and him is in the objective case,

and /in the nominative, therefore Rule 33rd is violated. (Repeat the

Rule.) In the second and third examples, thee should be thou, accord-

ing to the Note. The verbs, does and is, are of the third person, and

the nominative thou is second, for which reason the verbs should be of

the second person, dost, do, and art, agreeably to Rule 4. You may
correct the other examples, four times over.

FALSE SYNTAX.
Him and me went to town yesterday. Thee must be attentive.

Him who is careless, will not improve. They can write as well as

me. This is the man whom was expected. Her and I deserve

esteem. I have made greater proficiency than him. Whom, of all

my acquaintances, do you think was there ? Whom, for the sake of

his important services, had an office of honour bestowed upon him.

Note 2, to Rule 13. Personal pronouns being used to supply the

place of nouns, should not be employed in the same member of the

sentence with the noun which they represent.

FALSE SYNTAX.
The men they are there. I saw him the king. Our cause it is

just Many words they darken speech. The'noble general who had

gained so many victories, he died, at last, in prison. Who, instead

of going about doing good, they are continually doing evil.

In each of the preceding examples, the personal pronoun should be

omitted, according to Note 2.

Note 3, to Rule 13. A personal pronoun in the objective case,

should not bo used instead of these and those.

FALSE SYNTAX.
Remove them papers from the desk. Give me them books. Give

them men their discharge. Observe them three there. Which of

them two persons deserves most credit ?

ill air iitrsrr trAfsiiipitrr?, t/tOoc ~ii\ruitix i/tt tt:H'U iti pItlCv ^m jff^^rt- a si^

use of the personal, them, in such constructions, presents two objectives

after one verb or preposition.- This is a solecisir. which may be avoided

by employing an adjective pronoun in its stead.
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LECTURE IX.
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OF CONJUNCTIONS.
A Conjunction is a part of speech that is chiefly

used to connect sentences, joining two or more simple

sentences into one compound sentence: it sometimes

connects only words ; as, " Thou and he are happy,

because you are good."

Conjunctions are those parts of language, which, by joining sen-

tences in different ways, mark the connexions and various depen-

dances of human thought. They belong to language only in its

refined state.

The term Conjunction comes from the two Latin words, corij

which signifies together, and Jungo, to Join. A conjunction, then,

is a word that conjoins, or joins together something. Before you

can fully comprehend the nature and office of this sort of words, it

is requisite that you should know what is meant by a sentence, a

simple sentence, and a compound sentence, for conjunctions are

chiefiy used to connect sentences. •

A Sentence is an assemblage of words forming com-

plete sense.

A Simple Sentence contains but one subject, or nom-

inative, and one verb which agrees with that nominative ;

as, " Wheat grows in the field."

You perceive that this sentence contains several words besides the

nominative and the verb, and you will often see a simple sentence

containing many parts of speech ; but, if it has only one nominative

and one finite verb, (that is, a verb not in ihe infinitive mood,) it is a

simple sentence, though it is longer than many compound sentences.

A Compound Sentence is composed of two or more

simple sentences connected together ; as, « Wheat grows

in the field, and ?nen reap it."

This sentence is compound, because it Is formed of two simple

sentences joined together by the word and; which word, on account

of its connecting power, is called a conjunction. If we write this

sentence without the conjunction, it becomes two simple sentences;

thus, " Wheat grows in the field. Men reap it."

The nature and importance of the conjunction, are easily illustra-

ted. After expressing one thought or sentiment, you know we fre-

quentiy wish to add another, or several others, whiCu are c.os8iy con-

nected with it. We generally effect this additioif by means of the

conjunction: thus, "The Georgians cultivate rice ani cotton;" that
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IS, « They cultivate rice, add cotton." This sentence is compound,
and without the use of the coniunction, it would be written in two
separate, simple sentences: thus, "The Georgians cultivate rice.
They cultivate cotton." The conjunction, though chiefly used to
connect sentences, sometimes connects only words ; in which capaci-
ty it is nearly allied to the preposition ; as, » The sun and (add) the
planets constitute the solar system." In this, which is a simple sen-
tence, and connects two wcyrds.

A few more examples .will illustrate the nature, and exhibit the
use of this part of speech so clearly as to enable you fully to com-
prehend it. The following simple sentences and members of sen-
tences, have no relation to each other until they are connected by
conjunctions. He labors harder—more successfully—I do. That
man is healthy—he.is temperate. By filling up the vacancies in these
sentences with conjunctions, you will see the importance of this sort
of words: thus, " He labours harder and more successfully iAan I
do. That man is healthy because he is temperate."

Conjunctions are divided into two sorts, the Copulative
and the Disjunctive.

I. The Conjunction Copulative serves to connect and
continue a sentence by joining on a member which ex-
presses an addition, a supposition, or a cause ; as, « Two
and three are five ; I will go if he will accompany me

;

You are happy because you are good."
In the first of these examples, and joins on a word that expresses

an addUion; m the second, ?/ connects a member that implies a sup-
position or condition; and in the third, because connects a member
that expresses a cause.

II. The Conjunction Disjunctive serves to connect
and continue a sentence by joining on a member that
expresses opposition of meaning ; as, « They came with
her, hut they went away without her."

Bwj^joins on a member of this sentence which expresses, not only
something added, but, also, opposition of meaning.
The principal conjunctions may be known by the following lists, •

which you may now commit to memory. Some words in these lists,
are, however, frequently used as adverbs, and sometimes as preposi-
tions; but If you study well the nature of all the diflferent sorts of
words, you cannot be at a loss to tell the part of speech of any wordm the language. '

LISTS OF THE CONJUNCTIONS.
-...^,.,^„,.^^.^. ./iHu, ix, uiai, uuiii, men, since, for, be-

cause, therefore, wherefore, provided, besides.
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Disjunctive. But, or, nor, as, than, lest, though, unless,

either, neither, yet, notwithstanding, nevertheless, except,

whether, whereas, as well as.

Some conjunctions are followed by corresponding conjunctions, so

that, in the subsequent member of the sentence, the latter answers

to the former ; as,

1. Though—yet or nevertheless; as, " Thovgh he was rich, yet

for our sakes he became poor."

2. Whether—or ; as, " Whether he will go, or not, I cannot tell."

It is improper to say, " Whether he will go or no."

3. Either—or; as, " I will either send it, or bring it myself."

Neither—nor ; as, «' Neither thou nor I can comprehend it."

As—as ; as, " Shie is as amiable as her sister.

'

As—so; as, "As the stars, so shall thy seed be."

So—as; as, " To see thy glory, so as I have seen thee in the

sanctuary."

8. So—that; as, "He became so vain, that every one disliked

him."

NOTES.
1. Some conjunctions are used to connect simple sentences only, and

from them into compound sentences; such as, further, again, besides, &c.

Others are employed to connect simple members only, so as to make them

compound members; such as, than, lest, unless, that, so that, if, though,

yet, because, as well as, &c. But, and, therefore, or, nor, for, &c., con-

nect either whole sentences, or simple members.

2 Relative pronouns, as well as conjunctions, serve to connect senten-

ces; as, "Blessed is the man who feareth the Lord, and keepeth his

commandments."

You will now please to turn back and read this lecture four or

five times over ; and then, after committing the following order, you

may parse the subsequent exercises.

PHILOSOPHICAL NOTES.
On scientific principles, our connectives, commonly denominated prepo-

sitions and conjunctions, are but one part of speech, the distinction be-

tween them being merely technical. Some conjunctions unite only words,

and some prepositions connect sentences. They are derived from

nouns and verbs ; and the time has been, when, perhaps, in our language,

they did not perform ihe office of connectives.

" I wish you to believe, that I would not wilfully hurt a fly." Here, in

the opinion of H. Tooke, our modern conjunction that, is merely a de-

monstrative adjective, in a disguised form ; and he attempts to prove it by

the following resolution :
" I would not wilfully hurt a fly. I wish you to

believe thai [assertion."] Now, ifwe admit, that that is an adjective in

the latter construction, it does not necessarily follow, that it is the sarne

part of speech, nor that its nssociated meaning is precisely the same, in

the former construction. Instead of expressing our ideas iti two detached

sentences, by the former phraseology we have a quicker and closer tran-

sition of thought, and both the mode of employing that, and its inferen-
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SYSTEMATIC ORDER OF PARSING.
The order of parsing a Conj conjunc-fJUNCTION, is-

tion, and why f—copulative or disjunctive, and why ?

—

what does it connect ?

" Wisdom and \\riueform the good man's character."

And is a conjunction, a word that is chiefly used to connect sen-

tences; but in this example it connects, only words—copulative, it

servos to connect and continue the sentence by joining on a member
which expresses an addition—it connects the words '' wisdom and
virtue."

Wisdom is a noun, the name of a thing—(You may parse it in

full.)

—

Wisdom is one of the nominatives to the verb " form."

Virtue is a noun, the name, &c.—(Parse it in full:)—and in the

nom. case to the verb "form," and connected to the noun " wisdom"
by andy according to

Rule 33. Conjunctions connect nouns and pronouns in the same
case.

Form is a verb, a word which signifies to do, &c.—of the third

person, jdural, because its two nominatives, " wisdom and virtue,"

are connected by a copulative conjunction, agreeably to

Rule 8. T\oo or more nouns in the singular number, joined by
copulative cory'unctiims, must have verbs, nouns, and pronouns agree-

ing with them in the plural.

" Wisdom or folly governs us."

Or is a conjunction, a word that is chiefly used to connect senten-

ces: it sometimes connects words—disjunctive, it serves not only to

connect and continue the sentence, but also to join on a member
which expresses opposition of meaning—it connects the nouns
" wisdom and folly."

Governs is a verb, a word that signifies, &c.—of the third person,
singular number, agreeing with " wisdom or folly," according to

Rule. 9. l\o or more nomis singular,joined by d\&im\et\ve con-
jutictions, must have v^bs, iwuns, and pronouns agreeing with th?m
in the singular.

tial meaning, are changed. Moreover, if we examine the meaning of
each of these constructions, taken ns a whole, we shall find, that they do
not both convey the same ideas. By the latter, I assert, positively, that,
" I would not wilfully hurt a fly ;" whereas, by the former, I merely toish
you to believe that '* I would not wilfully hurt a fly ;" but I do not affirm
that as a fact.

That being the past part, of thean, to get, take, assume, by rendering
it as a participle, instead of an adjective, we should come nearer to its

primitive character. Thus, " I would not wilfully hurt a fly. I wish you
to tH'iUTe tbr assittncd [fitci or siaicmeiii;] or, the fact assumed or taken.

//, (formerly written gif, give, gin,) as. previously stated, is the impe-
rative of the Anglo-Saxon verb gifan. to give. In imitation of Home
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Tf yon reflect, for a few moments, on the meaning of the la«t two
Rules prssehted, you will see, at once, their proprieiy and importance.
For example; in the sentence, "Orlando and 'I'homax, who study
their lessons, make rapid progress," you notice that the two ainguiar

nouns, Orlando and Thomas, are cotmeeted by the copulative con«
junction and, therefore the verb make, which agrees with them, ia

plural, because it expresses lire action of btttk its nominatives or ac*

tors. And you observe, too, that the pronouns who and their, and tho

noun tessonSf are pliirdl, agreeitig wiih the notins Orlando and
Thomas, according to Rule 8. The verb study is plural, agreetnjj;

with toA«, according to Hulr 4.

But let us conuoct these two nouns by a disjunctive conjunction,

and see how tho sentence will read : Orlando or Thomas, who studies

his lesson, makes rapid |)rogres8." Now, you perceive, that a differ-

ent construction taiiea plai.e, for the latter expression docs not imply,

that Orlando and Thomas, both study, and make rapid progress ; but

it asserts, that either the one or tlie other studiea, and maiiea rapid

progress. Hence the verb me^es is singular, because it expresses the

action of the one or the other of its nominatives. And you observe^

too, that the pronoans itho and his, and the noun lesson, are likewise

in the singoiar, igreeingwiih Orlando or Thomas, agreeably td

Rule 9. Studies is also singular, agreeing with whOf acicoFdiilg to

Rule 4.
»•.';;.., -.

, . '...».i^ai(^«««w,

EXERCISES IK PARSING.
Joseph and bis brother reside in New*York. The sun, moon, and

itars, adtribnish Us of a superior i;ind supeHntendtng Fewer. V re-

spect my friend, because he ji| uprigljit and obligihgi; Httnry and

William, who obey their teacher, improve rapidly. Henry or Wil-
liam who obeys his teacher, improves very ftist. Neither rank tior

possession makes the guilty mind happy. Wisdom, virtue, and iheek-

ness, form the good man's happiness and interest: they support him
in adversity, ami comfort him in prosperity. Man is a little lower
than the angels. The United States, as justly as Great Britain, can
now boast of their literary institutions.

NotE. The verb form is plural, arid agrees with three nouns singular,

connected by cbpiulative conjunctions, according to RcLB 8. 'The verb

comfort agrees with they for its notninntive. It isr connected U> support

by the conjunction and, ngreonble to Role 34. ^njr^/ti^noni. to are

understood, and Great JBriiainis num. to can boatt understood, accord
ing to Rule 35. "'-^ - -' ' - ;!<'.-<r

—
, „ „ .

I «

Tooke, some of our modern philoaopliical- writers ^re inelined to- teach

pupils to render it as a verb. Thnp, *' I will go, if he will accompany
me ;—." H<i will accompany me. G!rrtn/-ririe« that {fact.] I will go."

For the purpoee of ascertaining the primitive meaning of this word, I

have no objection to such a resolution ; but, by it, do we get the exact

meaning and forfce of if as it is applied in our modem, refined state of the

language? I ^row not. But; ailtnitting we do< does this prove that such

a moil^ of resnlvincr aeulenci'S can be aijvnniaffeaualy adopted by learners

in common sbhools ^ I presume it cannot be denied, that instead of teach-

jing the learoer to f^press himself correctly in modern English, such a

A
/
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REMARKS ON CONJUNCTIONS AND PREPOSITIONS.

The same word is occasionally employed, either as a conjunction, an

adverb, or a preposition. • I Bubmilted, /or it was in vain to resist ;" in

this example, for is a conjunction, because it connects the two menibers

of a compound sentence. In the ne»t it is a preposition, and govenis

victory in the objective case : " He contended for victory only."

In the first ol the following sentences, nnee k a conjunction ; in the

second, it is a prt-positioB, and in the third, an adverb ;
" 6'ince we must

pan, let us do it peaceably ; I have not seen him since that time
;
Our

IVieDdship commenced long .«»'•«."

" He will repent before he tlies ; Stnnd before me ; Why did you not

return before" [that or this time?] In the first of these three examples,

before is an adverbial conjunction, because it expresses time and connects

;

and in the second and third, it is a preposition.

As the words of a sentence are often trans'poeed, so are also its mem-
bers. Without attending to this circumstance, the learner may some-

times be at a loss to perceive the connecting power of a preposition or

conjunction, for every preposition and every conjunction connects either

words or phrases, sentences or members of sentences. Whenever a sen-

fence begins with fe preposition or conjunction, its members are trans-

posed ; as, " In the days of Joram, king of Israel, flourished the prophet

ISlisha ;" " If thou seek the Lord, he will he found of thee ; but, if thou

forsake him, he will cast thee off for ever."

" When coldness wraps this suffering clay,

" Ah, whither strays the immortal mind 1"
,

That the words in,if, and when, in these examples, connect the inein-

bers of the respective sentences to which they are attached, will obvious-

resolution is merely making him familiar with an ancient and barbarous

construction which modern rtfinefhent has rejected. Our forefathers, I

admit, who were governed by those laws of necessity which compel all

nations in the early and rude state of their language, to express ihemselvea

in short, detached sentences, employed if As a verb when they used the

following circomlocotion : " My eon will reform. Give that fact. I will

forgive him." But in the present, improved state of our language, by

using if as a conjunction, (for I maintain that it is one,) w« express the

same thought more briefly ; and our modern mode of expression has, too,

a decided advantage over the ancient, not only in point of elegance, but

also in perspicuity and force. In Scotland and the north of England,

some people still make use of gin, a contraction of given : thus, " . will

pardon my son, gin he reform." But who will contend, that they speak

pure English?
But perhaps the advocates of what they call a philosophical develop-

ment of language, will say, that by. their resolution of sentences, they

merely supply an ellipsis. If, by an ellipsis, they mean such a one as

is necessary to the grammatical construction,! cannot accede to their as-

sumption. In teaching grammar, as well as in other things, we ought to

avoid extremes :~we ought neither to pass superficially over an ellipsis

necessary to the sense of a phrase, nor to put modern English to the

blush, by adopting a mode of resolving sentences that would entirely

change the characwr of our language, and carry the learner back to the

Vandalick age. .

But comee from the Saxon verb, beon-utan, to bo-out. " All were well
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ly dppi-ar if we restore these sentences to their nnlural order, and bring

these.particlfs between the members which they connect: thus, " Elisha

the prophet flourished in the duys of Jornm, king of Isrnvl ;" " The Lord
will be found of thee if thou seek him ; but he will cast thee off for ever

if thou forsake him :"

" Ah, whither strays the immortal mind,
" When coldness wraps this suffering clay?'

As an exercise on (his lecture, you may now answer these

QUESTIONS NOT ANSWERED IN PARSING.
From what words is the term conjunction derived 1—What is a sen-

tence ]—What is a simple sentence?—What is a compound sentence?

—

Give examples.—In what respect do conjunctions and prepositions' agree

in th-'ir nature?—How many sorts of conjunctions are there?—Repeat
the list of conjunctions.—Repeat some conjunctions with their corres-

ponding conjunctions.—Do relative pronouns ever connect sentences?

—

Repeat the order of parsing a conjunction.—Do you apply any Rule in

parsing a conjunction?—What Rule should be applied in parsing a noun
or pronoun connected with another ?—What Rule in parsing a verb agree-

ing with two or more nouns singular, connected by a copulative conju'-c-

tion ?—What Rule when the nouns are connected by a disjunctive ?—In

parsing a verb connected to another by. a conjunction, what Rule do yoa
apply ?- Is a conjunction ever tised as other parts of speech?— Give ex-

amples,—What is said of the words, /or, «nce, and before?—What is

sold of the transposing of sentences?

QUESTIONS ON THE PHILOSOPHICAL NOTES.

From what parts of speech are prepositions and cdnjunctions derived ?

but (be-out leave-out) the stranger." Man is but a reed, floating on the

current of time." Resolution :
*' Man is a reed, floating on the current of

time ; but (be-out this fact) he is not a stable being."

And—aned, an'd, and, is the past part, of ananad, to add,join. A, an
and, or one, from the same verb, points out whatever is aned, oned, or

made one. And also refers to the thing that is joined to, added to, or,

made one with, some other person or thing mentioned. " Julius and Har-
riet will make.a happy pair." Resolution : " Julius Ilarriet^oinerf, united,

or aned, will make a happy pair ;" i. e. Harriet ma(](« one with Julius, will

make a happy pair.

For means cause.

Because—be-cause, is a compound of the verb he and the noun cause.

It retains the meaning of both ; as, " I believe the maxim, /or I know it

to be true ;"— 1 believe the maxim, he-cause I know it to be true ;" i, e.

the rouse of my belief, he, or in, I know to be true.

?for is a contraction of ne or. Ne is a contraction of not, and or, of
other. Nor is, not other-wise ; not in the otfier way or manner.

Else is the imperative of nlesan, unless, of onlesan, and lest, the past

part, of lesun,a\\ signifying to dismiss, releose, loosen, set free. "He
will be pimished, f//?Ze«» he repent;"—" Unless, release, give up, (the

fact) he repents, he will be punished."

Though is the imperative of the Saxon verb ifAo/ga/i, to allow, and
yet, of getaii to get. Yet is simply, get ; ancient g is our njodein y.—
" Though he slay me, yet will I trust in him :

—

Grant or alloui (the fw«)
he slay me, get, or retain (the opposite fact) I will trust in him."
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What is llorne Tooke'« opinion of ih«t]—From wh«t it each of the fol-

lowing woj-ds derived, that, if, but, and,b€cattst, uor, tlte, unleta, le$t,

though, and yet ? ^

LECTURE X.

OF INTERJECTIONS.—CASES OF NOUNS.

Intcrjections are words which express the sudden

emotions of the speaker; as, ^^Alasl I fear for Hfe
;"

"O Death! where is thy sling."

Interjections are not so much the signs of thought, as of feeling.

Almost any word may be used as an interjection; but when so em-

ployed, it is not the representative of a dizlvnci idea. A word which

denotes a distinct conception of the mind, must necessarily belong

to some other part of speech. They who wish to speak often, or

rather, to make notse*, when they have no nseful information to com-

municate, are apt lo use words very freely in this wajr ; such as the

following expressions, U^ la me, my, O my, O dear, dear me, surpri-

sing, astonishing, and the like.

Inleijectiona not included in Ihe following Hat, are generally

known by their taking an exclamation point after them.
• II -' 1- '

!

—

PHILOSOPHICAL NOTES.

The term Interjection is applied to those inarticulate sounds employ-

ed both by men nod brutes, not to express distinct ideas, but emotions,

passions, or feelings. The sounds employed by human beings in grpan-

ing, sighing, crying, screaming, shrieking, and laaghmg, by the dog in

barking, growling, and whining, by the horse in snorting and neighmg.by

the sheep in bleating, by the cat in mewing, by the dove m coomg.by the

duck in quacking, and by the goose in hissmg, we sometimes attempt to

represent by words ; but, as toritten words are the ocular representatives

of articulate sounds, they cannot be made clearly to denote inarticulate

or indistinct noises. Such indistinct utterances belong to natural lan-

guage ; but they fall below the bounds of regulated speech. Hence, real

interjections are not a part of written language.

The meaning of those words commonly called interjections, is easily

shown by tracing them to their roots.

Pish and Pshaw are the Anglo-Saxon paec, paeca ; and are equivalent

to trumpery ! i. e. tromperie from iromper.

Fy or fie is the imperative, /oe, the past tense, and foh or faugh, the

past part, of the Saxon verb^an to hate.

Lo is the imperative of look. Halt is the imperative of healden, to

hold. Farewell-^fare-well, is a compound of faran, to go, and the ad

-

..-.u* .^.gll. It rnesnSi to go welL Welcome—wel-eome, signifies, it is

well that you are come. Adieu comes frpm the French a Dieu, to God

;

meaning, I commend you /o G9d.
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A LIST OF THE PRINCIPAL INTERJECTIONS.

1 . Of earnestness or grief; as, O ! oh ! ah ! alas

!

a. Contempt ; as, Pi«h t tush

!

3. Wonder ; as, Heigh ! really ! strange

!

4. Calling; m-. Hem! ho! halloo!

6. Disgust or aversion; as, Fob! fv! fudgel away J

6. Attention; as, Lo! behold! hark!

7. Requesting silenee; as. Hush! histl

8. Saiutation; as. Welcome! hail! all hail!

NoTB. We frequently meet with what some call an interjtetive phraae ;

such ns. Ungrateful wretch ! impudence of hope ! folly in the extreme !

what ingratitude ! away with him !

As the interjection is the leant important part of speech in the

English langtjage, it will require but little attention. Ton may,

however, make yourself well acquainted with what has been said

respecting it, and then commit the

SYSTEMATIC ORDER OF PARSING.

T/*e order of parsing an Interjection, is—-an inter-

jeclion, and why ?

"O virtue! how amiable thou art!"

O is an interjection, a word used to express some pasaion, or

emotion of the speaker.

The ten parts of speech have now been unfolded and elucidated,

although some of them have not been fully explained. Before you

proceed any farther, you will please to begin again atthe first lec-

ture, and read over, attentively, the whole, observing to parse every

example in the exercises systematically. You will then be able to

parse the following exercises, which contain all the parts of speech.

If you Ktudy faithfully six hours in a day, and pursue the directions

given, you may become, if not critical, at least, a good, practical

grammarian, in six weeks; but if you study only three hours in a day,

it will take you nearly three months to acquire the same knowledge.

EXERCISES IN PARSING.

"True cheerfulness makes a man happy in himsdf, and promotes

the happiness of all around him.

Modesty always appears graceful in youth: it doubles the lustre

of every virtue which it seems to hide.

He who, every morning, plans the transactions of the 4ay, and

follows out that plan, carries on a thread that wilL.guide him throtfgh

iho iabyiiiilh of the most busy life.

The king gave me a generous reward foruommitthig thatbarba-

• rotts act ; but, alas ! I fear tte oona^uence.
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E'en now, where Alpine soliiudea ascend,
J sot me down a pentiivo hour to spend;
And, placed on high, wbovo the Hturm'a career,
Luok downward where a hundred realma appear :—

Alas ! the joys that fortune brhigs,

Are trilling;, and decay ;

And those who mind the paltry things,

More trifling still tlian Uiey.

Note. In the second sentence bf the foregoing exercises, which is

governed by the verb to hide, according to Rule 16. He is noin. to car-
ri«#; who is nom. to plan*. Fullowa agrees with ipAo understood, and
is connected to plant by and; Rule 34. What did the king give I A
reward to me. Then reward is in the obj. case, gov. by gave; Rule 30.
Me is gov. by to understood ; Note 1, under Ruls 32. The phrase, com-
mitting that barbarous act, is gov. by Jor ; Note 2, under Rule 28.
Hour is in the obj. case, gov. by to spend ; Rule 20. Look is connect-
ed to tet by and; Rule 34. Joya is nom. to are. That is gov. by
brings; Rule 16. Those is nom. to are understood. They is nom. to

are understood ; Rule 35.

CASES OF NOUNS.
In a former lecture, I promised to give you a more extensive ex-

planation of the cases of nouns ; and, as they are, in many situations,
a little difficult to be ascertained, I will now offer some remarks on
this subject. But before you proceed, I wish you to parse all the ex-
amples in the exercises just presented, observing to pay particular
attention to the remarks in the subjoined Note. Those remarks will
assist you much in analyzing.

A noun is sometimes nominative to a verb placed many lines after

the nouH. You must exercise your judgment in this matter. Look
at the sentence in the preceding exercises beginning with, " He
who, every morning," &c., and see if you can find the verb to which
he is nominative. WImt does hedol He carries on a thread, &c.
Hfy then, is nominative to the verb carries. What does who do ?

Who plans, and who foilows, &c. Then who is nom. to plans, and
who understood, is nominative to follows.

** A soul without reflection, like a pile
" Without inhabitant, to ruin runs."

In order to find the verb to which the noun soul, in this sentence,
is the nominative, put the question ; What does a. soul without reflec-

tion do ? Such a soul rt^ns to ruin, like a pile without inhabitant.

Thus you discover, that soul is nominative to runs.

When the words of a sentence are arranged according to their

natural order, the nominative case, you recollect, is placed before the
verb, and the objective, after it ; but when the words of a sentence
are transposed ; that is, not arranged according to their natural order,

tive, before the verb ; especially in poetry, or when a question is asked ;

as, " Whence arises the misery of the preseni,.world ?" " What
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•rid?" "What

go >J Ihini shall 1 do to inherit etoruul life ?" Put tlion.; exi)resVio:iH

in the decliruiive ffjrin, and the uomiu;Uivo will yrecsJe, and i\te ob-

joc[[jo folio u> iirt verb: thus, '-Tim mwe»yof the prosMit \vorld aiisfs

wlienco; I shull do what good thin^ to inherit eternal life.**

" Now cam ) still ei:enin<r on, and iwiliKhi gray

gg .. " Had, ill her sobjr livary, all Ihii^s^t clod."

" Storn rupged nurse, thy ri;ji(l lore

' With patience laany a year she bore.''

What did the ecening do ? The evenmfr came on. Gray twilight

hul clfid what? Twilight had clad all thinfrs in her sober livery.

£;i;eHi/ifl,tlien,is nora. u» caroe/and the noun thinj^s is in the objecuvo

case, and gov. by had clad: Rule ao. What did she bear ? bhe

b)re thy rigid lore with piUienco././r, or rfurin^,m;iny a year. Hence

you tidd, that lore is in the objective case, and governed by bore, uc-

cording to Rule 20. Year is governed by dunng understood:

Rule 33.

A noun is froquontly nominative in a verb nn lerstood, or in the ob-

jt^ciivo, and governed by a verb understood ;" as, " Lo, [there ts] the

poor Indian! whose. untutored min.l." " O, the pain [there ts]l\\o

hliss] there is in dying !" " All were sunk, but the wakeful m^hl-

in'rale [was not sunV] " He thought as a sage [thinks,] though he

teft as a man [feels:'] " His hopes, immortal, blew them by, as dust

[is blown by."] Rule 35 applies to these last three examples.

In the next place I will explain several cases of nouns and pro-

iio'ins which have not yet come under our notice. Sometimes a

iioun or pronoun may be in the nominative case when it has no verb

to agree witji it-

OF THE NOMINATIVE CASE INDEPENDENT.
Whenever a direct address is made, ihe person <»r

thing spoken to, is in the nominative case independent

;

a65, " James, I desire you to study."

You noUce that, in this expression, I address pyself to James ; that

is, I speak to him; and you observe, too, that there is no verb, either

expressed or implied, to which James can be the nominative; there-

fore you know James is in the nom. case independeat, according to

Rule 5. Recollect, that whenever a noun is of the second person, it is

in the nom. case independent; that is, independent of any verb; as,

Selma, thy halls are silent; Love and meekness, my lord, becoine a

churchman, better than ambition; O Jerusalem, Jerusalem, how

often would I have gathered thy children together, even as a hen

gathereth her chickens under her wings, but ye would not '.—lor a

farther illustration of this case, see Note 2, under the 6th Jtule ot

Syntax.

Note When a pronoun of the aeeond person la in apposition with a

noun "if«(*npnaeni. ii IS 111 \iiK Bttiiic case i
as, " j.noa iraiivr.

thee.

ideper

.<Ui- ^ii U'J*,;>Ti •* iff,:.4x.fi, t!*; M- «:»<«
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OP THE NOMINATIVE CASE ABSOLUTE.
A noun or pronoun placed before a participle, without

any verb to agree with it, is in the nominative case abso^
lute ; as, " The sun being rhen, we pursued our ioiir-

ney."
^

Sun is hero placed before the participle "being risen," and has no
verb to agree with it; therefore it is in the noniinative case absolote,
according to Rule 6.

NoT« 1. A noun or prpnoon in the nominative case independent, is
alwnys of the taeond person

; but, in the case absolute, it is gtuerally of
tlj« third person.

2. The case absolute is always no^ninative ; the following Bentence is
therefore incorrect :

" Whose top ehat) tremble, him descending," &c. ;
it ahculd be, he descending.

OF NOUNS IN APPOSITION.
Two or more nouns or pronouns signifying the same

person or thing, are put. by apposition^ in the same case

;

as, **' Cicero, the ^reat orator, pfiilosopker, and statesman
of Kome, was murdered by Anthony."

Apposition, in a grammatical Bcnse, means something added, or
names added, in order more fully to define or illustrate the sense of
the iirBt name mentioned.

You perceive that Cicero, in the prpcediiig example, is merely the
prjper name^f a man ; but when J give him the three additional ap-
.peliations, and call hitn a great pro/or, philosopher, and statesifian, yon
understand what kind of a n»an he was; that is, by giving him these
three additional names, his character and abilities as a man are moro
fully made known. And surely you cannot be at a loss tuknowthat

J

these four nouns must be in the snme case, for they are all names
given to the eamo person ; therefore, if Cicero, was murdered, the
oratoryvm fnurdered, and the jJiihsopher was murdered, and the stuies'

man was murdered, because they all mean one anid the same person.

Nouns and pronouns in the objective case, are frequently in appo'
,«|/tVm ; as, H^ struck Charfcs the student,

, Now it is obvious, that,
;Vhen l^e strtick Charles, he struck the siudani, because C^arjes \vas
Jhe student, and the student w^b Charles ; therefore the noun student

,M in thepbjecUvf case, governed by "struck," and put by apposition
with Charles, according to Rule 7.

> Please to examine this lecture very attentively. You will then bo
prepared to parse the following examples correctly and systematicaHy.

PAUSING.
" Weep on the rocks of roaring winds, O wiatiof Tnlstore."

Maid is a noun, the nai^9 of a person—com. the name of a sor^i*
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CASES OP NOtmS—FlSStVG. isd

fern, gender, it denotes a female—second perS. spoken to—sing, num*
it implies but one—and in the nominative case independent, because
it is addressed, and has no verb to agree with it, according to

RtJLE 5. When an address is made, the noun or pronoun address^

edy is put in the nominative case independent.
" The general being ransomed, the barbarians permitted him to

depart."

General is a noun, the name, &c. (parse it in full :)—and in the

nominative case absolute, because it is placed before the participle

" being ransomed," and it has no verb to agree with it, agreeably to

Rule 6. A noun or pronoun placed hefore a participle, and being

independent of ihe rest of the sentence, is in the nomiruuive case abso*

lute."

** Thou man of God, flee to the land of Judah."

Thou is a pronoun, a word used instead of a noun—personal, it

personates " man"—second pers. spoken to—mas. gender, sing. num.
because the noun " man" is for which it stands; Rule 13. (Re-

peat the Rule.)

—

Thou is in the nominative case independent, and

put by apposition with man, because it signifies the same thing, ac-

cording to

Rule 7. Two or more nouns, or nouns and proruyuns, signifying

the same thing, are put, by apposition, in the same case.

Man is in the nominative case independent, according to Rule 5.

Flee agrees with thou understood.

" Lo ! Newton, priest of Nature, shines afar,

" Scans the wide world, and numbers every star."

Newton is a noun, (parse it in full,) and in the nom. case to

" shines :" Rule 3.

Priest is a noun (parse it in full,) and in the nom. case, it is the

actor and subject of the verb " shines," and put by apposition with
" Newton," because it signifies the same thing, agreeably to Rule 7.

(Repeat the Rule.)

EXERCISES IN PARSING.
Turn from your evil ways, O house of Israel ! Ye fields of light,

celestial plains, ye scenes divinely fair ! proclaiift your Maker's won-

drous power. O king ! live for ever. The murmer of thy streams,

O Lora, brings back the memory of the past. The sound of thy

woods, Garmallar, is lovely in my ear. Dost thou not behold, Mal-

vina, a rock with its head of heath ? Three aged pines bend from

its face ;
green is the plain at its feet ; there the flower of the moun-

tain grows, and shakes its white head in the breeze.

The General being slain, the army was rodted. Commerce having

thus got into the legislative body, privilege must be done away. Jesua

had conveyed himself away, a multitude being in that place. 1 being

in glreat haste, he consented. The fain having ceased, be dark

clouds rdled away. The Son of God, while clothed in flesh, was
Btibject t6 aill the frailties aiid inbbnveniencea of human iiiiturfy jun

•kdbirtedj (thJitiS, alii WSttiieieepfed.)

f2
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In the days of Joram, king of Israel, flourished the prophet Blisha.
Paul the apostle suffared martyrdom. Come, peace ot* mind, delight-
ful guest ! end dwell with me. Friends, Romans, countrymoti I lend
me your cars.

Soul of the just, companioti of thd dead I

Where is thy home, and whither art thou fled 7

Till Hymen brought his love-delighted hour,
There dwelt no joy in EdeH's rosy bower :—
The world was sad, the garden was a wild,

And man the hermit sighed, till woman smiled.

NotK. Tliose verba in itnliest in the preceding examples, are all In
the imperative mood, and second person, agreeing with thou, ye, or you,
Understood. House of Israel is a noun of multitude. Was routed and
must be don/ ire passive verbs. Art fled is a neutrr verb in a passive
form. Cloth (i ia a perfect participle. Till is an adverbial conjunction.

When you shall have analyzed, systematically, every word in the
foregoing exercises, you may answer the following

QUESTIONS NOT ANSWERED IN PARSING.
Repeat the list of ieterjections.—Repent some interjective phrases.^^-

Repeat the order of parsing an interjection.—In order to find the Verb to
which a noun is nom., what question do you put]—Give examples.—Is
the nominative case ever placed after the verb 1—When ?—Give exam-
ples.—Does the objective case ever come before the verb ?—Give exam-
ples.—Is a noun ever nominative to a verb understood 7—Give examples,
•—When is a houn or pronoun in the nom. case independent? Give ex-
amples.—Are nouns of the second person always in the nom. case inde-
pendent T—When a pronoun is put by apposition with a noun independent
in what case is it?—When is a noun or pronoun in the nom. case abso-
lute ?—Give examphs.—When are nouns or nouns and pronouns put, by
apposition, in the same case ?—Give examples.—In parsing a noun or
pronoun in the nom. case independent, what Rule should be applied ? In
parsing the nom. case absolute, what Rule ? -What Rule in parsing nouns
or pronouns in apposition ?—Do real interjecljons belong to written lan-
guage ?—(/'Ai7. Notes.) - From what are the following words derived,
pish, fy, lo, halt, farewell, welcome, adieu ?

LECTURE XI.

OF THE MOODS AND TENSES OF VERBS.
You have now acquired a general, and, I may say, an extensive

knowledge of the nine parts of speech ; but you know but little, as yet,
respecting the most important one of all ; 1 mean the Verb. I will
therefore, commence this lecture by giving you an explanation of the*
Moods and Tenses of verbs. Have the goodness, however, first to
turn h»r>lr nnH ronH nvoi' T^ntttra Tf n^A .^fl^.... ..„ii __. . .

there said respectmg the verb; after which I will conduct you so
wttoothly through the moods and tentt^s, and the coiuiigatioii of verbs,
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tliat> instead of findinjr yourself involved in obscurities and deep in-

tricacies, you will scarcely find an obstruction to impede your pro-

gress.

I. OF THE MOODS.

The Mood or Mode of a verb means the manner in

which its action, passion, or being is represented.

When I wish to assert a thing, positively, I use the declarative or

indtcatice mode*, as, The man walks; but sometimes the action or

occurrence of which I wish to speak, is doubtful, and then I must

not declare ii positively, but I must adopt another mode of expression

;

thus, 7^ the man walk, he will relresh himself with the bland breeies.

The second mode or manner of representing the action, is called the

subjunctive or x;ondiiion«U mode.

Again, we sometimes employ a verb when we do not wish to

declare a thing, nor to represent the action i» a doubtful or conditional

manner ; but we wish to command some one to act. We then use

the imperative or commanding mode, and say, Walk, sir. And when

we do not wish to command a man to act, we sometimes allude to his

yower or ability to act. This fourth mode of representing action, is

called the potential mode ', as, He can walk ; He could walk. The

fifth and last mode, called the in^nitive or unlimited mode, we cm-

ploy in expressing action in an unlimited manner ; that is, without

confining it, in respect tonumber and person, to any particular agent

;

as. To walk, to ride. Thus you perceive, that the mood, mode or

manner of representing the action, passion, or being of a verb, must

vary according to the different intentions o4 the mind.

Were we to assign a particular name to every change in the mode

or manner of representing action or being, the number of moods in

our language would amount to many hundreds. But this principle

of division and arrangement, if followed out in detail, would lead to

great perplexity, without producing any beneficial result. The di-

vision of Mr. Harris, in his Hermes, is much more curious than in-

structive. He has fourteen moods : his interrogative, optativchorta-

Hve, promissivB^ precaulive requisltive, enunciative, &c. But as far

as philosophical accuracy and the convenience and advantage of the

learner are concerned, it is believed that no arrangement is preferable

to the following, I am not unaware that plausible objections may bo

raised against it ; but what arrangement cannot be objected to?

There are five naoods of verbs, the Indicative, the Sub-

junctive, the Imperative, the Potential, and the Infinitive,

The Indicative Moqj> simply indicates or declares a

thing ; as, " He writes ;" or it asks a question ; as, " Does

he write ? Wiio wrote that ?"

y!ko,Uifai indkeUivefcomet from ikdlAiia intticoyia declare. Hence,
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the legitimate province of the indicative mood ia to declare things,
whether positively or negatively ; ihxis, positively, He came with me

;

negMivehj, He came no/ with me. But in order to avoid a multiplica-
tion of moods, we extend its meaning, and use the indicative mood
in asking a question ; as, Who came with you ?

The subjunctive mood being more analogous to the indicative in
conjugation, than any other, it ought to be presented next in order.
This mood, however, differs materially from the indicative in sense

;

therefore you ought to make yourself well acquainted with the nature
of the indicative, before you commence whh the subjunctive.

The SuBJUNCTivB Mood expresses action, passion, or
being, in a doubtful or conditional manner : or

When a verb is preceded by a word that expresses a
condition, doubt, motive, wish, or supposition, it is in the

Subjunctive Mood; as, «//* he study, he will improve;
I will respect him, though he chide me ; He will not be
pardoned, unless he repent ; Had he been there, he would
have conquered ;" (that is, if he had been there.)

The conjunctions if, thovgh, unless, in the preceding examples,
express condition, doubt, &c. ; therefore the verbs study, chide, repenty
and had beeriy are in the subjunctive mood.

Note 1. A verb in this mood is generally attended by another verb in
some other mood. You observe, that ench of the first three of the pre-
ceding exatnples, contains a verb in the indicative mood, and the fourth, a
verb in the potential.

9. Whenever the conjunctions if, though, unless, except, whether,
lest, or any others, denote contingency or doubt, the verba that follow
them are in the subjunctive mood ; as, '* If. he ride out every day, his
health will probably improve ; that is, if he shall or should ri^e out here-
-ofler. But when these coajanctions do not imply doubt, &c., the verbs
that follow them are in the indicative, or eome other mood ; as, " Though
he ridet oot daily, bfs health ia no belter." The conjunctive and indica-
tive forms of this mood, are explained in the conjugation of the verb to
love. See page 145.

The Imperative Mood is used for commanding, ex-
horting, entreating, or permitting; as, ^'Depart thou;
Remember my admonitions ; Tarry awhile longer ; Go
\ti peace.**

The vtrbr depart expresses a command ; reme'mt)er exhorts ; tarrv
.
eJtpresses entreaty ; and g», permission ; therefore they are all in the
imperative mood.

The imperative, from impero, ts command, is literally that mode of
«he^rhHied in commanding ; bat its teebnical meaning ia enmmat
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is extended to the use of the verb in exhorting, entreating, and per-

mitting.

A verb in the imperative mood is always of the second person, though

never varied in its terminations, agreeing with thou, ye or you, either

expressed or implied. You may know a verb in this mood by the

sense ; recollect, however, that the nominntive always is second per-

son, and freqtiently understood ; as, George give me my hat ; that

is, give thou, or give you. When the nominative is expressed, it is

generally placed after the verb ; as, " Go thou ; Depart ye ; or be-

tween the auxiliary and the verb ; as, " Do thou go ; Do ye depart.

(Do is the auxiliary.)

The Potential Mood implies possibility, liberty, or

necessity, power, will, or obligation ; as, " It may rain

;

He may go or stay ; We must eat and drink ; I can ride

;

He would walk ; They should learn.

In the first of these examples, the auxiliary may implies possibili-

ty ; in the second it implies liberty ; that is, he is at liberty to go or

to stay ; in the third, must denotes necessity ; can denotes power or

ability ; would implies will or inclination ; that is, he had a mind to

walk ; and should implies obligation. Hence you perceive, that the

verbs, may rain, may go, must eat, must drink, can ride, would walk,

and should learn, are in the potential mood.

Note 1 . As a verb in the indicative mood is converted into the

subjunctive when it is preceded by a conjunction expressing doubt,

contingency, supposition, &c., so a verb in the potential mood, may,

in like manner, be turned into the subjunctive ; as, Jjf I could deceive

him, I should abhor it; Though he should increase in wealth, he

would not be charitable." 1 could deceive, is in the potential ; If I

could deceive, is in the subjunctive mood.

2. The potential mood, as well as in the indicative, is used in asking

a question; as, "May I go? Could you understand him? Must
we die ?"

PHILOSOPHICAL NOTES.
The changes in the terminations of words, in all languages, have been

formed by the coalescence of words of appropriate meaning. This sub-

ject was approached on page 49. It is again taken up for the purpose of

showing, that the moods and tenses, as well as the numbf^r and person, of

English verbs, do not solely depend on inflection.

The coalescing syllables whiqh form the number and person of the He-

brew verb, ore still considered pronouns ; and, by those who have inves-

tigated the subject, it is conceded, that the same plan has been adopted in

the formation of the Latin and Greek verbs, as in the Hebrew. Some
lanstuages hove carried this process to a very great extent. Ours is re-

f»«..!>aMe for the aiinaU number of Un inflpctions. But they who reject ths

passive verb, and those moods and tenses whldhare fonned by elmplojjring

what arc called '* auxiliary verbs/' b4cause they traformed (y two drmoro
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The Infinitive Mood expresses aotion, passion, or

being, in a general and unlimited manner, having no
nominative, consequently, neither person nor number ; as,

" To speak, to walk."

Infinilite means unconfined, of unliinUed. This mood Is called
the infinitive, because its verb is not confined or limited to a nomina-
tive. A verb in any other mood is limited ; that is, it must agree in
number and person with its nominative ; but a Verb in this mood has
no nominative, therefore, it never changes its terminaMon, except to
form the perfect tense. Now you uji ^u why al' verbs are
called jfint/e or limited, exce|>l:..g thoae f ifinitive mood.

Note. To, the sign of the infinitive .wood, is of^en understood
before the verb ; as, "Let me proceed ; that is, Let me to proceed.
See Rule 25. To is not a preposition when joined to a verb in this

mood ; thus, to ride, to rule ; but it should be parsed with the verb,
and as a part of it.

Vtrba, do not appear to reason soundly. It is inconsistent to admit, that
walk-e^A, and walk-ecZ, are tenses, because each is but one word, and to
reject have walk-e i, and will walk, as tenses, because each is composed
of two words. Eth, as previously shown, is a contraction of doeth, or
haveth, and ed, o{ dede, dodo, doed, or did; and, therefore, walk-e«A ;
i. e. vf&\k-doeth, or doeth-wa\k, and walk-erf; i.e. walk-rfirf, or doed or
did-vfa\k, are, when analyzed, as strictly compound, as will walk, shall
walk, and have walked. The only difference in the formation of these
tenses, is, that in the two former, the associated verbs have been contract-
ed and made to coalesce with the main verb, but in the two latter, they
8tHl maintain their ground as separate words.

If it be said that will walk is composed of two words, each of which
conveys a distinct idea, and, therefore, should be analyzed by itself, the
same argument, with all its force, may be applied to walk-cfA, walk-erf,
walk-rftrf, or did walk. The result of all the investigations of this sub-
ject, appears to settle down into the hackneyed truism, that the passive
verbs, and the moods and tenses, of some languages, are formed by inflec-
tions, or terminations either prefixed or postfixed, and of other languages,
by the association of auxiliary Verbs, which have not yet been contracted
and made to coalesce as terminations. The auxilliary, when contracted
into a terminating syllable, retains its distinct and intrinsic meaning, as
much &s when associated with a verb by juxtaposition : consequently, an
" auxiliary verb" may form a part of a mood or tense, or passive verb,
With as much propriety as a terminating syllable. They who contend
for the ancient custom of keeping the auxiliaries distinct.and parsing them
as primary verbs, are, by the same principle,bound to extend their dissect-
ing-knife to etery compound word in the language.

Having thus attempted briefly to prove the philosophical accuracy of
the theory which recognises the tenses, moods, and passive verbs, formed
by the aid of auxiliaries, I shall now offer one argument to show that this
liieory, 2u« luis oaly, wiii sub@Erv« the purposes oi wk iiiuvuvwl Kntin'
iMiiaB.

- • w
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If yott study this lecture attentively, you will j>erceive, that when I

»ay, I itifili, the Verb Is in the indicative mood ; but when I say, if I

write, or, unless I write, &.c., the verb is in the subjunctive mood ;

write thou, or write ye or you, the imperative ; I may write, I must

writey I could write, &.C., the potential ; and to writ6, the infinitive..

Any other verb (except the defective) may be employed in the same

manner.

II. OF THE TENSES.
Tense means time.

Verbs have six tenses, the Present, the Imperfect, the

Perfect, the Pluperfect, and the First and Second Future

Tenses.

The Present TteNSE represents an action or event as

taking place at the time in which it is mentioned ; as, «

I

smile ; I see ; I am seen.''*

NoTK 1. The present tense is also used in speaking of actions

continued, with occasional intermissions, to the present time ; as,

" He rides out every morning."

2. This tense is sometimes applied to represent the actions of

persons long since dead ; as, " Seneca reasons and moralizes well j

An honest man is the noblest work of God.*'

8. When the present tense is preceded by the Words, lijhen, before,

after, as soon as, &c., it is sometimes used to point out the relative

time of a future action ; aa, " When he arrives v/e shall hear the

news >>

I » II

As it is not so much the province of philology to instruct in the exact

meaning of single and separate words as it is to teach the student to com-

bine and employ them properly in framing sentences, and as those eombi'

nations which go by the name of compound tenses and passive verbs, are

necessary in writing and discourse, it follows, conclusively, that that theory

which does jiot explain these verbs in their combined state. Cannot teach

the student the correct use and application of the vprbs of our lahfjuage.

By such an arrangement, he cannot learn when it is proper to Use the

phrases, shall have walked, might have gone, have seen, mstead of, shall

walk might go, and saiD, because this theory has nothmg to do with the

combining of Verbu,. If it be alleged, that the speaker or writer's c^m

good sense must guide him in combining these verbs, and, thereiore, that

the directions of the grammarian are unnecessary, it must be recollected,

that such an argument would bear, eflually, against every prmciple of

grammar whatever. In short, the theory of the compound lenses, and of

the passive verb, appears to bti so firmly based in the genius of our Ian-

Kuaee. and so practically important to the student, as to defy all the en-

gines of the paralogistic speculator, and the philosophical quibbler, to

Knttof it d<^wn.

"~But the most plausible objection to the old theory is, that it is encumber*

ed whh iftttch usel«sa technicality and tedious prolixity, which are avoided
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The iMPERrECT Tense denotes a past action or event,
however distant ; or,

The Imperfect Tense represents an action, or event
as past and finished, but without defining the precise
time of its completion ; as, " I loved her for her modesty
and virtue

; They were travelling post when he met ihem."

In these examples, the verbs loved and met express past and^ntsft-
orf actions, and therefore constitute a perfect tense strictly as any
form of the verb in our language ; but as they do not define the pre-
CISC time of the completion of these actions, their tense may properly
be denominated an indefinite past. By defining the present participle
in conjunction with the verb, we have an imperfect tense in the ex-
pression, were travelling. This course, however, would not be in ac-
cordance with the ordinarjr method of treating the participle. Hence
It follows, that the terms imperfect and perfect, as applied to this and
the next succeeding tense, are not altogether significant of their true
character

; but if you learn to apply these tenses correctly, the pro-
priety or impropriety of their names is not a consideration of very
great moment. ^

by the simple process of exploding the passive verb, and reducing the
number of the moods to three, and of the tenses to two. It is certain
however, that if we reject the names of the perfect, pluperfect, and future
tenses, the nam«* of the potential and subjunctive moods, and of the
passive verb, in writing and discourse, we must still employ those verbal
combinations which form them ; and it is equally certain, that the proper
mode of employmg such combinations, is as easily taught or learned by the
old theory, which names them, as by the new, which gives them no name.
On philosophical principles, we might, perhaps, dispense with the

future tenses of the verb, by analyzing each word separately ; but, as il-
lustrated on page 79, the combined words which form our perfect and
pluperfect tenses, have an associated meaning, which is destroyed by
analyzmg each word separately. That arrangement, therefore, which
rejects these tenses, appears to be, not only unphilosophical, but incon-
sistent and inaccurate.

For the satisfaction of those teachers who prefer it, and for their adop-
tion, too, a modernized philosophical theory of the moods nnd tenses is
here presented. If it is not quite so convenient and useful as the old one
they ne«d not hesitate' to adopt it. It has the advantage of being nevo ;and, moreover, it sounds large, and will make the commonality stare,
Let It be distinctly understood, that you leach "philosophical grammar,
founded, on reason and common sense," and you will pass for a very
learned nrian, and make all the good housewives wonder at the rapid
march of intellect, and the vast improvements of the age.

MOOD.
Verbs have three moods, the indicative, (embracing what is cbrniifiinly

j^perauve, and the mfiwuve.—For definiUoM, iitef to m body of the
work. *

' " '" • " •' •• ••
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The Perfec Tense dertotes past time, and also con-

veys an allusion to the present ; as, *• I have finished my
letter."

The verb have finished, in this example, siunifien thai the actioii,

though passed, was perfectly finished at a point of time immediately

trecedinjr, or in the course of a period which comes to the present.

Tndcr this view of the subject, the term perfect may be propwrly ap-

plied to this tense, for it specifies, not only the completion of the

action, but, also, alludes to the particular period of it» accomplish-

ment.

The Pluperfect Tense represents a past action or

event that transpired before some other past time speci-

fied; as, "1 had finished my letter before my brother

arrived."

You observe that the verb hadfinished, in this example, represents

one past action, and the arrival of my brother, another paH action ;

therefore had finished is ia the pluperfect tense, because the action

took place prior to the taking place of the other past action specified

in the same sentence.

TKXSE OK TIME.

Verbs have only two tenses, the present and the past.

A verb expressing action commenced and not completed, is in the pres-

ent tense ; as," Relisjion aoar»; it has gained many victories; it ii)iW[to]

carry its votaries to the blissful regions."

When a verb expresses finished action, it is in the past tense ; as, "This

page (the Bible) God hung out of heaven, and retired."

A verb in the imperative and infiiiitiTe moods, is always in 'Aie present

tense, high anthorities to the contrary notwithstanding. The command

must necessarily be given in time present, although its /u/:/i/mc/}< must be

future.—John, what are you doing] Learning my task. Why do you

learn iti Because my preceptor commanded me to do so. When dt<i

he command you ? Yesterday.—Not nou?, of course. .^ ,. ^, _ ,

That it is inconsistent with the nature of things for a cohiTmand to De

given '\n future time, and that the fulfilment of the command, though

future, has nothing to do with the tense or time of the command itself,

are truths so plain as to put to the blush the gross absurdity of those Who

identify the time of the fulfilment with that of the coii^mand.

EXERCISES i:f FARSING.

You may read the book which'I AorejM-tnfcrf.

Jlfffy.an irregular active verb, signifying " to have and to exercise might

or strength," indie, mood.pres, tense, second pers. plur. agreeing with its

nom. you. Jiead,aa irregular verb active, infinitive mood, present tense,

with the sign to understood, referring toyou as its a^ent._ Have, an active

verb» sigDifying to po«s^»«, ipdlc present, and having for its object, book

understood after " which." 7'fMfed, a perf. participle, feierring to book

understood.
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The First Future Tlnse denotes a future action or

event ; as, "I willfinish ; 1 shallfinish my letter."

The Second Future Tense represents a future action

that will be fully accomplished, at or before the time of

another future action or event ; as, " I shall havefinished

my letter when my brother arrives."

Tills example clearly sliowa you the meaninp: and the proper use

of the secoiul future tense. The verb "shall have finished" implies

a fuHire nctiouthat will bo completely finished, at or before tho lime

of the other future event denoted by the phrase " when my brother

arrives.^*

Note. What la sometimes called the Inceptive future, is express-

ed thus ;
" I am going to write ;" " I am about to write.^* I' ulnre

time la also indicated by placing the infinitive present immediately

after the indicative present of the verb to be; thus, " I am to rorite;''

"Harrison is to be, or ought to be, commander iu chief;" '• Harrison

18 to command the army."

You may now read what is said respecting the moods and tenses

several times over, and then may learn to conjugate a verb. But,

before you proceed to the conjugation of verba, you will please to

commit the following paragraph on the Auxiliary vrrbs, and, also,

the signs of the moc^ls and tenses; and, in conjugating, you must
pay particular attention to the manner in which these tigns are

applied.

OF THE AUXILIARY VERBS.
Auxiliary or Helping Verbs are those by the help

of which the English verbs are principally conjugated.

Mai/, can, must, might, could, would, should, and shall,

are always auxiliaries ; do, he, have and will, are some-

times auxiliaries, and sometimes principal verbs.

Johnson, and Blair, and Lowth, would have been laughed at, AaJthey
essayed to thrust an}'thing like our modernized philosophical grammar
down the throats of their cotemporaries.

Would, an active verb, sisnifiying " to exercise volition," in the past

tense of the indicative. Have, a verb, in the infinitive, to understood.

Been, a perfect part, of to he, referring to Johnson, Blair, and Lowih.
Laughed at, perf. part, of to laugh at, referring to the same as been. Had,
active verb, in the past tense of the indicative, agreeing with its nom. thfy.

'Essayed, perf. part, referring to they.

Call this "philosophical parsing, on reasoning principles, according to

the original law of nature and of thought" and the pill will be swallowed,
by pedants and their dupes, with the greatest ease imaginable.
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Tho use of the auxiliaries is shown in the following conjugation.

SIGNS OF THE MOODS.

The Indicative Mood is known by the sense, or by its

having no sign, except in asking a question ; as, " Who
loves you ?"

The conjunction 3 if, though, unless, except, whether,

and lest are generally signs of the Subjunctive ; as, *« If

1 hoe ; unless I love," &c.

A verb is generally known to be in the Imperative

Mood by its agreeing with thou, or ye or y>m understood ;

as, " Love virtue, and follow her steps ," that is, love

thou, or love ye or you ; follow thou," &c.

May, can, and must, might, could, would, and should,

are signs of the Potential Mood ; as, « 1 may love ;
1

must love ; I should love," &c.

To is the sign of the Infinitive ; as, « To love, to smile

to hate, to walk."

SIGNS OF THE TENSES.

The first form of the verb is the sign of the present

tense ; as, love, smile, hate, walk.

Ed~i\iQ imperfect tense of regular verbs ; as, loved,

smiled, hated, walked.

Have—the perfect ; as, have loved

Had—the pluperfect ; as, had loved.

Shall ofwill—ihQ first future ; as, shall love, or will

love ; shall smile, will smile.

Shall or will Aaue—the second future ; as, shall have

loved, or will have loved. . .n

Note. There are some exceptions to these signs, which you

will notice by referring to the conjugation in the potential mood.

Now, I hope you will so far consult your own ease and advantage,

as to commit, perfectly, the signs of the moods and tenses before you

proceed farther than to the subjunctive mood. If you do, the sup-

posed Herculean task of learning to conjugate verba, will be trans-

formed into a few hours of pleasant pasiima.
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The Indicative Mood has six tenses.

The Subjunctive has also six tenses.

The Imperative has only one tense.

The Potential h&s four tenses.

The Infinitive has two tenses.

CONJUGATION OF VERBS.
The Conjugation of a verb is the regular combina-

tion and arrangement of its several numbers, persons,

moods, and tenses.

The Conjugation of an active verb, is styled the active

voice ; and that of a passive verb, the passive voice.

Verbs are called Regular when they form their imper-

fect tense of the indicative mood, and their perfect par-

ticiple, by adding to the present tense ed, or d only when
the verb ends in e ; as,

Pres. Tense. Imp. Tente.

I favour. I favoured.

I love. I \o\ed.

A Regular Verb is csnjugated in'the following manner:

To Love.—Indicative Mood.

Present Tehse.

Singular. Plural.

1. Pers. I love, i. We love,

2. Pers. Thou lovest, 2. Ye or you love,

3. Pers. He, she, or it loveth > 3. They love.

or loves. .5 ., ,..

When we wish to express energy or j>ositfveneS8, the auxiliary do
should precede the verb in the present tense: thus,

Singular. Plural.

1. I do love, 1. We do love,

2. Thou dost love, 2. Ye or you' do loVe,
3. He doth or does love. 3. They do love.

Iraperfect Tense.

Singular. Plural

Perf. Participle.

fwomed.
\oied.

1. I loved,

a. J. !JVU IM

8. He loved.

a. J. llViX lUVCUSl;

1. We lovedj

2. Ye or you loved,

3. They loved.
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Or by prefixing did lo the present : thus,

Sir^ular

1. I did love,

3. Thou didHt love,

a. He did love.

Plural.

1. We did love,

2. Ye or you did love,

3. Thoy did love.

Perfect TenHe.

Singular. Plural.

1. I have loved, 1. We have loved,

2. Thou hast loved, 3. Ye or you have loved,

3. He haih or has loved. 8. They have loved.

J*luperfect Tense.

Singular. Plural.

1. I had loved, 1- We had loved,

2. Thou hadat loved, 2. Yh or you had loved,

3. He had loved. 3. They had loved.

Firot future Tense.

Singular. Plural.

1, I shall or will love, 1. We shall or will love.

2, Thou shalt or wilt love, 2. Ye or you shall or will love,

3, He shall or wjll love. 3. They shall or will love. '

Second Future Tense.

Singular. Plural

1. I shall have loved, 1. We shall have loved,

a. Thou wilt have loved, 2. Ye or you will have loved,

8. He will have loved, t *«? 3. They will have loved.

Note. Tenses formed without auxiliaries, are called simple tenues

;

as, I love; I loved; but those formed by the help of auxiliaries, aro

denominated compound tenses ; a»« I have loved; I had loved, &c.

This display of the verb shows you, ip the clearest light, the ap-

plication of the signs of the tenses, which signs ought to be perfectly

committed to memory before you proceed any farther. By looking

ajrain at the conjugation, you will notice, that have, placed before the

perfect participle of any verb, forms the perfect tense; had, the plu-

perfect ; shall or will, the first future, and so on.

Now speak each of the verbs, love, hate, walk, smile, rule, and con-

quer, in the first person of each tense in this mood, with the pronoun

/ before it ; thus, indicative mood, pres. tense, first pers. smg. I love;

imperf I loved ;
perf. I have loved ; and so on, through all the tenses.

If you learn thoroughly the conjugation of the verb in the indicative

m(KMl,»ou will find no difficulty in conjugating it through those that

follow, for in the conjugation through all the moods, there is a great

similarity.

Subjunctive Mood.

Present Tense, or elliptical future.—CoryMnc/iw/orm.

Singular. ^i^^°h
1. If Have, 1. If we love,

^

2. If thou love, 2. " ye •^7 7°" »""^F»

3. If he love. 3. If they love.
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Singular.

1. it I love,

2. If thou lovest,

3. It he loveii.

Look again at the conjugation in the indicative present, and you
will observe, that the form of the verb differs from this form in the
subjunctive. The verb in the present tense of tliis mood, does not
vary its terniination on account of number or person. This is called

,
the conjunclive form of the verb ; but sometimes the verb in the sub-
junctive mood, present tense, is conjugated in the same manner as it

is in the indicative, with tliis exception, if^ tJujitgh, unless^ or some
other conjunction, is prefixed ; as,

Indicative form.

Plural.

1. If we love,

2. If ye or you love,

3. If they love.

The following general rule will direct you when to use the con-
junctive form of the verb, and when the indicative. When a verb
in the subjunctive mood, present tense, has a future signification, or
a reference tofuture time, the conjunctive form should be used ; as,
" If thou prosper, thou shooldst be thankful ; " He will maintain his

principles, though he lose his estate ;" that is. If thou shall or shouldst

prosper ; though he shall or should lose, &c. But when a verb in
the subjunctive mood, present tense, has no reference to future time,
tlie indicative form ought to be used ; as, *« Unless he means what he
says, he is doubly faithless." By this you perceive, that when a
verb in the prebet^t tense of the subjunctive mood, has a future sig-

nification, an auxiliary is always understood before it, for which
reason, in this construction, the termination of the principal verb
never varies ; as, '* He will not become eminent unless he exert him-
self;" that is, unless he shall exert, or should exert himself. This
tense of tlie subjunctive mooii ought to be called the ellipticalfuture.

The imperfect, the perfect, the pluperfect, and the first future
tenses ot this mo<K), are conjugated, in every respect, like the same
tenses of the indicative, with this exception ; in the subjunctive mood,
a conjunction implying doubt, &c., is prefixed to the verb.

In the second future tense ot this ifiood, the verb 'is conjugated
thus,

Second Future Tense.

Singular. Plural.

1. If I shall have loved, 1. If we shall hav loved,

2. If thou shalt have loved, 2. If you shall have loved, i

3. If he shall have loved. 3. If they shall have loved.

Look at the same tense in the indicative mood, and you will readily

perceive the distinction between the two conjugations.

Imperative Mood.

Sineular. Plural.

2. Love, or love thou, or do 2, Love, or love ye or you, or
thou love do ye or you love.
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hen a verb in

future time,

leans what he
!, that when a
a future sij;-

it, for which
principal verb

he exert him-
imself. This
ipticalfuture.

le first future

like the same
nnctive mood,
rb.

is conjugiated

loved,

fe loved,

ive loved.

>u will readily

Note. We cannot command, exhort, &c., either in past orfuture

lime; ihereiore a verb in this mood is always in ihe present tense.

PoTEHTiAL Mood.

Present Tense. ^'

Singular,

1. i may, can, or muet love,

± Thou may St, canst, or must

love,

3. He may, can, or must

love.

Plural.

1. We may, can, or must love,

2. Ye, or you may, can, or

must love,

3. They may, can, or must
love.

Imperfect Tense.

Plural.

1. We might, could, would, or

should love,

2. Ye or you might, could,

would, or should love,

3. They might, could, would,

or should love.

Singular.

1. I might, could, would, or

should love,

2. Thou mightst, couldst,

wouldst, «r shonldst love,

3. He might, could, would, or

should love.

Perfect Tense.

Singular. Plural.

1 I may, can, or must have 1. We may, can, or must have

loved. loved,

2, Thou mayst, canst, or 2. Ye or you may, can. or

must have loved, must have loved,

3. He may, can, or must have 3. They may, can, or must

loved. have loved.

Pluperfect Tense.

Singular. Plural.

1 i might, could, would, or ' 1. We might, could, would, or

should have loved, should have loved,

2 Thou mightst, couldst, 2. Ye or you might, could,

wouldst, or shouldst have

loved,

He might, could, would, or

should have loved.

re or you, or

love.

would, or should have

loved,

3. They might, could, would,

GT should have loved.

By examinincr carefully the conjugation of the verb through this

mood, you will find it very easy ; thus, you will notice, that when-

over any of the auxiliaries, may, can, or must, is placed before a verb,

that verb is in the poten;ial mood, present tense ; might, could, would,

or should, renders it in tije poienlial mood, imperfect tense; may,can,

or must have, the perfrcl tense ; and might, could, wtmla, or should

haiR. tlie vhwerfecl tense.

Infinitive|^Mooi>.

Pres. Tense. To love. *l*orf. Tense. To have loved.
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Iiovitiff.

iJoved.

Having loved.

Participles.

Bn|se|it or itiiperfeQt*

Perfect or passive,

Compound,
Note. The perfect participle of a reguHar verb, corresponds exactly

with the imperfect teo^e
;
yet the former may, at all times, be distinguish-

ed from the latter, by the following rule ; In composition, th<? imperfect
tense of a verb alvbayi Tias » nominaiivej eithfr expreised or liiiplitd

;

the perfect particii^le nether has.

For your encouragement, allow me to inform you, that when you
shall have learned to conjugate the vei'b to Zot^, you will be able to
conjugate all the regular verba in the English language, for they are
all conjugated precisely in the i^amo matiper. By pursuing the fol-

lowing direction, you can, in a very short time, learn to conjugate
eny yerlj. Conjugate the verb love through all the iiibods and tensoH,
in the first peradrf singular, with the l^rohouifi /before It, and speak
th^ ^artijciplc? : thus. Indicative mood, j^res. tense, first pefs. sing. I
foie; iinpierf. tense, t loved; perf. ten^ei I have Med: and soon,
tlirough^very mood arid tense. Then' conjugate it in the second
pers. singular, with tH(B pjrbnotin /Aoti before It^ through ill the moods
and tenses; thus, Indfc. mood, pres. tense, second per^. siti^. thou
lovest; impert*. tense, thou lovedst: and so on, through the whole.
After that, conjugate it in the third pers. sing, whh he before it ; and
th,en in the firstjer?. ftlural, wijh we before it, in like manner, through
all the moods "and tenses. Although this ^ode of prdeedure niay,
at first, apptifir to be FiiJbbrioiis, yet, as it is necessary, I trlist you will
not hesitate to adopt it. My'confideuc'(^ in yotir perseverance, indiices
me to recommend iny course which I knbv«r will tend td facilitate
your progress. ' '"

When yon shall have complied with my requisition, you may con-
jugate the following verbs in the saqie manner'; which will enable
you, hereafter, to tell tlie mood and tense of any verb without hesita-
ti »n ; loaft, M^, i^ife, rWe, conqueryveduce^ relate^ meU^ shun,fail.

LECTURE Xir.

OF IRREGULAR VERBS.
,
Ibreqular verbs are those that do not form their im-

^SfrfcQt tens# and perfect participle by the addition of d
or ed to the present tense ; as,

Pre5. lense. Imjmrf, Ten^ Perf. or Pa$t. Part.

I write I wrote written
I begin

I wrote
I began
I went

begun
gonp
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The following is a
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TOcedure niay,

[ trust you will
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you may con-
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without hesita-

Uf shutitfail.

list of the irregular verbs,

conjugated regularly.

Those marked with

m their im-

ddition of d

or Past. Part.

Pres. Tense. Impeif. Tense. Perf. or P
Abide abode abode
Am was been
Arise -arose arisen

Awake awoke, R« awaked
Bear, to bringforth bare boni
Bear, to carry bore borne
Beat beat beaten, beat
Begin began begun
Bend bent bent
Bereave bereft, R. bereft, R.
Beseech besought besought
Bid bade, bid bidden, bil

Bind bound bound
Bite bit bitten, bit

Bleed bled bled
Blow blew blown
Break broke broken
Breed bred bred
Bring brought broHglrt

Build bull I built

Burst biita-t, R. burst, R.
Buy bought bought
Cast cast cast

Catch caught, R. caught, R.
Chide chid chidden, chid

Choose chose chosen
Cleave, to adhere clave, R. cleaved
Cleave, to split cleft, or cJove cleft, cloven
Cling clung clung
Clothe clothed clad, R.
Come came come
Cost cost cast

Crow erew, R. crowed
Creep crept crept

Cut . cut cut
Dare, to venture durst dared

Dare, to challenge Regular
Deal dealt, R. dealt, R,
Dig dug, R. dug, R.
Do did done
Draw drew drawn
Drive drove driven

Drink drank drunk, drank*
Dwei'l dwelt, R. dwelt, R

* The men wer« drunk ; i. e. inebriated. The toasts were drank.
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Pres. Tense, Imjperf. Tense. Perf. or Pi

Eat * eat, ate eaten
Fall fell fallen

Feed! iei fed

Feel felt felt

Fight fought fought
Find found found
Flee fled fled

Fling- fung flung
FJy flew flown
Forget forgot forgotten

Forsake forsook forsaken
Freeze froze frozen
Gel got gott
Gild gilt, R. gilt, R.
Gird girt, R. girt, K.
GivBf gave given
Go went

'

gone
Grav& graved graven, R.
Grind ground ground
Grov\r grew grown
Have had had
Hang- hung, R. hung, R.
Hear heard heard
Hew hewed hewn, R.
Hide . hid hidden, hid

Hit hit hit

Hold held held
H.rt hurt hurt
Keep kept kept

Knit knit, R. knit, R.
Kvow knew known
Lade laded laden
ht,y laid laid

Lead led led

Leave left left

Lend lent lent

Let . let let

Lie, to lie doxcn )uy lain

Load loaded laden, I^.

Lose lost lost

Make made made
Meet met met
Mow mowed mown, R,
Pay paid paid

Put put put

Read read read

Rend rent rent

t G > is nearly obsolek- . Its compound forgotten , is still in good use.



Pres. Tense.

Rid
Ride
Ring
Rise

Rive
Run
Saw
Say
See
Seek
Sell

Send
Set

Shake
Shape
Shave
Shear
Shed
Shine
Show
Shoe
Shoot
Shrink
Shred
Shut
Sing
Sink
Sit

Slay
Sleep

Slide

Sling

Slink

Slit

Smite
Sow
Speak
Speed
Spend
Spill

Spin
Spit

Split

Spread

IRREGULAE VERBS, 147

Imperf. Tense. Per/, or Pass. Part,
rid rid

rode rode, ridden*
rung, rang rung
rose risen
rived riven
ran run
sawed sawn, R.
said said
saw seen
sought sought
Bold sold
sent sent
bet set

shook shaken
shaped shaped, shapen
shaved shaven, R.
sheared shorn
shed shed
shone, R. shone, R.
showed shown
shod shod
shot shot
shrunk shrunk
shred shred
shut shut
sung, sangf sung
sunk, sankf sunk
sat sat

slew slain

slept

slit

slept

slidden
slung slung
slunk slunk
slit, R. slit, R.
smote smitten
sowed sown, R.'

spoke spoken
sped *8ped

spent spent
spilt, R. spilt, R.
spun spun
spit, spat spit, spittenj

split split

spread spread

till in good use.

* Ridden is nearly obsolete.

t Sang and sank should not be used in familiar style,

t Spitten ia nearly obroleie.
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Perf. or Pass. Part.

sprung
stood

stolen

stuck

stung

stunk

stridden

struck or stricken

strung

striven

, S strown, strowed or

( strewn
swet, R.
sworn
swollen, R.
swum
swung
taken

taught

torn

told

thought
thriven

thrown
thrust

trodden

waxen, R.
worn
woven
wet, R.
wept
won
wound
wrought, worked
wrung
written.

In familiar writing and discourse, the following, and some other

verbs, are often improperly terminated by t instead oied; as, "learnt,

spelt, spilt, stopt, latcht." They should be " learned, spelled, spilled,

stopped, latched."

You may now conjugate the following irregular verbs in a manner
similar to the conjugation of regular verbs : arise, begin, bind, do, go,

grow, run, lend, teach, write. Thus, to arise—Indicative mood, pres.

tense, first pers. sing. I arise ; imperf. tense, I arose ; perf. tense, I

have arisen : and so on, through all the moods, and all the tenses of

each mood ; and then upeak the participles : thus, pres. arising, perf.

arisen, comp. having arisen. In the next place, conjugate the same
verb in the second pers. sing, through all the moods and tenses ; and

Prei. Tense. Imperf. Tense.

Spring
Stand

sprung, sprang
stood

Steal stole

Stick stuck

Sting

Stink

stung
stunk

Stride

Strike

strode, strid

struck

String

Strive

strung

strove

Strow or Strew strowed or stre

Sweat swet, R.
Swear swore
Swell swelled

Swim swum, swam
Swing
Take

swung
took

Teach
Tear

taught

tore

Tell told

Think
Thrive
Throw

thought

throve, R.
threw

Thrust thrust

Tread trod

Wax waxed
Wear wore
Weave wove
Wet wet
Weep
Win

wept
won

Wind wound
Work
Wring
Write

wrought, work<

wrung
wrote
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Pass. Part. then in the third person sing, and in the first person plural. After
that, you may proceed in the same manner with the words begin,
bind, &c.

Now read the XL and XII. lectures four orJive times over, and
learn the order of parsing a verb. You will then be prepared to
parse the following verbs in full : and I presume, all the other parts
of speech. Whenever you parse, you must refer to the Compendi-
um for definitions and rules, if you cannot repeat them without. I
will now parse a verb, and describe all its properties by applying the
definitions and rules according to the systematic order.

" We could not accomplish the business." •

Could accomplish is a verb, a word which signifies to do—active,

it expresses action—transitive, the action passes over from the nom.
" we'' to the object " business"—regular, it will form its imperfect
tense of the indie, mood and perf. part, in ed—potential mood, it im-
plies posaibilfty or power—imperf. tense, it denotes past time how-
ever distant—first pers. plural, because the nom. "we" is with which
it agrees, agreeably to Rule 4. A verb must agree, &c. Conju-
gated—Indie, mood, present tense, first pers. sing. I accomplish ; im-
perfect tense, 1 accomplished

;
perfect, 1 have accomplished; pluper-

fect, I had accomplished ; and so on. Speak it in the person of
each tense through all the moods, and conjugate in the same manner
dvery verb you parse.

EXERCISES IN PARSING.
Tli£se exercises contain a complete variety of Moods and Tenses,

I learn my lesson well. Charles, thou learnest thy lesson badly.

John, do you write a good hand ? Those ladies wrote a beautiful

letter, but they did not despatch it. Have you seen the gentleman to

whom I £fave the book ? He has gone. They had received the news
before the messenger arrived. When will those persons return 1

My friend shall receive his reward. He will have visited me three

times, if he comes to-morrow.

If Eliza study diligently, she will improve. If Charles studies, he
does not improve. Unless that man shall have accomplished his work
by midsummer, he will receive no wages. Orlando, obey my precepts,

unless you wish to injure yourself. Remember what is told you.
The physician may administer the medicine, but Providence only can
bless it. I told him that he might go, but he would not. He might
have gone last week, had he conducted himself properly; (that is,

if he had conducted, iSlc.) Boys, prepare to recite your lessons,

Young ladies, let me hear you repeat what you have learned. Study
diligently, whatever task may be allotted to you. To correct the

spirit of discontent, let us consider how little we deserve. To die

for one's country, is glorious. How can we become wise ? To
seek God is wisdom. What is true greatness ? Active benevop

icjiccr.
A ^uOu iiisn is a great man.

Note 1. Blan, following great, and what, in the two last examples,

are nom. after is ; BvhB 21. To seek Grod, aod to die for one's country
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nre members of sentences, each put as the nom. case to i» respectively
;

Rt;ijE24. The verb to correct is the infinitive mood absolute : Note under
Rt;t,E 23. May be allotted is a passive verb, agreeing with which, the

relative part of whatever. That, the first part of whatever, ia an ndj.

pronoun, agreeing with ta»k ; and task is governed by study. JHear, fol-

lowing let, and repeat, following hear, are in the infinitive mood without
th*- sign to, according to Rule 25. To recite ia governed by prepare:
Rule 23. Is told, is a passive verb, agreeing with which, the relative

pnrt o{ whatever ; and you, following, is governed by (o understood:
Note 1, under Rule 32.

2. In parsit^g a pronoun, if the noun for which it stands is not expressed,

you must say it represents some person or thing understood.

LECTURE XIII.

OF THE AUXILIARY, PASSIVE, AND DEFECTIVE VERBS.

L AUXILIARY VERBS.
Before you attend to the following additional remarks on the Aux-

iliary Verbs, you will do well to read again what is said respecting

them in lecture XI. page 140. The short account there piven, and
their application in conjugating verbs, have already made them quite

familiar to you ; and you have undoubtedly observed, that, without
their help we cannot conjugate any verb in any of the tenses, ex-

cept the present and imperfect of the indicative and subjunctive moods,
and the present of the imperative and infinitive. In the formation of

all the other tenses, they are brought into requisition.

Most of the auxiliary verbs are defective in conjugation ; that is»

they are used only in some of the moods and tenses; and when
unconnected with principal verbs, they are conjugated in the fol-

lowing manner

:

Pres.

Tense.

Itnperf.

Tense.

Pres.

Tense.

Imperf.

Tense.

Pres.

Tense.

Imperf.

Tense.

Plur.

Siiig.

Plur.

Sing.
Plur.

Sing.

Plur.

Sing.
Plur.

MAY.
I may, thou mayst, he may.
We may, ye or you may, they may.

I might, thou mightst, he might.

We might, ye or you might, they might.

CAN.
I can, thou canst, he can.

We can, ye or you can, they can.

I could, thou couldst, he could.

We could, ye or you could, they could.

WILL.
I will, thou wilt, he will.

WW V -vtaij J K^ ij'f Y^^i^ TTi:i| llH-'jr TTXiil1

S Sing. I would, thou wouldst, he would.

\ Plur. We would, ye or you would, they would.
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ration; that is>

Bs; and when
led in the foU

Pres.

Tense.

Impnrf,

Tense.

rnc.'j.

Tense.

Jinperf,

Tense.

I*res.

Tense,

Irnperf.

Tense.

Pros.

Tense,

iraperf.

Il'ensa.

\

SHALL.

5 Srn^. I shall, thou shalt, ho shall.

f Plur. We shall, ye or yon shall, they shall.

i Sing. I .should, tlion elwuldst, he should.

} Plur. We should, ye or you should, they should,

TO DO.
Sing. I do, thou dost or doest, he doth or doeft.

Plur. We do, ye or you do, they da.

SUg. I <l4d, thou didst, he did.

Plur. Wo did, ye or yon did, thoy did.

Parlicijjles, Prea. duijig. Perf. done.

TO BE.
Sing. I am, thou art, he is.

Plur. We are, ye or you are, they are.

Sing. I was, iIkhi wast, he was.
Piur. We were, ye or* you were, they were*

Participles. Pres. being. Pevf. been.

TO HAVE.
^ Sing. I have, thou hast, he hath or has.

{ Plur. We have, ye w you have, they have.

Sing. I had, thou hadst, he had.

Plur. We had, ye or you liad, they had.

Participles. Pres. having. Perf. had-

Do, fta, have, and loUl, are sometimes used as principal verbs; ani
when employed as such, do, be, and have, may be conjugated, by the
iielp of other auxiliaries, through all the moods and tenses.

Do. 'J'he different tenses of do in the several moods, are thu3
formed: Indicative mood, pres. tense, first pers. sing. I do ; imoer-
fect tense, I did; pv?rf. 1 have done; pluperfect, I had done; first

future, I shall or will do; sec. fuL I shall have done. Subjunctive
mood, pres. tense, If I do; imperf. if I did ; and so on. Imperative
mood, do thou. Potential, pres. I may, can, or must do, &c. Infini-

tive, present, to do; perf. to have done. Participles, pres. doing;
perf. done ; compound, having done.
Have. Have is in great demand. No verb can be conjugated

through all the moods and tenses without it. Ildve, when used as a
principal verb, is doubled in some of the past tenses, and becomes an
auxiliary to itself; thus. Indie, mood, pres. tense, first pers. sing.
I have ; imp. tense, I had; perf. I have had; phiperf, I had had

;

first fut. { shall or will have ; sec. fut. I shall have had. Subjunc-
tive, present, if I have ; imperf. if 1 had ; perf. if I have had ; pluperf.

if I had had ; first fut. if I shall or will have ; sec. fut. if I shall liave

had. Iraper. mood, have thou. Potential, present, I may, can. or
must have; imp. ^l might, could, would, or should have; perf. I

may, can, or nji.istii3.ve uad
;
piUperi. i niigijl, could, woiiitj,or rjiiould

have had. Infinitive, present, to have
; perf. to have had. Partici-r

pies, pres. having
; perf, had ; compound, having hacL
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I'

tin

Be. In the next place I will present loyon the conjugation of the

irregular, neuter verb, Be, which is an auxiliary whenever it is

placed before the perfect participle of another verb; but in every
other situation, it is a principal verb.

To Be.—^Indicative Mood.

Pres. < Sing. I am, thoo art, he, she, or it is.

Tense. ( Plvr. We nre, ye or you are, they are.

Imperf ^ Sin^. I was, thou wast, he wap.
Tense. ( Plrtr. We were, ye or you were, they were,

Perf. { Sing. T hnve been, thou hast been, he hnlh or has been.

Tense. \ Plur. We have been, ye or you have heen, ihey have been.

PIiip. i Sing. I hod lieen, thou hadst heen, he hod been.
Tense. ( Piter. We had been, ye or you had been, they hnd been.

P'irst ^ Sing. I shal! &r will be, thoii shalt or wilt be, be shall at will be.

Fut. T. ( Plur. We bhoil or will be.you shall or will be, they shall w will be

Second < Sing. I shall have been, thou wilt have been, he will have been.
Fut. T. \ Plur. Weshnli have been, you will have been, they willhave been

Subjunctive Mood.

Pres. ^ Sing. If I he, if thou be, if he be.

Tense. ( Plur. If we be, if ye or you be, if they be.

Imperf.

Tense.
Sing. If I were, if thoi; werf, 'f he were.
Plur. If he were, if ye or yon were, if they were.

The neuter verb to lie, ant? all passive verbs, have two forms in the

imperfect tense of this mood, as well as in the present; therefore,

the following rnle will serve to direct you in the proper u.se ol each
form. When the sentence implies doubt, supposition, &c., and the

neuter verb he, or the passive verb, is used with a reference to pres-

ent or future lime, and is either follcvvcti i preceded by another verb
in the imperfect of the potential mood, the cor?;'wm;/ne form of the

imperfect tense must be employed : as, " If he ivere here, we should
rejoice together;" "She might go, were she so disposed." Butwhen
there is no reference to present or future lime, and the verbis neither

followed nor preceded by another in the potential imperfect, the indica-

iire form of the imperfect tense must be used ; as, " ^he was ill, he did

not make it known ;" " Whether he wa:^ absent or present, is a matter
of no consequence." The general rule for using the conju nctive form
of the verb, is presented on page 145. See, also, page 135.

The perfect, pluperfect, and first future tenses of the subjunctive n;ood.

are conjugated in a manner similar to the correspondent tenses of the indi-

cative. "I'he second future is conjugated thus :

Second i Sing. IfI shall have been, if thou shalt have been, if he shall, &c.
Fut. T. \ Plur. If we shall have been, if you shall have been, if they, &c.

Imperative Mood.

Pres. Sing. Be, or be thou, or do thou be.

Tense. ( Plur. Be, or be ye or you, or do ye or you b«.
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jugfttion of the

k'hcnever it is

\ but in every

as been.

' have been.

ntl been.

shall 01 will bo.
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will have been,
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> 135.

junctive ikoocI.

isesof iheindi-

ifheshall.&c.

;n, if tliey, &c.

Potential Mood.
{Sing. I may, can, or must be, thou mayst, canst, or must be, he

may, can, or must be.

Plur. We may, can, or must be, ye or you may, can, or must
be, they may, can, or must be.

Imperf. ( Sing. I might, could, would, or should be, thou mightst, &c.
Tense. \ Plur. We might, could, would, or should be, you might, &,c.

Perf. \ Sing. I may, can, or must have been, thou inayst, canst, &o.
Tense. \ Vlur. We may, can, or must have be»>n,you may, can, &,c.

Pluper. { Sing. I might, could, would, or should have been, thou, &c.
Tense. \ Plur. We might, could, would, or should have been, you, &c.

Infinitive Mood.

Pres. Tense. To be. Perf Tense. To have be'.:n.

Participles.

Pres. Being. Pjrf Been. Compound Having been.

This verb to be, though very irregular in its conjugation, is by far

the most imf Drlanl verb in our language, for it is more frequently
used than any other ; many rules of syntax depend on constructions
associated with it, and, without its aid, no passive verb can be conju-
gated. You ought, thorefuro, to make yourself perfectly familiar

with all it.s changes, before you proceed any farther.

II. PASSIVE VERBS.
The cases of nouns are a fruitful theme for investigation and dis-

cussion. Ill the progress of these lectures, this subject lias frequent"

]y engaged our attention ; and, now, in introducing to your notice

the passive verb, it will, perhaps, be found both interesting and
profitable to present one more view of the nominative case.

Every sentence, you recollect, must have one finite verb, or more
than one, and one nominative, either expressed or implied, for, without
them, no sentence can exist.

The nominative is the actor or suhject concerning which the verb
makes an affirmation. There are three kinds of nominatives, active,

passive, and neuter.

The nominative to an active verb is active, because it produces an
action, and the nominative to a passive verb, is passive, because it

receives or endures the action expressed by the verb; for,

A Passive Verb denotes action received or endured

by the person or thing which is the nominative; as,

" The hoy is beaten by his father."

You perceive, that the nominative hoy, in this example, is not

represented as the actor, but as the ot>ject of the action expressed by
the verb is beaten; that is, the boy receives or endures the action per-

formed by his father; therefore boy is a "passive nominative. And
you xj'.j-'.x:! vi

hof iKn ifr*»«l
t;i« t 111-- r V .*. t

or endured by the nominative

;

therefore is beaten is a passive

'

o2
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If I say, John kicked the homo, John is an active nominative,
because he periortned or produced th6 action ; but ii I say, John was
kicked by the horse, John is a passive nominative, because he received

or endured the action.

The notrinative to a neuter verb, is neuter, because it does not pro-

duce an action nor receive one; as, John sits in the chair. John is

here connected with the neuter verb sits, which expresses simply the
state of being of its nominative, therefore John is a neuter nutiiina-

tive.

I will now illustrate the active, passive, and neuter nominatives by
a few examples.

I. Of Active Nominatives; as, "The hoy beats the dog; The
lady sings ; The ball rolls ; The man walks.

II. Of PAssiVii NoMiNATiVi.8 ; as, " The boy is beaten ; The lady
is loved ; The ball is rolled ; The man was killed."

III. Of Neutrr Nominatives ; as, «• The boy remains idle ; The
lady is beautiful ; The ball lies on the ground ; The man lives in

town."

You may now p.oceed to the conjugation of passive verbs.

Passive verbs are called regular when they end in ed;

as, was loved; was conquered.

All Passive Verbs are formed by adding the perfect

participle of an active-transitive verb, to the neuter verb

to be.

If you place a perfect participle of an aciive-transitive verb after

this neuter verb be, in any mood or tense, you will have a passive
verb in the same mood and tense that the verb be would be in if the
participle were not used; as, I am slighted; I v/As slighted ; He
will be slighted; If I be slighted; I may, can, or must be slighted,

&c. Hence you perceive, that when you shall have learned the con-
jugation of the verb fte, you will be able to conjugate any passive
verb in the English language.

The regular passive verb to be loved, whicTi is formed by adding
the perfect participle loved to the neuter verb to be, is conjugated in

the following manner

:

To Be Loved.—Indicative Mood.

Pres. { Sing. I am loved, thou art loved, he is loved.

Tense. \ Plur. We are loved, ye or you are loved, they are loved.

Imperf { Sing. I was loved, thou wast loved, he was loved.
Tense. ( Phtr. We were loved, ye or you were loved, they were loved.

Sing. I have been loved, thou hast been loved, he has been
lovedPerf.

TcHsc. wi
TT Z liaTS uccu iuvcu, yuu have
been loved.

oeeu iO¥€d, Uiey h»v6
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<
Plup.

Tense

Flr«t

Future

Second (

Future. \

Prei.

Tense

imperf. (

Tens.'. (

' Sing. I had been loved, thou hadst been loved, he had been
loved.

Plur. We had been loved, you had been loved, they had been
loved.

Sing, I ihall or will be loved, thou Hhalt or wilt be loved, he
eholl «r will be loved.

Plur. We shall or will be loved, you shall or will be loved, they
sh«ll or will be loved.

Sing. I shall have been loved, thou will have be«n loved, he,dec.
Plur. We shall have been loved, you will have \*e*n loved, dec.

Subjunctive Mocd.

Sing. If I bp loved, if thou be loved, if ',i« be loved.

Plur. If wr be lov«d, if ye or you be lo^'ed, if they be loved.

Sing. If I were loved, if thou wert loved, if he were loved.

Plur. If we were loved, il you were loved, if they were loved.

This mood has six tensefl :—See conjugation of the verb to be.

Imperative Mood.

.1

Pres. ( Sing. Be ihou loved, or do thou be loved.

Tense. ( P

)V«d, Uicy hove

Plur. Be ye or you loved, or do ye be loved.

Potential Mood.

Sing. I may, can, or must be loved, thou mayst, imnst, or must
be loved, &.c.

Plur. We may, can, or mu^t be loved, you may, can, or must
be loved, &,c.

SiTVg. I might, could, would, or should beloved, thou mightst

&c.

Plur. We might, could, would, ot* should be loved, ye or you
might, could, would, or should be loved, &c.

Sing. I may, can, or must have been loved, thou mayst, canst,

«r must have been loved, &c.

Plur. We may, can, or must have been loved, you may, can,

or must have been loved, &c.

Sing. I might, could, would, or should have been loved, thou

mightst, couldst, wouldst, or shouldst have been
loved, &c.

Plw, We might, could, would, or should have been loved, you
might, could, would, 9r should have been loved)

they, &c.

Infinitive Mood.

To be loved. Perf. Tense. To have been loved.

Participles.

Being loved. Perfect or Passive. Loved.

Compound. Having been loved.

Note. This conjugaiion of the passive verb tp be loved, is called th«

pa8sivt voice of the regular active-transitive verb to love.

Now conjugate the following passive verbs ; that is, speak them in

Uie first iMira* biu^'. »uik piur* oi €aca ieoaet tfirou^ Alt sfis BtOdfift}

Pres.

Tense

Imperf

Tense.

Perf.

Tense.

Pluper,

Tense.

Pres. Tense.

Present.
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and Bpeak thtv parliciples ; "to be loved, to be rejected, to bo pRphted,
to be conquered, to be seen, to be beaten, to be sought, to be taken."

Note 1 . When the perfect participle of an intransitive verb is joined to
the neuter verb to be, the combinaiitm is not a passive verb, but a ncvter
verb it* a passive form ; as, " He is gone ; The birds are flown ; The boy
is grown ; My ;riend is arrived." The following merle of conFtruciioti
is not to be preferred :

' He has gone ; The birdb havt flown j The boy
has grown ; My fiicnd has arrived."

2. Active and neuter verbs mnybe conjugated by adding their present
participle la the auxiliary Verb to be, tlirough'all its variations ; as, instead
of, I teach, thou teachest.he teaches, &c., we may say, I am teaching,
thou an teacliing, he is teaching, «fcc. ; and^ instead of, 1 taught, &c., I
WHS teaching, &c. This mode of conjogntion eipreeses the continuation
of an ncrion or a state of being ; and has, on some occasions, a peculiar
piopiieiy, and contributes to the harmony and precision of language.
When the prepent participle of an active verb is joined with the neuter
verb to 8e, the two wtvrda united, arc, by some grammarians, denominated
un active Veib, either transitive or intransitive, as the case may be ; as,
" I fim writing a letter ^ He is walking ;" and when the present participle
of n neuter verb is thus fmpToyed, they term tlie combinations a neuter
verb

;
ns, " I am silting

; fle is standing" Others, in constructions like
these, parse each word separately. Either mode mtty be adopted.

III. DEFECTIVE VERBS.
Defective Verbs are those which are used only in

some of the moods and tenses.

The principal of them are these.

Pres. Tense. Imperf. Tense. Tevfect or Passive ParticipU
is wanting.

May, might.
Can, could.

Will, would.
Phall should.

Must must
Ought, ouirht

'
'' — quoth.

Note. Must and ought are itot varied. Oaght and qunlh are never
used ns nuxiUnries, Ought ia alwnya followed by a verb in the infinitive
mood, whi«;h verb detertnines its sense. Ought is in the pi-rseni tense
when the infinitive following .t is in the present ; as, " He ought to do it f
and ought is in the imperfect tenne when followed by the perfecl of the
infinitive ; ns, " He ought to have done it."

Before you proceed to the analysis of the following examples, yoa
ntay read over the last //trpe lectures carffulfy and atteritirejy ; nntl
an 800I1 as you become acqua'nted with all that has been presented,
you will i*f)der«iand nearly all the principles and rrgnlar construc-
tionH of our langMHge. In par-sing a verb, or any other part of speech,
bo caFefui to pursue the systematic order^ and to conjugate qsqv^
verb until you beccipe familiar with all the moods and tenseiK.
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" Ho should have been punished before he committed that atrocious
deed."

Should have been punished ia a verb, a word that signifies to do
passive, it denotes action received or endured by the nom.— it is
formed by cddin|r the perf. part, punished to the neuter verb to be^
regular, ilie perf, part, ends in erf—potential mood, it implies obliga-
tion, &c.—pluperfect tense, it denotes a past act which was prior^to
the other past time specified by " committed"—third pers. sing. num.
because the nom, '• he" is with which it agrees : Rule 4. The
xerb must agree, &c.—Conjugated, Indie, mood, prea. tense, Jie is
punished ; imperf. tense, he was punished

; perf. tense, he has been
punished

; and so on. Conjugate it through all the moods and tenses,
and speak the participles.

EXERCISES IN PARSING.
Columbus discovered America. America was discovered by Col-

timbus. The preceptor is writing a letter. The letter is written by
the preceptor. The work can be done. The house would have
been built ere this, had he ulfilled his promise. If I be beaten by
that man, he will ue punished. Young man, if you wish to be re-
spected, you must be more assiduous. JBeing ridiculed and despised,
he left the institution. He is reading Homer. They are talking.
He may be respected, if he become more ingenious. My wortlfy
friend ought to be honoured for his benevolent deeds. This ought
ye to have done.

ADDITIONAL EXERCISES IN PARSING.
All the most important principles of the science, together with

many of the rules, have nov been presented and illustrated. But
belore you proceed to analyze the following exercises, you may turn
over a few pages, and you will find nil the rules presented in a body.
Please to examine them critically, and parse the examples under each
rule and note. The examples, you will notice, are given to illustrate
the respective rules and notes under which they are placed ; hence,
by paying particular attention to them, you will be enabled fully and
clearly to comprehend the meaning and application of all the rules
and notes.

As soon as you become familiarly acquainted with all the dejini-
tions, so that you can apply them with facility, you may omit them in
parsing; but you must always apply the rules of Symax. When
you parse without applying the definitions, you may proceed in the
following manner

:

" Mercy is the true badge of nobility."

Mercy is a noun common, of the neuter gender, third person, sing-
II nr number, and in the nominative case to •' is ;" Rule 3. The
nominative case governs the verb. ,

Is is an irrejnilar neuter vprb. inHJcRtivo mood nrpaant tanea «k;»j

person, singular number, agreeing with '* me/cy," according to Rule
4. The verb must agree, Sec.
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The is a definite article, belonging to " badge" in the singular

number : Rule 2. The definite article the, &c.

7Vue is an adjective in the positive des:ree, and belongs to the noun
" badge ;" Rule 18. Adjectives belong, &c.

Badge is a noun common, neuter gender, third person, singular

number, and in ihe nominative case after " is," and put by apposition

with " mercy," according to Rule 21. The verb to be may have the

same case after it as before it.

Of in & preposition, connecting " badge" and " nobility," and
showing the relation between them.

Nobility is a noun of multitude, mas. and fern, gender, third pers.

sing, and in the obj. case, and governed by "of:" Rule 31. Pre-
positions govern the objective case.

EXERCISES IN PARSING.
Learn to unlearn what you have learned amiss.

What I forfeit for myself is a trifle; that my indiscretions should
reach my posterity, wounds me to the heart.

Lady Jane Gray fell a sacrifice to the wild ambition of the duke
of Northumberland.

King Micipsa charged his sons to consider the senate and people
of Home as proprietors of the kingdom of Numidia.

Hazael smote the children of Israel in all their coasts ; and frcStn

what is left on record of his actions, he plainly appears to have proved,

what the propHet foresaw him to be, a man of violence, cruelty and
blood.

Heaven hides from brutes what men, from men what spirits know.

He that formed the ear, can he not hear ?

He that hath ears to hear, let him hear.

Note 1. Learn, in the first of the preceding examples, is a transitive

verli, because the action passes over from the nom. you understood, to the

rest of the sentence for its object : Rule 24. In the next example, that

my indiscretions should reach my posterity, ii a part of a sentence put as

the nominative to the verb wounds, according to the same Rule.

2. The noun sacrifice, in the third example, is nom. after the active-

intransitive verb fell: Rule 22. The noun proprietors, in the next sen-

tence, is in the objective case, and put by apposition with senate and peo'

pie : Rule 7, or governed by consider, understood, according to Rule 35.

3. In the fifth example, what following proved, is a compound relative.

Thing, the antecedent part, is in the nom. case after to be, understood, and
put by apposition with he, according to Rule 21, and Note. Which, the

relative part, is in the obj. case after to be expressed, and put by apposi-

tion with him, according to the same Rule. Man is in the obj. case, put

by apposition with which : Rule 7. The latter part of the sentence may
be literally rendered thus : He plainly appears to have proved to be that

base character which the prophet foresaw him to be, viz., a man of vio-

lence, cruelty, and blood. The antecedent part oi tbe first what, in the

next seateacc, is governed by hides; and which, the relative part, id
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governed by know understood. The antecedent part of the second tohat,

is governed by hides understood, and the relative part is governed by

know expressed.

4. The first he, in the seventh example, is, in the opinion of some,

nom. to can hear understood : but Mr. N'. R Smith, a distinguished and

acute grammarian, suggests the propriety of rendering the sentence thus

;

" He that formed 'he ear, formed it' to hear ; can he not hear "?" The
first he, in the last example, is redundant

;
yet the construction is some-

times admissible, for the expression is more forcible than it would be to

say, " Let him hear who haih ears to hear ;" and if we adopt the inge-

nious method of Mr. Smith, the sentence is grammatical, and may be

rendered thus: " He that hath ears, haih ears to hear ; let him hear."

EXERCISES IN PARSING.

Idioms, anomalies, and intricacies.

1. " The wall is three feet high."

a. " His son ia eight years old."

3. " My knife is worth a shilling.''''

4. " She ia worth him and all his connexions.'*

6. " He has been there three times,'*

6. " The hat cost ten dollars.'"

7. " The load weighs a ^w."
8. " The spar measures ninety feet."

'Ri^yiA.KKS.—Anomaly is derived from the Greek, a, without, and oma-

los, similar ; that is, without similarity. Some give its derivation thus

;

anomaly, from the Latin, ab, from, or out of, and norma, a rule, or law,

means an outlaw ; a mode of expression that departs from the rules, laws

or general usages of the language ; a construction in language pecu.iar

to iteelf. Thus, it is a general rule of the language, that adjectives of one

BvUable are compared by adding r, or, er, and st, or est, to the positive

degree ; but good, better, best ; bad, worse, worst, are not compared ac-

cording .0 the general rule. They are, iheretore, anomalies. The plu-

ral number of nouns is generally formed by adding s to the singular : man
men; woman, women; child, children; penny, pence, are anoma-

lies. The use of news, means, alms, and amends, in the lingular, con-

stitutes anomalies. Anomalous constructions are correct according to

custom ; but, ab 'hey are departures from general rules, by them they

cannot be analyzed.

An idiom, Latin idioma, a construction peculiar to a language, may be ,

an anonialy, or it may not. An idiomatical expression which is not an

anomaly, can be analyzed.

Feet and years, in the 1, and 2, examples, are not in the nominative

after is, according to Rule 21, because they are not in apposition with

the respective nouns that precede the verb ; but the constructions are an-

omalous ; and, therefore, no rule can be applied to analyze them. The
same ideas, howe,er,can be conveyed by a legitimate construction which

can be analyzed ; thus, " The height of the wall is three feet ;" " The

age of my son is eight yeais''

'• An anomaly, wheu ascertained to be such, is eaaily disposed of; but

sometimes it is very difficult to decide whether a construction is anoma-

lous ar not. The 3d, 4th. andd^ ^xami^ks, are geQeraUy coii»4ere4
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anotnnlles ; but if we supply, as we nre, perhnpg, wnrranted in doinw.ihe
associated words which modern refinement has dropped, th»*y will cease
to be anomalies ; thu ,

" My knife is nf the worth of a shilling ;" " of
the worth of him," &c. " He has been there for three times ;" as we
say, " I was unwell Jar three days, after I arrived ;" or, " I was unwell
three days." Thus it appears, that by tracing back, for a few centuries,
what the merely modern English scholar supposes to be an anomaly, an
ellipsis will frequently be discovered, which, when supplied, destroys the
anomaly.

On extreme points, and peculinr and varying constructions in a lining
language, the most able philologists can never be agreed ; because niany
usages will always be unsettled and fluctuating, and will, consequently, be
disposed of according to the caprice of the grammarian. By some, a
sentence may be treated as an anomaly ; by others who contend for, and
supply, an ellipsis, the samp sentence may be analyzed according to the
ellipsis supplied

; whilst others, who deny both the elliptical and anomalous
character of the sentence, construct a rule by which lo analyze it, which
rule has for its foundation the principle contained in that sentence only.
This last mode of procedure, inasmuch as it requires us to make a rule
for every peculinr construction in the language, appears to me to be the
most exceptionable of the three. It appears to be multiplying rules

. beyond the bounds of utility.

The verbs, coats, weighs, and measures, in the 6th, 7th, and 8th ex-
amples, may be considered as tranisitive. See remarks on resemble, have,
own, &c., page 56.

RXAMPLES.
1. "And God said, * Let there be \isht,' and there was light."

" Let us make man." " Let us bow before the Lord." " Let high-
born seraphs tune the lyre."

2. *' Be it enacted." " Be if. remembered." " Blessed be lie that
blessoth thee ; and cursed be he that curselh thee." "My soul, turn
from them :

—

turn we to survey," &c.

3. " Methinks I see the portals of eternity wide open to receive
him." " Methought I was incarcerated beneath the mighty deep."
" I was there just thirty years ago^

4. " Their laws and their manners, generally speaking, were ex-
tremely rude." " Considering their means, they have effected
much."

6. " Ah me ! nor hope nor life remains."
" Me miserable! which way shall I fly ?"

6. " O happiness > our being's end and aim!
Good, pleasure, ease, content ! whale 'er they name;
That something still which prompts th' eternal sigh,

For which we bear to live, or dare to die."

—

The verb Ze/, in the idiomatic example under number 1, has nonomi-
native .specified, and is left applicable to a nominative of the first, second,
or third peison, and of either number. Every action necessarily depends
Oil an agent or moving cause ; and hence it follows, that the verb, in such
constructions, has a nominative understood ; but as thai nominative is not
patM\x\atly pointed out, the conetructioas may be coosidered anomaiout.
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Instead of sayinfr, " Zet it [to] be enacted ;" or, " It is or shall be

enacted :" " Let i. [to\ be blessed ;" or, " He shall be blessed ;" " Let
us turn to survey," ice. ; the verbs, be enacted, be blessed, turn, Sec, ac-

cording to an idiom of our language, or the poet's license, are used in the

imperative, agreeing with a nominative of the first or third person.

The phrases, mathinks and methought, are anomalies, in which the

objective pronoun me, in theirs* person, is used in place of a nominative,

and takes a verb after it in the third person. Him was anciently used in

the same manner ; as, ** him thute, him thought." There was a period

when these constructions were not anomalies in our language. Former-
ly, what we call the objective cases of onr pronouns, were employed in

the same manner as our present voininatives are. Ago is a contraction

of agone, the past part, of to go. Before this participle was contracted

to an adverb, the noun years preceding it, was in the nominative case

absolute ; but now the construction amounts to an anomaly. The express-

ions " generally ppeaking," and " considering their means," under num-
ber 4, are idiomatical and anomalous, the subjects to the participles not

being specified.

According to the genius of the- English language, transitive verbs and

prepositions require the objective case of a noun or pronoun after them
;

and this requisition is all that is meant by government, when we say, that

these pnrts of speech govern the objective case. See pages 52, 57, and
94. The same principlw applies to the interjection. Interjections require

the objective case ot a pronoun of the second or third person ; as, " Ah
me ! Oh thou ! O my country ."' To say, then, thai interjections rc?ufrc

particular cases after them, is synonymous with saying, that they govern

those cases ; and this otHce of the interjection is iii perfect, accordance

with that which it performs in the Latin, and many other languages. In

the examples under number 5, the first me is in the objective after " ah,"

and the second me after ah understood, thus, " Ah miserable me !" ac-

cording to Note 2, under Rule 5.

—

Hajypiness, under number 6, is nom.
independent ; Rule 5, or in the nom. after O, according to this Note.
The principle contained in the note, proves that every noun of the second

person is in the nominative case ; for, as the pronoun of the second per-

son, in such a situation, is always nominative, which is shown by its/orw,

it h)gically follows that the noun, under such circumstances^ although it

has no form to show its case, must necessarily be in the same case as the

pronoun. " Good, pleasure, ease, content, that'' the antecedent part of
" whatever," and which, the relative part, are nom. after art understood;

Rur.E 21, and name is nom. to he understood.

The second Hne may be rendered thus ; Whether thou art good, or

whether ihou art pleasure, &,c., or be thy name that ['hing] which [ever

thing] it may be : putting be in the imperative, agreeing with name in the

third person. Something is nominative after art understood.

EXAMPLES.
1. "All were well hut the atranger." "I saw nobody hut the

stranger.

serve the

' " All had returned but he." " None but the brave de-

fair." " The thing they can't but purpose, they postpone."

sure of enjoyment." " If he but touch the hills, they will smoke."
" Man is but a reed, floating on the current of time."
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2. " Kotwilhstandiiig his poverty, he is content."

3. *' Open your hands wide.'' " The apples boil soft." « The
purest clay is that which burn.^ whiie." " Drink deep, or taste not
the Pierian spring."

4. " What thmigh tlie swelling surge thou see ?" &.c. " What
tf the foot, ordain'd the dust to tread?" &c.

Remarks.—According to the principle of analysis assumed hv many
oi our most critical philologists, but is always a disjunctive conjunnion

;and agreeably to (he same authorities, to construe it, in any case, as n
preposition, would lead to error. See false Syntax under Rule 35. They
maintain, that its legitimate and undeviating office is, to join on a rucni-
ber of a sentence which expresses opposition of meaning, and thereby
lornis an exception to, or takes from the universality of, ihe preposition
contained in the preceding member of the sentence. That it sustains its
true character as a conjunction in ail the examples under number 1, will
be shown by the following resolution of them —*' All were well but the
stranger [was not well."] " I saw nobody but [/ saw] tlie stranger "

" None deaerv - ttie fair but the brave [deserve the fai) ."] " They post-
pone the thing which [they ovght to do, and do nut.] hut which [ttiing]
they cannot avoid purposing to do." " This life, nt best, [is not a renlitij.]
but It IS a dream. It [affords not unhounded fruition] but it aftbrds a
scanty measure oi -njoyment." "If he touch the hills, hut exert no
greater power upon them, they will smoke ;"— '< If he exert no greatn
power upon the hills, hut [be-out of this fact] if he touch them, they will
smoke." " Man is not a stable being, but he is a reed, floating on the
current of time." This method of analysing sentences, however, if I
mistake not, ia too much on the plan of our pretended philosophical
writers, who, in their rage for ancient constructions and combinations,
often overlook the modern associated meaning and application of this
word. It {.ppears to me to be more consistent with the modern use of the
word, to consider it an adverb in constructions like the following :

" W he
but (only merely) touch the hills, they will smoke."
Except and near, in examples like the following, are generally constru-

ed as prepositions :
•' All went except him ;" " She stands near them."

But many contend, that when we employ but instead of except, in such
constructions, u nominative should follow : " All went hut he [did not
go.''] On this point and many others, custom is variable; but the period
will doubtless arrive, when hit, worth, and like, will be considered prepo-
sitions, and, in constructions like the foregoing, invariably be followed by
an objective case. This will not be the case, however, until the practice
of supplying an ellipsis after these words is entirely dropped.

Poverty, under number 2, is governed by the preposition notwithstand-
tng: Rule 31. The adjective wide, soft, white, and deep, under num-
ber 3, not only express the quality of nouns, but aL-o qualify verbs: Note
4, under Rule 18.— IVhat, in the phrases " what thoush" nud " whai if,"

is an interrogative in the objective case, and governed by i\i>- verb matters
understood, or by some other verb ; thus, •' What matteia it—what dost
thou fear, diough thou . ve the swelling surge ?" " What would you ihink,
if the foot, which is ovthiined to tread the dust, aspir-.1 to be the head ?"

In the following examples, the same word is i .i >H na several parts
cf speech. But by exercising judgment sufficieni, u: cooiprehcnd the
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meaning, and by supplying what is understood, you will bo able

to analyze them correctly.

KXERCISES IN PARSING.
I like what you dislike.

Every creature loves its like.

Anger, envy, and like pas-ions, are sinful.

Charity, like the sun, brightens every object around it.

Thought flies swifter than light.

He thought as a sage, though he felt as a man.
Hail often proves destructive to vegetation.

I was happy to hail hitn as my friend.

( tail ! beauteous stranger of the wood.
Ti)e more I examine the work, the better I like it.

Johnson is a better writer than Sterne.

Calm was the day, and the scene delightful.

We may expect a calm after a storm.

To prevent passion is easier than to calm it.

Damp air is unwholesome.
Guilt often casts a damp over our sprightliest hours.

Soft bodies dump the sound much more than hard ones.

Much money has been expended.
Of him to w-hom much is given, much will be required.

It is much better to give than to receive.

Still water runs deep.

He labourod to still the tumult.

Those two young profligates remain still in the wrong.
They wrong themselves as well as their friends.

I will now present to you a few examples in poetry. Parsing in

poetry, as it brings into requisition a higher degree of mental ex-

ertion than parsing in prose, will be found a more dLdightlul and profit-

able exercise. In this kind of analysis, in order to come at the mean-
ing of the author, you will find it necessary to transpose hia language,

and supply what is understood ; and then you will have the literal

meaning in prose.

EXERCISES IN PARSING.

Apostrophe to Hope—Campbell.

Eternal Hope! when yonder spheres sublime

Pealed their first notes to sound the march of time,

Thy joyous youth began :—but not to fade.

—

, When all the sister planets have decayed ;

When wrapt in flames the realms of ether glow,

And Heaven's last thunder shakes the world below ;

Thou, undismay'd, shalt o'er the ruins senile.

And light thy torch at Nature's funeral pile !

J. II /I iiCJi vr;^ li. i/

a

Eternal Hope ! thy joyous youth began when yonder sublime spheres

pealed their first notes to sound the march of time :—but it began
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not to fade.—Thou, undismayed, shalt smile over the ruins, when all
the «isler planets shall have decayed ; and thou shalt light thy torch
at Nature s funeral pile, when wrapt in flames, the realms of ether
glow, and Heaven's last thunder shakes the world below.

Address to Adversity.—Gray.
Daughter of heaven, relentless power,
Thou tamer of the human breast,
VVhose iron scourge, and tort'ring hour,
The bad affright, afflict the best I

The gen'rous spark extinct revive
;

Teach me to love and to forgive;
Exact my own defects to scan :

What others are to feel ; and know myself a man.

Transposed.
Daughter of heaven, relentless power, thou tamer of the human

breast, whose iron scourge and torturing hour affright the bad, and
afflict the best

! Revive thou in me the generous, extinct spark

;

and teach thou me to love others, and to forgive them ; and teach
thou me to scan my own defects exactly, or critically ; and teach thou
me that which others are to feel ; and make thou me to know my-
self to be a man.

Address to the Almighty.—Pope.
What conscience dictates to be done,
Or warns me not to do.

This teach me more than hell to shun,
That more than heav'n pursue.

Transposed.
O God, teach thou me to pursue that (the thing) which conscience

dictates to be done, more ardently than I pursue heaven ; and teach
thou me to shun this (the thi?^)' which conscience warns me not to
do, more cautiously than would I shun hell.

Trials of Virtue.—Merrick.
For see, ah ! see, while yet her ways

With doubtful step I tread,

A hostile world its terrors raise,

. Its snares delusive spread.
O how shall I, with heart prepared,

Those terrors learn to meet ?

How, from the thousand snares to guard
My unexperienced feet ?

Transposed.
For see thou, ah ! see thou a hostile world to raise its terrors, and

see thou a hostile world to spread its delusive snares, while I yet
tread her (virtue's) ways with doubtful steps.

i) how shall I learn to meet those tfirrors with a *)repRred heart ?

How shall I learn to guard mv unexperienced feet from the thousand
snares of the world ?
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The Morning in Summer.—Thompson.
Short is the doubtful empire of the night j

And soon, observant of approaching day,
The meek-eyed morn appears, motlier of dews,
At first, faint gleaming in the dappled east,

Till far o'er ether spreads the wid'ning glow,
And from before the lustre of her face
White break the clouds away.

Transposed.

The doubtful empire of the night is short ; and the meek-eyed
morn, (which is the) mother of dews, observant of approaching day,
soon appears, gleaming faintly, at first, in the dappled east, till the
widening glow spreads far over ether, and the white clouds break
away from before the lustre of her face.

Nature Bountiful.—Akenside.

—I -Nature's care, to all her children just,

With richest treasures, and an ample state.

Endows at large whatever happy man
Will deign to use them.

Transposed.

Nature's care, which is just to all her children, largely endows,
with richest treasures and an ample state, that happy man who will

deign to use them.

Note, PTAaf, in the second example, is a comp.rel. Thn antecedent
partis gov. by <eacA understood ; and the relative part by <o/ceZ express-
ed. To shun and to pursue, in the third example, are in the infinitive
mood, gov. by than, according to a Note under Rule 23. Faivt and jfrom,
in the fifth example, are adverbs. An adverb, in poetry, is often written
in the form of an adjective. Whatever, in the last senteuce, is a comp.
pron. and is equivalent to that and who. That is an adj. pron. belonging
to " man ;" who is nom. to " will deign ;" and ever is excluded from the
sentence in sense. See page 113. Parse these examples as they are
transposed, and you will find the analysis very easy.

#- ADDITIONAL EXERCISES IN PARSING.
Gold, not genuine Wealth.

Where, thy- true treasure ? Gold says, " not in me ;"

And " not in me," the Diamond. Gold is poor.

Transposed.

Where is thy true treasure? Gold says, " It is not in me ;" and
the Diamond says, " It is not in me." Gold is poor.

Source of Friendship.—Dr. Young.
Lorenzo, pride repress ; nor hope to find

A friend but what has found a friend in thee.

1 KANSFOSED.

Lorenzo, repress thou pride ; nor hope thou to find a friend, only
in him who has already found a friend iii thee.
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True Greatnehs.—Pope.

Who noble ends by noble means obtain?,
Or, failinjr, smiles in exile or in chains,
Like pood Anrelius let him reign, or bleed
Like Socrates, tliat man is great indeed.

f^^ANSrOSED.

That man is prreot ind'?*.!?!, let him to reign like unto good Aureliug,
or let him to bleed like unto Socrates, who obtains noble ends by
noble means

;
or that man is great indeed, who, failing to obtain noble

ends by noble means, smiles in exile or in chains.

Invocation.—Pollok.

Eternal Spirit ! God of truth ! to whom
All things seem as they me, inspire my song

;

My eye unscale : me what is substance teach
;

And shadow what, while I of things to come.
As past rehearsing, sing. Me thought and phrase
Severely sifting out the whole idea, grant.

Transposed.

Eternal spirit ! God of Truth ! to whom all things seem to be as

they really are, inspire thou my song; and unscale thou my eyes:
teach thou to me the thing which is substance ; and teach thou to oie

the thing which is shadow, while I sing of things which are to come,
as one sings of things which are past rehearsing. Grant thou to me
thought and phraseology which shall severely sift out the whole idea.

The Voyage of Life.

How few, favoured by ev'ry element,
With swellini? sails make good the promised port.

With all their wishes freighted ! Yet ev'en these,
Freighted with all their wishes, soon complain.
Free from misfortune, not from nature free,

They still are men ; and when is man secure ?

As fatal time, as storm. The rush of years
Beats down their strength ; their numberless escapes
In ruin end : and, now, their proud success,
But plants new terrors on the victor's brow.
What pain,, to qnit the world just made their own !

Their nests so deeply downed and built so hi;^h

!

Too low they build, who bui Id beneath the stars.

Transposed.

How few persons, favoured by every element, safely make the

promised port with .swelling sails, and with all their wishes freighted

!

Yet even these few persons who do safely make the promised port

with all their wishes freighted, soon complain. Though they are

free from mislortune, yet, (though and yet, corresponding conjunc-
tions, form only one connexion) they are not free from the course of

liature, for ihcy slill aro men ; and when is man secure ? Time is

as fatal to him, as a siorm is to the mariner.—The rush of years
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brats down tlmir strength; (that is, the strength of ihexefew ;) and

their niimborless escapes end in ruin : und ttien their proud muccohs

only plants new terrors on the victor's brow. What pain it la to

them to quit tlie wor,(j, just as tiiey have made it to be their own
world •, wlicn their lu stsaro built so hiph, and when they are downed
60 deeply :—They who build beneath the stars, build too low for their

own safety.

Reflectioss on a Skull.—Lord Byron.

R( move yon skull from out the scattered heaps.

Is iJjat a temple, where a God may dwell ?

Why, ev'n the worm at last disdains her shattered cell

!

Look on its broken arch, its ruined wall,

Its chambers »i'^solate, and portals foul

:

Yes, this was nee ambition's airy hall,

The dome of ihought, the palace of the soul.

Behold, through each lack-lustre, eyeless hole,

The gay recess of wisdom and of wit,

And passion's host, that never brooked control.

Can all, saint, sage, or sophist ever writ.

People this lonely tower, this tenement refit ?

Transposed.

Remove thou yoncier skull out from the scattered heaps. Is that.

ft temple, where a God may dwell ? Why, even the wcfrm at last

disdains her shattered cell ! Look thou on its broken arch, and look

thou on its ruined wall, and on its desolate chambers, and on its foul

portals :—yes, this skull was once ambition's airy hall
; (it was) the

dome of thought, the palace of the soul. Behold thou, through each
lack-lustre, eyeless hole, the gay recess of wisdom and of wit, and
passion's iiost, which never brooked control. Can all the works
which saints, or sages, or sophists have ever written, repeople this

lonely tower, or can they refit this tenement ?

For your future exercises in parsing, you may select pieces from
the English Reader, or any other grammatical work. I have already

hinted, that parsing in poetry, as it brings more immediately into re-

quisition the reason! I
; faculties, than parsing in prose, will necessa-

rily tend more rapid . to facilitate your progress : therefore it is advi-

sable that your future exercises in this way, be chiefly confined to the

analysis of poetry. Previous to your attempting to parse a piece of

poetry, you ought always to transpose it, in a manner similar to the

examples just presented ; and then it can be as easily analyzed as

prose.

Before you proceed to correct the following exercises in false

syntax, you may turn back and read over the whole thirteen lectures,

utifess you have the subject matter already stored in your mind.
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LECTURE XIV.

OF DERIVATION
At the commencement
2V treats 3dly. of derivation.

)f L JI. I 1formed you that Etymo-
'h of Etymolo^jy, impor-

tant as it ia, cannot be very extensiiely ireated in an elementary
work on grammar. In the course of the preceding lectures, it has
been frequently agitated ; and now I shall offer a few more romarkH,
which will doubtless be useful in illustrating some of the various
methods in which one word is derived from another. Before you
proceed, however, ploaoc to turn back and read again what is advan-
ced on this subject on page 27, and in the PmLosoriiiCAL Notes.

1. Nouns are derived from verba.

2. Verba are derived from nouns, adjectives, and souiotimea from
adverbs.

3. Adjectives are derived from nouns.

4. Nouns are derived from adjectives.

6. Adverbs are derived from adjectives.

1. Nouns are derived from verbs; ns, from "to love," comes
" lover;" from " to visit, visiter ;" from " to survive, surviver," &c.

In the following instances, and many others, it is difficult to deter-

mine whether the verb was deduced from the noun, or the noun from
the verb, viz. " Love, to love ; hate, to hate ; fear, to fear ; sleep, to

sleep ; walk, to walk ; ride, to ride ; act, to act," &c,

2. Verbs are derived from nouns, adjectives, and sometimes from
adverbs ; as, from the noun salt, comes " to salt;" from the adjective

warm, " to warm ;" and from the adverb forward " to forward."

{Sometimes they are formed by lengthening the vowel, or softening

the consonant ; as, from " grass, to graze ;" sometimes by adding en;
as, from " length, to lengthen ;" especially to adjectives ; as, from
" short, to shorten ; bright, to brighten."

3. Adjectives are derived from nouns in the following manner : ad-

jectives dehoting plenty are derived from nouns by adding y ; as,

from " Health, healthy ; wealth, wealthy ; might, mighty," &.c.

Adjectives denoting the matier out of which any thing is made, are

derived from nouns by adding en; as, from "Oak, oaken; wood,

wooden ; wool, woollen," &c.

Adjectives denoting abundance are derived from nouns by adding

Jul ; as, from " Joy, joyful ; sin, sinful ; fruit, fruitful," &.c.

Adjectives denoting plenty, but with some kind of diminution, are

derived from nouns by adding some ; as, from " Light, lightsome

;

trouble, troublesome , toil, toilsome," &c.
Adjectives denoting want are derived from nouns by adding less

;

as, from "' Worth, worthless ;" fxom " care, careless
; joy, joyless,"

Adjectives denoting likeness are derived from nouns by adding ly;

as, from *' Man, manly; earth, earthly ; court, courtiy," &c.
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Some at^ectlvei are derived from other adjectives, or from nouna
by addiniBf ish to them ; which termination when added to adjectives,

imports diminution, or lessoning the quality ; as, •• White, whitish
;"

i. e. somewhat white. When added to nouns, it nlfirnities Himiiituda

or tendency to a character ; as, " Child, childish ; thief, thievish."

Some adjectives ore formed from nouns or verba by adding tht

termination able ; and those adjectives signify capacity ; as, " Answefi
answerable ; to change, changeable."

4. Nouns are derived from adjectives, sometimes by adding the

terny nation n«!X5 ; as, "J^Vhlte, whiteness; swift, swiflneas ;" some-
times by adding th or /,'and making a small change in some of the

tetters ; as, " ix)ng, length ; high, height."

6. Adverbs of quality are derived from adjectivo=«, by adding ly, or

changing le into ly ; and denote the same quality as the adjectives

from which they are derived ; as, from " base," comes " basely
;"

from " slow, slowly ;" from " able, ably."

There are so many other ways of deriving words from one another,

that It would be exremely difficult. If not impossible, to enumerate

them. The primitive words of every language are very few ; the

derivatives form much the greater number. A few more instances

only can be given here.

Some nouns are derived from other nouns, by adding the termina-

tions hood or headi ship, cry, wic, ric, dom, ian, meni, and age.

Nouns ending in hood or head, are such as siffnify character or

qualities; as, "Manhood, knighthood, falsehood," &c.

Nouns ending in ship, are those that signify office, employment,

state, or condition ; as, " Lordship, stewardship, partnership," &c.
Some nouns ending in ship are derived from adjectives ; as, " Hard,

hardship," &c.

Nouns which end in ery, signify action or habit ; as, " Slavery, fool«

ery, prudery," &.c. Some nouns of this sort come from adjectives;

as, " Brave, bravery," &c.

Nouns ending in wic, ric, and dom, denote dominion, jurisdiction,

or condition ; as, *' Bailiwic, bishopric, kingdom, dukedom, freedom,"

&c.

Nouns which end in ian, are those that signify profession ; as,

" Physician, musician," &c. Those that end in ment and age, come

generally from the French, and commonly signify the act or habit

;

as, " Commandment, ' '« usage,"

Some nouns ending in ard, are derived from verbs or adjectives,

and denote character or habit ; as, " Drunk, drunkard ; dote, dotard."

Some nouns have the form of diminutives ; but these are not many.

They are formed by adding to the terminations kin, ling, ing, ock, el,

and the like ; as, " Lamb, lambkin
;
goose, gosling ; duck, duckling,

kill KSilnob • nn/^lr /i/V«lror«l " Sl.P..
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OP PREPOSITIONS USED AS PREFIXES.

I Bball conclude this lecture by presenting and explaining a list of

Latin and Greek prepositions w!.iCn are extensively used in English

•• prefixes. By carefully studying their signific&tion, you will be

better qualified to understand the meaning of those words into the

eompoaition of w hich they enter, and of which they form a material

part.

I. LATIN PREFIXES.

At abf ttis,—signify from oi* away ; as, a-vertf to turn from } ab-ject^

to tliiDW away ; dbs-tractf to draw away.

Ad-~io or at ; as, ad-here, to stick to ; ad-mire, to wonder at.

Ante—means before ; as, ante-cedeni, going before.

Ctrcvm'—signifies round, about ; as, circum-navigate, to sail round.

Con, com, co, col—together ; as, con-y'oin, to join together ; com-

f)res8, to press together ; co-operate, to work together, col-lapse, to

fall together.

Vonlra—against ; Vi9' contra-diet, to speak against.

D«—from, down; as, de-duct, to take from ; descend, to go down.

JDi, liis—asunder, away ; as, di-laeerate, to tear asunder ; dis-miss,

to send away.

JE, ef, ea:—out ; as, e-^'ect, to throw out ; ef-Jlux, to flov.' out ; ex-

clude, to shut out.

Extra—beyond ; as, extra-ordinary, beyond what is ordinary.

In, im, il, ir—(tn Gothic, inna, a cave or cell *,) as, in-fuse, to

pour in. These prefixes, when incorporated with adjectives or nouns,

cmnmonly reverse their meaning ; as, insufficient, im-polite, il-legi-

titnate, ir-reverence, ir-resolute. •

Inter—between ; as, inter-pose, to put between.

Intro—within, into ; as, intro-vert, to turn within j intro-duce, to

lean into.

Oh, op—denote opposition i as, oh-ject, to bring against ; op-pugn,

lo oppose.

Per—through, by ; as, per-ambulate, to walk through ; per-haps,

by haps.

Post—after ; as, post-scrip, written after ; post-fix, placed after.

Pra,pre—^before ; eLa,pre-fix, to fix before.

P«>—for, forth, forward ; ha, pro-noun, for a noun; pro-tend, to

stretch forth ; pro-yect, to shooi forward.

Prmter—past beyond ; as« preter-perfect, pastperfect ; preter-natu-

tal, beyond the course of nature.

Re—affain or back ; as, re-peruse, to peruse again ; re-trace, to

ace back.

iR(2fn>—backwards ; as, retrospective, looking backwards.

Se—aside, apart ; as, se-duce, to draw aside.
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SvJb—under ; asj suihscribe, to write nnder, cr aub'Sign.

Suhter—under ; as, suhter-fluous^ flowing under.

Super—above or over ; as, super-scribe, to write above ; super-vise,
to overlook.

Trans—over, beyond, from one place to another ; as, " trans-port,
to carry over; trans-gress, to pass beyond."

II. GREEK PREFIXES.

A—signifies privation ; as, a-nonymous, without name.

Amphi—both or two ; as, cmphi-bious, partaking of both or two
natures.

Ami—against; as, a7i^i-7?iasonry, against masonry. ,f

Dia—through ; as, dia-meter, line passing through a circle.

Hyper—over ; as, hyper .ritical, over or too critical.

Hypo—under, implying concealment or disguise ; as, hypo-criiet

one dissembling his raal character.

Meta—denotes change, or transmutation; as, meta-morpTiose, to

change the shape.

Para—contrary or against; aa, para-dox, a thing contrary to re-
ceived opinion.

Peri—round about ; as, peri-phrasis, circumlocution.

Syn, syl, sym—together ; as, syn-tax, a placing together; syn-odt

a meeting or coming together ; syl-lable, that portion of a word which
is taken together ; syiii-pathy, fellow-feeling, or feeling together.

0"
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RECAPITULATION OP

THE RULES OF SYNTAX,
With Additional Exercises in False Syntax.

The third part of Grammar ia Syntax, which treats of

the agreement and government of words, ancj of their

proper arrangement in a sentence.

Syntax consists of two parts, Concord and Govern-

ment.

Concord is the agreement which one word has with

another, in gender, person, number, or case.

For the illustration of agreement and government, see pages

5i2, and 53.

For the definition of a sentence, and the transposition of its words

and members, see pages 119, 124, 128, and 167.

Tiie principal parts of a simple sentence are the nom-

inative or subject, the verb or attribute, or word that

makes the affirmation, and the ohjecty or thing affected by '

the action of the verb ; as, « A wise man governs his

passions." In this sentence, man is the subject ;
governs

the attribute ; and passions the object.

A Phrase is two or more words rightly put together,

makia^ sometimes a part of a sentence, and sometimes a

whole sentence.

Ellipsis is the omission of some word or words, in

order to avoid disagreeable or unnecessary repetitions,

and to express our ideas concisely, and with strength

and elegance.

In this recapitulation of the rules, Syntax is presented in a con-

densed form, many of the ellkntia] Notes being omitted. This is a

necessary consequence of my general plan, in which Etymology

and Syntax, you know are blended. Hence, to acquire a complete

knowledge of Syntax from this work, you must look over the whole.

You may now proceed and parse the following additional exercises

in false Syntax ; and, as you analyze, endeavor to correct ail the er-

rQrs without looking at the Key. If, in correcting these examples,
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you should be at a los8 in assigning the reasons why the construc-

tions are erroneous, you can refer to the manner adopted in the fore-

going pages.

RULE I.

The article a or an agrees with nouns in the singular

number only, individually or collectively ; as, " A star, an

eagle, a score, a thousand."

RULE II.

The definite article the belongs to nouns in the singu-

lar or plural number ; as, " The star, the stars ; the hat,

the hats."

Note 1. A nice distinction in the meaning is sometimes eifected

by the use or omission of the article a. If I say, " He behaved with

a little reverence," my meaning is positive. But if I say, " He be-

haved with little reverence," my meaning is negative. By the for-

mer, I rather praise a person ; by the latter, I dispraise him. When
I say, "There were few men with him," I speak diminutively, and

mean to represent them as inconsiderable ; whereas, when I say,

" There were a few men with him." I evidently intend to make the

most of them.

2. The indefinite article sometimes has the meaning of every or

each; as, " They cost five shillings a dozen ;" that is, ^ every dozen.'

* A man he was to all the couiitry dear,

" And passing rich with forty pounds a year
!"

that is, ' every year.'

3. When several adjectives are connected, and express the various

qualities of things individually different, though alike in name, the

article should be repeated ; but when the qualities all belong to the

same thing or things, the article should not be repeated. " A black

and a white calf," signifies, A black calf, and a white calf; but "A
black and white ». Jfi" describes the two colours of one calf.

RULE III.

The nominative case governs the verb ; as, " / learn,

thou learnest, he learns, they learn."

RULE IV.

The verb must agree with its nominative in number

and person ; as, " The bird sings, the birds sing, thou

singest."

Noxfi 1. Every verb when it is not in the infinitive mood, must I
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have a nominative, expressed or implied ; as, " Awake, arise ;" that

is, Awake ye ; arise ye.

2. When a verb comes between two nouns, either of which may
be considered as the subject of the affirmation, it must agree with
that which is more naturally its subject ; as, " The wages of sin is

death ; His meat was locusts and wild honey ;" "His pavilion were
dark waters and thick cloudsJ'^

EXAMPLES OF FALSE SYNTAX.
Frequent commission of sin harden men in it.

Great pains has been taken to reconcile the parties.

So much both of ability and Tr.erit, are seldom found.

The sincere is always esteemed.
Not one of them are happy.

What avails the best sentiments, if people do not live suitably to

them?
Disappointments sinks the heart of man ; but the renewal of hope

give consolation.

The variety of the productions of genius, like that of the operations

of nature, are without limit.

A variety of blessings have been conferred upon us.

Thou cannot heal him, it is true, but thou may do something to re-

lieve him.

In piety and virtue consist the happiness of man.
O tbou, my voice inspire,

Who touched Isaiah's hallowed lips with fire.

Note 1. Will martial flames forever fire thy mind.
And never, never be to heaven resigned ?

He was a man whose inclinations led him to be corrupt, and had
great abilities to manage the business.

Note 2. The crown of virtue is peace and lionour.

His chief occupation and enjoyment were controversy.

RULE V.

When an address is made, the noun or pronoun ad-

dressed is put in the nominative case independent ; as,

« Plato, thou reasonest well ;" " Do, Trim, said my uncle

Toby."

Note 1. A noun is independent when it has no verb to agree
with it.

9. Interjections require the objective case of a pronoun of Xhe first
pefson after them, but the nominative of a noun or pronoun of the
second or third perno/i } as, " Ah ! me ; Oh ! thou ; O I virtue.*^

RULE VI.

A mm 9V pronoun pimped before a participle, and

>-%,
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iciple, and

being independent of the rest of the sentence, is in the

nominative case absolute ; as, " Shame being lost, all

virtue is lost ;" " The sun being risen, we travelled on."

Note. Every nominative case, except the case absolute and inde-

pendent, should belong to some verb expressed or understood ; as,

" To whom thus Adam;" that is, spoke.

FALSE SYNTAX.
Him Destroyed,

Or won to what may work his utter loss.

All this will follow soon.

Note.—Two substantives, when they eome together, and do not

signify the same thing, the former must be in the genitive ca»e.

Virtue, however it may be neglected for a time, men are so con-

stituted as ultimately to acknowledge and respect genuine merit

KULE VII.

Two or more nouns, or nouns and pronouns, signify-

ing the same thing, are put, by apposition, in the same

case; as, "Paul the apostle;" Joram the king: Solo-

mon, the son of David, king of Israel, wrote many pro-

verbs."

Note. A noun is sometimes put in apposition with a sentenco ; as,

"The sheriff has just seized and sold his valuable library

—

{which

was) a mirfortune that greatly depressed him."

FALSE SYNTAX.
We ought to love God, he who created and sustains all things.

The pronoun he in this sentence is improperly used in ihe nomi-

native case. It is the object of the action of the transitive verb " love,"

and put by apposition with " God '," therefore it should be the objec-

tive case, him, according to Rule 7. (Repeat the Eule, and correct

the following.)

I saw Juliet and her brother, they that you visited.

They slew Varus, he that was mentioned before.

It was John, him who preached repentance.

Adams and Jefferson, them who died on the fourth of July, 1826,

were both signers and the firnS supporters of the Declaration of In-

dependence.
Augustus the Rokk n i^;i(iperor, him who succeeded Julius Caesar,

is variou>ily described by historians.

Two or more nouns, or nouns and pronouns, in the

singular number, connected by copulative conjunctions.
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must have verbs, nouns, and pronouns, agreeing with

them in the plural; as, "Socrates and Plalo were wise ;

iket/ were eminent philosophers."

Note 1. When each or eierj/ relates to two or more nominaifves

fti the singular, although connected by a copulative, the verb must

agree with earh of them in the singular ; as, " Evenj leaf, and every

twig, and ecery drop of water, teems wiih life."

2. When the feingular nominative of a complex sentence has ano-

ther noun joined to it with a preposition, it is customary to put the

verb and pronoun agreeing with it in the singular ; as, '^Prosperity,

with humility, renders its possessor truly amiable;" "The General,

also, in conjunction with the officers, has applied for redresa."

FALSE SYNTAX.
Coffee and sugar grows m the West Injlles : It is exported in large

quanMties.

Two singular nouns coupled together, form a plural idea. The
verb grows? is improper, because it expresses the action of both its

Bominaiives, " c ifTec and sugar " which two nominatives are connect-

ed by the copulative conjunction, and; therefore tlie verb should be

plural, ffrow; and then it would agree with coffee awrf sugar, accord-

ing to Rule 8. (Repeat the Rule.) The pronoun it, as it represents

both the nouns, " coffee and sugar," ought also to be plural, they^

agreeably to Rule 8. The sentence sliould be written thus, "Coffee

and sugar groio in the West Indies : they are exported in large quan-

tities."

Time and tide waits for no man.
Patience and diligence, like fai;b, removes mountains.

Life and health is both uncertain.

Wisdom, virtue, happiness, dwells with the golden mediocrity.

The planetary system, boundless space, and the immense ocean,

afflicts the raind with sensations of astonishment.

What signifies the counsel and care of preceptors, when you think

you have no need of assistance ?

Their love, and their hatred, and their envy, is now perished.

Why in whiteness and coldness in snow ?

Obey the commandments of thy father, and the law of thy mother:

bind it continually upon thy heart.

Pride and vanity always render its possessor despicable in the eyes

of the judicious.

There is error and discrepance in the schemes of the orthoepists,

which shows the impossibility of carrying them into effect.

EXAMPLES FOR THE NOTE.

Every man. woman, and child were numbered.

Not proper; for although and couples things together so as lo pre-

aenl the whole at one view, yet every has a contrary effect : it distri-

butea ihcm, and brings each separately aad aingly under cousidera-
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tlon. Were numbered is therefore improper. It should be, " teas

numbered," in the singular, according to the Note. ^(Repeat it.)

When benignity and gentleness reign in our breasts, every person

and every occurrence are beheld in the moat favourable light.

RULE IX.

Two or more nouns, or nouns and pronouns, in the

singular number, connected by disjunctive conjunctions,

must have verbs, nouns, and pronouns, agreeing with

them in the singular ; as, " Neither Joim nor James has

learned Ais lesson."

Note 1 . When singular pronouns, or a noun and pronoun, of dif-

ferent persons, are disjunctively connected, the verb must agree, in

person, with that which is placed nearest to it ; as, " Thou or I awi

in fault ; I or thou art to blame ; J, or thou, or he, is the author of it."

But it would be better to say, " Either I am to blame or thou art," &c.

2. When a disjunctive occurs between a singular noun or pro-

noun and a plural one, the verb must agree with the plural noun

or pronoun, which should generally be placed next to the verb ; as,

"Neither poverty nor riches were injurious to him;" "I oj* they

were offended by it."

Constructions like these ought generally lo be avoided.

FALSE SYNTAX.

Ignorance or negligence have caused this mistake.

The verb, have caused, in this sentence, is improperly used in the

plural, because it expresses the action, not of both, but of either the

one or the other of its nominatives ; therefore it should bo in the

singular, ^as caused ; and then it would agree with ''ignorance or

negligence," agreeably to Rule 9. (Repeat the Rule.)

A circle or a square are the s ime in idea.

Neither whiteness nor redness are in the porphyry.

Neither of them are remarkable for precision.

Man is not such a machine as a clock or a watch, which move

merely as they are moved.

When sickness, infirmity, or reverse of fortune, affect us, the sin-

cerity of friendship is proved.

Man's happiness or misery are, in a great measure, put into his

own hands.
. ever

Despise no infirmity of mind or body, nor any condition of life, for

they may be thine own lot.

The prince, as well as the people, were blameworthy.

RULE X.

A collective noun or noun of multitude, conveying

unity of idea, gener^y has a verb or pronoun agreeing

h2
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fell,!' >ahttL
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mi

with it in the singular ; as, " The meeting was large, and

it held three hours."

NoT£. Rules 10, and 11. are limited in their application. Seep. 59.

FALSE SXNTAX.
The nation are powerful.

The fleet were seen sailing up the channel.

The church have no power to inflict corporeal punishment.
The flock, and not the fleece, are, or ought to be, the objects of

the shepherd's care.

That nation was once powerful ; but now they are feeble.

RULE XI.

A noun of multitude, conveying plurality of idea,

must have a verb or pronoun agreeing with it in i\i& plu-

ral; as, " The council were divided in their sentiments."

FALSE syntax:
My people doth not consider.

The multitude eagerly pursues pleasure as its chief good.

The committee was divided in its sentiments, and it has referred

the business to the general meeting.

The people rejoices in that which should give it sorrow.

RULE XII.

A noun or pronoun in the possessive case, is governed

by the noun it possesses; as, ''Man's happiness;" Its

value is great.

Note 1. When the possessor is described by circumlocution, the

possessive sign should generally be applied to the last term only;

as, " The duke of Bridgewater^s canal ; The bishop of Landaff^s ex-

cellent book ; The captain of the ^ward's house." This usage, how-

ever, ought generally to be avoided. The words do not literally

convey the ideas intended. What nonsense to say, *' This is the

governor of Ohio's house !"

2. When nouns in the possessive case are in apposition, and follow

each other in quick succession, the possessive sign is generally an-

nexed to the last only ; as " For David my servant's sake ; John the

Baptist's head ; The canal was built in consequence of De WiU
Clinton the governor's advice."

But when a pause is proper, and the governing noun not expressed,

the sign should be applied to the first possessive only, and under-

stood to the rest ; as, " I reside at Lord Stormont'Sf my old patron

and benefacUir.''

8. Its^ the po89aM{?e case of t/^ is often impraperly UMd! fca* 'tis, op
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4. Participles frequently govern nouns and pronouns in the Pos-

sessive case ; as, " In case of his majesty's JyiTi^ without issue, ^c.

;

Upon God's having ended all his works, &c. ; fremember its being
rec/co7ierf a great exploit; At ny coming in he said," &c. But in

such instances, the participle with its adjuncts may be considered a
substantive phrase, according to Note 2, Rule 28.

6. Phrases like these, " A work of Washington Irvtng^s ; A bro*
iher of Joseph's ; A friend of mine; A neighbour of yowrs," do not,

as some have supposed, each contain a double possessive, or two
possessive cases, but they may be thus construed: A work of (oitf

cf, or^ among the number of) Washington frving^s works; that is, One
of the works of Washington Irving ; One of the brothers of Joseph;
One friend of myfriends ; One neighbour of your neighbours,"

FALSE SYNTAX.
Homers works are much admired.

Nevertheless, Asa his heart was not perfect with the Lord.
James Hart, his book, bought August the 17, 1829.

Note 1 . It was the men's women's, and children's lot to suffer

great calamities.

This is Peter's, John's, and Andrew's occupation.

Note 2. This is Campbell's the poet's production.

The silk was purchased at Brown's, the mercer's and haberdasher's.

Note 4. Much will depend on the pupil composing frequently.

Much depends on this rule being observed.

The measure failed in consequence of the president neglecting to

lay it before the council.

RULE XIII.

Personal pronouns must agree with the nouns for

which they stand, in gender and number; as, "John

writes, and he will soon write well."

Note. You, though frequently employed to represent a singular

noun, is always plural inform ; therefore the verb connected with it

should be plural : as, " My friend, you usere mistaken." See page
99 and 100.

FALSE SYNTAX.
Every man will be rewarded according to their works.

Incorrect, because the pronoun their does not agree in gender or

number with the noun *' man,'* for Which it stands ; eonsequeptly

Rule 13, is violated. Their should be his; and then the procjonv

would be of the masculine gender, singular number, agreeing' vnA
maTi, according to Rule 13. (Repeat the Rule.)

An or&tor^s tcHlgue should be agreeableto the ear of theuf'&adien6^,

Rebecca took ^odiy rdiment, a^ put tlMtt <^ Jftc<^
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Tike hnndfulR of a»he«, and let Mo«p« piprlnkle K towards heaven,

in \\mi HiplH of IMinrnoh, and it ahall b«'Coine Mnall dwat.

No one aliould incur cepbure for bcinjr Inidtr of lh<'ir rrpninlk>n.

JVo/e. Horace, you wuh blumed ) and I think yow was wt rtliy of

cenaure. .... , . .• « u
WitnesH, where was you Mandtng during 11)6 tranaaction 7 Huw

far WM you from the dofendent 7

nuLR XIV.

Relative pronouns agree with their antecedents, in

gender, person, and number f as, "Thou who Itrcest wis-

dom ;" " I V3ho speak from experience."

Note. When a relative pronoun ia prt ced< d by two antecfdents of

different perbona, the relative and the verb niay ngrre in pernon wiih

either, but not without regard to the scnHC ; hh, " I am the man uhif

command you ;" or, " I am the man who amimavds y«iu." The

meaninp of the first of these examples will more obviously appear,

if we render it thuH, " I who commnnd you, «m the man."

When the agreement ot the relative has been fixrd with either of

the preceding antecedents, it must be preserved througliout tlie sen-

tence; as, "
I am the Lord (hat makeih all things; that slrrtchelh

forth the heavens alone ; thai spreaikth&broad the earth by myHelf,"&.c.

FALSR SYNTAX.

Thou who has been a witness of the fact, canst state it.

The wheel killed another man, which make the sixth which have

lost their lives by this means.

Thou great First Cause, least understood t

Who all my sense confined.

Note, 2d part. Thou art the Lord, who didst choose Abraham^

and brought him lorth out of Ur of the Cbaldeea,

RU1>E XV.

The relative is the nominative case to the verb, when

no nominative comes between it and the verb ; as, " The

master wfio taught us, was eminent."

FALSfc; SYNTAX.

If he win not hear his best friend, whom ahall be sent to admonish

This ia the man whom, he informed me, was my benefactor.

BULE XVI.

When a nominative comes between the relative and

the verb, the relative U governed by the following verb,

or by some other word in its own member of the sen*

lence ; as» <* He uthem I 3^^p^ is eterDal'^
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Who, which, what, the relative ihdt, nnd their componndw,
whnnmrr, whomsneter, Ac, liion^li in iho objrdive ra»f, me always
placed before the Verb

; na, " He whom yo seek, \\m gone hence."
2. F.very relmive muHt hnve nn antecedent to which ii rolntc«, either

expreMsed or implied ; us, " Who titcaltt my purae, sicalH traah ;" that
IH, he wbo.

3. Tho pronounH whichsoever, whatsoever, and the like, are snme-
timcH elegantly divided by iho inlerpoMJilon of the corre.Hpondinff
notinn

; aa, " On which aide soever tlie king cast hi^* eyon," &c.
4. Thf pronoun what in soinciimeii improperly uaod instead of the

conjiir«ciion that ; ns, " Ho wotjld not believe but what I waa in
faiilu" Ji should \ " but that," &,c.

FALSE SYNTAX.
This ia the friend who I sincerely eateem.

Not proper, becau.o who, which l.s the object of tho action oxprema-
ed hy the trausiiive verb '• esteem," ia in the nominative cn»e. It
ought to be whim, in the object ive ; and then it would be governed
by fsteem, according to Rule 16. (Repeat the Rule:—nnd, also, ac-
cording to Rule 20.) " That is the friend whovi I sincerely esteem."
They who much is given to, will have much to answer for.

Fnim tho churucter of those who you aaaociaie with, your own will
be estimated.

Ho is a man who I greatly respect.

Our benefactora and tutors .ire the persona who we ought to love,
and wbo wo ought to be grateful to.

They who conscience and virtue support, may amile at the caprices
of fortune.

Who did you walk with 7

Who did you see there ?

Who did you give the book to ?

RULE XVII.

When a relative pronoun is of the interrogative kind,

it refers to the word or phrase containing the answer to

the question for its subsequent, which subsequent must
agree in case with the interrogative ; as, " Whose book
is that ? Joseph's ;" " Who gave you this ? John."

NoTK. Whether the interrogative really refers to a aubsequent or
not, is doubtful ; but it is certain that the subsequenl should agree in
case with the interrogative.

FALSE SYNTAX,
Who gave John those books 7 Us Of whom did you buy them 7

Of a bookseller, he who lives in Pearl-street.

Wbo walked with you ? My brother and hrm.
Who will accompany me to the country 7 tier and mc
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RULE XVIII.

Adjectives belong to, and qualify nouns, expressed or

understood ; as, " He is a good, as well as a wise man."

Note 1. Adjectives frequently belong to pronouns; as, "/ am
miserable.^' " He is industrious.''''

2. Numeral adjectives belong to nouns, which nouns must agree

in number with their adjectives, when of the cardinal kind ; as, ' Tea
feet ; Eighty/a/^ms." But some anomalous and figurative" expres-

sions form an exception to this rule ; as, " A fieet oiforty sail ;"

" Tloo hundred head of cattle."

3. Adjectives sometimes belong to verbs in the infinitive mood, or

to a part of a sentence ; as, " To see is pleasant; To be blind is wn-

fortunate ; To die for our country, is glorious.'^

4. Adjectives are often used to modify the sense of other adjectives,

or the action of verbs, and to express the quality of things, in con-

nexion with the action by which that quality is produced ; as, " Red
hot iron ; Pale blue lining ; Deep sea-green sash ; The apples boil

soft; Open your hand wide; The clay burns white; The fire burns

blue; The eggs boil Aarc?."

6. When an adjective is preceded by a preposition, and the noun is

understood, the two words may be considered an adverbial phrase

;

as, " In general, in particular;" that is, generally, particularly.

6. Adjectives should be placed next to the nouns which they qual-

ify ; as, " A tract oi good land."

7. We should generally avoid comparing such adjectives as do

not literally admit of comparison ; such as, more impossible, most

impossible ; more unconquerable, more perfect, &c. See Remabes
on adjectives, page 76.

8. When an adjective or an adverb is used in compariflg two ob-
^
jects, it should be in the comparative degree ; but when more than

two are compared, the superlative ought to be employed ; as, " Julia

is the taller of the two; Her specimen is the best of the three."

FALSE SYNTAX.

Note 2. The boat carries thirty tun.

The chasm was twenty foot broad, and one hundred fathom in depth.

NoU 6. He bought a new pair of shoes, and an elegant piece of

furniture. ,. , ,, ,

My coUjBin gave his fine pair of horses for a poor tract of land.

iVpfe 7. The contradictions of impiety are still more incompre-

hensible.
.

.

u J • J
It is the most uncertam way that can be devised.

Th's is a more perfect model than I ever saw before. .

Nate 8. Which of those two cords is the strongest ?

I was at a low to determine which was the wiaer of the three.
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RULE XIX.

Adjective pronouns belong to nouns, expressed or un-
derstood ; as, " Any man, all men."
Note 1 The demonstrative adjective pronouns must agree in num-

ber wuh their nouns; as, « This hook, these books ; thSt sort, those
sorts*

2. The pronominal adjectives, each, every, either, neither, another,
and one, agree with nouns in the singular number onlv ; as, « Each
man, every person, am>ther lesson ;» unless the pluralnouns convey
a collecUve idea ; as, « Every six months."

3. Either is often improperly employed instead of each ; as, « The
king of Israel, and Jehosaphat the king of Judah, sat either of them onms throne. Each signifies both taken separately ; either implies only
the one or the other taken disjunctively :—"sat each on his throne."

FALSE SYNTAX.
Note 1. Those sort of favours do real injury.
They have been playing this two hours.
These kind of indulgences soften and injure the mind.
He saw one or more persons enter the garden.
Note 2. Let each esteem others better than themselves.
There are bodies, each of which are so small as to be invisible
tivery person, whatever their station may be, are bound by the laws

of morality and religion.
* ^

Note 3. On either side of the river was the tree of life.
Nadab and Abihu took either of them his censer.

RULE XX.

Active-transitive verbs govern the objective case ; as,
« Caesar conquered Pompeyr "Columbus discovered
America ;" « Truth ennobles ker"

FALSE SYNTAX.
Ye who were dead, hath he quickened.
Ye, in the nominative case, is erroneous, because it is the obfect

of the action expressed by the transitive verb " hath quickened ;" and
therefore it should be you, m the objective case. You would then be
governed by " hath quickened," agreeably to Rule 20. Active-tran-
sUive verbs govern the objective case.

Who did they entertain so freely ?

They who opulence has made proud, and who luxury has coirunt-
ed, cannot relish the simple pleasures of nature.
He and they we know, but who are ye 7
She that is negligent, reprove sharply.
He invited my brother and I to pay him a visit.

Who did they send on that mission 7

They who he has meat istjured, he had the gieatest reason tolove.
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RULE xxr.

The verb to be may have the same case after it as

before it ; as, " / am the man ;" " I believe it to have

been them ;"
«« He is the thief."

Note 1. When nouns or pronouns next preceding and follow-

ing the verb tt be, signify the same thing, they are in apposition,

and, therefore, in the same case. Rule 21 is predicated on the prin-

ciple contained in Rule 7.

2. The verb to be is often understood ; as, " The Lord made me
man; He made him what he was ;" that is, '• The Lord made me to

be man ; He made him to be that which he was." "They desired me
to call them brethren ;" i. e. by the name of brethren. " They named
him John;" i. e. by the name of John ; or, by the name John ; putting

these two nouns in apposition.

FALSE SYNTAX.
I know it to be they.

Improper, because it is in the objective case before the verb " to be,"

and they is in the nominative after ; consequently, Rule 21 is violated.

They is in apposition with it, therefore they should be them, in the ob-

jective after to be, according to Rule 61. "(Repeat the Rule.)

Be composed, it is me.
I would not act thus, if T were him.

Well may you be afraid ; it is him, indeed.

Who do you fancy him to be ?

Whom do men say that I am ? Whom say ye that I am 7

If it was not him, who do you imagine it to have been ?

He supposed it was me ; but you knew that it was him.

RULE xxn.

Active-intransitive and passive verbs, the verb to

become, and other neuter verbs, have the same case after

them as before them, wiien both words refer to, and sig-

nify, the same thing ; as, " Tom struts a soldier ;" « Will

sneaks a scrivener ;" " He was called Ccesar ;" « The

gen'iral was saluted emperor ;" ** They have become

fools"

Note 1. Active-intransitive verbs sometimes assume a transitive

form, and govern the objective case : as, " To dream a dream ; To
run a race; To walk the horse ; To dance the child; Tofly the fcite."

2. According to a usage too common in colloquial style, an agent

not literally the correct one, is employed as the nominative to a pas-

sive verb, which causes the verb to be followed by an objective case

without the po8»ibility of supplying before it a preposition • »'"''thus,
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" Pttttcus was offered a large sum by the kli.g ;" » She was promised
them (ihe jewels) by her mother;" "/was asked a question." it
would be belter sense, and more agreeable to the idiom of our lan-
guage to way, " A Ijirge sum was oflVred fo Pitlicus ;" » They were
promised (io her) ;" " A question was put to me.''

3. Some pausive verbs are formed by using the participles of com-
pound active verbs. 'J'o smile, to wonder, to dream, are intransitive
verbs, for which reason they have no passive voice ; but, to smile on,
to wonder at, to dream of are compound active-transitive verbs, and,
therefore, admit of a passive voice ; as, " He teas smiled on by for-
tune ; The accident is not to be wondered af^'

" There are more things in heave and earth, Horatio,
" Than aie dreamed of in your philosophy.".

RULE XXIII.

A verb in the infinitive mood may be governed by a-

verb, noun, adjective, participle, or pronoun ; as, " Ceuse
to do evil ," " We all have our talent to be improved ;"

" She is eager to learn ;" « They are preparing to go f
« Let him do it."

Illustration. The supposed principle o^government referred to
in tins rule, inay be thus illustrated. In the sentence, " Cease to do
evil," the peculiar manner in which cease is introduced, requires or
compels Us to put the verb do in the infinitive mood ; and, according
to the genius of our language, we cannot express this act of doing,
when thus connected with cease, in any other mood, unless we change
the construction of the sentence. Hence we say, that cease governs
the mood of the verb do. Similar remarks may be applied to the
words talent, eager, preparing, and him, in the respective examples
under the rule.

Many respectable grammarians refer the government of this mood
invariably to the preposiiion to prefixed, which word they do not, of
course, consider a part of the verb. Others contend, and with some
plausibility, that this mood is not governed by any particular word.
If we reject the idea of ^rovernment, as aj^plied to the verb in this
mood, the following rule, if substituted for the foregoing, might, per-
haps, answer all practical purposes.

RULE.

A verb in the infinitive mood, refers to some noun or
pronoun, as its subject or actor.

Illustratiom of the examples under Rule XXIII. " To do" refers
to thou understood for its agent ;

" to be improved" refers to talent

;

" to learn," to she ; « to go," to they ; and « to do" refers to him.
Note 1. The infinitive mood absolute stands independent of the

rest of the sentence ; as, " To confess the truth, I was in laull."
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2. The infjnitive mood is sometimes governed by conjunctions or
adverbs

; as, " An object so high as to be invisible ;" " He is wise
enough to deceive ;" " The army is about to marck,'^

RULE XXIV.

The infinitive mood, or part of a sentence, is frequent-

ly put as the nominative case to a verb, or the object of
an active-transitive verb ; as, " To play is pleasant

;"

" Boys love to play ;" « That warm climates shorten life,

is reasonable to suppose ;" " He does not consider how
near he approaches to his end.^'

Note. To, the sign of the infinitive mood, is sometimes properly
omitted

; as, " I heard him say it ;" instead of, " to sq^ it."

RULE XXV.

The verbs which follow hid, dare, need, make, see, hear,

feel, help, let, and their participles, are in the infinitive

mood without the sign to prefixed; as, "He bids me
come /" " I dare engage ;" « Let me go ;" « Help me do
it;" i. e. to come, to go, to do it, 6lc. " He is hearing
mo recite.*'

FALSE SYNTAX.
Bid him to come.
He durst not do it without permission.
Hear him to read his lesson.
It is the difference in their conduct which makes us to approve

the one, and to rejedt the other.
It is better live on a little, than outlive a great deal.
I wish him not wrestle with his happiness.

RULE XXVI.

Participles have the same government as the verbs

have from which they are derived ; as, « I saw the tutor

instructing his pupils."

Note. The present participle with the definite article the before it,

becomes a noun, and must have the preposition of after it. The and
of must both be used, or both be omitted ; as, " By the observing of
truth, you will command respect ;" or, " by observing truth," &c.

FALSE SYNTAX.
Note. We cannot be wise and good without the taking pains for it.

The changing times and seasons, the removing and setting up
kings, belong to Providence alone.
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I us to approve

avoTd mista'^e^
'''^"" '^ ^'"'^"'''' ^^ ''^'''''''S «f which you may

RULE XXVJI.
The present participle refers to some noun or pronoun

denoting the subject or actor ; as, « I see a boy running."
IIULE XXVIII.

The perfect participle belongs, like an adjective, to
some noun or pronoun, expressed or understood : as
" 1 saw the boy abused."

«o^r \-
P^ticipleaof neuter verbs have the same case after them

substamfvp
.7^^'."^ ^'^

'!' ^/'J""^^*^. m*y sometimes be considered as a

a vth . ?u
P"^Vc'P»al phrase, which phrase may be the subject of

llf/.
' \u^^ ?^J^,^^ ""^ ** ^^'^ ""' preposition

;
is « TakiJfranother wufiout his knowledge or assent, is called stealing

; He!tudied

ToSespicablf.^
F-«^t«t/^ mt^rA, «nrf per/ormt^ but lUtU, we b?

vofha'^*
*^® P®"".^®*^* participle and the imperfect tense of irregular

ZJ L"^ f?'net.mes different in their form, care must be taK"
for^h^r >nd'scrH„inateIy used. It is frequently said. JlXgun,'for 'he began ;' 'Ho run,' for ' he ran ;'

« He come,' for ' heSe ''

the participles being here used instead of the imperfect tense*^ndmuch more frequentlv is the imperfect tense em^S^ed ?L'ead of^^^^participle
; as, « I had wrote,' for • I had written ;' 'I was chose '

fo?

por'^'Sl ' i?''
^'^^

'

^°\'
'
^^^« ^«*^" ' ' He wlTd have

Ko^eT^. "*"'""" ^'' guide ;'-oi;ermn. 'The sua

FALSE SYNTAX.
I seen him. I have saw many a one.

,

Seen is improper, the perfect participle being used instead of tha

10 mte 3. /fai;e sau) is also erroneous, the imperfect tense bpinS

Trteimedtf "t^ P'^'T ^^^' Tho^^rL trse'^of"!

^ioinll. .kT r^*?™^'"'"^
the auxiliary ftare with its perfect par-

ZtyVouef'A"^^^^^^
be written thus. "?have Tn

coSome!*^
^^"""^ ""^ "° ^*'"' ^'"'" ^ ^''^ '^'^*® ™y ^®"®' ^^°'« ^«

The sun lad already arose, when I began my journey.
Bince the work is began, it must be prosecuted.
1 he 1? rench language la spoke in every state in Europe.
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Wmd

He writes as the best authors would have wrote, had they writ on
the same subject.

RULE XXIX.

Adverbs qualify verbs, participles, adjectives, and other

adverbs ; as, " A very good pen writes extremely well
;"

«• By living temperately" &c.
Note 1. Adverbs are generally set before adjectives or adverbs,

after verbs, or between the nuxiliury and the verb ; as, " He made a

very sensible discourse, and was attentively heard."

2. When the qualifying word which follows a verb, expresses

quality^ it must be an adjective, but when it expresses manner^ an
adverb should be used ; as, " She looks cold ; She looks coldly on
him ; He feels warm ; He feels warmly the insult ofTered to him."
If the verb to be can be substituted for the one employed, an adjective

should follow, and not an adverb ; as, " She looks [is] cold; The hay
smells [is] sweet; The fields look [are] green; The apples taste [are]

sour ; "The wind blows [is] fresh."
3. It is not strictly proper to apply the adverbs ftere, there^ and where

to verbs signifying motion, instead of the adverbs hither, thilher,whitheri

thus, "Hecame"Aere [hither] baaiWy" " They rode there [thither]

in two hours;" " Where [whither] will he go?" But in familiar

style, those constructions are so far sanctioned as sometimes to be ad-

missible.

4. The use of t^We, instead of in which, in constructions like the

following, is hardly admissible ;
" The immortal sages of '76 formed

a charter, where [in which] their rights are boldly asserted."

5. As the adverbs hence, thence, and whence, literally supply the

place of a noun and preposition, there appears to be a solecism in

employing a preposition in conjunction with them ;
" From whence it

follows ;" " He came/rom thence since morning." Better, " Whence
it follows ;" *' He came thence.*' The following phrases are also ex-

ceptionable :
" The then ministry ;" " The above argument ;" " Ask

me never so much dowry ;" " Charm he never so wisely." Better,
" The ministry of that time or period ;" " The preceding argument ;"

" Ever so much dowry ;" " Ever so wisely."

FALSE SYNTAX.
Note. 1. It cannot be impertinent or ridiculous therefore to re-

monstrate.

He was pleasing not often, because he was vain.

These things should be never separated.

We may happily live, though our possessions are small.

KULE XXX.

Two negatives destroy one another, and arje generally

equivalent to an affirmative ; as, " Such things are not

uncommon ;"
i. e. they are common.
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Note. When one of the two negatives employed is joined to
another word, it forms a pleasing and delicate variety ofexpression

;

as. His language, though inelegant, is not ungrammatical ^ that is
It IS grammatical.

^ i no,

But, as two negatives, by destroying each other, are eqoivalent toan atlirmative, they should not be used when we wish to convey an^ative meanmg. The following sentence therefore is inaccurate •

T f*"!'j'l'^y ^S>
"^eans allow him what his argument must prove."

11 should be, « I cannot by any means," &c., or, " I can by no means."

., ^
FALSE SYNTAX.

^ote2dpart. I don't know nothing about it.

I did not see nobody there. Nothing never affects her.
Be honest, nor take no shape nor semblance of disguise.
Tnere cannot be nothing more insignificant than vanity.
I'recept nor discipline is not so forcible as example.

RULE XXXI.

Prepositions govern the objective case ; as, " He went
from Urica to Rome, and then passed through Redfield."

„ , .
FALSE SYNTAX.

Jbach IS accountable for hisself.
They settled it among theirselves.
It is not I who he is displeased with.
Who did you go with ?

Who did you receive instruction from ?

RULE XXXIL
Home, and nouns signifying distance, time when, how

long, &c., are generally governed by a preposition under-
stood

;^
as, « The horse ran a mile ;" « He came home last

June ;" " My friend lived four years at college ;" that is,

ran through the space of a mile ; or, ran over a space
called a mile

; to his home in last June ; during four
years, &;c.

Note 1. The prepositions to and/or are often understood, chiefly
before the pronouns; as, "Give [to] me a book; Get [for] him some
paper.

2. To or urUo, is, by some, supposed to be understood after Zi/fceand
unlike; as, "He is like [unto] his brother; She is unlike [to] him."
Uthers consider this mode of expression an idiom of the lanaua^e,
and mamtam that like governs the objective following it. °

3. Nouns signifying extension, duration, quantity, quality, or value,
are used without a governing word ; as, " The Ohio is one thousand
miles long

; She is ten years old ; My hat is worth ten dollars." These
are sometimes considered anomalies. See page 163.
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RULE XXXIII.

Conjunctions connect nouns and pronouns in the same

case; as, "The master taught her and me to write;"

" He and she are associates."

FALSE SYNTAX.
My brother and him are grammarians.
You and me enjoy great privileges.

Him and I went to the city in company ; but John and hlni return*

ed without me.
Between you and I there is a great disparity of years.

RULB XXXIV.

Conjunctions generally connect verbs of like moods
and tenses ; as, " If thou sincerely desire, and earnestly

pursue virtue, she will assuredly be found by the, and
prove a rich reward."

Note 1. When different moods and tenses are connected by con-
junctions, the nominative must be repeated ; as, " He may return, but
he will not tarry,

2. Conjunctions implying contingency or doubt, require the sub-
junctive mood after them ; as, " If he study, he will improve." See
pages 135, 145, and 155.

3. The conjunctions if, though, unless, except, whether, and lest,

generally require the subjunctive mood after them.

4. Conjunctions of a positive and absolute nature, implying no
doubt, require the indicative mood ; as, " As virtue advances, so vice
recedes."

FALSE SYNTAX.
Did he not tell me his fault, and entreated me to forgive him 7

Professing regard, and to act differdntly, discovers a base mind.
Note 1. He has gone home, but may return.

The attorney executed the deed, but will write no more.
Note 2. I shall walk to-day, unless it rains.

If he acquires riches, they will corrupt his mind.

RULE XXXV.

A noun or pronoun following the conjunction than, as,

or but, is nominative to a verb, or governed by a verb or

preposition, expressed or understood ; as, " Thou art wiser

than I ^am."'] " I saw nobody but [I saw'] him."

Note 1. The conjunction as, when itis connected with 5uc%,man^,
or same, is sometimes, though erroneously, called a relativepronoun

;
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"]! "i^ '^^ "* presume to advise others," Ac. ; that i«. Let themwho,&,c. See page 116.
>"»««, i«i w«n

2. An ellipsis, or omission of some words, is frequently admittpdhich must be supplied in tho miifll -, nrH«, L ...I^I.tZA.?''"®'*'

,, J o---» --^ .—- gw.io « juuiuoy
, I. e. on a 1

o SiH ®"^u"®
'" ^- ®- ^^"^^ " ^V<ice called a league.

3. When the omission of words would obscure the sense, or weak,en Its force, they must be expressed.
' **

^t'J^ \T "*® o*" Prepositions, and words that relate to each otherwe should pay particular regard to tho meaning of the words o? sen.'

S'rJ"'K^ "^U
"°"5^^^ ' ''" '^^ P°'*« «^ aentences sZld coi^s

a^oiXtreX';:^^^^^^^^^^ -^ ^^^ --»-tion through

FALSE SYNTAX.
They are much greater gainers than me.

They were all well but him.
None were rewarded but liim and me.
Jesus sought none but they who had gone astray.

REMARKS ON THE TENSES.
1. In the use of verbs, and other words and phrases which in

KS^d!'
''•'*' '"'''' ""'^''^ "" ^"^ ''^'"^ ''''^^' relLon should

Instead of saying, « The Lord hath given, and the Lord hath tahmaway ;

'
we should say « The Lord gnve, and the L^rd £ £

f.^- . l"'**''^^,^^'
" I remember the family more than twenty vea«^should be, "I have remembered the family more tha^twen^ years'"

jLl^A^f '"i"
^^""1 ?" ^^ g'^«» f°^ the management ôf the

i«"r:if
""^ "^

r''^'
*"^ P*^"'^^ ^^h^^h' i" P°''nt of time, relate to

H^rtu^::.
''''" "'"^ ^'''''' ''' '' ^**^- -^«' ^^e se^eZla-

To say, '^ J have visited Washington last summer; I have seen the
'

work more than a month ago," is not good sense. The conslrucUonashould be. «I visited Washington, &c. ; I saw ths work &c"^Ihis mode of expression Aas been formerly much admired ;»l.«i««*
formerly much aWd." "If I had have been there;" "If I

S

have seen him ;
'
"^arf you have known him," are solecisms too irossto need correction We can say, I have been, I had been f bS thatsort of a tense is, had have been ? To place had before the defZtheverb ought 18 an error equally gross and illiterater-"/^^^

hadn^t ought." This is as low a Vulgarism as the useTf M«>n!Lm'and hizzea, tother, furder, baynt, this ere, I seed it, I telVd him.

tin?«
When we refer to a past action or event, and no part of that

Za I 7*??? " .took place remains, the imperfect tensS should beu«ed
;
but If there is still remaining some portiSn of the time in which
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we deelnre that the thing has been done, the jtetfect tense should be

employed.
Thus, we say, " Philosophers mcuit fjreat discoveries in tho latit

century ;" *' He was much afflicletl last year ;" but when we refer to

the present' century, year, week, day, &c., we ought to use the "perfect

tense ; as, ''Philoaophers have made great discoveries In the present

century;" *• He /ws tccn much afflicted this yeur;" "I have read

the president's message this week ;" '• We have heard important

news this morning ;" because these events occurred in this century,

this year, this week, and to-day, and still there remains a part of this

century, year, week, and day, of which I speak.

In general, the perfect tense may be applied wherever the action

is connected with the present time, by the actual exisitence either of

the author or of the work, though it may have been performed many
centuries ago ; but it neither the author nor the work now remains,

the perfect tense ought not to be employed. Speaking of prles'a in

general, we may say, " They have In all ages claimed great powers ;"

because the general order of the priesthooid still exists ; but we can-

not properly say, " The Druid priests have claimed great powers ;"

because that order Is now extinct. We ought, therefore, to say,

" The Druid priests claimed great powers,"

The following examples may servo still farther to Illustrate the

proper use and application of the tenses. " My brother has recently

been to Philadelphia ;"
it should be, " was recently at Philadelphia ;"

because the adverb recently refers to a time completely past, without

any allusion to the present lime. " Charles has grown considerably

since I have seen him the Inst time. Corrected, " Charles has grown

since I saw him," &c. " Payment was at length made, but no reason

assigned for its being so long postponed." Corrected " for Its hav
ing been so long postponed." ** They were arrived an hour before

we reached the city ;"—" They had arrived."

"The workmep will complete the building at the time I take pos-

session of it." It should be, " will have completed the building," &.c.

" This curious piece of workmanship was preserved, and shown to

strangers for more than fifty years past :"—" has been preserved, and

been shown to strangers," &c. " 1 had rather write than beg :
—" I

would rather write than beg."
»• On the morrow, because he would have known the certainty

whereof Paul was accused of the Jews, he loosed him from his bonds."

It ought to be, " because he would know; or, being willing to know"
&.C. ""The blind man said, 'Lord, that I might receive my sight;'"

*' If by any means I might attain unto the resurrection of the dead."

In both these examples, may would be preferable to might. " I fear-

ed that 1 should have lost the parcel, before I arrived:"—"that I

should lose.^' " It would have afforded me no satisfaction, if I could

perform it." It ought to be, "If I could have performed it ;" or, " It

loould afford me no satisfaction, if I could perform it.' " This dedi*

cation may serve for almost any book that has, is, or shall be piiblish-

ed :"—^" that has beetif or wiU be published."
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Dro*DriJv "l^irr '''i

'""^^**^
l^^ ^^ ^^"««» «^ ^^ ^nfin'^iva mood with

beftSlowpJK'''^''^'^'^*'
'^**''*' ^^^''^ or command, alight (•M followed by the phesemx tense of the innnUive mt^^

*

" ^«t week I intended to have written," is imoroDer Tha {n(«n

Suet o:"r"*^,rr ".''?" P^^^^^^' ^"'' ^^-^ •TrreVor^^thecoS•true ion should be, -
1 intended to write." The followinir examntei

clmerc^ \n
^^ ^^.T' """'^ '^^^ ''P^"'^'"^ '^^ ^^^» more i^

Jhm.w Ko u
^''''

'^f't""'^ ""y *'«*'''• '" another cou.itry." Thef•hould be, « expected toMi him ;" " to wUhdraw my wealth."
'

Tins 18 a book which proves itself to be written bv the nenian

«n mTii? i. rf"
^0 8«e him would have afforded me ploMtre

t T/ S^'l
^o'-'-«cted. " 7'o have seen him;" or. « To ,w him

hittlTai&r'' tS-
" y"^ arguments'^errsuffich".

«His^orrllin!i
^'l«''^ard them ;"-«' were sufficient to satisfy

''

asS o?bpir
"^'^"^» ^'' ^°""^

''u'^'^'^"'^
^° ^*^« '"vented Huck« species of beings :

'—«• to invent such a species."

prLnt^iZ^^
"""^ '""""'*^'' ''"''^' ^"^'^^ '*» »»« ^^P'-e-^^ in the

«n!!Ifl*^"?
Of saying, " He did not know that eight and twenty wereequal ,0 twenty and eight ;" « The preacher said ve"y audibly ^«whatever was useful, was ffood :" «' \fv ««»«..-„ ...:Zj _'./'.."'"whatever .a. useful. Sa, good ;" » M^Tpuo..;;: woildTor^lieTe;

advantageous f' "the constructions shouldbe "lIir.o?1f'?^'
advantageous; " xne construcUo,

be, are equal to twenty ;" « whatever w useful, is good ;" « virtueIS always advantageous." * * *"**°

EXAMPLES IN FALSE SYNTAX PROMISCUOUSLY
ARRANGED.

We adore the Divine Being, he who is from eternity to eternity

am^ng r^en.''"'''
^'^'"** ''" '^' ^^PP'"^^'* «^ ™'««^3^ which Jxiat

heJru^
^"^'"'®' ''*'° ""^ ^"''^ "°'' ^^ ''^"' "« *^oso 0* o« own

Is it me or him who you requested to go ?
Thoiigh great has been his disobedience and his folly, yet if hasincerely acki.owledges hi.s misconduct, he shall be forgivenThere were, in the metropolis, much to amuse them.ay exercising of our memories, they are improved.

who!!; ?o°Se5'
""^ '"""• '

""•"' ''" '™"" ""' f"'""'. "e-

The cares of this world, Ihey often choke the growth of virtue.



I intended to have called last week, but oould notl

The Aelds look freshly and gayly blnee the fain,

t^e book is printed very neat, end on fine wove paper.

I have recently been in Washington, where I have seen Gen,

Andrew Jackson, ho who ie now President.

Take the two fir8t,^andy it you pleascr the three last.

The Chhiese wall is thirty fool high.

It is A union supported by a hypothesis, merely.

I have saw him who you wrote to ; and he would have oatae beck

with me, if he could.

Not one in fifty of those who call themseWeb deists, undeiiittana

l3ie nature of the religion which they reject.

If thou studiest diligently, thou wrl! become learned.

]^ducation is not attended to properly in Spain,

He inow'd it was his duly ; and be ought, therefore, to db itr

Kb has little more of the great man besides t?ie ti'le.

Richard acted very independent on the occaMon.

We Iittve done no more than it was our duty to have done.

Jhe time of my friend entering on bnsiness, soon arrived.

h> speech is the most perlect specimen I ever saw.

Caluusny and detraction are sparks which, if you do not blow,

ihiBV will go out of themselves.

Those two authors have each of tbem their merit.

Reasons whole pleasure, all the Joys of sense,

liies in three words, health, pejace, and competence.

A great mass of rocks thrown together by the hand of nature,

t!vftfc wildnesa and confusion, strike the .nind wrth more grandeur,

than I* they were adjusted to one another with the accurntest

symmetry.
A lampoon or a satire do not carry in them robbery or murder.

The side A, with the sides B and 0, comiwse the triangle.

If some persons opportunities were never -^o iavonrable, they would

be too indolent to improve.

It is reported that the goveftior will come h'jre to-morrow.

Beauty and innocence should bij never sepaTated.

Extravagance and folly may reduce you to a situation where yo«

will have much to fear ard little to hope.

Not one in hfty of our modern infidels are thoroughly versad m
their Knowledge of the Scriptures.

Virtue ar.d mutual confidence is the 'soul of friendship. Where

these are wanting, disgust or hatred often follow little differences.

An army present a painful sight to a feeling mind.

To do «ood to them tliat hate us, and, on no occasion, to seek

revenge, is the duty of a Christian.

The polite, accomplished libertine, is but miserable amidst all his

pleasures : the rude inhabitant of Lapland is happier than him.

There are principles in man, which ever have, and ever will incline
. *__ i^ *

This i» one of the duties which requires greirt circumspection.

Th^y that honour me, tbem will 1 honour.
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T.

e seen Gett,

e came beck

\, undeiittand

todbit.

done,

ivefk

do not blow.

nee.

Rnd of nature,

ore grandeur,

be accuTntest

or murder.
angle.

lie, they would

arrow.

Dn where yon

hly versad in

Iship. Where
differences.

asion, to seek

amid&t all his

ban him.

ver will incline

tnspection.

Every chnrch and sect have opinions peculiar to themselves.

-n K . K ^"'•"l*' l"*^*" ?i*
ascendant over the minds of the Atheni-

ans. that he might be said to attain a monarchial power in Athens.
Ihou, Lord, who hath permitted affliction to come upon us, shall

deliver us from it in due time.
^

That writer has given us an account of the manner in which Chris-
tianity has been formerly propagated naiong the heathens,

attte t"^
measure be mysterious, it is not unworthy of your

In his conduct was treachery, and in his words, faithless profes-
sions*

After I visited Europe, I returned to America.
I have not, nor shall noi, consent to a proposal so unju&t.
I had intended yesterday to have walked out, but I have been again

disappointed. ^

Five and eight makes thirteen ; five from eight leaves three.
If he goes to Saratoga ne ct week, it will make eight times that he

has visited that renowned ivatering place.
I could not convince him, that'a forgiving disposition was nobler

than I revengeful oue. I consider the first, one of the brightest
virtues that ever was or can be possessed by man.
The college consists of one great, and several smaller edifices.
He would lioi believe, that horesty was the best policy.
The edifice was erected sooner than I expected it to have been.
Surely, goodness and mercy shall follow me all the days of my

life ; and I will dwell in the house of the Lord for ever.
If a man have a hundred sheep, and one of them be gone astray,

doth he not leave the ninety and nine, &c. ?

He might jave completed his task sooner, but he could not do it
better.

The most ignorant and the most savage tribes of men, when they
have looked round on the earth, and on the heavens, could not avoid
ascribing their origin to some invisible, designing cause, and felt a
propensity to adore their Creator.



CRITICAL NOTES AND OBSERVATIONS.

Obsebvation 1. The following absurd phrases so common Li the

sacred desk and elsewhere, should be carefully avoided by all who
regard common sense :

—

** Sing the two first and three last verses."

Just as if there could be more ihan one first and one last. There may

be ti first twoy a second two, &c. ; a first threes a second three, a last

three. " V\n}l.ln the two last centuries ;" '• The second syllable of the

three first words ;" " The three first of these orthoepists have no rule

by which their pronunciation is regulated ;''—^" the last two centu-

ries ;" " the first three words ;" " the first three of these orthoepists.''

2. Adjectives should not be used to express the manner of action.

'* The higher the river, the swifter it flows;" "James learns easier

than Juliet ; he sees deeper into the millstone than she ;"—" the more

swiftly it flows;" " learns more easily;" ^*further into the millstone."

" He conducted the boldest of any ;"—" the most boldly.^*

3. More requires than after it. The following sentences are

therefore improper :
" He was more beloved, but not so much ad-

mired, as Cinthio ;" " Richard is more active, but not so studious, as

hi9 companion." The legitimate mode of, supplying the ellipses in

these constructions, will show their gross impropriety : thus, " Ho
wa« more beloved as Cinthio ;" " Richard is more active as his com-

panion," ^c.

4. Adverbs, as illustrated on page 85, afe generally suBstitutes for

two or more words belonging to other parts of speech. ** Will you

accompany mo to Europe next summer ?" " Yes.^* " Do you believe

that the voyage will restore your health ?" "JVo." In these ex-

amples, the adverbs yes and no, are substitutes for whole sentences,

and, therefore, do not qualify any words understood. Yes, in this

instance, literally means, "/ will accompany you to Europe next

summer ;" and no, "i do not believe that the voyage will restore my
health" Many other adverbs are often employed in a similar manner.

^Firstly," is often improperly used instead of the adverb^rsi; "a
good deal," instead of, much, or, a great deal.

6. A nice distinction should be observed in the use of such and so.

The frrmer may be employed in expressing quality ; the latter, in

expressing a degree of the quality ; as, "Such a temper is seldom

found ;" " So bad a temper is seldom found." In the following ex-

amples, so should be used instead of such : " He is such an extrava-

gant young man, that I cannot associate with him ;" " I never before

saw such large trees."

The affected use of cardinal, instead of ordinal numbers, ought

not to be imitated. " On page forty-five :" " Look at page nineteen:"

^-forty-fifiht nineteenth.
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v6. In the choice and application of prepositions, particnlar regard
should be paid to their meaning as established by the idiom of our
language and the best usage. " In my proceedings, I have been ac-

the minds of many, a strong predilection in favour of established
usages;" " Ho was ma ,e much on at Arg08 ;" " They are resolved
of going;" "The rain has been falling of a long time;" "It is a
work deserving of encouragement." These examples may be cor-
rected thus, "actuated 6y the conviction;" "6y those golden precepts;"
" by the conjunction and ;" "predilection/or;" " much ofai Argos;"
" on going;" "falling a long time ;" "deserving encouragement."

7. The preposition to is used before nouns of place, where they
follow verbs or participles of motion ; as, " I went to Washington."
But at is employed after the verb to he; as, " I have been at Wash-
ington ;" " He has been to New-York, to home,'' &c., are improper.
The preposition in is set before countries, cities, and large towns

;

" He lives in France, in London, in Philadelphia, in Rochester.'*
But before single houses, and cities and villages which are in distant

countries, at \p commonly used ; as, " He lives at Park-place
;"

" She resides at Vincennes." People in the northern states may say,
" They live in New Orleans, or at New Orleans."

8. Passive agents to verbs in the infinitive mood, should not be
employed as active agents. The following are solecisms : " This
house to let ;" " Horses and carriages to let ;" " Congress has much
business to perform this session ;" because the agents, house^ horses^

and carriages, and business, which are really passive, are, according,
to these constructions, rendered as active. The expression should
be, '• This house to be let ;" " Horses and carriages to be let ;" " much
business to he performed.^*

9. Ambiguity.—" Nothing is more to be desired than wisdom."
Not literally correct, for wisdom is certainly more to be desired than
nothing ; but, as a figurative expression, it is well established and
unexceptionable.

" A crow is a large black bird :"—a large black—bird.

" I saw a horse—fly through the window :"—I saw a horsefly.

" I saw a ship gliding under full sail through a spy glass." I saw
through a spy glass, a ship gliding under full sail.

" One may see how the world goes with half an eye." One may
see, with half an eye, how the world goes.

" A great stone, that I happened to find, after a long search, by the

sea shore, served me for an anchor." This arrangement of the mem-
bers and circumstances of this sentence, confines the speaker's search

to the sea sh/re ; whereas, he meant, " A large stone, which, after a

jOQg search, I happened io find by the

anchor."

5€a snoTCf s^;rvud luQ ioi BI*
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**I shall only notice those called persotial pronouns.'* I i^all no-

tice only those called personal pronouns.

10. Tautology.—Avoid words which add nothing to the sense

;

such as, " Now extant, free gratis, slow mope, cold snow, a hot sun, a

Jlowivg stream, a dull blockhead, wise sages." " I am just going to

go there ;" I am about to go.

11. Absuacities and Impbofrieties.—"I can learn him many
things." It ought to be, ** I can teach him." To learn, is to acquire

or receive information ; to teach means to communicate it.

" I don't think it is so." You do think, that it is not so.

Ever, always. " I have ever been of this mind." I have always
been. Ever and always are not synonymous. Ever refers to one

indefinite period of time; as, "If ha* ever becomes rich:" always
means ca all times.

Excuse, pardon. The former signifies to release from an obliga-

tion which refers to the future ; the latter, to forgive a neglect or

crime that is past. *< Excuse me for neglecting to call yesterday :"

pardon me.

Renumber, recollect. We remember a thing which we retain in

our mind ; we recollect it, when, though having gone from the mind,
we have power to call it back.

Defec4, deficiency. A thing which is incomplete in any of its

parts, is dejective; a total absence of the thing, is a deficiency.

This subject will be resumed in the appendix to this work.
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OOimECTIONS TN ORTHOGRAPHY.

Wrom among those words which are ofien erroneously sp^lled^ the
following are selected, and corrected according to Johnson antf tf^
Cobb's WalJier.:—

Incorrect.

Abscision

achievment
4idze

agriculturalist

almanac
.ancle

haise

tbason

bass

<b&mbaziB
boose
sboult

'buccaneer

burthea
tbye

calimanoe
>camblet

•camphtX'

•canvas

•carcase

^entindl

«hace
rchalibeate

'Chamelion

chemist

chemistry

cholic

chuse
cimetar

•clench

'Cloke

<Jobler

^himnies
chesnut
>clue

connection

corset
«r,v**her

ddactyl

Correct.

^bscissipn
achievement
addioe

agricultudst

almanaoic

4inkle

.baiee

basin

base

'bombasia

bouse
bolt

bucamer
.burden

calamanco
damlet
•camphire

canvass
•carcass

sentinel

chase
chalybeate

chamele(»i

-chymiat

chymist^
<;olick

^choose

oimetOT
clinch

cloak
xobblw
chimneys
'ChestniM.

clew
conne/»At. *

corslet

clDhe?

.dactyle

Incorrect.

diocese

dipthon^
dispatch

doat

draft

drouth

dye
dyer

embitter

embody
enquire

enquirer

enquiry

ensnare

enterprise

enthral

entrench

entrust

enwrap
epaulette

ethenul

faggot

fasset

felloa

fie

germ
goslin

gimblet

grey
haloe

hans»l

highth

hindraace

impale

inclose

inclosure

indict

indictmffljt

.indorse

Correct.

-diocess

diphthong
^despatch

dote

draught
drought
^ie
tdier

imbitter

imbody
inquire

inquirer

inquiry

insnare

•enterprise

jnthral

intrench
intrust

inwrap
•epaulet

etherei^

fagot

.faucet

felon

tj^erme

.gosling

gimlet

rray

lalloo

Jiandd«l

leight

linderance

empale
enclose

enclosure
endict

endictmsuli

.endorse

iU.ri



soo conntcnen or oktbooxatht.

Incorrect.

indorsement
instructor

ir.Biire

insurance

la%aey

kste
Hcenje
k>th

lye

malcontent

maneuvidB

merchandize
misprisoa

Bonies
jiegocia^

a^gociation

noviciat»

ouse
npaJie

^roxisn
pariizan

patronize

phrenzy
pinchers-

plow
foney
potatoe

pumpkin
quere
recognise

Teindeer

leinforctt

Ceftect.

eudorsement
iiistrueter

ensure
ensuranee
lueke^

last

license

Ue
maleeontent

manceuvrc
merchandise
misprision

moneys
negotiate

negotiation

novitiate

ooze
opaque
paroxysm
partisan

patronise

phrensy
pincers

plough
pony
potato

pumpion
query
recognize
laindeer

te-cofwce

Incorrect. Cerrett,

restive res' iff

ribbon riband
rince rinse

sadler saddler

saliad salad

sceptie skeptick

scepticism skepticiMn
segur c^gar

seignoi sei^rnior

Serjeant sergeant
shear shore

sootiie sooth

staunch stanch
streight straight

substract subtract

suitor suiter

sythe scythe

tatler tattler

thresh thrash

thwak thwack
lipler tippler

tranquilly tranquillilj

tripthong triphthong

trissy liable trisyllable

alice valise

vallies valleys

vise vice

waggon wagon
warrantee warranty
whoopingcongh fioopingcongh
woe wo
yeast jesi
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CORRMCriONS IN QttTHOEPY.

HP'

The following words being often enroaeoasly pronounced by (mIIm
))eople, as well as by the Vulgar, their correction, in this place, agpree-
ably to Cobb's Walker, it ia presumed, Will be useful to many. 8oin«
of the mispronottttiations given are prdvini^al.

Orthographif. Improper. Pronouneedi

Again : a-gane' tt-geh

Ally al'-le al-li'

Are are ar
Azure azh'-ur ft*-zuri

Bade bade bad
Beard bard beerd

Been ben 01* been bin

Bleat blaat bleet

Boil bile boil

Bonnet bUn'-net bon'-nit

Brooch brdtsh bfddtsh

Catnphire kam'-fire kam'-fii"

Canal ka-nawi' ka-nal'

Catch keteh katsh

Causeway kros-wa' kawz'-wa
Chalice kal'-is tshal'-is

Chasten tshas'-sn tshase'-sil

Chimney tshim'-blo' tshim'-nrt

Chine tshime tshine

Choir 1^ koir kwire

Clevy klev'-is kiev'-ve

Clinch klensh klinsh

Oolumtl kol'-yum kol'-lum

Combat kom'-bat ktim'-bat

Comma kom'-me kom'-mtl

Co(]uet ko-kwet' ko-ket'

Corps korps kore

Corpse , korps

Covei* kiv'-uf kuv'-ur

Deaf deef def

Decisive de-sis'-iv de-si'-siy

Depot de'-pot de'-po'

Depute dep'-u-tize de-pute'

Design de-zine' de>8ine'

Dint dent dint

Docile do'-sile dos'-Bil

Disgust dis«gust' dis-gust'

Dismay dis-ma' dik-ma'

Disown dis-one' diz'one'

doflt dusi

ii

12



coitRtin^oitt til ttMiMbttfi

Orthogrdphff.

Doih
Does
Drain
t)rought

Drowned
Ductile

Edge
Either

English
Era
Ere
Fasten
Fearful

Figure
Fiend
First

Foliage

Fortune
Fortnight

Founraiii

fracture

Fragrance
Futile

Gathef
Get
Girth

Goal
Going
Gold
Gum
Grudge
Gypsum
Has
Have
Heard
Hearth
Hiss
Hoist
Homely
Hoof
Hostler

Humble
Jesting

Kettle

Lecture
Leisure

Lever
Lid
Lilach
Loam
Lqc
Maiatftin

Improper.

doth

doos
dreen

drouth

dround'-ed
duk'-tile

aje

i'-thur

eug'-lish

e-re'

ere

fas'-tn

fer'.ful

fig'-guf

fend

fust

foil' •age

for'-tshan

fort'-nit

foun'-tn

frilk*-tshur

frag'-ransfe

fu'-tile

geth'-uf

git

gurt

gool

gone or go'-in

gooid

goom
be-gretsh*

;ip'-8um

lez

la've

leerd

lurth or hath
eiss

histe

hum'-ble'

huf
haws'-lur

hum'-bl
jeest'-in

kit'-tl

lek^-tshur

lezh'-ur

iev'-ur

led

la'lok

loom
I..

maoe^taxM'

Proneuneedt

dutii

duz
drantf

drout

dround
duk'-tU

edje

e'-thuf

ing'-gliith

e'-ra

are

fas'-sn

feer'-ful

iig'-ure

feend

furet

fo'-le-aje

for'-tshun*

fort'-nite

foun'-tin

frak'-tshuni

fra'>granse

fu'-til

gaih'-ur

get

gerth

gole

go'-ing

gold
gum
grudge ,

jip'-sum

haz
hav'

herd
harth

.faiM

hoist #
honie'>Id

hoof

os'-lur

um'-bl

,
est'-ing

let'-tl

ek'-tshurt

e'^zhura

e'-vur

M
iMak

.

ome
I- -

melt^-tftBe



«tt»»iefMi»s tM''wtmgtitP m
*Orthogri^fi Jmproptr, •JPronottneed,

Mermaid -mare'-made mer'-made
Mountaia *nioun*-tB moun'-tin
Nature na'-tshure na'-tshure
Neither «i'-thur ne'-thur
Oblige O'bleeje' o-blije'

•Oblique x).bleek' ©b-like'
Of ^f ov
Oil ile «U
Only on'-le or un'-te one'-le
=Panthet 4)ane'-tur t>an'-thur
•Parent "par'-ent pa'-rent
Partner pard'-nur pari'-nur
Pasture 4>as'-t8hur pas'^tshuijj^

pa'-trunPatron pat'-run
Mincers T)in9h'-un •pin'-surz

.'Pith T}eth l)ith

^lait i)leet t>late

f*oem jpome po'em
Point i)inte •jjoint

'Pother both'-ur puth'-ur
Precept ^res-sept pre'-sept
Preface 'pre'-fase t)rer-fa8
i*relude pre'-lude prel'-ude

Process pro'-sea |)ros'-ses

Producl pro'-dukt prod'-ukt
'Progrtess pro'-gres prog'-rea
'l*rofile pro'-file pro'-feel'

Pumpion pungk'-in pump'-yun
Put i)ut (verb) pu't

'Quoit iwate itwoit
Raisin ta'-zn re'-zn

Hapine ra'-pine rap'-in

Hear rare Teer
Reptile rep'-tite rep'- til

«id ted •rid

Rind Vine rind

Hinse rense Tinae
%osin roz'-un Toz'-in

Roatine rou'-tene Too-teen'
Roof 4 ruff •roof

Sacred isak'-reii ^ea'-kred

Said Bade aed
Sat aet aat

Says aaze eat
Scarce ^karae Maka'rae

-Schedule tt'vfe^^^ ^ked'-ule '*ad'-jule

Shut ^ ' ahet •^hut

Since aenae ainae
Sit aet ait

Sleek alik ale^
Sliver I aliv'-vur - .^ * - '«Ii'-vur

Slethfiil ikwth'.M ^^atk'-M

iifi^f'

-4 i , >«,\»
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Orthogrtphfi xy«m9m ftnproptr, v*'*,''>'^w * i»ronw/ ncs^ljHtfjusy A i

Soot BUt soot

8f>ikenard rpig'-niM: spike'^nard'

Spoil Fpile spoil

Steelyard^ etil'-yurdv Bteer-ynrc^

Stnmp stomp ttnmp'

Stint «tent stint

Fword sword iso^rd

Synod; si'-nod tin-ud

Therefore ihare^'-forr ther'-forr

Thil il thill

To to too

Tour tour toor

Trebl* ^
Towards ^

$Tib'-bF treb'-bt

tio-wards to-urds'

Trophy trof-fe too-fe

Tuepdajr tehuz-de tBze-de

Verdure ver'-jur er'-jure

Vizier i'-zhur viz'-yeer

Volumr Tol'-lunv vol'-yumr
Were war« wer
Yea ya ye
Yes yes yis

Yeet yeest or esse yest

Yet yit yet

You yu yoo
Youtfir ^th yooth

',.,f.

Ague and f^verr ife'vern-n'gur a'-gu and fe'Wur

Alternate awl-ter'-nate al-ter'-nate

Anuunciatr »n-nun'-?hate an-nun'-she-ate

Andirorr hand'-i-Hrn «fiihv T,«nd'-i-uni

Antipodes •n'-tp-podr ' an-tip'-o-deevs

Apparent ap-por'^-ent ap-pa'-rent

Architecture artsh^'-e-tek-tBRBT at'-ke-tek-tshure-

Aseumption* as-sump'-shun ae-sum'^-shun

Auxiliary awks-il'^i-a-re «Wg-ziK-ya-re

Certiorari sasa-ur-ar'-ur sernsRe-o-ra'-ri

Christianity^ Kris-tshan'-e-te Icri8.t6he-an'-e«t», ,

Clandestine klan-des'-tine klan-dee'^-tin ^
ko-ad-ju'-turCoadjutor ko-ad'-jn-tnr

Compendiumt kom-pen'-de-uiw koHi-peD'-je-umf

Connoiesew fton-nis-ture" lio'nes-sare'

Couneoos ,
|iore'«ie-nB }tur'<tBhe-u8

Coverlet ^^v , kuv'-er-lid kuv'-ur-let

Cowardics )tou'>urd>i8* liou^urdwis

Decrepit <le-krip'-id de-«repMt

Demonetratf dem'-on -sfratie de-mon^8trate

Desideratum de-sid<er«at'>um de-sid>e>ra'«tunp

Diamond di'-mund di'-a-mund

s»imft* § >m pif ' •.•-n -liiiSS
j;-f'i -.

';0£<^'fi$MB |j^*j[is«M^ii 'iMf:



oOftftBcTJoars in onxsottfi. ^Pr

Orthogrnphfit,,

DiBfranchise

Dishonest

Disorder

Electrify

Emaciate
Expiatory
Extempore
Extraordinary

Feminine
Frequently
Genuine
Guardion
Gymnnstie
Hallelujnhl

Hospital

Humorous
Idea
Ignoramu*
Indecoroua
Irradiate

Literati

Maintenance
Masculine

Mercantile

Meliorate
Museum
National

Nomenclattire
Nominative
Obedience
Obstreperooff

Octavo
Oratory
Parentage
Partiality

Patronagd
Patriavofc

Patriot

,

pAtriotimn

Philologist

Philosophy

Philosofhiofld

Plagmriem

Pftesessioiv

Preventiv*'

Pronunciatjoft

Prophecy

<)iai.«9^^ , 'I,Improper.

dis-fron'-tshiie

dis-on'-eet

dis-or'-dur

e-lek'-lur-ize

e-ma'-ahaie

eks-pi'-a-to-re

eka-tem'-pore

eks-tra-or'-de-na-re

fem'-e-nine

frek'-went-le

jen'-u-ine

gar-deen'

gim-nas'-tic

hal-le-lu'-ja

hoa'-pit-ol

hu'-mnr-oa
i-de'

ig-no-ram'-ua

in-dek'-o-rus

ir-rad'-e-ate

Kt-er-a't'-i

mane-tane'-anae
mas'-ku-line

mur'kan-tile

mur-kan-teel'

mur-knn'-til

me-li'-o-rato

mu'-ze-um
na'-shun-al

no-men'-kla-tirre

nom'-e-tiv

o-be'-de-ense

ob-strop'-pu-lOB

ok'-ta-vo

or'-a-to-re

pa'-rent-aje
* par-ehalMe'te

pa'-trun-aje

pat'-re'«ark

pat'-re-ttt

pnt'-re-ut-MBi

fi-lol'-lo-jist

fi-los'-o-fe

irlo.^f'-ik^
pla'.ga^ri^BL

poarBea

fqaciCB'-siv

pos*sefih'-|in

pre-vent*-a-tlv

pro«Dun-se'a'-shua

!

Pronounce^.

dis-fran'-tshiz

diz-on'-est

diz-or'-dur

e-lek'-tre-fi

e-nia'-she-ote

eks'-pe-ii-tur-re

eks-tem'-po-re

eks-tror-de-na-re

fem'-e-nin

fre'-kwent-le

jen'-u-in

gyar'-de-nn

jim-nae'-tik

hal-le-loo'-ya

os'-pe-tal

yu'-mur-us

i-de'-a

ig-no-ra'-mu»

in-de-ko'-ru8

ir-ra'-de-ate

Kt-er-a'-ti

men'-te-nonccf

mas'-ku-lin

mer'-kan*til

me^le'-oofate

mu-ze'um
nash'-un-al

nom-en-kla'-teharc

nom'-e-na-tiv

o-be'-je-enee

ob-Btrep'-er-u»

ok-ta'-vo

or'-a-tur-re

par'-ent-aje

par*she>al''le-te

pat'-run-'ije

pa '-tre-ark

pa'-tre-ut

pa'-tre-ut-izrai

fe-lor-lo-jiat

fe-los'-o-fe

iiUo-zof^e-kal

pla'-ja-rizjw

poz-i!?8*liir

po^-jsjesh'un

pre-tent'-iv

pro-Dun<she*a'rshuo

pror'«e<8« (qoud)



CORXEbltOMs \s MfrtSlM'*

Orthography.

ProphcHy
Radiance
Ratio
Rational

Sacrament
Sacrifice

Stereotypy

StopendoHS

S/nonyme
Synanyma
Transparent
Transparency
Verbatim
Volcano
Whiffletre*

Pronouneti.

prof'-e-6i (verhj

ra'-de-ana«

ra'-ahe-o

rash'-un-al

snk'-ra-ment

T<ak'-ra-fize

8te'-re-o-tip«

J Btii-pen'-dua

ein'-o-nim

se-non'-e-ma

trans-pa'-rent

trans-pa'-ren-W

Ver-ba'-tim

vol-ka'-no

liwiPfl-tree

Improper.

prov'-e-si ^erb)
rad'-e-anse

Va*-eho

Va'-siiun-al

*a'-kra-ment

Ha'-kre-fiae (or fip)

«ter'-o-tipe

TBtu-pen^-du-us

Btu-pen'-jus

Be-non'-e-m*
se-non'-e-miz

Irons-pat'-ent

trans-par'-en-ae

Ver-bai'-im

VoI-kan*-o

hwip'-pUtrec

Note 1. When the words learned, blessed, loved, &.C., nre vseu an

participial adjectives, the termination ed should generally be pronoiuice<l

«B a separate syllable ; aa, " A leartt'cd man ; The bleaa-ed Redeem'-

*r ;" but when they are employed os verba, the ed is contracted in pro-

tiunciation ; as, " He learn d his lesson ; They are lovi'd ; I haVe

vtall^d."

S. The accent of the following words falla on those syllables er*

pressed in the itaZt'c characters :—Ku-ro-pe»-an, hy-me-ne»al, Cc-sa-re-a,

co-ad-j'u-'or, e-pi-cu-re-«n, in-ter-esi-ed, tn-ter-est-ing, rfp-ar-a-ble,

i*er-og-ni8e,fcar-i8-la-ture,o6-li-ga-tory,in-com-par-a-ble, ir<-rejp-a'ra-ble,

in-ex>o-ra-blc. In a kirge class of words, the vowels o, e, and a»>

should be pronotinced like long a in latei auch aa fare, rare, there,

'their, tohere, air, chair, compwe, declare, ^bc. In the words jieraon,

perfect, mercy, interpret, determine^ and the like, the vowel « be-

fore r is often erroneously sounded like short u. Its prefer sound ii

that of e in met, pet, imperative.

3. With respect to the pronunciation of the words sky, kind, ^uide,

-&.C., it appe&ra that a mistake extep<<tvely prevails. It ia belieied

that their common pronunciation by the vulgar is the correct one,

and agreeable to the pronunciation intended by 'Mr. John Walker.
The proper diphthongal sounds in skei, kyind, gyide, are adopted bjr

the common mass, ^nd perverted by diose who, in their unnatun^
and affected pitmtinciation of these words, saj' ••>. kc-'nde, ge-ide^.

This latter mode of pronorvicing them in two ovl)-.ni*»'j -• as incorr .'^Jt

and ridiculous aa to pronounce the words boil ''

-t/, in ro Byllabieb^

thus, bo>iI, lo-il.

4. itiy, \bind, pour. When my is contracted with tli^, his, her^

your, ftc, it Is pronounced mi, in all other Bituationa it is pronounced

me; as, " My [m«] son, give ear to my [me] couniel." When wind
i'ndti, a line In poeiry, and is made to rhyme with mind, bind, kind^

<,.?., ii Ui pronounced wi'nd, but in' other situations it is pronouoetd

** ho, tlie poor Indian I whose untutored mind

X'^.iif.-
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^R<miTCtAtlsM. m
J^ojlr. Analogically, the diphthong ou, in (hia word, has iti proper

*K>«nd, as in hour, sour.

" Ye heavens ! from high the dewy nectar poHr>
" And in soft silence shed the kindly shower.'*

ie
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PflOVINCIALISMS.
€^ntraetion9, Vulgariama, and other Improprieties.

As each of the following provincialisms and vulgarisms has its locality
In some one section or other of North America, it is hoped that these
com'ctions will be found useful in the districts to which the varioOs
phrases respectively belong.

impropier. 'Correct.

Are no*
have not
'tis not
fere not
may not
will not
Were not
Was not

would not
niust not
is not

Was not
has not
does not
*ti8 not
Who will

don't

Oan^t

i'U

'tis

l^^ommon in iVeto England or
New York.

Aint
haint

taint

baint

maint
Wont
wer'nt

Waunt
woodeftt

hiussent

izzent

WazzCnt
hezzeut

doozzeht

tizzent

whool

Aktt
ben
hul

hute
ataa

dooz
gla'st

ma'ss
bra'sa

pa'ss

askt

bin

whole
liom6
stone

dux
flass

rnass

brass

pass

Improper. Correct.

hiz-zn hiz
hou-zn houz'-iz
an'-shent ane'-tshent
an'-jel nne'-jel

•dan'-jur dane'-jur
Btron'-jur etrane'-jur

tsham'i'ber tshame'-bur
na*-tur na'-ishure
nat'-ur-el natch'-u-ral
for'-tin For'-tshune

for'-tew-nale for'-tshu-naie
vur'-tew ver'-tshu
vur*-tew-U8 ver'-tehu-ul' "

ak'-tew-eil ak'-tshu-al

ed*-ew-kate ed*-ju-kate
fath'-ur fa'-thur

heft weight.
stobp porch
stent task
helve handhs
muss disorder
dump unload
Bcup swing
chase gig or chaise
teutter one-horse sleigk
staddie sapling
foxy

V .. reddish
euple spry or suppk

in tF*inn*iitvania,

Strenth strength
lenth length
brenth breadth
wi

. . SBM&i '
'
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tmproper, Correct. Improper.

nan
wisht

wunst
ouch
cheer

spook
furnentz

wanivy
in wain
ornarjr

for by
we bit

disreraetuber

whftt

w'sh
cn'^e

oh
chair

ghost

opposite

Yunity

in vain

ordinary

to gpare

small piece

do no: remember

triah.

till

put

fu't

a-koont'

pu'l-pit

pare'-sun

Correet.

too

pot

fiit

ak-kount'

pul'-pit

par'-sn

Jtfi., Va., Ky., Mise.Ac*

Thar
whiar

bar [bear]

War
mout
gwine
shet or ehat

tote or fotch

hop'd

ca-hoot'

mar'-bl

thare

hware
bare

wer
mite [might]

go'-ing

rid

< karre, fetch, of

\ bring

helpt

part'-nur*Bhip

moov off

Do'or dore

flo'or flore

a'nd and

loss loot

koorse korse

Boorse eoree

Note. Clever, pretty, vgly, curious, expect, guess, and reckon,

though correct English words, have, among the common people of New
England and New York, a provincial application and meaning. With

them, a clever man is one of a gentle and obliging disposition ; instead

of a man of distinguished talents and profound acquirements. Fretiy

and ugly, they apply to the disposition of a person, iiistead of to his

extcr.ml appearance. In these States one will olten hear " I guesi it

rains," when the speaker knovos, this to be a fact ; and, therefore,

guessing is uncalled for. "I expect I can go ;*' or, " I reckon I can j"

instead of, " I suppose or presume.** In New England a clergyman is

often called a minister ; in New York, a priest ; and south of New
York, a parson. The last is preferable.

New England or New York.

1 be going. He lives to hum.

Hese ben to huns this two Weekb.

You haddent ought to do it. Yea t

had ought.
' Taint no better than hizzen.

Izzent that are line writ well 1

Tizzent no better than this ere.

Corrected.

1 am going. He lives at home.
He has been at home these S weeks.

You ought not to do-it. Certainly

1 ought.

*Tis no better than his.

Is not that line well written ?

It is no better, or, it is not any bet^

ter than this.

The keows be gone to hum, neow. The cows ar0 gone home, and J" am
and I'mer goift arter um. going afttr tkem.

He'll be here, derights, and bring He will be here directly, atid bring

yourn and Uiairn. yours and theirs.

lie tOUCri'u liiw SlMiS v.';::u:s i =SiV5T ii'tr -.vuvijcu ttiv •otvJic Trisivss i ct-j-K'-

him , a n di guess it made him ^Ha^, ed him , and it made him sigk,{oi

for 'twas ciseing hot. it wit* kigring hot.

%t.||;i.
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/BOVIKCULISMS. m
Neto Evgland or New York.

Ran, Tliunel, and cut a sioddle, for

to make a lever on. Ize jeet

agoneter go, daddy.

Where shall I dump my cart.

Fquire ? Dump it yender. Whats
the heft of your load?

When ju git hum from Elafford?

A fortnii ago. You diddent, did

ye? Ju 8ee my Danel, whose sot

up a tai vern there ? No. He had
gunf aft)re 1 got there. O, the

pesky criter ! Hele soon be up a
stump.

My frinds superb mansion is de-

lightfully sitewated on a nate-eral

mound of considerable hjthe. It

hez a long stoop in front ; but it

is furder from the chy than I'de

hke my hum.
I know'd the gal was drownded,
and I teli'd the inquisitioners that

ize nither geestin nor jokin about
it ; but if they'd permit me to

giv em my ideze, they'd obleege
Die, So I parsevered, and car-

ried my pinte. Yon don't say so.

Be you from Barkshire 1 I be.

Neow I swan ! if I aint clean
beat.

You bainl frori the Jarseys, be ye ?

Yes. Gosh ! then I guess you
kneow heow to tend tarvern.

In Penneyhania.

I seen him. Have you taw him 1

Yes, I have saw him wunst

;

and that was before you seed
him.

I done my task. Have you did

yours? No, but I be to do it.

I be to be there. He know'd me.

Leave me be, for Ime afeer'd.

I never took notice to it.

I wi'ih I haddent did it ; howsum-

Correcteif.

1 J^^t !,.«..

skeev me.
tuvjr i.aui

Go, Nathaniel, and cut a sapling,
to make a lever of. I was about
to go, or, intending to go imme-
diately, father.

Where shall I unload my cart ?

Yonder. What is the weight
of your load ?

When did yon return from Hart-
ford? A fortnight ago. Is it

possible .' Did you see my son
Daniel, who has opened a public
AoM»c there? No. He had left

before'! arrived there, O, the
paltry fellow ! He will eoon
come to nought.

My friend's superb mansion is de-
lightfully situated on a natural
mound of considerable height. It

has a long porch in front ; but it

is farther from the city than /
would like to reside.

I knew the girl had been drowned,
and I told the jury of inquest
that / was not jesting about it

;

but, by permitting me to give
them my view of the subject,

they would oblige me. So, I

persevered, ar>d gained my point.

Indeed ! Are you from Berk'
shire 1 I am. Really ! I am
surprised.

Are you from New Jersey ? Yes.
Then I presume you knew how
to tend a tavern.

Corrected.

I saw him. Have you seen him ?

Yes, once ; and that was before

you saw him.

I have done my task. Have you
done yours ? No, but I must.

I shall be there ; or, I tnuat b«
there. He knew me.

Let me be, for I am afraid.

1 never took notice of it ; or, bet-

ter thus, I never noticed it.

I wish I had not done it : however.
£ tpft?r rgwr w trtzrttt

scare m«.
.1 itv j- vtusitSt
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In Pennsylvania.

Give me them there books.

Hej)rt to go ; so lie ort.

No Tie orten.

Dont scrouge rae.

I diddent go to do it.

Aint that a good hand write 1

Nau? I know'd what he meant,
but I never let on.

II is a long mile to town Ah! I

thought *twas unle a short mile.

Irish.

Not here the day; he weat till

Pittsburgh.

Let us be after pairsing a wee bit.

Where did you loss it 1

Md., Va., Ky., or Miss.

Carry the horse to water.

Tote the wood to the riwr.

Have you focht the water ]

I've made 200 bushels of com this

year.

He has run against a soag.

Is that your plunder, stranger 1

He will soon come of that habit.

I war thar, and I seen his boat was
onelend too heavy.

What you gwine?
Hese in cohoot with me.
Did you get shet of your tobacco 1

Who hojped you to sell il 1

Corrected.

Give me those books.

H« ought to go, really.

He ought not.

Don't crowd me.
I did not intend to do it.

Is not that beautiful writing ?

What ? I knew what he meant,
but I kept thai to myself.

It is « little over a mile to town.
Ah ! I supposed it to be less than
a mile.

Corrected.

He is not here to-day. He weat
to Pittsburgh.

Let us parse a little.

Where did you lose it.

Corrected.

Lead the horse to water ; or, water
the horse.

Carry the wood to the river.

Have you fetched, ox brought, the

water 1

I have raised 200 bushels of corn
this year.

He has got into difficulty.

Is that your baggage, sir ?

He will soon overcome, or get rid

of, that habit.

I teas there, and 1 saw that his boat

was tc heavily laden, or loaded.

Where an you going ?

He is in partnership with me.
Did you get rid, or dispose of, your

tsbacco ?

Viko helped yon to sell ill
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Prosody treats ot the modulations of the voice, ac-

cording to the usages of the language we speak, and the

sentiments we wish to express : hence, in its most ex-

tensive sense, it comprises all the laws of elocution.

Prosody is commonly divided into two parts ; the first

teaches the true pronunciation of words, comprising

accent, quality, emphasis, pause, and tone; and the

second, the laws of versification.

Accent. Accent is the laying of a peculiar stress of the voice on a

particular letter or syllable in a word, that it may be better heard than

the rest, or distinguished from them ; as, in the word presume, the stress

of the voice must be on the letter «, and the second syllable, sume,

which syllable takes the accent.
*

Every word of more syllables than one has one accented syllable.

For the sake of euphony or distinctness in a long word, wc frequently

give a secondary accent to another syllable beside the one which takes

the principal accent ; as, tes'-ti-mo-ni-'^al, a-han'-don-Hng.

Quantity. The quantity of a syllable is that time which is occupied

in pronouncing it. It is considered as long or short.

A vowel or syllable is long when the accent is on the vowel ; which

causes it to be slowly joined in pronunciation with the following letters ;

as, " Fall, bale, mdod, hotise, feature."

A syllable ia short when the accent is on the consonant, which causes

the vowel to be quickly joined to the succeeding letter ; as, " ftnt,

bdnnfit, hanggr."

A long syllable generally requires double the time of a short one ia

pronouncing it ; thus, " mate" and " note" should be pronounced as

slowly again as " mat" and " nOt."

Emphasis. By emphasis is meant a stronger and fuller sound of the

voice, by which we distinguish some word or words on which we design

to lay particular stress, and to show how they affect the rest of the sen-

tence. Sometimes the emphatic words must be distinguished by a parti-

cular tone of voice, as well as by a greater stress.

Emphasis will be more fully explained under the head of Elocu-

tion.

Pauses. Pauses or rests, in speaking and reading, are a total cessa-

tion of the voice during a perceptible, and, in many cases, a measurable

Tones. Tones »re different both from emphasis and pauses ; consist-
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ing in the modulations of the voice, or the notes or variations of sound
which we employ in the expression of our sentiments.

Emphasis affects particular words and phrases ; but tones affect sen-

tences, paragraphs, and sometimes a whole discourse.

PUNCTUATION.

Punctuation is the art of dividing writtfen composi-

tion into sentences or parts of sentences, by points or

stops, in order to mark the different pauses which the

sense and an accurate pronunciation require.

The Comma represents the shortest pause'; the Semicolon, a
pause double that of the comma ; the Colon, double that of the semi-
colon ; and the Period, double that of the colon.

Punctuation is a modern art. The ancients were entirely unac-
quainted with the use of points ; and wrote, not only without any dis-

tinction of members and periods, but also without any distinction of
words. This custom continued till the year 360 before Christ. How
the ancients read their works, written in this manner, it is not easy to

conceive. After the practice of joining words together had ceased,
notes of distinction were placed at the end of every word. This
practice continued a considerable time.

As it appears that the present usage of points did not take place
whilst manuscripts and monumental inscriptions were the only known
methods of conveying knowledge, we must conclude, that it was in-

troduced with the art of printing. The introduction was, however,
gradual ; all the points did not appear at once. The colon, semicolon,
and note of admiration, were produced some time after the others.
The whole set, as they are now used, became established, when
learning and refinement had made considerable progress.

As the rules of punctuation are founded altogether on the gram-
matical construction of sentences, their application presupposes, on
the part of the student, a knowledge of Syntax. Although they
admit of excepticns, and require a continual exercise of judgment
and literary taste in applying them properly, they are of great utility,

and justly merit our particular attention.

The great importance ©f acquiring a thorough knowledge of punc-
tuation, and of attending strictly to the application of its rules, is

established by the single fact, that the meaning of a sentence is often
totally perverted by the omission or misapplication of points. To il-

lustrate the correctness of this remark, numernn» examples mi»ht be
selected. The following border on the ridiculous :

^« Mr. "jared
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"Mr. Jared

Harton having gone to sea his wife, desires the prayers of this church;"
" Tryon, who escaped from the jail on Friday last, is 22 years of age
has sandy hair, light eyes, thin visage, with a short nose turned up
about six feet high, &c." Corrected :

" Mr. Jared Hurton, having
gone to sea, his wife desires the prayers of this church ;" " thin
visage, with a short nose turned up, about six feet high," &c.

Before one enters upon the study of punctuation, it is necessary
for him to understand what is meant by an adjunct, a simple sentence
and a compound sentence.

*

An adjunct or imperfect phrase contains no assertion, or does
not amount to a proposition or sentence ; as, " Therefore ;" " studi-
ous of praise ;" " in the pursuit of commerce."—For the definition
of a sentence, and a compound sentence, turn to page 119.

When two or more adjuncts are connected with the verb in the
same manner, and by the same preposition or conjunction, the sen-
tence is compound, and may be resolved into as many simple ones as
there are adjuncts ; as, « They have sacrificed their fteaM and /or^Mne,
at the shrine of vanity, pride, and extravagance." But when the ad-
juncts are connected with the verb in a different manner, the sentence
is simple

; as, " Grass of an excellent quality is produced in great
abundance in the northern regions of our country."

COMMA.
RULE 1. The members of a simple sentence should not, in gen-

eral, be separated by a comma ; as, " Every part of matter swarms
with living creatures."

Exercises in Punctuation.—Idleness is the great fomenter of all

corruptions in the human heart. The friend of order has made half
his way to virtue. All finery is a sign of littleness.

RULE 2. When a simple sentence is long, and the nominative is
accompanied with an inseparable adjunct of importance, it may admit
a comma immediately before the verb ; as, " The good taste of the
oresent age, has not allowed us to neglect the cultivation of the Eng-
ish language ;" " Too many of the pretendedfriendships of youth, are
mere combinations in pleasure."

«

Exercises.—The indulgence of a harsh disposition is the introduc-
tion to future misery. To be totally indifieront to praise or censuie is

a real defect in character. The intermixture of evil in human society
serves to exercise the suffering graces and virtues of the good.

RULE 3. When the connexion of the different parts of a simple
sentence is interrupted by an adjunct of importance, the adjunct
must be distinguished by a comma before and after it ; as, " His work
is, in manyrespects, very imperfect. It is, therefore, not much ap-
proved." iiut when these interruptions are slight and unimportant, it

£
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it is better to omit the comma ; as, " Flattery \a certainly pernicious;"
" There is surely a pleasure in beneficence/'

Exercises.—Charity like the sun brightens all its objects. Gentle-

ness is in truth the great avenue to mutual enjoyment. You too

have your failings. Humility and knowledge virith poor apparel excel

pride and ignorance under costly attire. The best men often expe-
rience disappointments. Advice should be seasonably administered.

No assumed behaviour can always hide the real character.

RULE 4. The nominative case independent, and nouns in appo-
sition when accompanied with adjuncts, must be distinguished by
commas ; as, " My son, give me thine heart ;" " Dear Sir., 1 write to

express my gratitude for your many kindnesses ;" " I am obliged to

you, my friends, for your many favours ;" " Paul, the cmostle, of the

Gentiles, was eminent for his zeal and knowledge ;" '•• The butterfly,

child of the summer, flutters in the sun." But if two nouns in ap-

position are unattended with adjuncts, or if they form only a proper
name, they should not be separated ; as, " Paul the apostle, suffered

martyrdom ;" " The statesman Jefferson, wrote the declaration of In-

dependence."

Exercises.—Lord thou hast been our dwelling place in all genera-
tions. Continue my dear child to make virtue thy chief study. Canst
thou expect thou betrayer of innocence to escape the hand of ven-
geance ? Death the king of terrors chose a prime minister. Hope
the balm of life soothes us under every misfortune. Confucius the

great Chinese philosopher was eminently good as well as wise. The
patriarch Joseph is an illustrious example of true piety.

RULE 5. The nominative case absolute and the infinitive mood
absolute with their adjuncts, a participle with words,depending on it,

and, generally, any imperfect phrase which may be resolved into a
simple sentence, must be separated from the rest of the sentence by
commas ; as, " Hisfather dying, he succeeded to the estate ;" " To
confess the truth, I was in fault ;" " The king, approving the plan, put
it in execution ;" " He, having finished his academical course, has re-

turned home, to prosecute his professional studies."

Exercises.—Peace of mind being secured we may smile at misfor-
tune. To enjoy present pleasure he sacrificed his future ease and
reputation. His talents formed for great enterprises could not fail

of rendering him conspicuous. The path of piety and virtue pursued
with a firm and constant spirit will assuredly lead to happiness. All
mankind compose one family assembled under the eye of one com-
mon Father.

RULE 6. A compound sentence must be resolved into simple ones
by placing commas between its members ; as, " The decay, the waste,
and the dissolution of a plant, may affect our spirits, and suggest a
train of serious reflections."

Three or more nouns, verbs, adjectives, participles, or adverbs,
connected by conjunctions, expressed or understood, must be sepn-
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fearing, serving, and loving his Creator, lives for a noble purpose ;"
" Success generally depends bn acting prudently, steadily, and vigor-
onsly, in what we undertake."

Two or more nouns, verbs, adjectives, participles, or adverbs, oc-
curring in the same construction, with their conjunctions understood,
must be separated by commas ; as «• Reason, virtue, answer one
great aim ;" " Virtue supports in adversity, moderates in prosperity ;"
** Plain, honest truth, needs no artificial covering ;" " We are fear-
fully, wonderfully framed."

Exercises.-—-yVe have no reason to complain of the lot of man nor
of the mutability of the world. Sensuality contaminates the body
depresses the understanding deadens the moral feelings of the heart
and degrades man from his rank in creation.

Self-conceit presumption and obstinacy blast the prospects of many
a youth. He is alternately supported bv his father his uncle and his
elder brother. The man of virtue and honour will be trusted relied
upon and esteemed. Conscious guilt renders one mean-spirited timo-
rous and base. An upright mind will never be at a loss to discern
what is just and true lovely honest and of good report. Habits of
reading writing and thinking are the indispensible qualifications of a
good student. The great business of life is to be employed in doing
justly loving mercy and walking humbly with our Creator. To live
soberly righteously and piously comprehends the whole of our duty.

In our health life possessions connexions pleasures there are causes
of decay imperceptibly working. Deliberate slowly execute promptly.

* The correctness and importance of this rule appear to be so obvious,
as to render it not a little surprising, that any writer, possessing the least
degree of rhetorical taste, should reject it. I am bold to affirm, that it ia

observed by every correct reader and speaker ; and yet, as strange as it

may seem, it is generally violated by those printers who punctuate by the
ear, and all others who are influenced by their pernicious example ; thus,
" The head, the heart and the hands, should be constantly and" actively
employed in doing good." Why do they not omit the comma where the
conjunction is understood 1 It wouM be doing no greater violence to
the principles of elocution ; thus, " The head the heart and the hands,
should be," &c., or thus, " The head the heart, and the hands, should be
employed," &c. Who does not perceive that the latter pause, where the
conjunction is expressed, is as necessary as the former, where the con-
junction is understood ? And, since this is the case, what fair objection can
be made to the following method of punctuation 1 " The head, the heart,
and the hands, should be constantly and actively employed in doing
good ;" " She is a woman, gentle, sensible, well-educated, and religious.

t As a considerable pause in pronunciation is necessary between the
last noun and the verb, a comma should be inserted to denote it ; but as
no pause is allowable between the last adjective and the noun, or between
ihe last adverb and the verb, the comma, in such instances, is properly
omitted ; thus, " David was a brave, wise, and pious man."
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An idle triflfng society Is near akin to such as is eornipting. This

unhappy person liad been seriously affectionately admonished but in

vain.

RULE 7. Comparative sentences whose members are short, and

sentences connecied with relative pronouns the meaning of whose

antecedents is restricted or limited to a particular sense, should not be

separated by a comma ; as, " Wisdom is better than riches ;" " No
preacher is so successful as time ;" •* He accepted what I had rejact-

ed ;" " Self-denial is the sacrifice which virtue must make ;" " Sub-

tract from many modern poets all that may be found in Shakspeare,

and trash will remain ;" " Give it to the man whom you most esteem."

In this last example, the assertion is not of " man in general,'* but of

" the man whom you most esteem."

But when the antecedent is used in a general sense, a comma is

properly inserted before the relative ; as, " Man, who is born ot a wo-

man, is of a few days and full of trouble ;" " There is no charm in

the female sex, which can supply the place of virtue."

This rule is equally applicable to constructions in which the rela-

tive is understood ; as, " Value duly the privileges you enjoy ;" that

is, " privileges which you enjoy."

Exercises.—How much belter is it to get wisdom than gold ? The
friendship of the world can exist no longer than interest cements

them. Eat what is set before you. They who excite envy will easily

incur censure. A man who is of a detracting spirit will misconstrue

the most innocent words that can be put together. Many of the evils

vvhich occasion our complaints of the world are wholly imaginary.

Tlie gentle mind is like the smooth stream which reflects every

object in its just proportion and in its fairest colours. In that unaf-

fected civility which springs from a gentle mind there is an incompar-

able charm. The Lord wliom I serve is eternal. This is the man
we saw yesterday.

RULE 8. When two word's of the same sort, are cennected by

a conjunction expressed, they must not be separated ; as, " Libertines

call religion, bigotry or superstition ;" " True worth is modest and

retired ;" " The study of natural history, expands and elevates the

mind ;" " Some men sin deliberately and presumptuously." When
words are connected in pairs, the pairs only siiould be separated ; as,

" There is a natural difference between merit and demerit virtue and

vice, wisdom and folly ;" " Whether we eat or drink, labour or sleep,

we sliould be temperate."

But if the parts connected by a conjunction are not short, they

may be separated by a comma ; as, " Romances may be said to be

miserable rhapsodies, or dangerous incentives to evil."

Exercises.—Idleness brings forward and nourishes many bad pas-

sions. True friendship will at all times avoid a rough or careless

behaviour. Health and peace a moderate fortune and a few frienda
i» !• •-

sum op ait iU6 unaouDtea arucres o( ismpGrai leiiciiy. ixain IS ms
... ^ jL.-.
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and artless simple and sincere uniform and consistent. Intemperance
destroys the strength of our bodies and the vigour of our minds.

RULE 9. Where the verb of a simple member is understood, a
comma may, in some instances, be inserted ; as, "From law arises
security

; from security, curio.sity ; from curiosity, knowledge." But
in others, it is bettor lo omit the comma; " No station is so high, no
p()wer so great, no character so unblemished, as to exempt men from
the attacks of rashness, malice, and envy."

Exercises.—As a companion he was hevere and satirical; as a
friend captious and dangerous. If the spring put forth no bios-soms
m summer there will be no beauty and in auiumn no Iruit. So if
youth be trifled away witli<jui injpr.ovemcnt manhoud will be contemp-
tible and old age miserable.

RULE 10. When a simple member stands as the object of a pre-
ceding verb, and its verb may be chanyed into the infinitive mood, the
comma is generally omitted ; hs, " I suppose lis is at rest;'' changed,
•' 1 suppose Mm to he at rest."

But when the verb to be. is followed by a verb in the Infinitive mood,
which, by transposition, may be made the nominative case to it, the
verb to be is generally separated from the infinitive by a comma ; as,
" The most obvious remedy is, to wilhdrawfrom all associations with
bad men;'' " The first and most obvious remedy against the infection,
is, to withdraw from all associations with bad men.*'

Exercises.—They believed he was dead. He did not know that 1
was the man. I knew she was still alive. The greatest misery is td
be condemned by our own hearts. The greatest misery that ^^ can
endure is to be condemned by our own hearts.

NOTES.
1. V5k''hen a conjunction is separated by a phrase pr member from

the member to which it belongs, such intervening phrase appears to
require a cornpia at each e,\trepity ; as, "They aeX out early, aridt
before the close of the day, arrived "at the destined place.** This rule,
jliowever, is not generally followed by our best writers; as, 'Mf thou
^eek the Lord, he will be found of thee ; but if thou forsake him, he
will cast thee off ff)r ever ;" " But if the parts connected are not short,

a comma may be inserted"

2. Spyeral verbs succeeding each other in the Infipjtive mood, and
^xaving a common dependanc, mny be divided by commas; as, " To
relieve the indigent, to comfort the afflicted, to protect the innocent,
to reward the deserving, are humane and noble epiplpyments."

8. A remarkable expression, or a short ob^ej-vatlon, somewhat in

the form of a quotation, may be properly marked wllii a comma ; as,
• it hurts a man's pride to say, / do no/ mow:" " Plutarch calls lying,

^ke vifbe if ifaves.**'
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4 Whfen words are placed in opposition to each other, or witfc

•om^ matked variety, they must be distinguished by a comma; aa,.

" Tho' deepy yet clear; tho' gentle, yet not rfM« ; ^
" Strong, without rage; without oWJlowing, full.

" Good men, in this frail, imperfect state, are often found, not only in

iiiuon wUhjhat in opposition to,lho views and conduct ot each other.

Sometimes when the word with which the last preposition agrees,

is single, the comma may be omitted ; aa, " Many states were m alli-

ance with and under the protection of Rome."

The same rule and restrictions apply, when two or more nouns

refer to the same preposition > as, " He was composed both under the

fireatermtg, and at the approach, of a cruel and hngering daath;

•* He was not only the king, but the father, o/his people.

5. The words, " as, thus, nay, so, hence, against, first, secondly,

formerly, now, lastly, once more, above all, on the contrary, in the'

next place, in short," and all other words and phrases of a simrfar

iiWd.must generally be separated from the context by a comma ;
aa,

« Remember thy beat friend ; fwmerly, the supporter of thy infancy f

now, the guardian of thy youth ;" " He feared want ; lience, he over-

valued riches ;" **<So,if youth be trifled away," &c. Mgotw, w»

must have food and clothing ;" ''Finally, let us conclude.

The foregoing rules and examples are sufficient, it is presumed, to

suggest to the learner, in all ordinary instances, the proper pLce for

inserting the comma ; but in applying these rules, great regard must

be paid to the length and meaning ofthe clauses, and the proportio»

whieh they bear to one another.'

SEMICOLON.

The Semicolon is used for dividing a compound sentence into two

or more parts, not so closely connected as those which are separated

by a comma, nor yet so Ktile dependeni o» each other, as those which

are distinguished by a colon.

RuU 1 . When the preceding member of a sentence does not of itscw

give complete sense, but depends on the following clause, and some-

fknea when the sense of that member would be complete without the

concluding one, the semicolon is used ; as in the following examples ;

« As the desire of approbation, when it works according to reason,

improves the amiable part of our species ; so, nothing is more de-

structive to them, when it is governed by vanhy and foWy j
Ihe

Wise man is happy, when he gains his own approbation ;
the tool,

when he gains the applause of those around him ;" " Straws swim

upon the surface ; but pearls lie at the bottom."

£xerczs«5.—The path of truth is a plain and safe path that of false-

hood a perplexing maze. Heaven ia the region of gentleness and

Manri^in hfiil cf gereenega and animosity. As there is a worldly

happiness which God perceives to b^ no other than disguised misery
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•there are worldly honours which in his estimation are reproach sothere is a worldly wisdom which in his sight is foolishness.
But all subsists by elemental strife
And passions are the elements of life.

nrn^Hiif«^;k
^^^" ? ^^^rnp]e is introduced to illustrate a rule or

proposition, he semicolon may be used before the conjunction ««

;

as in the following instance
: Prepositions govern the ob^ctive case

as, " She gave the book to him."
*

Note.—In instances like the foregoing, many respectable punctu-
ists employ the colon, instead of the semicolon.

_. ^ ,

COLON.
The Colon is used to divide a sentence into two or more parts, less

connected than those which are separated by a semicolon : but not
80 independent as separate, distinct sentences.

RULE 1. When a member of a sentence is complete in itself
but followed by some supplemental remark, or further illustration of
the subject, the colon may be properly employed ; as, « Nature felt
her inability to extricate herself from the consequences of guilt : the
gospel revealed the plan of divine interposition and aid." « Great
works are performed, not by strength, but by perseverance : yonder
palace was raised by single stones ; yet you see its height and spa-
ciousness.

*^

Exercises.—The three great enemies to tranquillity are vice super-
stition and idleness vice which poisons and disturbs the mind with bad
passions superstition which fills it with imaginary terrors idleness
which loads it with tediousness and disgust.

When we look forward into the year which is beginning what do
wo behold there ? All my brethren is a blank to our view a dark
unknown presents itself.

RULE 2. When a semicolon has preceded, or more than one,
and a still greater pause is necessary, in order to mark the connecting
or concluding sentiment, the colon should be applied; as, "A divine
legislator, uttering his voice from heaven; an almighty governor,
stretching forth his arm to punish or reward ; informing us of per-
petual rest prepared for the righteous hereafter, and of indignation
and wrath awaiting the wicked : these are the considerations which
overawe the world, which support integrity, and check guilt."

PERIOD.
When a sentence is complete, and so independent as not to be con-

nected with the one which follows it, a period should be inserted at its

close ; as, " Fear God." "Honour the patriot." "Respect virtue."

In the use of many of the pauses, there is a diversity of nractices
among our best writers and grammarians. Compound sentences
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connected by conjunc(lonn, are sometimes divided by the period ; as,

" Recreations, though they mny be of an innocent kind, require steady

government to keep thorn witliin a due and hmiied province. But

such as are of an irregular and vicious nature, are not to bo governed,

but to be baniahed from every well-regulated mind."

The period should follow every abbreviated word ; tit,, " A. D.,

N. B., U. S., Va., Md., Viz., Col., Mr."

DASH.
The Dash, though often used improperly by hasty and incoherent

writers, mny bo introduced with propriety, where the sentence breaks

off abruptly ; where a significani pause is required ; or where thfre is

an unexpected turn in the sentiment ; as, "if thou art he, so much
respected once—but, oh ! how fallen ! how degraded !" " If acting

conformably to the will of our Creator;—if promoting the welfare

of mankind'around us ;—if securing our own happiness ;—are objects

of the highest moment : then we are loudly called upon to cultivate

and extend the great interests of religion and virtue.

A dash following a stop, denotes that the pause is to be greater

than if the stop were alone ; and when used by Itself, requires a pause

of such length as the sense only can determine.

" Here lies the great—False marble, where 7

" Nothing but sordid dust lies here."

INTERROGATORY POINT.

The note of interrogation is used at the end of an interrogative

sentence ; as, " Who adorned the heavens with such exquisite

beauty ?"

Note.—The interrogative point should not be employed in cases

where it is only said, that a question has been asked ; as, '* The Cy-
prians asked me why I wept."

EXCLAMATORY POINT.
The note of exclamation is applied to expressions of sudden emo-

tion, surprise, joy, grief, &.C., and sometimes to invocations and ad-

dresses ; as, " How much vanity in tlie pursuits of men !" " What
is more amiable than virtue !" *' My friend ! this conduct amazes

me I" "Hear me, O Lord ! for thy loving kindness is great !"

PARENTHESIS.
A parenthesis is a clause containing some useful remark, which

may be omitted without injuring the grammatical construction ; as,

" To gain a posthumous reputation, is to save a few letters (for what

is & name besides ?) from oblivion."

" Know then this truth, (enough for man to knowj
f* Virtu? aiope \* happiness bejow.''
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Note.—TIh) pfircnilu'sf< ponornllv denotes n moderuto depression
of the voice

; mid, ns tho pnrenihpticul inarkH do not supply iho plnc«
of n point, the rlnuso should be accompanied with every stop which
tlio Ht'OHo would rofiulre, if \Un pnrentheiiral chnractcrs wero not
used. It oufrht to terminaip wiih tho sumo kind of point which tlio
mombt<rh>iH that prrcnd. s it; ns, "He loves nobly, (I npcok of
friendship,) who in tiot jcnlons wiien ho has partners of love.'*

" Or why so long (in life if long can bo)
" Lent Jleuv'n a parent to the poor and me ?"

Parenthrsis, however, cont-iininir interrogations or exclumalions,
forni an rxception lo Wm rule; as, " If I grant hi.s request, (and who
could refuse it?) I shall secure his esteem and attachment."

APOSTROPHE AND QUOTATION.
The opo.slrophe is used to abreviato a word, and also (o mark tho

possessive case of a noun ; as, « 'tis, for il is; tho' for though; o'er,
foroier;" "A man's poverty."

A Quotation marks a sentence taken in the author's own language;
as, "The proper study of mankind is man."
When an author represents a person as speaking, the language of

that person should be designated by a quotation; as, At my coming
in, he said, " You and the physician are come too late." A quota-
tion contained wiihin another, should be distinguished by two single
commas; as, "Always remember this ancient maxim: 'Know
thvself.'

"

DIRECTIONS FOR USING CAPITAL LETTERS.
It is proper to begin with a capital.

1. The first word of every sentence.

2. Proper names, the appellation of tho Deity, &c. ; as, " James,
Cinciimati, the Andes, Huron ;" "God, Jehovah, the Almighty, the
Supreme Being, Providence, the Holy Spirit."

3. Adjectives derived from proper names, the titles of books, nouns
which are need as the subject of discourse, the pronoun /and the in-

terjection O, and evpry line in poetry; as, " American, Grecian,
English, French ; Irving's Sketch Book, Percival's Poems; I write;
Hear, O earth

!"



APPENDIX.
VERSIFICATION.

Poetry is the language of passion, or of enlivened imaginallon.

Versification, in English, ia the harmonious arrangement of a
particjilar number and variety of accented and unaccented syllables,

according to particular laws.

Rhyme is the correspondence of the sound of the last syllable in

one line, to the sound of the last syllable in another; as,

" O'er the glad waters of the dark -blue sea,

" Our thoughts as boundless and our souls asfree."

Blank Vekse consists in poetical thoughts expressed in regular
numbers, but without the correspondence of sound at the end of the
lines which constitutes rhyme.

Poetical Feet consist in a particular arrangement and connexion
of a number of accented and unaccented syllables. They are called

feet because it is by their aid that the voice, as it were, steps along
through the verse in a measured pace.

All poetical feet consist either of two, or of three syllables ; and
are reducible to eight kinds ; four of two syllables, and four of three,

as follows :

—

Dissyllable. ' Trisyllable.

A Trochee - u A Dactyle - u u
An Iambus xj - An Amphibrach xj.- \j

A Spondee An Anapaest u o -
A Pyrrhick o o A Tribrach u \j kj

A Trochee has the first syllable accented, and the last unaccented

;

as, Hatefal, p6uiyh

:

RestlSss mortals tSil ftir nSught.

An Iambus has the first syllable unaccented, and the last accented
;

as, BSttay, consist

:

Thd seas shall waste, thd sklies in smoke dSc&y.

A Dactyle has the first syllable accented, and the two latter unac-
cented ; as, Lab6ur6r, possible

:

From thS l6w pleasflres 6f this fall6n natdre.

An Anapaest has the first t\/o syllables unaccented, and the last ac-

cented ; as. Contravene, acquiesce :

At the close 6f th6 day, whSn th6 haml6t is still.

A Spondee, as. The pale moon. A Pyrrhick, as, on th6 tail tree.

An Amphibrach, as, D61igbifftl. A Tribracli, as, NumCrablC.
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RHETORIC.

GiiAMMAR instructs us how to express our thoughts
correctly.

Rhetoric teaches us to express them with force and
elegance.

The former is generally confined to the correct application
of words in constructing single sentences'. The latter treats
of the proper choice of words, of the happiest method of con-
structing sentences, of their most advantageous arrangement
in forming a discourse, aod of the various kinds and qualities
of composition. The principles of rhetoric are principally
based on those unfolded and illustrated in the science of gram-
mar. Hence, an acquaintance with the Jatter, and, indeed,
with the liberal arts, is a pre-requisite to the study of fhetprip
and belles-lettres.

COMPOSITION.
It may be laid down as a maxim of eternal truth, that

good sense is the foundation of all good writing. One
who understands a subject well, will scarcely write ill

upon it..

Rhetoric, or the art of persuasion, requires ia a writer tbe

union of good sense and a lively and chaste imagination. It

is, then, her province to teach him to embellish his thoughts
with elegant and appropriate language, vivid imagery, and
au agreeable variety of expression. It ought to be his aim

*' To mark the point where sense and dullness meet."

STYLE—PERSPICUITY AND PRECISION.

Style is the peculiar manner in which we express our
conceptions by means of language. It is a picture of the

ideas which arise in our minds, and of the order in which they
are produced.

i sic; T5uai:iit;s ui a i;uuu sivic may be t&med under ts'o ^^S
beads, perspicuity and ornaments
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Perspicuity, which is considerrd the fundnmentnl qinility

of a goo(J style, chiiins attention, first, to singlo words and
phrasts; iind, Koeondly, •> tho eonstniclion of srntrnccs.

Wheti considcM-C'd with rtspect to woids and phraso.s, it re
qnires these three quulilics, purity, prnprictf/, and pre-

ci&ion.

Purily of loniiung*' consists in the use of such words and

Ruch constructions as hcionj; to the hinjiUage Wliicli We spenlc,

in opposition to words and piirnsos belon<^in2; to other lair-

guagrs, or which are obsolete or new-coined, or employeil

without proper authority.

Prnprii'ly is tlie choice of those words which the hest nsaji^e

has appropriated to the ideas which we intf nd to express I)y

them. It implies their correct and judicious application, in

opposition to low expressions, asul to woJ-dHand phrases wijicli

would be lesssignificant of the ideas which we vvisli to convey.

It is the union of purity and propriety which renders stylo

graceful and perspit'uous.

Predsion, from Prmclflcre, to cut off, sijrnifies retrenching^

all superfluities, and pruning the expreRi«ion in such a manner
as to exhibit neither more nor less than an exact copy of the

ideas intended to be conveyed.

STRUCTURE OF SENTEiNCGS.
A proper constructioti of sentences is of so great import-

ance in every species of compositiotj, that we cannot be too

strict or minute in our attention to it.
,

Elegance of style requires us generally to afO'V/matiy short

or long sentences in succession ; a monotonous correspon-

dence of one member to another ; and the commencing of a

pif ce, section, or paragraph with a long sentence.

The qualifies most essential to a perfect sentence are

Unify, Clearness, Sirevgik, and Harmovy.
Unity is an indispensable property of a correct sentence.

A sentence implies an arrangement of words in which only

one proposition is expressed. It may, indeed, consist of parts
;

but these parts ought to be so closely hound together, as to

make on the mind the impression, not of many objects, but of

only one. In order to preserve this unity, the following rules

may be useful.

1. In the cmiTse, of the sentence, the seme sliouJd he

chavged as little as possible. In every sentence there is
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STRUCTURE OF SENTENCES. fid

SlinUfd Vo
7.-

;e there is

some leading or governing word, which, if possible, ought'to
be continued so from the beginning to the end of it. The fol-
lowing sentence is not constructed according to this rule:—
"After we came lo anchor, they put me on shore, where I
was saluted by all my friends, who received me with the
greatest kindness." In this sentence, though the objects are
sufficiently connected, yet, by shifting so frequently the place
and the person, the vessel, the shore, we, ihey, /, and who, they
appear in so disunited a view, that the mind is led to wander
for the sense. The sentence is restored to its proper unity
by constructing it thus : " Having come to anchor, I was put
on shore, where I was saluted by all my friends, who receiv-
ed me with the greatest kindness."

2. Never crowd into one sentence things which have so Utile
connexion that they would hear to he diinded info two or more
sentences. The violation of this rule produces so unfavour-
able an effect that it is safer to err rather by top many short
sentences, than by one that is overloaded and confused.

3. Avoid all unnecessary parentheses.

Clearness. Ambiguity, which is opposed to clearness,
may arise from a bad choice, or a bad arrangement of
words.

A leading rule in the arrangement of sentences is, that
those words or members most nearly related should be placed in
the sentence as near to each other as p»yssible, so as thereby to

make their mutual relation clearly appear. This rule ought to

be observed.

1. In the position of adverbs. " By greatness," says Mr.
Addison, " 1 do not only mean the bulk of any single object,

but the largeness of a whole view." The improper situation

of the adverb only, in this sentence, renders it a limitation of
the verb mean, whereas the author intended to have it qualify

the phrase a single object ; thus, ' By greatness, I do not

mean the bulk of any single object only^ but the largeness of
a whole view."
' 2. In the position of phrases and members. " Are these

designs which any man who is born a Briton, in any circum^
stances, in any situation, ought to be ashamed or afraid to

avow?'*: Corrected: "Are these designs which any man
who is btfrn u Briton ought to be ashamed or arraid, in any
drumstances, in any situation, lo avow ?"

3. Inihe position of pronouns^ The reference of a prcK

. . k2 . f -
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ftoun to its noun should always be so char thai we cdrtnolpos.

sibly mistake it : otherwise, the noun ought to be repeated.

"It is folly to pretend to arm ourselves against the accidents

of life, by heaping up treasures, which nothing can protect us

against but the good providence of our Heavenly Father."

Which, in this sentence, grammatically refers to treasures;

and this would convert the whole period into nonsense. The
sentence should have been thus constructed, " It is folly to

pretend, by heaping up treasures, to arm ourselves against the

accidents of life, against which nothing can protect us but the

good providence of our Heavenly Father."

Strength. By the strength of a sentence is meant such an
arrangemet of its several words and members as exhibits the

sense to the best advantage, and gives every word and mem-
ber its due weight and force.

1. The first rule for promoting the strength of a sentence

is, to take from it all redundant words and members. What-
ever can be easily supplied in the mind should generally be

omitted ; thus, " Content with deserving a triumph, he re-

fused the honour of it," is better than to say, " iJe?!??^ content

with deserving a triumph," &c. •• They returned back again

to the same city from whence they came forth." If we ex-

punge from this short sentence Jive words, which are mere
expletives, it will be much more neat and f )rcible ; thus,
" They returned to the city whence they came." But we
should be cautious of pruning so closely as to give a hardness

and dryness to the style. Some leaves must be left to shelter

and adorn the fruit.

2. Particular attention to the use of copulatives, relatives,

and all the particles employed for transition and connexion, is

required. In compositions of an elevated character, the rela-

tive should generally be inserted. An injudicious repetition

of and enfeebles style ; but when enumerating objects which
we wish to have appear as distinct from each other as possi-

ble, it may be repeated with peculiar advantage. " Such a

man may fall a victim to power; but truth, and reason, and
liberty, would fall with him."

8. Dispose of the capital ttord or words in that part of ike

sentence in which they will make the most striking impression.

4. Cau^e the members of a sentence to go on rising in their

VnipoTtancB &nC above affOincr. in u Scutcncc of two Qsenibers,

the longer should generally be the concluding one. -'^i

• 5. Awfid ^wnelucUng a 80tU»nce wUh -on^o^ver^ a ^4^^-
Hon, or any inansiderable word, unless it be emphatical.
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B. Where two things are compared, or contrasted with each

Mher, a resemhlance in the language and constru/ctmi shd»tdh6

observed.

FIGURES OF SPEECH.

Figures of Speech may be described! as that language

which is prompted either by the imagination, or by the pas--

sions. They generally imply some departure irhvA simplicity

of expression; and exhibit ideas in «. manner more vivid and
impressive, than could be done by plain language. Figures

feave been commonly divided into two great classes; Fig-

ures of Words, and Figures of Thought.

Figures of Words are called Tropes, and consist in a

word's being employed to signify something that is different

from the original meaning ; so that by altering the word, we
destroy the figure.

When we say of a person, that he has a fine taste in wines,

the word taste is used in its common, literal sense ; but when
we say, he has a fine lasle for painting, poetry, or music, we
use the word figuratively. *' A good man enjoys comfort in

the midst of adversity," is simple language ; but when it is

said, " To the upright there ariseth light in darkness^" the

same sentence is expressed in a figurative style, ^ghl is put in

the place of comfort, and darkness is used to suggest the idea

of adversity.

The following are the most important figures

:

1. A MEiAPHoa is founded on the resemblance which one

object bears to another ; or, it is a comparison in an abridged

form.

When I say of some great minister, " That he upholds the

state like a pillar which supports the weight of a whole edi-

fice," I fairly make a comparison ; but when I say of such

a minister, " That he is the pillar of stat*,'* the word pillar

becomes a metaphor. In the latter construction, the compa-

rison, between the minister and a pillar, is made in the mind

;

k.i» i* ia avnvaaaaA nritlnntif anxr /\f th'A ifl^Ar<1a that: <lAnntA rVvm,

parison.

.^Metaphors abound in all writings, fa tb6 sbriptuk^ they
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may be found in vast, variety. Tlius, onr blessrd Lord is

culled ft vihe, a lamb, u lion, «&c. ; nnd men, ncoording to

their dilTerpnt dispoHilions, are styled wolves, slicrp, dogs, ser-

pents, vipers, «&i'Ct

Wiiahinjrton Iivinpj, in speaking of the drgrndrd state of ilie

American Aborigines who linger on ihe botders of the "white
settlements," employs the following benutiiul metaphor : "The
prouil jrillar of thf ir independence has been shuJren down, and
the whole movn) falric lif 'n ruin?"

2. An Allkgory m -' ': rrgardeu ns a metaphor con-
tfnutd; or, h is several », .phois so connected together in

sense, ns frcjquenily to form a kind of parobte or table. It

differs from n sinnle metaphor, in the same manner that «
cluster on the vine differs from u single grape.

1'he following is a fine example of an allegory, tolten from
the fiOlh Psalm ; wherein the people of Israel are represent-

ed under the image of a vine: " 'I'hou hast brought a vine
out of Egypt ; thou hnst cast out the heathen and planted it.

Thou preparedst room before it ; and didst cause it to take deep
root, and it filled the land. The hills were covered with the

shadow of it ; and the boughs thereof were like the goodly
cedars. She sent ©wt her boughs into the sea, and her branch-
cs into the river.'*

3. A Simile or Comparison is when the resemblance be-

tween two objects, whether real or imaginary, is expressed fn

form.

Thus, we use a simile, when we say, " The actions of
princf s are like those great rivers, the course of which every
one beholds, but their springs have been seen by few." "As
the mountains fire round iibout Jerusaleu', so the Lord is round
about his people." " The music of Caryl was like the me-
mory of joys that are past, pleasant and mournful tothesoril."
*' Our Ir)dians are like those wfld plants which thrive best in

the shade, but which wither when exposed to the influence of

the sun."

"The Assyrian came down, like the wolf on the fold,

And bis cohorts were gleaming with purple and gold
;

And the sheen of their spears were like stars on the sea,

When the blue wave rolls tu'ghtly on deep Galilee."

4. A Mktmnvmy is where the cause is put for the effect, or

the effect for the cause ; the container for the thing coi^tained;

-pr tho si^ju for Ui^ lUing^sign ifitd.
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FIGURES OP SPEECH.

When we say, " They rend 71f///on," the cause is put for
the effect, mefining " Milton's ?i>or*,s." " Gray hairs should
he respacted ;" here the effect is put f)r the cause ; meaning
by «'jrray hairs," o/rZ ^ior^, which produces gray hairs. In
the phrase, " The kettle boils," tho container is substituted
for the thinjr contained. " He addressed the cTiair ;" that is,

the person in the chair.

5. A Si'NECDocHR or Comprehension. When the whole
is put for a part, or a part for the whole ; a genus for a species,
or a species for a genus ; in general, when any ihini; less, or
anything more, is put for the precise object meant, the figure
is called a synpcdoche.

Thus, " A fleet of twenty sail, instead of, ships.'* " The
hnrse 13 a noble animal ;" The rfo^ is a faithful creature:"
here an individual is put for the species. We sometimes use
the "head" for the person, and the " waves" for the s:;a. In
like manner, an attribute may be put for a subject; as,
" Youth" for the young, the " deep" for the sea.

6. Personification or Prosopopceia is that figure by
which we attribute life and action to inanimate objects.
When we say, " the ground Hursts for rain," or, " the earth
smiles whh plenty;" when we speak of '* ambition's being
restless," or, "a disease's being deceitful;'' such expressions
show the facility, with which the mind can accommodate tlie

properties of living creatures to things that are inanimate.
The following are fine examples of this figure ;

"Cheer'd with the grateful smnll, old Ocean smiles;"
*^The wilderness and the solitary place shall be glad for

them ; and the desert shall rejoice and blossom as the rose."

7. An Apostrophe is an address to some person, either
absent or dead, as if he were present and listening to us. The
address is frequently made to a personified object ; as, " Death
is swallowed up in victory. O death ! where is thy sting ?

O grave! where is thy victory ?"

" Weep on the rocks of roaring winds, O mmVZof Inislore :

bend thy fair head over the waves, thou fairer than the ghost
of the hills, when ifr moves in a sunbeam at noon over the
silence of Morven."

8. Antithesis. Comparison is founded on the resemblance,
antffhesis, on the contrast or opposition, of two objects.

Example. " If you wish io enrich a person, study not to

increase his storest but to dinwmh his desires,'*
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9. Hyperbole or Exaggbration consists in magnifying an
object beyond its natural bounds. " As swift as the wind ; ad

white as the snow ; as slow as a snail ;" and the like, are ex-

travagant hyperboles.
" I saw their chief, tall as a rock of ice ; his spear, the

blasted fir ; his shield, the rising moon ; he sat on the shore,

like a cloud of mist on the hills."

IQ. Vision is produced, when, in relating something that

is past, we use the present tense, and describe it as actually

passing before our eyes.

11. Interrogation. The literal use of an interrogation,

is to ask a question ; but when men are strongly moved, what-
ever they would affirm or deny with great earnestness, they
naturally put in the form of a question.

Thus Balaam expressed himself to Balak : " The Lord is

not man, that he should lie, nor the son of man, that he should

repent. Hath he said it ? and shall he not do it ? Hath he
spoken it ? and shall he not make it good ?" " Hast thou an
arm like God ? or canst thou thunder with a voice like him V

12. Exclamations are the effect of strong emotions, such
as surprise, admiration, joy, grief, and the like.

" O that I had in the wilderness a lodging place of way.
faring men !" " O that I had wings like a dove ! for then

would I fly away, and be at rest
!"

13. Irony is expressing ourselves in a manner contrary to

our thoughts ; not with a view to deceive, but to add force to

our remarks. We can reprove one for his negligence, by
saying, "You have taken great care, indeed."

The prophet Elijah adopted this figure, when he challenged
the priests of Baal to prove the truth of their deity, " He
mocked them, and said. Cry aloud, for he is a god : either he
is talking, or he is pursuing, or h^ is on a journey, or, perad-

ventQre, he sleepeth, and must be waked."
14. Amplification or Climax consists in heightening all

the circumstances of an object or action, which we desire to

place in a strong light.

Cicero gives a lively instance of this figure, when he says,
** It is a crime to put a Roman citizen in bonds ; it is the height

of guilt to scourge him ; little less than parricide to put him to

death ; what name, then, shall I give to the aa of crucifying
him 7'*

^ j^* ff.'.f'

'
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KEY.

Corrections of the False Syntax arranged under the

Rules and Notes.

Rule 4. Frequent commission of sin hardens men in it.

Great pains have been taken, &c.

—

is seldom found. The
sincere are. &c.

—

is happy. What avail, &c.—Disappoint-
ments sink—the renewal of hope gives, &c.

—

is without limit—has been conferred upon us.—Thou canst not heal—but
thou mayst do, &c.

—

consists the happiness, &c.—Who
touchedst, or didst touch Isaiah's hallowed lips \yith fire.

Note 1. And wilt thou never be to Heaven resigned ?—And
loJio had great abilities, &c.

Note 2. Are peace and honour.

—

teas controversy.

Rule 7. Them that you visited.

—

him that was mentioned.—he who preached repentance, «fec.

—

they who died.

—

he who
succeeded.

Rule 8. Time and tide wait, dec.

—

remove mountains.

—

are
both uncertain.—rftoeZ/ with, &iG.—affect the mind,&c.—What
signify x\\e counsel and care, &c.

—

are now perished.—Why
are whiteness and coldness, &c.—bind them continually, &c.—render their possessor, «fec.—There are error and discre-
pance—which show, &c.
Rule 9. Is the same in idea.

—

is in the porphyry.

—

is re-
markable, &c.—which moves merely as it is moved.

—

affects
us, &c.—Man's happiness or misery is, in a great measure,
dec.—for it may be, &c.

—

was blameworthy.

Rflb 10. The nation is powerful.—The fleet was seen, dec.
-r-The church Afl*,.d£c.—w^or ought to be, the o^/ecf, dsc.--
U is feeble.

t RuLB 11. My people <io, dec.—The multitude eagerly
pursiic pleasure us iheir, &ic.-—wer6 divided in iheir seiiil-

ments, and they hode referred, &c.—^The people feioice-^-'give
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Rule 12.. Homer's works are, (fcc.

—

Asa^a heart. James
Hart's book.

Note 1. It was the men, women, and childrrn's lot, dec; or,

It was the lot of the men, women, and children.

—

Peter, John,
and Andrew's, &c.

Note 2. This is Cnmphell the poet's production ; or. The
produclfon of Camphell, &;c.—The silk was purchased at

Brown's, the mercer and haberdasher.

Note 4. The pupiVs composing, &c.

—

rule's being observ-
cd.—of the president's neglecting to lay it before the council.

Rule 13. Ot his audience.—put /< on Jacob.—sprinkle
them—and they shall, «fec.—of his reputation.

Note. You were blamed
; you were worthy.—where were

you ?—how fa r were you ?

Rule 14. Who hast been, &c.

—

who is the sixth tJiat has
lost his life by this means.
Who all my sense confinedst ; or, didst confine.

Note And who hrovghtest him forth out of Ur.
Rule 15. Who shall be sent, &c.—This is the man who,

&c.

Rule 16. They to whom much is given, &c.

—

with whom
you associate, &c.

—

whom I greatly respect, &c.

—

whom we
ought to love, and to whom, <&c.—They whom conscience, &c.—VVith whom did you walk ?

—

Whom did you see ?—To whom
did you give the book ?

Rule 17. Who gave John those books ? We.—him who
lives in Pearl-street.—My brother and he.—She and /.

Rule 18. Note 2. Thirty tuns—twenty feet—one hundred
fathoms. ,

NoteQ. He bought a pair of new shoes—piece of elegant
furniture.—pair offine horses.—tract of poor land.

Note 7. Are still more difficult to he comprehended—^mo&\.
doubtful or precarious way, <fcc.

—

This model comes nearer
perfection tlian any J, &c.

Rule 19. Note. That sort

—

these two hours.

—

This kind,
&c.—Be saw one person, or more limn one, enter the garden."

Note 2. Better than himself.—is so small.—/a« station may
be, IS bound by the laws.

Note 3. On each side, &c.—took each his censer.

Rule 20. WhotA did they, &c—They whm opulend^ji-
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tt'Wt luxury, ^c.-^Uim nnd them wo know, «fec.--H^r thai
is nrgli^'pnt, ^a.—my brother and me, &c.— Whom did ihey
Hrnd, &c.— T/t^m Wiom he, &c.

RuLK 21. It i-^ /.—If I were//rt.— it hhe, inflord.— TF/jom
do you, Ajc.— pr/(o do men say, &c.—and who sny yo, &c.—
7fj/iom flo you imagine it to have been ?— it was /; but you
knew that it was he.

Rui.K 25. Did him come.—durst not do'w.—Hear him rffrtd,

<fec.—makes us approi-^e and reject, die.—better /o live—than
io outlive, &c.

—

1o wrestle.

Hulk 26. Note. The taking of pains ; or, without taking
piiius, die.—The changing of' times,—the removing and
setting up of kings.

RiJLE 28. Note'ii. lie did me— I had written—he cajne
home.

—

befallen rhy cousin— he would have /,'one.—alre.idy

mew.—is begun.—is spoken.—would imve wrillen—had ihfv
wrillen, &lq.

Rule 29. Note 1. It cannot, therefore, be, <fec.—he was
not often pleasing.—should nerer be separated.—We may live

happily, &c.

RuLR MO. Note. I don't know <7r?y//jZ7?^; or, I l-woz^ nothing,

&c.— I did not see anybody ; or, I saw nobody, &c.—Nothing
ever affects her.

—

and take no shape or semblance, die.

—

There can he nothing, &u.

—

Neither precept nor discipline is

so forcible as exam[)le.

Rule 31. For himself.—among themselves.—with whom he
is, &c.—With whom did, dec.

—

From whom did you receive
instruction ?

Rule 33. My brother and he, &c.—You and I, &ic.—He
and I.—.Fohn and he, dec.—Between you and me, dsc.

Rule 34. And entreat me, dec. and acting differently, dec.

Note 1. But he may return—but he will write no more.
Note 2. Unless it rain.—If he acquire riches, dec.

Rt-'LE 35. Than /.-—as well as he, than they.—but he.—
but he and /.—but them who had gone astray.

Promiscuous Examples.—Him who is from eternity, dec.—depends all the happiness,—which cr/*/5, dec.—the enemies
whom, dec.—Is it / or he whom you requested ?—Though gfeat
have been,—sincerely acknowledge.—There was, in the
iiietropoiis,— exercising our memories.

—

was consumed.—
Affluence may give—but it will not.—of this world often
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choko.

—

Them that lionour,—and /Aev that despiso.—I intend,
od to ca//. last week, —the fields look fresh and gay.—very
neatly, finely woven paper.—where I saw Gen. Andrew Jack-
son, hun who.

—
'Pake the fi^st two,—Inst three.—\\nv\y feet

\\\^\\.—

(

.

—

a hypollnypomesis.— l have seen liim to whom
you wrote, ho would have come back, or returned.—under-
stands the nature,—he rejects.—If thou study.—thou wilt be-
como,—is not properly attended to.—He knew.—therefore, to

Aaytf dono \i.~than the title.—\cvy independently.—duty to
do.—my friend's entering;.—is the best specimen, or it

comes nearer perfection than any, 6cc.—blow them, will go,
<kc.

—

Each of those two authors has his merit.

—

Reason's
whole,

—

lie in.

—

strikes the mind,—than if the parts had been
adjusted,—with perfect symmetry.

Satire does not carry in it.— composes the triangle.

—

per-
son's opportuniiies were ever.—It has been reported.—should
7iever be.—situation in which.—/* thoroughly versed in his.—
are the sovx\,—-follows little.—An army presents.—are the
duties of a christian.—happier than he.—always have in-

clined, and which always will incline him to offend.—which
require great.

—

Them that honour me, will I.

—

has opinions
peculiar to itself.—that it may be said he attained monarchi-
cal.

—

hast permitted,

—

wiltde\i\er.—was formerly propagated,
the measure is,—unworthy your.

—

were faithless.—After I

had visited,—nor shall / consent.—Yesterday I intendf^d to

walk out, but was.—make or are thirteen,

—

leave three.

—

If he^o, make the eighth time that he will have visited.

—

is

nobler.—was possessed, or that ever can be.—one great

edifice,—smaller ones.—honesty is.— it to be.—will follow me,— I shall dwell.

—

is gone astray.—he could not have done,—
feeling a propensity.
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PUNCTUATION

COMMA.

CORRECTIONS OF THE EXERCISES IN PUNCTUATION.

RULE 1. Idleness is the great fomenter of all corruptions
in tho human heart. The friend of order has made half hisway to virtue. AH finery is a sign of littleness.
KULli 2. The indulgence of a harsh disposition, is the in.

troduction to future misery. To be totally indifferent to praise
or censure, is a real defect in character. The intermixture
of evil in human society, serves to exercise the suffering graces
and virtues of the good.
RULE 3. Charity, like the sun, brightens all its objects.

Gentleness is, in truth, the great avenue Jo mutual enjovment.
You, too, have your failings. Humility and knowledge,
with poor apparel, excel pride and ignorance, under costly
attire. The best men often experience disappointments.
Advice should be seasonably administered. No assumed be-
haviour can always hide the real character.
RULE 4. Lord, th' u hast been our dwelling place in all

generations. Continue, my dear child, to make virtue thy
chief study. Canst thou expect, thou betrayer of innocence,
to escape the hand of vengeance ? Death, the king of terrors,
chose a prime minister. Hope, the balm of life, soothes us
under every misfortune. Confucius, the great Chinese philoso-
pher, was eminently good, as well as wise. The patriarch
Joseph is an illustrious example of true piety.
RULE 5. Peace of mind being secured, we may smile at

misfortune. To enjoy present' pleasure, he sacrificed his
future ease and reputation. His talents, formed for great
onterprises, could not fail of rendering him conspicuous. The
path of piety and virtue, pursued with a firm and constant
spirit, will assuredly lead to happiness. All mankind com.
poso one family, assembled under the eye of one common
Father.

RULE 6. We have no reason to comnlain of the lot of maOj
nor of the mutability of the world. Sensuality contaminates
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the body, depresses the unflerstundinir,dca(lpn.'j the moral feel,
ings of the heart, and degrades munfroni his rnnlc in creation.

Self-conceit, presumption, and obstinacy, blast the prospects
of many a youth. Me is aliernatelv supported by his father,
his uncle, and his elder brother, the man of virtue and hon.
our, will be trusted, relied upon, ami esteemed. Conscious
guilt renders one mean-spirited, timorous, and base. An up.
right mind will never ho at a loss to discern what is just and
true, lovely, honest, and of good report. Habits of reading,
writmg, and thinking, are the indispensable qualifications of a
good student. Tiie great business of life is, to be employed
m domg justly, loving mercy, and walking humbly with our

.

God. To live soberly, righteously, and piously, comprehends
the whole of our duty.

In our health,, life, possessions, connexions, pleasures, there
are causes of- decay imperceptihly working. Deliberate
slowly, execute promptly. An idle, trifling society, is near
akin to such as is corrupting. This unhappy person had been
seriously^ afTeciionately admonished, but in vain.
RULE 7. How much better it is to get wisdom than gold !

The friendships of the world can exist no longer than inlerest
cements them. Eat what is set before you. They who ex-
cite envy, will easily incur censure. A man who "is of a de.
Iracting spirit, will misconstrue the most innocent words that
can be put together. Many of the evils which occasion our
complaints of the world, are wholly imaginary.
The gentle mind is like the smooth stream, which reflects

every object in its just proportion, and in its fliirest colours.
In that unafl;*ected civility which springs f/om a centle mind,
there is an incomparable charm. The Lord, whom I serve, is

eternal. This is the man we saw yesterday.
RULE 8. Idleness brings forward and nourishes many bad

passions. True friendship will, at all times, avoid a rough
or careless behaviour. Health and peace, a moderate fortune,
and a few friends, sum up all the und rabted articles of tempo-
ral felicity. Truth is fair and ar{ier«, simple and sincere,
uniform and consistent. Intemperance destroys the strength
of our bodies, and the vigour of our minds.
RULE 9. As a companion, he was severe and satirical ; as

a friend, captious and dangerous. If the spring put forth no
blossoms, in summer there will be no beauty, and in autumn
no fruit. So, if youth be trifled away without improvement,
manhood will be contemptible, and old age, miserable.
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" RUtE 10. They believed he was dead wJ AiA*^ .know that I was the man. I knew I was s'tiH Sfve Th'egreatest m.sery is, to be condemned by our own heads' The

SRMIGOLON.

af^I^t^ ^A
-'^^^ P^^^, °^. ^'"^'^ ^'« ^ P^«"» anJ safe path : thatof falsehood is a perplexing maze. Heaven is Ihe^eg on ofgen leness and fnendship

; hell, of fierceness and an Sy
^ther than h'

''"•
^^i^

^^^P'"^^^' ^^^^^ God perceives to be no

whLh inhf'^r''^.-""''''^^
'''^''' ^'' ^vorldly honours,

Jy wisdom, which, m his sight, is foolishness.
But all subsists by elemental strife

;And passions are 'the elements of life.

COLON.
RULE L The three great enemies to tranquility, are vice

superstition, and idleness : vice, which poisons and disturbs
the mind with bad passions ; supersition, which fills it with
imaginary terrors

j idleness, which loads it with tediousness
and disgust.
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